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by SIMON LEE HALL 

JANUARY 1990 
ABSTRACT 

This thesis provides interpretations of the Holocene Later Stone Age of the eastern Cape 

which focus sp-ecifically upon hunter-gatherer strategies for managing and reducing risk 

over the last 5500 years. In this effort, social imperatives are given equal weight to 

environmental factors in assessing the Later Stone Age settlement of new areas. This 

approach focuses upon the changes actively instituted by hunter-gatherer-fisJ-,ers in th~ir 

sodaJ organisatio,,. These changed from open network, inclusive social systems, to more 

closed networks, restricted settlement ranges and increasingly exclusive social behaviour 

wrought by competitive self interest. 

The primary data base comes from the sites of Edgehill and Welgeluk, two riverine shelters 

dating to the last 5500 years. The analyses of these sites within a br0ader regiom~l context 

show that changes in risk management can be recognised by a shift towards mme intensive 

exploitation of freshwater mussels, fish, crab and tortoises, as well as the development of 

storage pits in order to prolong ac..:css to seasonally restricted oil rich seeds. This intensifi

cation is ~pparent from about 4000 BP. This subsistence focus upon an 'aseasonal' resource 

base infers an inseparable linkage between several factors. These are regional demographic 

saturation and a trend towruds increased sedentism. Consequently, t!'ie traditional role of 

mobility as a strategy for managing risk becomes Jess effective. Concurrent with intensifi

cation and increasing competitive self-interest was a firmer identity between people and 

place. This identity is regionall} signified through the manipulation of lithic raw materials 

and more locally through the practice of focused cave burial. The arrival of herders and 

mixed farmers prod~1ced a spectrum of interactiol'l pos:; !)ilities. Of importance is that 

hunter-gatherers remaineo active 'players' withiB this complex social landscape and did not 

simply passively change because of external forces. 

A general conclusion from this study points out the inJLl~quar.y of the San ethriograph)' for 

guiding the interpretations of the diachronic processes highlighted in this study. Ethno

graphic and archaeological analogs from studies of more complex hunter-gatherers are 

deemed equally appropriate for maximising the interpretative potentials or the eastern and 

southern Cape Holocene sequences. 
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JAGTER-VERSAMELAAR-VISSERS VAN DIE VJSRIVIERKOM: 

'N BYDRAE TOT DIE HOLOSEEN VOORGESKIEDENIS VAN 

DIE OOS-KAAP 

deur SIMON LEE HALL 

JANl.JARIE l~0 

OP3OMMING 

Hierdie tesis verskaf ~erklarings van die Holosccn Later Steentydpcrk in die Oos-kaap gedurende die laastc 

5500 jaar Daar word spesifick gefokus op jagter-versamelaar strategic vir die beheer en vermindcring van 

• i~ikt' Nood:;a'.1.klike sosiale behoeftes en omgewingsfaktore word bier op gelyke voet gc~~el in 'n poging om 

,Ii~ bcwon•u1~ v,.11 ruwe gebiede in die Later Stcentydperk na waarde se skat. Hierd1e benadering fokus op die 

verandcringe wat al-.tiewelik deur jagtcr-versamelaar-vissers in bul sosiale organisasie geinisiecr is. Dit bet 

verander van oop netwerke, iogegeslotc sosiale stclscls, na mcer geslotc netwerkc, beperkte vestigingsgebiede 

en toenemende eksklusiewe sosiale gedrag wat dcu mededingende seltbelang tcweeggebring is. 

Die primtre databasis is verkry van dte tcrreine by Edgehill en Wclgeluk, twee r;vieroewerskuilings wat uit die 

laaste 5500 jaar dateer. Die ontleding van hierdie vindplekke in 'n brcc1 streekskonteks toon aan dat 

veranderinge in risil obeh~er besp1.;ur kan word deur 'n verskuiwing na meer intensiewe ontginning van 

varswatersmossels, ,IS, krappe en skilpaaie asook die ontwikkcling van bcrgingsputte om toegang tot seisoenale 

o!icryke sadc le verkng. Hierdie toeuame ~ Juirlclik vanaf ongcvccr 4000 jaar gelede. Hierdie verskuiwing 

van die bestaansfokus na nie-scisoenale bronne dui op 'n onlosrr.aakbare skakel tussen vcrskcie faktore na3mJik 

die demografirse versadiging van streke en 'n neigmg tot verhoogde gcsete bevolking. As gev0lg daarvan bet 

die tradisionclc rol van mobiliteit as 'n strategic ·.ir di,; D, n1~er van . isiko minder effektief geword. Gelyktydig 

mc-t vcrhoogde kompetcrcnde selfbelang bet 'n sterker identnc;! tussen mens en pick outwikkel. Htcrdie 

irfentiteit word op strceksbasis geopenbaar deur die manipulasie van litit:sc ru-materiale en plaaslik deur die 

pr~ •yk van begrawings in grotte. IJie .. n .. "'!...orus van herders eu genengde be l"rdery het 'n spektrum van 

r.woutllkhde vir interaksie meegebring. Dit is .·1:..,~grik dat die jagter ,·ersamelaars akticwe 'spelers' binne 

Ferdie komplekse sosiale landskap gebly bet en nie slegs passicf onder druk van ekstcrne magtc- verander bet 

'11 All' : 1 rn. 11•volg•rckking van hierdie studie wys op die 011toercikendhcid v11n die San etnografic r 'll tl_ie 

vertollcir,g •· · d< diac.hroniese prosesse, wat in die studie beklemtoon word, te lei. Ooreenstcm1t1~ 'le 

etnografic~e en .i 6 .01 igiese studies van meer komplekse jagter-versamelaars ·.vord net so geskik geag om dk 

vcrklarende poten\'a' • .. , • die oos- e11 s11id-Kaapse Holoseen opeenvolging maksimaal te benut. 
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- - ---- -- ~- - - - - ------ - - - - ---- -- - - - ----- - - -----~ 

INTRODUCTION 

The main themes under investigation in this thesis con\. ~m regional Later Stone Age (LSA) 

settlement changes and subsistence intensification over the last 5500 years. The subjects 

of the examination are hunter-gatherer-fishers who lived along the inner margin of the 

eastern extension of the Cape Fold Belt. The data were obtained from the two sites of 

Edgehill and Welgeluk, which are both riverine rock shelters located on the banks of the 

Koonap River, a major tributary of the Great Fish River (Figs 1.1 & 1.2). 

At one level the data from these sites mform upon hunter-gatherer-fisher (hereafter referred 

to as hunter-gatherer) economy within a riverine locale, an aspect which has received little 

archaeological attention in the southern African context (Deacon, HJ. 1972:38). At other 

levels the sites contribute to an understanding of a regional history during wh1cb the initiation 

of occupation at the sites and the specific economic trajectories evident in their sequences 

cannot be fully comprehended without comparative recourse to the wider regional archae

ology previously undertaken. The existing data base in the eastern Cape is particularly 

extensive and permits such a regional approach (Deacon, J. 1972; Deacon, H.J . • 976; 

l?obertshaw 1984; Leslie-Brooker 1987). I believe that the type of diachronic regional 

approach attempted here is possibl~ because many of the synchronic 'slices' are already 

known, providing the basis for diachronic perspectives. It is on this work that the current 

study builds, both in contributions to the data base, as well as exploring the data within 

different theoretical fields. A main emphasis is Holocene demographic and social change 

examined against a backdrop of environmental change, an aspect which has been singled 

out previously as " ... a topic worthy of study on its own ... " (Deacon & Thackeray 1984). 

This study is orientated just as much towards regional social process as it is to 'band'/land 

economics. Previous work has emphasised man/land relationship:: and this thesis attempts 

to add social relationships to these studies as well. Environment and environmental changes 

are still important variables in shaping the archaeological sequences, but are seen in terms 

of permission and constraint, presenting opportunities within which decisions are socially 

made. 
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A key concept in the discussion of the LSA s~qucnces in the eastern Cape is that of 

intensification. It is clear from the data to be presented, that a relatively low key but distinct 

trend towards increasing production and resource management is evident in the sequences 

from the mid-Holocene. Such trends in hunter-gatherer sequences elsewhere have initiated 

debates as to their causes and arguments range from population increase models, to those 

which see such trends resulting from an intensification of social relationships and alliance 

networks (Cohen 1977, Beaton 1983; Lourandos 1985). Integral to this deb~te is the 

ethnographic and arch·1cological study of the trajectory towards complex hunter-gatherers 

and the appearance of food production The intensification process is seen by some (see 

Lourandos 1985) as representing a continuum of increasing cultural complexity from simple 

hunter-gatherers on the one hand, to food producers on the other, all of which are nodes on 

this continuum. Intensification is an archaeological signal of complexity and although the 

signals to be examined here are weak in comparison to those of complex hunter-gatherers 

elsewhere, the rationale behind the mcthodolog) mployed here 1s that the process is seen 

as conceptually similar. 

There is perhaps a danger in ~his pe:spective of imbuing LSA populations with a social and 

economic complexity which over-reaches the ability of the archaeological record to support 

such complexity. This has 10 he guarded against, but in the same light, the loc1l San 

ethnography also needs to be u•-..'d critically lest it completc'y subdues archaeolc,gical signals 

which could point towards different behavioural configurations that are at variance with 

ethnographic stereotypes. The theoretical and methodological approaches to San ethno

grJphy have tended to treat hunter-gatherers and the ethnographic present as an evolutionary 

stage, which is uncritically extended back in time. The past is seen as an image of the 

ethnogra.rhic present. This gives rise to weakly developed diachronic perspectives which 

mask archaeological variability. 

In North America an increasing awareness by ethnographers of the need historically to 

contextualise the 'ethnographic present' brings archaeology, along with ethno-history, into 

the limelight as a source which can inform on the origins of the present and redtJcc the 

'ethnographic tyranny' over the past (Wobst 1978; Trigger 1981). This attitude gives 

archaeologists the confidence to be less conservative about their data c1nd its relationship to 

the 'ethnographic present'. While the archaeology obviously does not 'speak' by itself, it 

should not simply mimic the ethnography. 

The San ethnography is clearly important in providing analogues for the deeper past, as has 

been so clearly demonstrated through its juxtaposition with appropriate theory for the 
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elucidation of the principle3 behind LS,\ rock art as well as providing credible frameworks 

for the recognition of aggregation and dispersal ,itcs (i.e. Lewis-Williams 1981: Wadley 

1987). At the level of gcncrJl principles the ethnography may be appropriate for ar1alogical 

use for the deeper p.lst but the detail and content of the l .SA past must be viewed first in 

isolation. The resonance bet"cen ethnography and archacclogy should be more balanced 

and not unidirectional. r n fact, th ... arch:•cuivt";Y may be mor appropriate in defining the 

ethnographic ;,resent rather than the oth,:r way around. In Parking ton ·s words. "Until we 

expect that things arc different. we will always di ·cover that they were the same" (Parkington 

1984a: 12). 

The concern here with expanding the archaeological perspective to include social issues 

r.ibis the question of appropriate thc1)ry. South African archaeologists have predominantly 

u~ed t!1(' 'band' as the unit of analysis within frameworks which may be labelled as cultural 

ecological systems approachc:... 1 he emphasis on subsistence and settlement patterns, as 

determ ned by environment (see Deacon, H.J. 1976) neglects that bands interact with other 

bands wtthm a structured set of social relationships. Decisions concerning settlement. for 

exa:n;Jle, are informed just as much by social imperatives. Above al!, researchers using 

social t11~• , -y maintain that the economic and the social cannot in fact be separated. 

The approach adopted here leans towards aspects of historical materialism in the belief that 

much rno1c of the Holocene LSA record can he accessed with it and that it is particulnrly 

suite<l to the exrmination of a diachronic process, such as intensification. Moreover, it also 

ac:commodatcs pins of the archaeological record such as burial, previously considered 

epiphenomena!. by recognising that changes in the content and structure of one data category 

reflect changes in th.: socio-cultural whole. It is also well suited to the investigation of new 

social relationships between San. pastoralists and mixed farmers over the last 20<X) years as 

well as changing relationships within hunter-gatherer society in response to these new 

economic and social incursions. 

In Chapter Two the themes introduced here are expanded upon further. It provides the 

methodology through which the intt:nsificat1on process 1s archaeologically recognised and 

gives the theoretical orientation through which ,11c process is explained. I develop a 

preliminary framework which explains the process .. changing emph:1ses in risk man:ige

ment strategies which mediate contrad1cuons in social relationships l"'Ctween open and 

widespread networks on the one hand and increasing group self intere~t on the other. 
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Chapter Three describes the present and past environmental backgrounds and then makes a 

preliminary comparison between the Liming of Holocene palaeoenvironmental changes and 

the LSA sequences in the eastern Cape as represented by the available radiocarbon dates. I 

sugge'-t that there is a relationship between an early mid-Holocene climatic amelioration 

and territorial expansion but that a number of factors intervene to temper an overt determin

ism in this relationship. The sites and excavations are described at the end of Chapter Three. 

C11apter Four gives the food waste data. The key theme in the discussion of the food waste 

is how intensification prolongs occupations within smaller areas and from single sites. The 

'aseasonal' character of the subsistence base has obvious implications for chailges in 

mobility patterns from which changes in ri~k management can be inferred. 

The lithic and non-lithic artefacts are described in Chapter Five. These are examined 

predominantly with stylistic questions in mind and how stylistic changes signify demo

graphic t.hanges, the establishment of socio-spatial boundaries and social intensification a11d 

its relationship to the intensity of aggregation and dispersal patterns. 

Chapter Six explores these themes further in relauon to the practise of focused LSA cave 

burial. A simple relationship is established between focused ritual burial practice and 

relatively closed and exclusive hunter-gatherer behaviour. 

Chapter Seven addresses the pottery sequences of the research area and interprets them in 

the light of ethnographic .i.nd historical observations of interaction between hunter-gatherers 

and food producers. The rock art record is also used to inform upon regional diachronic 

process and shifting emphases in hunter-gatherer economics and idc·.:. 1ogy. 

The final Chapter returns to the relationship between che archaeology and Lhe ethnography 

and a summary of the main points made in the thesis. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

INTENSIFICATION: BACKGROUND AND THEORY 

The recognition of intensification is a key theme for the pre-contact sequences (5500 rn 2000 

BP) at Edgehill and Welgeluk. This chapter presents and discuss1.;s a number of issues 

concerning intensification and its application to the current study. Firstly, intensification is 

defined and its archaeological recognition is discussed. Secondly, the notion of intensifi

cation is examined with reference to prevrnus arl'.'haeological work in South Africa, and 

various theoretical frameworks used to explain intensification are briclly discussed. Third

ly, I critically discuss the method and theory of Kalahari San ethnography in order to 

examine its suitability for the elucidation of diachronic change, such as intensification. I 

also suggest that ethnographic frameworks used uncritically bj LSA archaeologists will 

downplay variability. Lastly, having suggeHed an appropriate scale of ethnographic anal

ogy. I articulate synchronic 'ethnographic present' principles of hunter-gatherer risk man

agement with a diachronic model which stresses intensification as a signal of changing 

emphases in risk management strategies. I sec the process resulting from the interplay 

between a number of factors which increasingly create incompatibility between gr.neralised 

reciprocity and individual group interest. 

INTENSIFICATION: DEFINITION AND RECOGNITION 

The term and concept of intensification has become increasingly prevalent in the archaeo

logical literature on hunter-gatherers. This is due to a concern with the pivotal relationship 

between complex hunter-gatherers and the appearance of food production. To this end, an 

entire volume has been compiled (Price & Brown 19f 5a) as well a:; a number of other papers 

(for example Bender 1978, 198 l, 1985a, 1985b; Hayden 1981; Lourandos 1983, 1984, 1985; 

O'Brien 1987). 

This mtcn.,st in complex hunter-gatherers stems from an awareness that the appearance of 

food production was part of a process and should not be viewed in terms of an evolutionary 

stage-like transition or 'revolution·. Consequently, StJch studies stress that traditional 
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hunter-gatherer models of homeostatic adaptation and stability be modifi,.;d to include 

greater structural complexny an<l allow for more diachronic dynamism. It was ~ ithin such 

societies that the process towards food production took place. Furthermore, in the light of 

this reassessment, the dichotomy between hunter-gatherers and fanners is seen as less 

a!1solute in the sense that simple hunter-gatherers r.nd farmers are be~avioural nodes on a 

clinal gradation of inc :easing extractive capability (Lourandos 1985:389). This diachronic 

perspective of hunter-gatherers and farmers as a continuum is reinforced through cross-cul

tural synchronic comparisons of hunter-gatherer variability in tJ1e 'ethnographtc present'. 

Hunter-gatherers previously considered exceptions to the general forager model, such as 

North American west coast Indians (Suttles 1968), are now seen as geographic variants on 

this clinal con•inuum. One of the aims of this study is to emphasise the diachronic process 

of intensification in the late Holocene among L~A hunter-gatherers in the eastern Cape and 

to locate this process on thl.! continuum of change. As will be discussed below, an 

archaeological .1ssessmcnt of intensification highlights marked differences between the 

archaeology and the ethnograpny and the relationship between the two needs lo be ad

dressed. 

Intensification implies an increasing extractive ability which indicates either increasing 

productivity or increased production, or both. As Bender (1978:205) has pointed out, the 

distinction betweC'n the two tenns can indicate diff e:-ent scaies of process. Better produc

tivity signals improvements in extractive efficiency, in which a group of hunter-gatherers 

may maintain production levels in the face of, for example, a decreasing toraging range. 

In such a situation better efficiency may produce a time saving which i! not necessarily 

reinvested in producing more but perhaps in woiking less. Intensification, therefore, need 

not be synonymous with increased production. Increased productivity, as opposed to an 

absolute increase in productton, has different implications for social and demographic 

change (Bender 1978:206). Increased production stems from an increase in demands, 

whereas increasing productivity may have nothing to do with such demands. 

Two interlinked variables of increasing production in the archaeology of hunter-gatherers 

are population increase and increasing sedentism. While population increase in hunter-ga

therer contexts can very often only be inferred, populatio1i pressure has often been cited as 

one of the 'demands' behind the intensification process (Cohen I 977). The place of 

population pressure in intensification will be discussed more fully be1ow but the relationship 

between intensification and increasing sedenusm is introd1.1ced here because it brings to the 

discussion considerations of the social order rather than simp.y the economic. Intensifica

tion implies that people are elaborating thrir subsistence strategies within increasingly 
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smaller foraging ranges and consequently become economically tied to fewer points on the 

landscape for long.!r periods of time. This decreasing mobility, however, undercuts the 

economic risk-reducing rationale behind both individual and group movement which are 

also mechanisms for conflict di3solution (Lee 1979). Thus, the relationship between 

intensification and increasing sedentism creates new social problem::; which have to be 

accommodated. It is suggested that this is undertaken through a concomitant ritual intensi

fication which among other things, ties people to places through ritual. In Bender's words; 

Perhaps residential permanence becomes a more viable option when 
it is preceded by or occurs with increased ritual permanence, when 
there is a ceremonial and social locus that invokes a delay on socially 
im·ested time, energy and thought -a place pivotal within the cogni
tive sc!1eme of things, pivotal to activities that reflect both the reality 
of scciopolitical relations and the symbolic mediation, or masking, 
of those realities (Bender 1985:26; original emphasis). 

Intensificat:on, therefore, is not simply a process of increasing economic ;Jroduction. It is 

a socially constructed strategy which is underwritten in the ritual sphere. In fact, the two 

cannot be ~,~paratrd. 

The importance of ritual place is by no means simply a theoretical construct in the LSA in 

South Africa. Janette Deacon introduces the concept of topophilia into her discussions 

concerning rock engraving clusters attributed to the southern /Xam. These clusters repeated

ly served as bases for rainmaking ritual (Deacon, J. 1988a). I suggest below that, among 

other things, cave burials and their ritual elaboration in the eastern and southern Cape 

embody similar concepts which broadcast, through ritual, the economic and social identity 

of people with pla~e. Intensification concerns both econc -~ and social/ritual production. 

Before considering some of the theoretical frameworks which have been used to explain 

intensification in South Afncan LSA studies, I discuss the archaeological recognition of the 

process and isolate a number of indicators which arc appropriate in the current study. 

INDICATORS OF INTENSIFICATION 

Cohen ( 1975, 1977, l 985) and Lourandos ( l 983, l 985) list a number of archaeological 

indicato1 s for the recognition of intensification. While ~e indicators stressed by these two 

writers overlap considerably, their explanations diffec, rkedly. Cohen stresses population 

growth and population pressure while Lourandos loca:es l ·e intensification process within 
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changing social relations of production, and rather than seeing population pressure as an 

independent variable, considers any observable population increase to be dependent upon 

changes in social relationships (Lourandos 1983:92). Much of what follows is taken from 

these two workers. 

Absolute population increase has been posited as related in some way to intensification. 

The methods traditionally employed to calculate population levels and population increases 

have been developed in sedentary food producing contex!S. These include, for exam;:>le, the 

quantification of households or room numbers or counting the number of grindstones in 

each settlement. As such these methods are of little use for investigating similar aspects of 

non-sedentary hunter-gatherer groups and the sources of error compound to the point of 

irrelevance. The indicators for intensification and the implied population increases are 

consequently qualitative and relative, rather than quantitative and absolute. 

These relative indicators involve demonstrable changes in settlement patterns, changes in 

the food resource mix and changes in artefact frequencies which can be tied to food procuring 

and food preparation activities. For these indicators to support and give confidence in the 

idea of intensification, in the sense of increased production, some indication of absolute 

increases in caloric production must be shown. Additionally, intensification must be shown 

to result from stress, i.e. demands, rather than as a response to new technology or new 

opportunities allowed by environmental changes. These indicators are not mutually exclu

sive and it is the general principles behind their use which are of concern here. 

Increasing use of marginal habitats 

U a trend toward'5 settlement ot areas which generally are less optimal for hunter-gatherers 

can be demonstrated, then intensification can be inferred. An obvious problem with this 

indicator is tiu : miirginal habitats may be increasingly used because they become less 

marginal t!l.. , ;.;:! I' environmental c-hanges rather than through an absolute necessity to expand 

into less favourable habitats. The degree to which marginal habitat expansion can be seen 

as intensification based upon absolute demands rather than environmental change is inves

tigated in Chapter Three, but sevrral factors are mentioned here which temper an apparent 

determinism between environmental change and territorial expansion. 

Firstly, if new sites are consistently established in adjacent optimal habitats as well, the 

increasing use of marginal environments may be seen as the development of necessary 

strategies rather than simply a passive response to environmental release. Secondly, 

intensification can also be inferred if it can be demonstrated that expansion into marginal 
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habitats is by a group whose incorporation of that marginal habitat is an addition to the 

optimal habitat in an increasingly complex seasonal transhumant patte.11. This suggests that 

the optimal habitat can no longer, by itself, meet a group's subsistence requirements. 

Increasing niche-width 

Related to the first indicator is the recog1 .. 1 lbt new microhabitats are being exploited. 

While expansion into marginal nahllaG does imply this, intensification can be more 

positively identified if the niche-width also ,m .. r,.ast:s in optimal habitats as well, and these 

expansions are additions to rather than simply replacements for previously exploited niches. 

More specifically, intensification is apparent when economic activity inc:-easingly focuses 

upon inter-tidal and riverine niche!- which are adjacent to or run through both optimal and 

less optimal environments. 

Increasing use of high biomass, low trophic level resources 

When smaller food parcels are increasingly exploited and have short reproductive cycles 

and high biomass, then intensitication may be inferred. In addition, increasing exploitation 

of smaller food 'parcels' implies less search time, greater locational predictability and wider 

seasonal availability. These resources may be additions to larger and more prestigious 

animals but declines in the latter t!iay indicate their reproductive inability to keep pace with 

intensification demands. This shift is precisely the same inferred by Hayden using the 

biological terms of rand K-selected species in his resource stress model (Hayden 1981 :525). 

Implicit in this indicator is that people are sacrificing quality for quantity (Cohen 1977:80). 

Where high biomass, low trophic level resources are added to the diet, controls must be used 

to measure the degree to which such trends could also be the result of environmer.tal change. 

Furthermore, technological innovation may also be a contributing factor, although the 

exploitation of smaller food items does not require new technological inputs and in their 

absence a firmer case for intensification can be made. Another aspect of high biomass fooo 

exploitation is that such resources may require longer preparation times to render them 

palatable and this may reflect in frequency shifts in associated artefacts. 

Increasing intensification of site usage 

If there are any indicators ir, the structure of the site which suggest the range of activities 

carried out increase through time and become more varied, then intensification may be 

indicated. The key implication is that particular points on the landscape a.re becoming more 

heavily used as base camps for longer periods of time and the wider range 1f activities will 
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be archaeologically reflected. Also implied here is an increasing emphasis on logistical, 

collector strategies rather than foraging strategks of mu::iple residential moves (Binford 

1980). Supporting evidence could be :;tor.1ge facilities indicative of a greater imestment in 

the site in terms of longer occupation episodes or repeated sequential site use in an annual 

cycle. As discussed above, burials and cemeteries may also indicate increasing ritual 

identity of people with place which, ir. tum, intensifies site usage in the ritual sphere as well. 

In order for a strong case tt1 be made for intensification and for a subseqllent search for 

causality, many of these indicators should be archaeologically visible. The scale of their 

-neaningful application is important. At the site level, local habitat variability may mask 

some of these indicators while enhancing others. The search for intensification and its 

explanation must lie, however, at the regional level and all the indicators should point in an 

aggregate-type way to the presence or absence of the process. Analysis of these indicators 

at the regional scale is of prime importance when seeking causal explanations. If these 

indicators are widely distributed spatially this itself may provide some control as to the 

mechanisms be.1ind the process. The identification of these indicators may also be tempo

rally uneven and this raises the question of differnnt rates in the intensification process. The 

identification of intensification in the archaeological record is relatively straightforward but 

its explanation poses considerable problems. It is to theories of intensification used in South 

African studies that I now tum. 

INTENSIFICATION: CAUSALITY AND EXPLANATION 

The idea of intensification in South African LSA archaeology is by no means new. In the 

eastern Cape the subsistence adaptation of Wilton groups to plant food staples and small 

territorial browsers is seen as the behavioural correlates of relatively small groups, organised 

within small foraging ranges, the boundaries of which may have heen quite firmly fixed 

(Deacon, H.J. 1976:163). The structure of behaviour in the Wilton is an explicit example 

of intensification when compared with the terminal Pleistocene adaptation, during which 

inferred lower population densities were organised in large groups. This geared subsistence 

activities towards the hunting of larger herd animals and consequently hunting ranges were 

less defined in a territorial sense. As H.J. Deacon states (1972:39): 

A noteworthy pattern revealed in the study of the ecology of the 
post-Pleistocene populations in South Africa is the apparent trend 
towards the use of a wider range of resources on an increasingly 
intensive scale. 

l 
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In seeking an explanation for the Holocene LSA subsistence system in the eastern Cape as 

a local example of the world-wide broad spectrum resource trend, the biclogical idea of 

adaptation is used. The Wilton adaptation is one of close correspondence to post-Pleistocene 

environments, although oven r'eterminism is tempered by cultural and d~mographic fac~ors 

which are also imponant in the observed adaptation. 

In the younger parts of the Holocene LSA sequences in the eastern Cape, new food residues 

such as Cyperus usitatus and Unio caffer appear, as well as stornge facilities in the forrn of 

Boophone lined pits (Deacon, HJ. I 976: 164). A tentative correlation between these new 

resources in &.e LSA and the appearance of pastoralism has been drawn (Deacon, I. 

1969: 120). Implicit in this correlation 1s that the stable adaptation of the eastern Cape Wilton 

groups was disrupted by the arrival of herders. The higher population. and the associateJ 

resource stress which ensued, required a broadening of the subsistence base. 

As already mentioned, the Wilton in the eastern Cape is seen as a stable adaptation with a 

high degree of congruence with the environment. Within the ecological framework used in 

the explanation of the Melkhoutboom material, major changes in the ~equence are seen as 

homeostatic adjustments, with the whole S) _Lem readjusting back to a r.ew stable state. For 

the terminal Pleistocene/Holoc~ne industrial transitions from Robberg through Albany to 

the Wilton, environmental ch.inge is seen as an important variable, while the addition of 

new resources in the late Holocene is a msponse to the complications caused by the influx 

of pastoralists. Therefore, stimuli for change in both instances arc located outside the S.,'Slem 

and (in the terminology of evolutionary biology) major changes take place in the form of 

punctuated equilibria and homeostatic adjustments. Wilhin the ecological systems model 

presentt;d by Deacon, smaller scale changes can be accommodated but these are seen as 

adjustments which maintain the overall adaptive principles of the homeostatic plateau and 

serve to maintain the functional integrity of the system (Deacon, H.J. 1980:88). 

There has been a plethora of papers which criticaily ~xamine ecologically based syslems 

approaches for the interpretation of archaeological sel1uences (Burnham 1973; Bennett 

1975; Faris I 975; Thomas 1981; Tilley 198 la, b; Bargatzk:, 1984; Hodder 1985, 1986) and 

mon.: specifically in the South Afr>can context, Mazel (1987). I will not deal with these 

criticisms in any oetail except to say that by their very nature, equilibrium centred frame

works downplay "nonhomeostatic changes, systE- ns disruptions, and 'unbalanced' relations 

between people and their environments" (Vayda 8· McCay 1975:294). In this thesis a 

conceptual framework which emphasises change as continuour md persistent is used. 
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Parkington's (i98O) conceptual framework sees that the change noted in the eastern Cape 

sequ~nces of Melkhoutboom and Wilton was continuous and that the nature of patchy 

depositional sequences as well as the use of an adaptationist framework masks detail in 

them. Furthermore, he also argues that the amount of change seen in the sequences depends 

on the analytical scale. When the occurrence of, for example, small hafted tools is 

considered, a certain amount of stability is seen. However, when analysed at the level of 

frequencies, chang'- i'.; indicated. 1 he same can be said for frequency changes in, or new 

additions to, the food resource mix.. If the notion of these different analytical scales is kept 

in mind, I see no necessarJ contradiction in change within an adaptation. At a general level 

for example, the Wilton .;an be Sl!~n as an adaptation in which 'p.Hch' foraging is an 

~'llportant principle but one th .!l does not deny new types of patches heing used or previously 

exploited ones being l!sed more intensiv<"ly. The principle is maintained but the detail 

changes (see Deacon, H.J. 1 983 ). 

In ordl' r to provide a mechanism which explains continuous change Parkington (1980:83) 

sugge,ts: 

the increa~ed interest in shellfish, plant foods, tortoises, dassies, 
browsing antelope and fresh water mussels in the Hol'1cene may also 
represent t' 1e r: ;,011~e of a growing population to a shrinking land
scape. 

Explanation for intensi~ication rests upon an implausible mechanistic . •0del which emph" 

sises the increasing circumscription of an inherently growing popula:_on due to land loss 

from Holocene sea level rises and at the same time increased aridity in the interior. A 

combination of ex,emal environmen• -ii stimuli encourages population pressure, which in 

tum creates the den. 11,J for inten~ification. 

The inspiration fur this 'work harJ:!:' scenario was derived from C v 1Jt,;;n (197'"'), who 

attributes the rise of agriculture as a response w inherent populatilln growth and population 

pressure. Population pressure as a prime mover or indepen:!.!nc variable for archa~ological 

change has, like cultural ecology an1roaches, been extensively criticised (Hayden 1972; 

Bender 1975; Bronson I 975). Most writers emphasise that the enom10us potential for 

prehistoric population increase during the Pleistocene contrast~ markedly with the calculated 

growth rate of 0,01 % per year (Hassan I 981 :143). The difference is accounted for by control 

mechanisms such as limitations on fertility and fission (Howell 1979; Hassan 1981; Hammel 

& Howell 1987). Such factors are cited by Deacon (Deacon, H.J. 1980:88) in rec;ponse to 

the population pressure model for I lolocene intensification put forv · 1rd by Parkington 
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(1980) On the basis of the !Kung, the physiologic _. interplay between fat levels and fertility 

pro·,ja~s a pote~tiai mechanism for the homeostat:c regulation of population, as do other 

cultural mel:1ods which suppress fertility or remove unwante-1 individuals. Consequently, 

inherent anr.i continuous population growth cannot be taken as given. Furthermore, the 

flexibility of individual and group movement provides mcchanis,ns which hunter-gatherers 

use to relocate away from Hrcas of resou1ce crisis. Therefore, an f!qually valid response by 

hunter-gatherers to a shrinkii1g landscape \\0•1ld have been to reproduce less ratt.er than to 

produce more and also to become locally exunct. 

In terms of causality and intensification, Cowgill (l 975a,b) has pointed 01.1t the fallacy of 

an uncriucal association belween the archaeological signal:, for increased pror:luction and 

pop"'ation pressure by stiggcsting that population stress is too 0ften confla •erl and confused 

with other demands which ffi'JV have nothin& to do with population pressure. Furthermore, 

1,e argues that the p'.lce of population increase in the paq has not been great enough to be a 

single detennining factor in gencn1ting cultural cblnge (Cowgill 1975a: l 28~. Hassan 

( 1981:162-3) lists a number of other cntic;sms of the prime mover popula,ion pressure 

model, the most important of which is that popuhtion increase is tied inextrichl:>ly to social 

and economic factors and cannot be seen as a totally indepcndcrt variable. 

Intensification is one possible response to population and resource imbabnce. but equally, 

intensification may be a response to dem::inds other than population pressure. Population 

decline and fission are aiso valid alternatives and these alternatives should not be seer. as 

mutually cxclusiv~ ,m,J competing theories. Response to disl!quiliurium is situatioiial and 

context bound. I suggest that the tempo and scale of intensification evident in the LSA 

eastern Cape record is, in turn, an important guideline which helps choose the rela:ive 

importance and detcr:ninancy of factors such as envi,·onmental change and population 

pres~ure. A direct correlation between environment and intensifica.ion is too sim.:>listic. A 

more suitable structuring 1)1 the variables is required to get the best explanation of the data. 

A better coirelative use of intensification involves huntt:r-gathercr strategi.::s for ri~k 

reduction whicn arc embedded in social relations both between .lnd within gro•Jp5. 

Explanauons of intensification have previously tended to be based on theoretkal frame

works which stress the dctem1inancy of single, external, prime mover factors or sophisa

cated systems-based models in which "everything affects everything else" (Harris 

1977:401 ). Many see such functionalist approaches as reductionist, tautologous and teleo

logical. The goal of a system is equilibrium and stability, both within t::e whole system as 

·.veil as between its component parts and critics find difficulty in accommodating change in 
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such models (Hoddci 1982). Alternatively, optimal foraging theory provides an attractive 

bo,jy o biologically derived principles for the invcstigati0n of intensification. The frame

work invest,gates food choices, optimal group size-~ and site lo~ation and 'patch' use (Keane 

1983: 138). The use of optimal foraging lheory has also been cr i~icised because of problems 

in matching calCJrifically derived optimal efficiency with social 'efficiency' or equality. 

What is energetically optimal is not necessarily socially optimal and eql,ating the two tends 

to "triviafo,~ so-:ial relationships" (Keanl, 198 ~: 145). Fur!herr1ore, Chap1er Five discusses 

stylistic m:i: kers, the use- of which appc·m, t<1 hreuk :ill rules concerning rationa, and optimal 

economic behaviour (sec also Wie~.)ner 1984: 193). 

Histoii ::a( materiali~t approaches (Le'.vis-Williams 1981; Campbell 1987: Wadley 1987; 

Maze! 1989) stress th:u ecological:; derived systems theory 1c.nds to focus only upon the 

f mc1:s t,f produl.t1on and m so doing, there is much in the LSA record which remains 

unexl)i:.til:cJ. 1 !,.!- t: \fll,11,·1tory lacun:! is filkd by approaching soci.:I formations in their 

entirety whi h ,c•._uirr_ ,tr.1•., ••1g out l:.~ rawre elusive social rrlations of prouuction !ls well. 

Most historical mat\!, •.;11 , .,1 ·:•uu:~s s\.·ek to ;~~utc d1ange within thl s,,dal formation as a 

result of contr:idiction and i11::ornp.:tibility withiil ti.~ social relations of production, or 

between these and the forces of prod~ction. Th:.! cr.vironmcnt con:;t1 :1ins or permits social 

form.11i :)n b11t Jocs nut dictate it~ exact form . 

The most recent work on intensification in Sl:uth Africa has tY.!en u11dcrtake'1 within a 

historical materialist framework (l\fazel 1989). ~tazel cxplainc; :ntcnsitication in the Thm;e

la Basin a~ a prod1Jct l'f gender contlict, during which women came to produce more and 

controlle the product~ of their labc•ir. thc,::hy at•·1ining equality in hunter-gatherer society. 

Equally, however, it CGulJ be inferred tklt women produced more because they were 

increasingly exploitt.!d. The :.ipp.ircnt egalit~rianism f huntcr•gathcrer social relations 

makes the archaeological recognition of tcnsio,. within them diff:cuit. tt is because of this 

th,tt I take a rr,ore gencrJI view which hig.hlights d1.:ng1.,s , social e•nph::ises as resulting 

frcm tension betwe~n them and the matcria: base. 

ARCHAEOLOGY AND ETHNOGRAPIIY: 

/'~ BASIS FOR COOPERATION 

Park ington ( 1 ~d4a) suggests that the emphasis on gathering rathl!r than hunting during the 

last 2000 years i:i the we~t~m Cape ran be attributed, in pan, to the appear Jue~ of 

pastoral'sts. Settlement patte1ns, site distributions ~nd site size are quite difkre11t in the 

p1c-conta-:t penod. On the basis or this he draws attention to the fa('t that the hisi.rmc~lly 
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ob:;erved "Soaqua" pattern cannot be uncritically extended beyond the historical context 

within which it arose: "The time depth of many of the technological and social devices 

observed historically needs critical attention" (Parkington 1984a: 170). Historical records 

and ethno~•~phies 0f hunter-gatherers must be used critically. "as a challenge, not a model, 

of th~ pas~" (op. :it.:1"12). Parking1on's concern recognise the specific context bound 

nature of particular prehistonc trajectories and the need to assess .:!ac1, ,m its own merit. It 

is in this light that this research on the eastern Cape LSA rcc<:-rd i.~ approached and a 

discussion of the appropriateness of the ethnography for analogues is purs~ed. Among other 

things. this is necessary in order to support inferences concerning the complexity of 

hunter-gatherers in the eastern and southern Cape, relative to that seen in the ethnographic 

present. 

In the pre"ace to Man the !lunter, Lee and Devore state that the excavation of early living 

floors focused attention on the ethnographic. record thereby generating a "reliance on 

hunter-gatherer data for recvnstruction ... " and that the symposium sought to encou~age more 

erhnogr2phic study" ... \\ hile there were still viuhle groups to study" (Lee & Devore 1968:vii: 

my emphasis). 

These two statements underpin an evolutionary and, in the case of Lee, an explicitly 

uniformitarian approach to th" potential uses in which the ethnographic present can shed 

light upon the archaeological past (Lee 197~'). However, several authors within the same 

volume qt.cried the appropriatf;ness of uncritical analogICal borrowing from hunter-gatherer 

ethnography. They point out how the environmental and social contexts of the ethnographic 

hunter-gatherers are in most cases very different from those studied archaeologically to the 

point where extrapolation back in time is dangerous (Deetz 1968) Wholesale ethnographic 

analogy is felt to silence aspects of the archaeological 1ecord which fall outside the variabilty 

of the ethnography (Freeman 1968) and in so doing, the "present and the past become 

reduced to 1n as~umed sameness" (Hodder 1986: 145). 

The. ·1<.e of a unifon-.1itarian approach to ethnographic analogy in archaeology is described 

as a "tyranny" by Wobst ( 1978). In archaeology, the variability 1n past human behaviour 

cannot be accounted for in terms of general processes or laws. In the southern African 

context the uniformitarian approach !las been criticised for presenting the past as stahle and 

timeless (Schrire 1980: Wilmsen 198'..l), where hunter-ga,herers become lol-ked in "frozen 

tableaux" (Schrire 1984:2). 
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In many instances uniformitaririn piinciplcs were implicitly embedded i1, the anthropologi

cal mind before field work began. This stemmed from the rescue character of the ethno

graphic research designs which sought to salvage the residual behaviour in hunter-gatherer 

soci-:ties and made them appear distinct from their food producer neighbours. While all 

ethnographers acknowlcdgi!d cultural encroachrnl'nt on traditional hunter-gatherer lifeways. 

they stressed th~ isolation of their particular study groups and hence their sui~ability as 

representatives of the deeper past (Lee 1979). This focus highlighted 'untainted' hunter

gatherer isolates, but the very nature of such studies focused the research away from the 

larger scale interactions and processes which were contributing to the erosion of the 

hunter-gatherer lifestyle in the first place (\Yobst 1978). There were huntcr-gntherers 

observed in the process of increasing their interaction with local food producers but these 

were also placed within the evolutionary mould as examp,es of transi11on. Such transitions 

provided an ideal opportunity for observing hunter-gatherers on the " ... threshold ot the 

Neolithic" (Lee I 972a:342: 1972b). 

The search for pristine hunter-gatherers obviously led ethnographers into marginal environ

ments where hunter-gatherers had survived by virtue of the fact that such environments 

apparently ,:ould not sustain extensive farming communities. Consequently, the analogical 

use of the economic and social sy~tems observed in such environments is questioned given 

that most archaeological work is based in much more benign and productive habitats. The 

problems of extrapolating huntcr-g::therer bch,tviour 1!1 quite different environmental con

texts is compounded \.\ hen the deeper archaeological pasr in the region of the ethnographic 

study is taken into account in terms of produci1Jg the patterns observed in the ethnographic 

present ( Woodburn 1980; Schrirc 1984 ). For exmnple, more recent archaeological work in 

the Kalahari has determined that there is very little of that landsc,.pc which has not been 

settled by agro-pastoralists (Denbow 1984. 1986: Denbow & Wilmscn 1986). Most 

hunter-gatherer sites within the last 1500 years have some artefacts derived from agro-pas

toralists thl!rd''' indicating contact .md interaction. 

As an exam pk, the active and forceful way in which the !Kung controlled thl! Tsuml!bcoppcr 

mines and interacted with the O·.-ambo in the recent historic period (Gordon 1985:26) 

suggests that huntcr-g:.11hcrcrs had a lung standing and detailed knowkdge of larger scale 

agro-pastoral ist eronomies (Gordon 1984) When all these factors an: taken into account 

the recent and current transitions of hunter-gatherers into larger scak economic systems 

may be nothing new to hunter-gatheicrs themselves. !tis the short diachronic ethnographic 

scale, and the as~umptions cf t:1c anthropologists involved which create the impression of 

an entirely new u .ijcctory (Schrire 1980: 16). In this light tbt: perceived pre-contact ethno-
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graphics of hunter-gatherers are held up as typical of this lifestyle and consequently the 

analogues from them are used for interpreting the deeper past. 

The truth is that in many ways we do not know what factors have been important in shaping 

ethnographic hunter-gatherer social and economic systems. What we see as distinctive may 

be a product of living in harsh environments, a product of a long and complex history of 

social and economic interactions with near-by food producers, or are the features we see in 

extant hunter-gatherers " .. . some subliminal consensus in finding similar solutions ro similar 

problems" (Schrire 1984: 18; see also Woodburn 1980). 

Any deeper investigation of what constitutes a typical hunter-gatherer society reveals th ... 

there is in fact far more variability and complexity in some hunter-gatherer systems than the 

ethnographically derived stereotypes allow. Native North Americans on the west coast 

achieved high population densities, were for the most pan sedentary and lived in settled 

villages permitted through the extensive storage of staple foods (Suttles 1968). Such an 

'extreme' in the hunter-gatherer mode of existence belies easy generalisarions about a single 

category of hunter-gatherers. More recent interest with complex hunter-gatherers (Price & 

Brown 1985a) and their relationship in trajectories towards agriculture, indicates that 

complex hunter-gatherers in the ethnography can no longer be held up as exceptions (Testart 

1982:523). In order to account for hunter-gatherer social and economic variabilty in the 

ethnographic present, several researchers have classified hunter-gatherers into two general 

types. In contrast to the 'band' and subsistence orientated hunter-gatherer type of Lee 

( 1979), these typologies focus more upon the social relations of production (Woodburn 

1980, 1983; Testart 1982; Barnard 1983; Myers 1988). More specifically, the general 

classificatory feature revolves arounJ the degree of immediacy, or lack of it, in access to 

and the distribution of economic production. The terms 'immediate' and 'delayed return 

systems• .tl'e used to describe this polarity. As the name implies, a central feature of delayed 

return hunter-gatherers is the storage of surplus for future use. 

What is of interest in this classification is that very few hunter-gatherer groups opernte in 

an immediate return and strictly egalitarian way. Those groups which are examples of 

immediate return hunter-gatherers such as the !Kung, Mbuti pygmies, and the Hadza, are 

so circumscribed by atypical conditions that their utility as baselines for c.omparison and 

analogy arc seriously questioned (Ingold 1983:554). 

lf this is so, do wt.. .urn elsewhere for more credible alternatives, and how should we use the 

San ethnography? Deetz ( 1968:281 ), in a penetrating discussion on the use of ethnographic 
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analogy in Man the Hunter, points out that grouping all hunter-gatherers together throws up 

some ·· ... strange bedfellows". In his view, the Australian Aborigines, the Ge from Brazil 

and aboriginal Californians are groups more representative of pre-Neolithic society, given 

that they were subject to little-to-no food producer contact. He suggests that such moiety 

organised societies were much more widespread in the past. As sucn, they may provide 

more appropriate analogs for pre-Neolithic societies. These hunter-gatherers are more 

complex than the model of hunter-gatherer life represented by the circumscnbed and 

" ... encysted Bushmen" (Deetz 1968:283-4). I suggest that these groups which Deetz refers 

to should be kept in mind as reminders of interpretive possibilities m the South African 

pre-contact archaeological record. This is done in a general way, utilising the distinctions 

drawn between 'immediate' and 'delayed' hunter-gatherer systems. 

I believe there are distinct behavioural differences in the hunter-gatherer archaeology of the 

eastern and southern Cape that are clearly at odds with the ethnography. In essence, the 

archaeology suggests that nunter-gatht.:rer societies in these areas were leaning towards more 

comple'< delayed return systems and a subtle reading of the ethnography .1nd historical 

sources hints at this possibility. This requires that assumed relationships between the 

archaeological record and the San ethnography be carefully examined. From the Bleck 

records it is clear that four categories of medicine men were recognised among the southern 

San, whereas for the Kalahari groups no distinctions are made. All the functions are 

embodied in one individual (Lewis-Williams 1984:2~6-7). At face value this im1,lies that 

ritual function among the southern San was allocated among different individuals in a more 

complex manner. 

Territoriality is another conflicting point. Cashcfan (1983) discuses different degrees of 

territorial behaviour among San groups in which the !Ko, occupants of the most arid and 

variable environment, exhibit greater degrees of territoriality than other groups, with most 

social relationships existing ,, ithin a band nexus rather than between. Janette Deacon 

( 1986: 152-3) in her analysis u1 nistorical and archaeological sources relating to the northern 

Cape /Xam Bushmen, emphasises thdr relatively small and well defined territories which 

w~re tied to seasonal rather than spatial resource fluctuations. She has also isolated the 

concept of " ... human attachment to familiar places"' (Deacon, J. 1988a: 138). Ritual and 

legendary power of place seems to have determined the location of painted and rock 

engraving sites, a concept which docs not appear to be \\ ell developed in the ethnography. 
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The ritual elaboration of deJth and burial at specific places also appears to be a repeated 

feature of the Cape LSA (Hall & Binneman 1987). whereas the ethnography shows that 

there 1s little to no elaboration of death among hunter-gatherers and certainly no identity 

between the living and place of burial (Woodburn 1983; Wiessner 1983a). While the 

variability withiri the ethnography and the historical sources could be a product of varying 

degrees and different types of interaction with food producers. I suggest that there are 

grounds for investigating the possibility of more complex hunter-gatherer syslems in the 

eastern and southern Cape. 

I now tum to the c<mstruction of a skeletal model which explains intensification as a result 

of char.ging costs in risk management strategies which uses as a baseline, ethnographic 

principles 0f risk management. 

RISK MANAGEMENT: A MODEL 

Resource intensification embodies the related processes of increasing sedentism and demo

graphic shifts, both relauve and absolute. The actual process runs counter to beneral models 

of hunter-gatherer residential mobility and flexibility in group composition, which are 

strategies " ... which disengage people from property, (,ind) inhibit not only politic ti change 

but any form of intensification of the economy" (Woodburn 1983:447). Egalitaria'1 

hunter-gatherers are conservative, and egalitarianism is not a neutral or passive quality that 

1s inherent in the hunter-gatherer lifestyle or a product of habitat. The egalitarianism of 

simple hunter-gatherers is perpetually reinforced and actively asserted. Any deviation in 

this threatens traditional risk-reducing strategies. Intensification is one signal of change in 

thi5 :, •:stem of management. 

If intensification indicates a shift in how risk is managed, the fact that hunter-gatherers chose 

'to vote with their feet'. indicates that such decisions are not made in the context of attaining 

a preferred or more advantageous state. Iritensification, therefore, is not goal orientated and 

is not simply an outgrowth of access to better technological innovations. The resistance of 

the !Kung to planting crops is not one of ignorance or simply that there are still plenty of 

mongongo nuts, but that risk-management strategies of generalised reciprocity embedded 

withm social relationships make the accumulation and maintainance of an agricultural 

surplus a difficult task to accomplish. The contradiction between personal accumulation 

and general reciprocity is unmanageable. !Kung who raise animals anJ plant crops cannot 

overinvest in them because of the above and neither can they be tied down permanently to 

one place. Acquired domestic animals are therefore " ... not much more than a single 
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additional element in a broadly based subsistence mix" (Yellen 1984:64 ). The know-how 

may be presenl but the social commitment is not (Brnder 1978:204). 

Explanation of moderate change in the archaeological record is a difficult task given the 

ethnographic evidence cited above of resistance to strong external forces. Even so, and in 

contrast, the process of what Hitchcock rcfen ·..-, as secondary sedentism (Hitchcock 1982; 

Hitchcock & Ebert 1984) is relatively rapid <..crnpared to that in primary contexts. The 

different rates l:>etween contact sedentism and pre-contact sedentism are the basis of criticism 

against the use of contact sedentism f nr analogical use m trajectories towards food produc

tion (Harris 1977 :41 0; Bender 197 8 :208). I suggest that examination of some of the general 

principles in contact sedentism transitions do have some utility in modelling the process in 

the archaeological record. 

Subsistence risk is something which hunter-gatherers seek to avoid at all costs and risk 1s 

managed through a number of mutually reinforcing strategies. San bands are flexible and 

fluid in membership and location. This is a structured strategy allowed through the 

"'umbinatior. of widespread kinship ties and high mobility (Lee 1979; Wies!-ner 1982). 

Individuals haYe freedom of residential choice and in decisions concerning the food quest. 

Consequently, people are not immutabiy bound and dependent upon others for their 

livelihood. All individuals have access to the means of production, both in the form of 

technology and information and, in the same way, there arc rules which allow d:fferential 

producticn to be redistributed throughout a group (Lee 1979: Woo<lhurn 1983). A high 

degree of flexibility in the ! Kung San is evident which allows responses 10 both positive 

and negative situations and this dismantles any elaboration towards 'complex· behaviour 

(sensu Woodburn 1982). 

Flexibility in !Kung bands is not a random process but is structured around a systen, of social 

relationships embod:ed within the system of hxaro. llxaro is a process in whici; individu:!is 

establish a number of exchange partners who arc selected from within and without the band 

so that resource risk h vooled. These mutuJI obliga11ons conscque!ntly pcnnit acce~s 10 

widespread territc,.;es (n1ores) (W1~ssncr 1982) 1/x,u-o partnerships are initiated and 

inain•aired tnrough the bal, ,t.',.d e,L!•an~e of gifts within whic.h ,oc,al obligations are 

stored. "hL..;e 0hiiga1i,ms ~an ~e act1v:.i1ed if a:, rss to a riartner's n!ore 1s required. As 

Wies~ne1 ~.JgE,est,, !:1c.;e h.xaro tic , nunage the v,Hiance in resource fluctuations in an 

environment.,. lie ·r ;:>reJictiJn ef ••·ch tluctuatious is difficult. Individual or group mobility 

provides the mc-c.h.u~;sr;: tor rd,,c,1t;ng aw:1y from a 'bad patch' and ltwro ties provide the 

'passporL' which ghcs access ll' one ~hat is better. 
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Mobility and risk pooling strategies such as hxaro are geared at one level towards reducing 

subsistence stress. Woodburn points out, however, that such open channel strategies serve 

not only in the day to day economic sphere but also in underlining the basis of egalitarian 

social relations (Woodburn 1983:438). Risk reducing strategies are levelling mechanisms 

through which social and material inequahues are continuously dismantled. Mobility and 

flexibility " ... disengage people from propeny, from the potentiality in propeny nghts for 

creating dependency" (WooJburn 1983:445). Information about resource locations and the 

movement of other people \'O the landscape is crucial knowledge as well, and open channeis 

of communication ensure that information bottlenecks do not occur (Moore 1983; Root 

1983). 

Risk management strategies such as hxaro. mobility and fluid group membership are 

generally ongoing processes but the management of social relationships does intensify 

during an aggregation phase. 1 he Kalahan San aggregate into larger social groups at times 

of the year during which interaction with a wide range of kin and hxaro partners intensifies 

in a formal, public phase of a group's annual C) .. le (Lee 1979; Wadley l ~87). At such times, 

marriage partners are found, social relationships are established and renegotiated and ritual 

intensity increases, restating the basis of San social obligations. Environmental consider

ations are not dominant in determining an aggregation and dispersal cycle and the timing is 

not wholly dependent upon seasonal fluctuations. Some San aggregate during the winter 

and disperse during the summer while other groups will do the reverse (Barnard 1979). 

Fission and fusion operate just as much on the ba-.is of social imperatives. The potential for 

fission after aggregation is necessary because of the San· s institutional inability to maintain 

social cohesion among large groups of people indefinitely. Aggregation provides a locus 

at which risk management and social storage can be pooled, and fission and mobility provide 

the safety valves through which unmanageable social tensions can be dissipated. 

The ethnographic principles for risk management outlined briefly above provide the 

comparative baseline ag.iinst which the process of intensifi::ation 1s explained m this study. 

The social mam,gcment of risk also has great utility for examining the last two thousand 

years of the eastern Cape archaeological record during which time hunter-gatherers had to 

share the landscape with food producers as well. Mobility, aggregation, di:;persal and ritual 

intensification are all processes which can be identified arch.-ieologically. It is on the basis 

of changes in these aspects of the archaeological record that intensification is explainable 

as one of changing cost-benefit r:,tios of risk management. This sl(eletal model is 'fleshed 

out' in application to the darn. This approach draws heavily upon the demographic 

inferences of Binford ( 1980, 1983), general statements of risk management by Brown 
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(1985), and aspects of sedentism di~cussed by Harris ( 1977) and Hitchcock ( 1982). It also 

draws upon the work of Wiessner (1977. 1982) and Bender (1978, 1985a,b) and that of 

Gilman (1984) in respect to symbolic aspects. 

Fundamental to this model is a basic contradiction between a social and economic need to 

maintain widespread and open alliances on the one hand and the protection of group self 

interest on the other. Alliance, flexible group membership, mobility and :Ltaro-type ties are 

all risk man3gement strategies \l,,hich work optimally when the congruence betv. ecn resour

ces, group numbers and group mobility is not threatened. Through time, the benefits of 

'traditional' risk management strategies decrease as the weight of these facto,s chrnges and 

congruence between group numbers, their spacing and resources begins to break down. 

Trends towards increasing landscape saturation, both in terms of people and groups. 

decreases mobility and consequently traditional risk reducing strategy becomes less viable. 

An increasing number of groups is inseparably linkl!d to a coinciding process of increasing 

'patch' definition and use and this in tum increases the potential for conflict and competiti1.m. 

Competition threatens mobility and alliance and in response traditional risk m~magement 

strategies operate on a more intense level. A:; the risk management strategies and the social 

relationships they embody come into increasing contradiction with the economic base, ntual 

is increasingly employed, not because coopr.ration or alliance is necessarily required, or 

even desirable but because the basis of cooperation has become problematical (Laughlin & 

d'Aquili 1979; Gilman 1984). The ability of groups to maintain wide!-.iJread mobility and 

open exchange systems becomes increasingly difficult and consequently there is a change 

in traditional risk management strategics. 

EventuaJly, the balance in risk management is tipped increasingly towards maintaining self 

interest rather than widespread and open networks The cost of increasing social and 

economic selectivity is a reduction in potential rcloc.stion areas and rhk management 

increasingly concentrates on meeting those losses through intensification. In Yellen and 

Harpcnding's (1972) terms hunter-gatherer systems chan&e from open anucleated ones 

towards increasingly nucleated SJStems. Unlike Lourandos and Bender (Lourando:.; 1983; 

Bcnde1· 1985a, b), I do not see intensification generating more widespread and intensive 

alliance networks. Rather, intensificativn implies a contracuon of alliant:e systems and 

increased territorial definition. In1ensificat1on provides evidence of a reorientated risk 

management strategy which seek.s to emphasise both productivity and production as a 

response to population saturatjon, group circumscription, reduced mobility, competition and 

heightened identity between a group and a specific set of places on the landscape. fhe 

process is a trajectory towards increasingly exclusive social systems, and away from general 
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reciprocity. Effective and known social distance decreases and the general trajectory leans 

towards one of differentiation, closure, exclusion and heterogeneity. 

Throughout this Chapter the themes emphasised hav'! been drawn largely from research 

which deals with complex hunter-gatherers and their diachronic relatior.ship with the 

development of food production. Use cf this work can be criticised on we basis that such 

research is irrelevant to the stuciy of simple hunter-gatherers in our past. I maintain thnt 

such criticism recalls too strongly ethnographic :;tereocypes, which in tum der;y :irchaeology 

its strongest advantage: that of studying diachronic process. Although it is pointlessly 

speculative, the idea of clinal gradation allows a respor.se to those who point out that food 

production did not develop internally in the sub-continent, but that if uni nterrupted and with 

more time, it would have (Hayden 1981 ). 
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CHAPTER THREE 

ENVIRONMEN'I'AL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL 

BACKGROUND 

ENVIRONMENTAL BACKGROUND 

The region in which both Edgehill and Welgeluk are situuced is geologically, climatically 

and vcgetariunally a transitional zone (Cowling 1987). The transitional nature of the area, 

particularly in regard to its climaie and vegetation, gives rise to heterogeneous habitats of 

va..iying potentiai~ for human occupation and diffe1ing economic Iii c-vays. For example, 

the in~reasing summer rainfall east of the- .!S his~orically lim:ted Xhosa mixed iarmers to 

t!1use areas with :-.a summer rainfall sea~on sufficient for growing maize, sorghum and mil:cts. 

At the same .ime the rugged nature of the Winterberg to ~he north with only summer upland 

grazing, was less useful for both pa.,:oralist~ and mixed formers (I l:!11, S. :i :'86). It is 

probable that the Cape Fold 3elt (f"FB) in pre-pastoralisL times was a more optimal habitat 

for hunter-gatherers than the more marginal habiwts to rhe north in the Fish River Valley. 

The relatively steep t'.cological gradients between these regions created 'environmental 

frontirrs' for hunter-gatherers. The more recent histvrical frontier zone concept can be 

extended intJ the pre-colonial past with ccu!ogical gradients and climatic transitions in this 

instance creating ~nvironmental frontie1 s. 

l'rc.,ent and pasL envirouments arc discussed here in some detail wilh Lwo aims in mi, ·I. 

Att('ntion i:; given to I loloccnc pal.1coenvironmental reconstruction in or~cr to investigate: 

the n: lationship bc•wcen cnvircnmen• and changes in the regional Jistribution of LSA 

p()puladuns. Environmt~ntal potentials for hunter-gatherer, pastoralist and mixed formers 

a,so need to be highl;ghted in a genera; way t~cause these provide the backdrop aga· :t 

which irt~ractions bctw\!rn the,.1 wr', r'1 ·c. 'BackJrof'' 1s J key word, bccaL•se it is believed 

that cnvirvnmcr.t will constrain bu, nnt dir•·ct human affaib. While Lhis ChapLcr provides 

:he basis for acvn parison between cnvircr.ment and settlement, it is argu'!d thr.t theoruically 
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any correlations between the two reflect the social enculturation of a landscape and not the 

other way round. In Ellen's (1979:8) words: 

There are repeated reminders that we should never underestimate the 
ingenious and pre-eminent role of social (including historical) factors 
as causal agents, and that lhe social and environmental variables 
interact in subtle and complex ways, which are just not apparent from 
simple corrciative studies. 

Without highlighting those environmental variables thought to be of relevance in the past. 

however, I believe that any archaeological attempts to paint a more complex past are 

impossible. 

THE 'PRESENT' ENVIRONMENT 

Geology 

Both sites are riverine shelters cut by the differential erosion of the Koonap River on soft 

mudstont-s and shales of the Adel.ude subgroup of the Beaufort Group (Geological Series 

1976) (Figs 3.1 & 3.2). These undercuts are usually capped by more resistant sPndstone 

sills which arc geolog1cally shortlivcd and unstJble. As a consequence, in comparison to 

the CFB, habitable ~,1elters in the lower Fish River Basin are spatse. A common feature of 

Karoo rocks is their widespread invasion by Karoo dolerites. These dolerite intrusions arc 

less susceptible to weathering than the surrounding mother-rock and are therefore a 

significant factor in determining topography as well as controlling the movement of 

underground water (Haughton 1969). The altitude and ruggedness of the Winterberg to the 

north of the site-sis a result of lar&e scale doleritic intrusions there. These dolerites do not 

penetrate the Cape System to the south, the area aro!!nd Edgehill and Welgeluk marking 

th..ir southernmost ex1em (Visser 1986) (Fig. 3.2). The contact a11d thermal m amorphism 

whkit resulted between thcJolcritcs and th1., ~urrounding Karo() formations produced a hard 

and reiat1vely fine gr.iined hornfcls suitable for flaking and formal tool manufacture. While 

there ar\! dolerite .. :} kes clo.ie to Edgehill, the remnants of unflaked cortex on LSA adzes 

suggt:sts that all hornfei:, tools were derived from reducing river pebbles collected from the 

Koonap River gravels. From both sites, LSA people had immediate access to homfels. 

Approximately 40 km to the south of th~ sitl.!s lie the rocks of ihe Cape Sy~tem comprising 

Wi•tcberg quartzites, ~t'able rvtountam sandstones and Bokk;veld shales (Badenhorst 1970) 

( fig. 3.2). In ,11e vicinity of Grahamstow11 a p;!neplain~d surface c;ome 15 km long from 
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Figure 3.1. The immediate surrounds of Edgehill and Welgeluk 
(contour intervals in feet) 
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west to east is ~apped by a relict •:cncer of silcrete (Mour,tain 1980). These in situ sikrete 

depoc;its arc important for LSA stone tool manufacture al both Edgehill and Welgduk (Fig. 

3.2). 

Four physiographic regin11s have been defined in the n~gion, two of whirh arc important as 

background for the LSA. These regions run from north to the south: 

1. The Second Escarpment. 
2. 111e Coastal Plateau. 
3. The Cape Fuld Belt (('FB). 
4. The Coastal Belt. 

The Su .. und Escarpment or T:indjicsbcrg-Winterberg orographic line (Rennie 1945) forms 

the must promine!ll feature in the region and is thought to mark: a fom1cr p~!:icion of the 

Great Escarpment (i(ing 1951 ). Tile ni.11n highlands compri!.c the Tandjiesherg and 

B~mkberg to the west and the Winterberg. Ela,,,!-;bcrg and Amatola ranges to the East. This 

region forms a relatively unbroken hill ;,nd :noun.Jin belt h"' 50 and 80 km wide, half 

of which lies over 1500 m :ihove sea lewl (Badcn'101•,· ,~cpl for the breach made 

by the Great Fish River flowing through fru11. ·h~· r ortl., , t:llll'nt into and through this 

highland, especially for stock owners. Wl•' Id , .. 1\~ been difficult. l\1ajor Karoo dolerite 

intrusions provide the h;•ckhrmc fur all the i.1~i1 "-'aks a.id ridges. Thl! Second Escarpment 

is tht.: main catchment for the southerly flo\\ing tribut:1rirs of 1he Great Fish River, such as 

the Baviaans, Koonap and Kat Rivers which drain tl,cse highlands. 

The lower altitude plateau -lands to the south of Lhc Second Esc:upme11, are ~ailed the Coastal 

Plateau and dip relatively gently to the south from an altitude of 600 rn a~ove sea level to 

60 to 90 mat the coast (Badcnhorst 1970). In the west the coastal plateau leads out imo the 

Great Karon and in the cast it reaches down to the \..u.1st at the Gre,•t Fish River mou,h. 

Although in comparison to the Second Escarpment the Co:tstal Plat~.iu is rclativdy fbt. it 

is characterised by deeply incised river valleys which give ri"e to ravinc-!ikc topography. 

sometimes to a depth of 300 P1. Both Edgehill :ind Welgcluk occur within such valleys. 

Running across the Coastal Plateau is the eastern cxtt.:nsion of the CI· B which fades in the 

cast at the point where it is cut hy the Fish River (B:td.!nhon,t 1970). The moister and cooler 

conditions allowed by this higher ground introduc..: 111to the eas1ern Cape a distinctly 

southern Cape charactt!r. particularly in terms of the vegetation. It is within the folds of this 

higher ground that many rock shclters have formed, most of which hold trac...es of LSA 
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occupation. This contrasts with the low density of rock shelters on the Coastal Plateau north 

of the CFB aaributabll! to the structural instability of the Karoo rocks. 

Soils on tne Ccastal Plateau arc<' ribed ..1s desert soils and arc derived from Karoo rocks 

(Badenhorst 1970). Mechanical processes are th«" major soil for.ning factors and chemical 

decomposition is minimal due to high evaporation rate~. Soi!s :1re generally shallow and 

weakly s1.ructured and under poor land managen.ent are prone to extensive erosion (Ellis & 

Lambrechts 1986). The A horizons of these s:,ils :m: • dativeiy nutrient rich and while the 

carrying capacity is generally lo.i: the vegetation provides extensive grazing which for the 

most p:irt comprises sweetvcld. Along the river flood plains, narrow strips of organically 

richer sandy alluvia occur. 

On the higher ground of the Second Escarpment the ,oils arc immature, skeletal, and nutrient 

poor as a rP-sult of the leaching effects of higher rainfall. These podzoloic soils are reddish 

brown near dolerite intrusions. Soils ot the CFB and Coastal Forcland comprise brown 

s.indy loam~ and are relatively fertile, although those fo,med from Wnteberg quartzite are 

infertile and grazing is seasonally limited to summer (Martin & t--.oel 1960). 

\Vcather 

The climate b complex bi;~ausc of the region's tran ;itional position in relation to the 

circulatio:-i patterns contributing to summer and winter rainfall (Tyson I 986J. Coupled with 

the topography. this gives nse to steep climatic and ecological gradients (Cowling 1987). 

According to the Koppen classific~tion the climate can be described as warm and temperate. 

In the vicinity of the sue:; the current annu.tl rainfall averages about 450 m.n (Badenhorst 

1970) (Table 3. I). This contrasts with the 650 to 700 mm 10r the CFB to the south. The 

higher ground of the CFR exacerbates the IJw rainfall of the Fish Riw.- Valley by casting 

a rain shadow over it. The effectiveness of this rainfall is abo much reduced by high 

evapoi"at .. :-i r:.ttes. Although rain can fall at any time oi the year, the distribution shows a 

marked bimodal curve v.ith peaks in spring and a larger pc,Lk in autumn. Consequenily 

wi111ers arc relatively dry (Fig. 3.3). 

To th~ north. rain foll en th1. Second Es~arprm:nt can be in excess of 1000 mm per year but 

decreasc-; to the west. This rain falls for the most part in summer. between October and 

March (Venter cl al. 1986) (Fig. 3.1). To the ea,t, rain falls almost entirely during the 

su:nmcr months J'his is a signiricam factor in determining the historical distribution of 
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Xhosa mixed farmers as their crops were dependent upon summer rainfall. Although 

thunderstorms on the Coastal Plateau and Second Escarpment arc common 111 summer 

between October and March, most of the 1 ainfall, especially in the lauer are.i occurs as 

orographic precipitation (Badenhorst 1970) Snow can fall on the Wi•1tr.1 be1g at any time 

of the year but is more common between June and September. No now falls in the vicinity 

of Edgehill and Welgduk (Springfield Farm weather records: 1924 t ~ 1950). 

River flow 

The main catchment of the Koonap River is located with -. the predominantly summer 

rainfall upl.mds to the north and consequently peak flow oc~ul) ··..:-n~ November through to 

March (Fig. 3.4). Between May and August there is a 65% pi0b,1bi!:ty that the river \.ill 

stop flowing and rontract into a series of disconnected pools (t<ivcr Flow D.1ta l 978). 

However, during the severe drought of the early 1980-, water was always available at points 

along the river course. For LSA hunter-gatherers it can be peculated that the combination 

of rainfall, rivcrflow, and temperature tied winter settlement to the major river valleys 

because surface water would have been hard to come by away from them. The same restraint 

may also have applied to pastor.dist transhum:rnt paucrn:,. 

Vegetation 

The eastern and south-eastern Cape h , .. ,1 complex vegetational mosaic because of l e 

convergence of four major phytochoria. 1 lacse are the Karoo-Namib, Afromontane .i

golar.d-Pondoland and the Sudano-7 .• ambczian (Werger 1978; Gibbs-Russel & Rob11 on 

1981: Cowling 1987: i loffman & EvernnJ 1987) (Fig. 3.5). 

Both Edgehill and Wclgcluk lie within the upper reaches of Acocks' vegetation type 'Fi h 

River Scrub' (Acocks 1975), or the lo\\ ucculent scrub of Martin and 'oel (1960). More 

recently, Cowling ( 1983) has reclassified thi vegetation type inro Subtropical Transitional 

Thicket, of which there are two sub-types. 111c Fish River Scrub is referred to as Kaffrarian 

Succulent Thlckct, which is a dry type found in hot valley tloors where rainfall varies 

between 350 and 5CX>mm per year (Acock 1975) Thi t} pe i · transitional with distinct 

Karoo-Namib links as well as Afromontune affinities (Cowling 1984 ). It is extremely dense. 

thorny and succulent and reaches a maximum height of about 3 m. This vegetation has low 

resilience and, once disturbed, recovery i slow (Hoff man & Everard 1987). 

Species diversity and plant productivity in this Sut ropical ll1ickct is relatively high. 

Euphorbia and alo~ species are prominent as well as I'ortulacaria afm \spekboom). Other 

l 
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common tree and shrub species are Grewia robusta, Rhoicissus digirata, Azirrza tetracantha, 

Pappea canensis, Ehrita rigida, Rhus spp., Euclea undulata, Schotia spp., Acacia karroo 

and Diospy, .JS scabrida. In the undergrowth Acanthaceae spp., Crassula spp., Asparagus 

stipu/aceus. and Senecio spp. are commonly found. In contrast to the dense stands of 

Watsonia species in the fynbos of the CFB, plants with underground storage organs are 

solitary and no similar plant rich 'patches• are found in the Subtropical Thicket. All the 

lridaceae are solitary, with limited seasonal above ground visibility. Many trees and shrubs 

produce summer and autumn seeds and fruit but productivity is variable. For example, the 

1988/89 Pappeo capensis crop was remarkably abundant, wtip eas the previous ten year<; 

product.d negligible yields. The factors which trigger SU!A,, ._rtmt fruiting are not well 

understood and it 1s not simply a question of good rainfall. Lon:..equently, while the timing 

of seed and fruit availability 1s predidable, the yield is not. 

Immediately to the north and north-west of the sites increasing altitude and rainfall give rise 

to a savanna bushclump and grassveld mosaic referred to by Acocks as Eastern Province 

Grassveld (Acocks 1975) (Fig. 3.5) ':o\.\.ling (1983:403) labels this sub-type Kaffraria:i 

Thicket, which has strong Afromon1anc affinities. The soils below these bushclumps are 

minerally and organically enriched as we! I as being much moister relative to the surrounding 

grassland soils (Palmer et al. I 088). llowcva, the grassveld component is extremely 

nutritious and dense and provides one of the richest grazing areas in the south-eastern Cape 

(Trollope 1974). The nutritive value of the grassveld is maintained throughout the year even 

after the summer growing season has ended (the popular term is sweetveld). The principal 

species is Themeda triandra. The grazing po,ential of Eastern Province Grassveld is the 

basis for the meanirg of the Khoi word 'Koonap' or 'Caapna', which roughly translates as 

"fine fields" (Skead pers. comm.). The bush clumps "'hich dot this grassveld are dominated 

by Acacia karroo, Cussonia spicara. Scutia myrtina and Sclwtia afra. 

The highlands of the Winterberg to the north .:omprise Afromontan1., Forest. sour grass veld 

and f ynoos patches on stony outcrops and grassy hilltops (Acocks 1975; Cowling 1987). 

The high rainfall of these uplands (Fig. 3.3) produces leached and nutrient poor soils. This 

contributes to proportionately greater flower and seed production which rapidly depletes 

the grass of much of its protdn (Childs 197 I). Furthermore, the earlier and harsher onst>t 

of frosts rapidly lignifics any remaining leaf nutrients. Consequently, '!ven though the 

Winterberg sourvcld has a high carrying capacity, its use in any traditional free range grazing 

system would have been restricted to the summer growing season. Regardless of the ,ulk 

of gnae available. stock animal-; rapidly lose condition if they arc not shifted to :,wceter 

pastures later in summer (! Jail, S. 1986). The availability of foe most important pasture 
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grass, Themeda triandra, is even more seasonally restricted to early summer, after which it 

is replaced and overshadowed by coarser species. Other grass species are lleteropc;gon 

conturtus and Tristachya leucothrix. This sourYeld regio11 generally lies above the 1220 m 

contour. 

Afromontane Forest patches occupy the cooler and wetter kloofs and gullys, particularly on 

the south facing slopes of the Winterberg and Amatola ranges (Fig. 3.5). Dominant trees 

arePadocarpusfalcatus and P. latifolius, with Canthium cliatum and Trichocladus ellipticus 
prominent in the undergrowth. 

The higher and wetter CFB to the south of Edgehill and Wel r,eluk supports fynbos, with 

Protea, Erica and Restionaccae taxa prominent, intermingled with subtropical grasses 

(Cowling 1987). This vegetation al::o has a large number of geophyte species which 

provided a staple dietary corr.ponent for LSA populations in the area (Deaccn, H. J. 1976). 

These species, especially Watsonia sp., do r.ot occur in the drier areas around Edgehill and 

Welgeluk, but other plants with !arge underground storage tubers, such as Dio..icorea sp. are 

found. 

Fauna 

Tt•e Subtropical Thicket in the vicinity of Edgeh::I and Welgeluk supported a large mammal 

fauna which was composed mainiy of brow'..crs. Early traveller accounts indicate the rar,ge 

of species in the ~J"ea (~parrman 1786; Paterson 1789; Barrow 1806; Thompson 1827: Black 

1901: T ichtenstein I 928; Lister 1949; Thunberg t 986). Mosl commonly these wue species 

tl1ey huuted, such as the Cape buffalo (Syncerus caff'!r), elephant (Loxodorta africmw). 

hipp, (Hippopotamus amphib1u.<') and the b!3ct.. rhir," (D1ceros b1conzis). The Koonap 

Riv~.· had a larg~ popul:.ltion of hippo, and th.! pool immediately below Welgeluk was well 

kncwn for this (Els !JC-, comm.). Sparrmi'.l, resident irt the Agtcr Bruintjies lloogte from 

Dl'Cemb<::r I T75 to Janua.:-} 1776, was visitt.J by several Xhos,1 from the "Konap-rivier" 

who, when they hea1d o f h:s d1.sire to shoot hippo, assu,-ed him that there were many to be 

found i.1 the Koonap (Spamnan 1786:197,220). Eland (Taurorraius oryx) were also 

com1,,only ob::e, v'!d in these c •rl} ai::counts. 

It is consial!rL.d ~ ii;nificant that Ji Lt le mention is m~de of the hrgcr brnws•'rs s11ch as bush buck 

(Trapelt.iphus scrirtus) and kudu (T. srrepsicero~) by the early travellers (Burdell 1987). 

Although their retiring habits make them difficult to observe, Allcn-Rowlandson belte,.es 

that ,he presen. high numbers of kudu are attn bu table to a recent reduction in predators and 

do not reflect their true status in the south-e:.,stcm C:ipc, \\. laich is at the limit of tncir range 
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(Allen-Rowland~on 1980). Smaller territorial browsers of this area are the blue and grey 

duiker, and steenbok and f,rysbok (Cephaloplius monticola, Sylvicapra grimmia and Ra

phicerus spp. respectively). 

In the more open savanna habitats to the nonh and w~st of the sites the large mammal fauna 

had a predominantly grazer component. Large herds of springbok (Antidorcas marsupialis) 

were seen as were red hartebcest (Alcelaphus caama) and quagga (Equus quagga) (Lich

tenstein 1928). Ostrich were also commonly seen in the more open ,,.,es~ern areas. 

Small ground game was available in the form of three tortoise species, Geochelonc pardalus, 

Chersine angulata and Homopus areolatus (which are parti..:ularly abundant in this habitat) 

(Greig & Burdett 1976), as well as the ubiquitous dassie (Procavia capensis). 

Four species of fish occurred historically in the Koonap River, the most common of which 

is the mud-mul!et or 'moggel' (Labeo umbratus). This species has a high biomass in eastern 

Cape rivers and spawns in considerable numbers during tte first extensive flushing of the 

river& by the summer rains (Gaigher et al. 1975) The other thr~e species are the eel (Anguilla 

mossam/Jica), a smaller kurper type fish (Sandelia bainsii) and the freshwater mullet (Myxus 

capensis) which no longer occurs in the Koonap River. Other important riverine resources 

include the freshwater mussel (Unio caffer) and turtle (Pelomedusa subrufa). 

THE PAST ENVIRONMENT 

The search for and synthesis of palaeoenvironmental indicators in the eastern Cape is at a 

preliminary stage but there are several studies on natural sedimentary sequences as well as 

cultural sequences which contribute to a general understanding of late Quaternary environ

ments. Synthesis of these data emphasises the Holocene, which is of more relevance to the 

time depth of the Edgehill and Welgeluk sequences. 

The scale of palaeoenvironmental change within the Holocene, relative to change between 

glacial and interglacial times, is muct, smaller. In absolute terms, temperature fluctuated 

no more than 1 •c around the present day mean (Deacon & Lancaster 1988: 158). The lower 

amplitude climatic changes juring the Holocene raise the question a!' to what extent they 

: nfluenced environmental productivity and regional LSA population levels previously noted 

(Deacon, J. 1974, 1 ~88b; Deacon, H.J. 1976; Deacon & Thackeray 1984; Hall, S. 1988a). 

Low archaeological visibility in the 1.-arly to mid-Holocene LSA has been attributed to 

somewhat harsher environments. The contrast is between relatively 'continuous' Holocene 
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sequences in the winter and all year round rainfall regions of the southern and eastern Cape 

versus hiatuses at inland plateau sites. Distinct chronological lags between the basal 

chronologies at Edgeh1ll and Welgeluk compared to significantly !anger sequences in the 

CFB to the south require that local palaeoenvironmental data be sought in order to investigate 

the scale of any possible relationship between these sequences and I ll)IOci•ne env i: on mental 

change. It is assumed that rock shelter basal radiocarbon dates reflect mo.-~ widt: '-rread 

relative or absolute population shifts and population buildup (Deacon, J. ! 974; Dem,1... · t; 
Thackeray 1984 ). 

Local studies which contribute to palaeoclimatic and paleoenvironmental reconstructions 

against which the Holocene cultural record can be compared are limited. The preliminar; 

work on the fossil pollen bearing deposits on the Winterberg Plateau of the Second 

Escarpment are therefore important and are dealt with in more detail (Meadows et al. 1987; 

Meadows & Meadows 1988). 

Winterberg peats 

The Winterberg pollen bearing vleis or peats occur some 50 km to the north of Edgehill 

and Welgeluk and provide the nearest culturally independent palaeoenvironmental data 

(Fig. 3.5). Both sites lie at a height of 1400 m above sea level and are a short distance f:om 

the south facing Elandsberg scarp edge and therefore fall within the pollen catchments of 

Afromontane Forest, sour grassveld and fynbos patches on nearby dolerite outcrops. 

Dunedin vlei has been cored to a maximum depth of 3,0 m, while Salisbury has a shallower 

sequence (1,75 m). Both vleis have been dated and indicate that sedimenwtion began at 

approximately the same time in both vleis (Dunedin: 12 500± 160 BP, Pta-4207; Salisbury: 

11 800 ± 160 BP, Pta-4318) (Fig. 3 .5). It is thought that the onset of sedimentation reflects 

moister and warmer conditions in the terminal Pleistocene (Meadows 1988). A rich organic 

band in both vleis has been dated to 8000 years ago implying a further increase in moisture. 

The interpretation of increasing moisture at about 8000 BP is con 1t-orc.1ted i:>y pollen profiles 

from both sites (Meadows et ai. 1987; Meadows & Me.idows J 988). The pollen diagram 

for Dunedin shows four zones (Fig. 3.6). In the lowest zone (3.vJ-2,60 m), there is a high 

proportion of grass species, low percentages of Cypcaceai but significant amounts of 

renosterbos (Elytropappus). This mix suggests drier conditions than at present with a 

vegetation more analogous to the present day Karoo uplands further to the west. Elytropap

pus, for example, does not grow on the Winterberg at the present time. No Afromontane 

Forest species were present in this zone. 
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From about 2,60 to 2, IO m at Dunedin, there is an increase in Cypac1aae with a concom

mittent fall off in grass pollen which indicates increasingly moister conditions. I lowevcr, 

Karro id species persist and the spectra still suggest drier cond:tions than thosc in the present. 

Forest species for the most part are absent but Olea sp. doe, occur in the cquivalcn1 zone at 
Salisbury vlei. 

The next zone is defined by the relatively abrupt appearance of montanc fore t pollen 

(Podocarpus and Olea contribute 15% of the total) and a fall off in k.1rroiJ spccil's. l )venlll 

grass and sedge pollen still domina~e. The beginning ol this zone is dated to 7880 ± 2()() 

BP (Wits-1434 )(Meadows 1988) and is interpreted as indicating still moister and warmer 

conditions which encouraged Afrornontane Forest expansion. Meadows ct al. ( 1987) 

suggest that the moisture increase stems from stronger s1.,mmcr rainfall. Elyrropappus 

declines even further in this zone. The pollen spectra from the upper O, l mat both sites date 

to the historic period as indicated by the presence of Pi11u.\· pollen and a return of Karroid 

elements. Together these indicate colonial farming as well as veld mi.,managcment. 

The Elandsbcrg pollen sequences suggest a general trend from the terminal Pleistocene 

towards increasing rainfall through the l lolocene. The early part of the sequence ( 12 500 

to iOOO BP) indicates drier and, in this case. possibly cooler conditions relative tu •he the 

upp\!r part of the sequence. J'he most marked slratigraphic and pollen change occ1..1rs at 

about 8(X)O BP which suggests significantly moister and perhaps warmer conditions. 

Meadows ( 1988) has collated all southern Al rican raJioca, hon dates on organic pcat 

deposits and made a frequency plot of their temporal distribuiion. It is assumed that peat 

initiation :rnd subsequent growth rates arc responses to climatic changes, r,pccially mois

ture. As such, tl,t analysis of rndiocnrbon-dated peat stratigraphy indit:ates generally 

moister or drier periods. Meadow's ( 1988:466) plot indicates two periods of peat initiation 

or acceleration in peat form·1tion. The first, rl'prcstntcd by 1hc Lasal dates at Dunedin and 

Salisbury, occurs in the tcrn1inal Pleistocene. 1 hw second moister phase is indicated from 

the mid-later Holocene fro1,1 circa 50CX) BP. Another Elaridsberg vlci (El1erslic) gives a 

basal date of 4200 ± 60 BP (Pta-4335) and an orb:rnic •·t>il on the northern Compassberg 

slopes provides a reading of 3590 ± 70 BP (Pta-4342) (Meadows 1 %8.467). Meadows also 

notes that in the -;ummcr rainfall areas there arc few dated peat deposits between about 
10 000 and 6000 years BP. 
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Other local studies 

A qualitative model of the vegetation history of the eastern Cape midlands by Palmer(l 988) 

notes that in the Subtropical Thicket the number of endemics i~ low indicating ;i relatively 

shallow time depth for this type. I le suggests that the mes1c conditions between 14 000 and 

12 000 BP encouraged widespread Subtropical Thicket expansion. It is possible, however. 

that the bush clumps of the savanna-like Ea:-.tern Province Thom veld to the north of Edgehill. 

are relicts of a previously n.ore widespread Subtropical Thicket. These clumps and the trees 

they c<'nt:iin could well be of some antiquity. Recruitment of genera such as Pc1ppea, 

Boschia and Euclea can only take place if at all, within the nutrient and moisiure enriched 

soils which they cover (:->aimer pcrs. comm.; Palmer et al. 1988). The speculation is that 

early Holocene conditions may have thinned out parts of the Subtropical Thicket established 

in the terminal Pleistocene. ' 'v'!,;:e the extent of the thicket is little changed from this time, 

it is possible that drier early and mid-llolocene climates encouraged more Karoo-Kamib 

elements whi.le moister cc ... ditions from the mid-Holocene encouraged Afromontane 
species. 

Possible indicators from the archaeological sites themselves. particularly Edgehill, may be 

inl<:;rpreted in a palaeo-cnvironmcntal framework (Hall, S. 1988a). This is tenuous because 

of the difficulty in separating cultural selectivity from the unbiased sampling by hunter-ga

therers of environmental changes. The evidence at·. . J is derived from size changes in the 

freshwater mud-mullet (Lahco umhratus). Figure 3.7 shows the remains of l . umbratus 

which have been measured across the basioccipital facet. 1 his measurement was to help 

assess whether the LSA exploitation of the riverine icthyofauna negatively impacted 

recruitment and mean fish size. The measurements extrapolated to sta:ie1· ·d lengths and 

fish mass show that there is a significant increase in these measurements through time 

conrr,try to the exp\!ctation that increasing exploitation of this resource farmed down 

p(lpulations (Fig. 3.7). In units 7 and 8 at Edgehill (ca 5500 to 5000 BP) the mass of L. 

umhratus bc;ug rl!turned to the sue ranges between 40 and 105 g. Above unit 7 the upper 

sue range increases to about 400 g. 

Differential preservation may be ruled out as the cause. It seems unlikely that basioccipitals 

with facets only 1 to 1.5 mm larger would survive less frequently in slightly older deposits. 

No direct evidence of fishing technology has been recovered from the excavations and the 

size increase may be a result of improving LSA fishing techniques. However, if historical 

observations of basl-.ct and mat fishing, stone or reed fish traps (Thompson 1827), or Slone 
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stunning during spawning (pers. observation) have any archaeological time cl"pth, it is 

unlikely that they will discriminate against different size classes. 

The interpretation favoured for these data is that increasing fish size above unit 7 a! Edgehill 

signals an improvement in the quality of the riverine habitat (Hall, S. I 988a). ·~e -;ually 

mature fish at below average size can indicate impeded river conditions durinr v. hich a 

reduction in flow and water volume decreases nutritional loads and gives rise to '11 ,,:.rium' 

like conditions, both of which contribute to stunted fish growth (Cambray pers. ~ ,mm.). 

Reduced and more intermittent river flow also restricts migration, recruitment and st•~,.,niog 

opportunities. If this assessment is correct it indicates that after 5000 BP, discharge from 

the summer rainfall catchments on the Second Escarpment increased, with flow patterns 

adjusting to levels similar to today's. 

The validity of the L. umbratus size increase as a palaeo-environmental indicator is 

strengthened by a pilot study on Edgehill charcoal samples. Analysis shows low tree species 

diversity in the basal layers comprising Rhus spp. as well as Euclca/Diospyros spp. 

(Tusenius pers. comm.) (Table 3.2). Diversity increases through time, to include four as 

yet unidentified types and the late appearance of Acacia karroo. Under present day 

conditions most hard woods duster along the riverine fringe where drift wood stacks also 

occur. If LSA wood collecting also focused on these the charcoal evidence may reflect 

similar hydrological improvements in the riverine condition at the same time as the fish size 

changes. 

Moving further afield, pollen samples from t'1e Aliwal North springs have been analysed 

(Coetzee 1967). Pollen is only preserved in those parts of the cores dating between 12 600 

and 9650 BP. These indicate fairly rapid vegetational switches between · .-"! grassveld and 

Karroid vegetation. Inferred climatic changes are cooler and humid for ,. $!" :v1d vegetation 

and warm and dry for Karroid vegetation, but the trend into the Holocel'P is towards warmer 

and drier conditions. The initiation of peat formation at Aliwal Non.1 at about 12 600 BP 

is similar to the start of sedimentation in the Elandsberg vlcL and, as Meadows (1988) points 

out, may be a significant correlation. The interpretation for warmer and drier conditions in 

the Aliwal North sequence is also similar to those from the Elandsberg but the authors differ 

as to the relative temperatures which accompany those early Holocene dry conditions. 

Another study by Tusenius (1985, 1986) on fossi l charcoals from archaeological sites in the 

north-eastern Cape, excavated by Oppermar ( 1987), provides further palaeoenvironmental 

evidence which has been interpreted in a similar way to the studies already discussed. At 
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the LSA site of Ravenscraig in the Drakensberg escarpment Euryops charcoal makes up a 

significant percentage of identified charcoals in the sequence b ... tween about IO 000 and 

3000 years BP (Tusenius 19F6:94) indicating a relatively dry and warmer period. In the 

oldest layer 5 and the youngest layer I (10 200 BP a11d 460 BP respectively) Leucosidea 

rist!s in frequency while Euryops drops implying relatively moister and cooler conditions 

at these times. The same interpretation applies to the charcoal from Colwinton a11d Bonawe. 

While the picture of a relatively wanner and drier period m thee. -1 to mid-I- 'Jlocene is 

clearly indicated there are marked depositional hiatuses in the cultural quences from these 

sites. The timing of these breaks is fuzzy given that there are significant parts of th~ deposits 

which have not been dated (Opperrnw 1987; Hall, S. 1988b ). The pal.i.eoenvironmental 

data are therefore tied to cultural sequences. One cannot be sure if the cultural gaps are 

directly correlated with the warmer and drier episodes and if not, the more precise timing 

of these palaeoenvironmental changes remains obscure. 

In the southern Cape a study on pollen cored from the Norga peat provides a sequence of 

palaeoenvironmental changes over the last 4000 years (Scholtz i 986). The ba:::ll Zone A, 

estimated to date between 4000 and 2600 BP, provides evidcnc~ for forest expansion and 

implies a wetter local environment. T1'is may correlate with t,igher frequencies of arboreal 

pollen observed by Martin (1968) from the Groenvlei lake sediments, although this inter

pretation is complicated by the possil,:!ity of dune moverP.~nts inhibiting the contribution 

of heath species to the pollen rain (De .. ron, J. 1984). Pollen from Zone Bat Norga (2600 

to 1400 BP) suggests a deterioration in the , n, ironment and the expansion of sub-karoid 

vegetation and forest retreat. Zone C (1400 Ri to the present) secs a re-expansion of forest 

species. 

Other evidence for palaecenvironmenta; change in the Holocene frcin che southern Cape 

comes from a suite of studies based around the cxcavJtioris at Boompl.1.as Cave in the Cange, 

Valley (Deucon H.J. et al. 1984; Deacon & Tha(kcrny 1 ~, {4). Analysis o; micromammal 

remains (A very, D. 1982, 1983), charcoals (Dt-1c(1n et al. l ~}\:1), and 1..: rge mammals (Klein 

1978, I 980, 1983) all suggest a maximum wam1 lf' • •t'd arcu,iJ 6000 rw with co11Jitions 

thereafter ameliorating to those similar to the pre~1 1h. 

PaJaeoenvf:-o~:a1entci1 summary 

16 000 to 12 uOO years~ A period of relatively higher moisture than at present, curing 
which the general distribution of the Subtropical Thicket seen today became establi ihed 
with perhaps a high percentage of Pondoland-Tongaland species. Although sedimentation 
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in Winterberg impeded drainage basins begins, reflecting greater runoff, the highland 
vegetation is Karroid, with much reduced Afromontane Forest. 

12 000 to 8000 years BP. This is a period of increasing aridity relative to previous 
conditions and to those of today. There is perhaps a slight contraction of Subtropical Thicket 
from the higher areas of the Coastal Plateau and a shift towards more Karoo-N amib species 
in the thicket of the valley floors. It is probable that the catchments of the Koonap and Fish 
Rivers and the lower reaches of these systems experienced a significant fall in mean water 
levels and that flow was sporadic. Several Imes of evidence, particularly Scholtz (I 986), 
point to decreased sumrr"'r rains with long hot summers. Model simulations retrodict that 
at 9000 BP, southern Africa was cooler and drier than at present with less intense summer 
rains (COHMAP members 1988:1049). 

8000 to 5000 years BP, During this period upland vegetation patterns shifted more towards 
present day configurations particularly with the appearance of A fromontane species indi
cative of moister conditions :ilthough conditions remained drier relative to the present. 
Perhaps stronger summer rainfall occurred as ·,1,1ell. 

5000 BP to the present, Moisture and terr.pcrature fluctuations at this time appear to be 
mostly within present day ranges (Deacon & Lmcaster 1988: 160). Vegetation and hydro
logical patterns in the region of the sites also adjust to present day ranges with a consequent 
increa,e in mean flow levels of the Koonap River and the appearance of more Afromonta:ie 
species 1n the Subtropical Thicket. 

THE EXCAVATIONS AT EDGEHILL 

SETTING 

Excavations ~t Edgehill :inci Wc:gcluK wern undertaken b: !ween 1931 and 1985. A!1 

exc,av .. tior.; we.,:- on a small scale. No work has hecn previous!) u:idena.k.en at a.1y of the 

sites. 

Edgehill is ,.:,cated some 600 m f, ..'m ·he Koonar River on the westc~ ',ide of Ri.?tfontein

spruit, "small uib11tary of the Koonap R ,'l'r. It :s east facing (Fig. J.l, S 32"5'19", E 

26"30'55 ·•). fdetfonteinspr,iit is a pernanent ~ •1ri11g which rises 3 km above the site and has 

never in lh ing rnc1nory stopoed flow: ,
0 

, 1m.ird pcrs. con1m.). The topography immedi-

1tely around the site i" composed ot J • _ ue roili ,g landscape to the nor~h. covered by the 

s:ivanna-likc Eastern Province Thor, , the south, th<' tcrograp ... y is more ruggl!d and 

Subtropical TJ1icket dominate:- tht- veg1., . :"n. The site lies on a vegetat1•1nal transiticn zone. 
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The shelter is below a small cliff in which softer mudstone bands have been cut back below 

a more resistant Adelaide sandstone sill. The shelter is divided into two chamber., separated 

by a block pedestal. It is only in the northern chamber that deposit has been preserved 

(Fig. 3.8). The excavation was located towards the northern end of this chamber in order 

to avoid disturbance in the form of porcupine burrows. Examination of these burrows 

showed that the contact between the deposit and the back wall is on the same level as a 

bedct•ng plane and that the deposit in which the excavation was placed chokes up another 

considerable chamber to the west. Selection of the area to excavate was, however, a 

compromise because some of the drainage of the slope above the shelter is chanelled down 

past the northern edge of the shelter. Consequently, the deposit has been cut back through 

the action of this small runnel. It is thought that this saturates the deposit periodically. 

STRATIGRAPHY 

The square with the grid reference M8 was excavated as a test pit, with N7 and N8 following 

(Fig. 3.8). Square M7 was excavated to a depth of 0,30 min order to provide a step for the 

deeper excavations. The deposit is about 1,70 m deep and can be divided into two main 

sections. This division is made on the basis of variable stratigraphic resolution. The upper 

1,0 m consists of a grey to red-grey ashy soil which is stratigraphically structureless 

(Fig. 3.9). This upper Jeposit was excavated in 0,05 m spit levels. The stratigraphy 

imp·oved in the lower d.;pc;sits down to bedrock and for the most part could be excavated 

by n,itural layers. These consisted of light grey to white crusts, some of which are extremely 

dense and hard, alternating with softer dark red and ashy grey soils from which the bulk of 

the organic remains were recovered. 

Tool and fauna! sample si7P.S from each spit and layer were too small for meaningful 

comparison and consequently have been lump\. into eight larger units on the basis of 

sJatigraphy changes in artefact frequencies through time and changes in raw material and 

fauna! categories. These aggregated levels and layers have been termed units. From the 

base upwards these are as follows: 

Unit 8, A series of three ~·1.H,graphic layers designated FE, GRN and TLl. These are red 

,;oils and FE is distinctive u..-!cause of a high degree of iron staining. .....hese layers were 

lumped because of the dominance of horni'els and sandstone over silcrete in the lithic artefact 

assemblage. There is also a complete absence of backed bladelets. Beads made from the 

small estuarine shell Nassarius kraussianus are present. Charcoal from TLL gave a 

radiocarbon date of 5500±70 BP (Pta-3581) (Table3.3). Volume of unit: 32 buckets (bkts). 
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Unit 7, This t..~it is a combination of softer and more ashy deposits composed of three layers 

called GNM, PX and DOGE. Hornfels tools still predominate and /\.assarius kraussianus 

beads are present. A date of 5430 ± 70 BP was obtained from BOGE (Pta-3571). Volume 

of unit: 77 ,5 bkts. 

Unit 6. The deposits in this unit come from three layers called OGE2, OGE and DWF. The 

separation of unit 6 from unit 7 was made on the basis of a shift in stone tool raw m',terial 

from homfels to silcrete. Unit 6 is further distinguished by a sharp increase in the frequency 

of backed bladelets as well as the first appearance of adzes. Nassarius kraussianus beads 

are absent in unit 6. Volume of unit: 68 bkts. 

Unit 5, This unit is the most distinctive stratigraphically. It is composed of a series of hard 

white er,· ~ts, sep~ rated by softer and darker stringers. These hard white crusts are interpreted 

as combusted plant rich units similar to those encountered in the excavations at Melkhout

boom (Deacon, HJ. 1976). The layers in unit 5 have been labelled JTl to JT4, BRJT, MJT 

and SW. Nassarius 'r-aussianus beads are absent. The c 1sity of cultural material is 

relatively low with most of the organic remains coming from the darker stringer deposits. 

Volume of unit: 39 bkts. 

Unit 4. This unit comprises two stratigraphic layers labelled ABMNE and MNE. MNE 

marks the end of the lower stratigraphically resolvable deposits and comes closest to a 

marker horizon because it is found over most of the excava:ion. MNE is a hard white crust 

while ABMNE is a softer red-grey undcrbum. MNE and ABMNE are combined because 

they share relatively high artefact densities and low amounts of faunal remains. N. kraus

sianus beads are absent. A date of 4320 ± 60 BP was obtained from charcoal from ABMNE 

(Pta-3574) (Table 3.3). Volume of unit: 32,5 bkts. 

Unit 3, This block of deposits is made up of four 0,05 m spit levels designated R9 to R6 

after the reddish tinge of the deposit. N. kraussianus beads appear in unit 3 and the frequency 

of the freshwater mussel, Unio caffer, begins to rise. Volume of unit: 49 bkts. 

Unit 2, The top of unit 2 is distinguished by a change in the deposit colour to that of a 

predominantly grey ash. Tt-e division between unit 2 and 3 is completely arbitrary. Unit 2 

comprises five 0,05 spit levels, RI to R5. Volume of unit: 43 bkts. 

Unit 1, This unit is composed of seven 0,05 spit levels called GA 1 to GA 7. Apart from the 

colour change in the deposits, the unit is also characterised by !he presence of pottery and 
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high frequencies of U. caffcr. Surface dust has been included in unit I. A radiocarbon date 

taken from near the base of unit 1 gave a reading of 1830 ± 60 BP (Pta-3564) (Table 3.3). 

Volume of unit: 140 bkts. 

DATING 

While Edgehill has four dates, they only at best give a general chronological picture of; .SA 

occupation at the site. However, on the basis of these dates it is reasonable to assume that 

there are no maJor breaks in the sequPnce. When equivalent or even shallower sedimentary 

sequences with older radiocarbon dates from the CFB are considered, the o:cupation at 

Edgehill appears to be relatively continuous and intense. 

All four radiocarbon dates were run on charcoal r\!covered from the sieve. Although the 

dates provide an internally consistent series, there are s15nificant parts of rhe upper seque11ce 

which are not dated. The oldest reading come from layer TLL because no suitable charcoal 

samples were recovered from the two older L>asal layers GRN and FE (Table 3.3; Fig. 3.9). 

The date provides only an approximation of the initial timing of LSA occupation. If, 

however, one accepts the small radi0carbon time difference between unit 7 and unit 8 then 

it is possible that the first occupations in FE were not much older than the TLL date. A date 

<'f not more than 6000 years BP for the first occupations is a reasonable estimate. What:!ver 

the age of the initial occupations, the densities of artefacts in GRN and FE are relatively low 

when comp.:ired to the layers above, suggesting that occupation was sporadic. 

A vertical distance of 0,5 na between the ur.it 7 and unit 4 dates gives an approximate rate 

of accumulation of 22 year-; per 0,01 m. The dt!po~itional rate between the unit 4 date and 

that of unit 1, 35 years ner 0,0 I m, indicates that occupation is more intense in the lower 

occupations. Given the inadequacy of the radiocarbon coverage it is best not to attach too 

much significance! to these fii ,ures. 

The youngest date from unit 1 does present some problems. The reading is taken from near 

the base as defined by the presence of pottery but the frequency of sherds is very low. Given 

the quite substantial disturbance to the deposits evident through current porcupine action 

and the complete absence of any stratigraphic structure, it indicates that these upper deposits 

are only strat;graphically intact in a general ""ay. The date as an indicator of the presence 

of pastoralists in the area cannot be discarded, however. It 1s still within the time range for 

the appearance of pastoralism in the Cape, even if it is a little earlier than previous pottery 
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dates in the eastern Cape (Deacon, 11.J. 197 6; Derricourt 1977). Furthermore, it is backed 

up by secure dates of a similar age on the first pottery layers at Welgeluk Shelter. 

FEATURES 

The factors which masked the stratigraphy in the upper deposits at Edgehill (GA & R) also 

obscured many features which most probably represent hearths. These are distinguished 

only through slightly paler and more finely textured patches of deposit but the precise 

boundaries were impossible to determine. Over smal I areas freshwater mussel valves clearly 

lay on the same walking surface but co...ild not be traced to any great extent. These do 

indicate, however, that there is no major dip in the deposit over the area excavated. 

The blandness of the upper deposits also masked a 1---t which was only identified after the 

top half had already been excavated. This was recognised on the basis of a significant 

'tubular' concentration of artefacts, freshwater mussel shells and anomalously well 

preserved bone in a discrete area in N8 between GA5 (base of unit I) and R5 (top of 

unit 3)(Fig. 3.10). The bulk of material in the pit consisted of ochre stained and abraded 

slabs and upper grindstones. Whil-. there were no obvious changes in the colour or texture 

of the deposit in the vicinity of th :~ material, the concentration represents an apparently rapid 

discard event into an empty pit. Several of the large slabs were dipping at 45", indicating 

dumping into a confined space. The associated bone was well preserved and a complete 

pelvis and scapula appear to come from the same Bovid I sized individual. Freshwater 

mussel was common in the pit but not frequently found outside it, indicating that the dump 

had come from the upper unit in which the mussel frequency is high. The pit is not directly 

dated. No pottery was found in the pit contents and the level of the pit mouth cannot be 

precisely determined. A minimum age of 2000 years BP is suggested. While the empty pit 

was used as a dump, the original function may have been a storage facility for oil rich seeds, 

such as Pappea capensis. 

THE EXCAVATIONS AT WELGELUK 

SETTING 

Welgeluk Shelter is located on the northern bank of the Koonap River some 7 km 

downstream from Edgehill (f-ig. 3.l)(S 32.59'05", E 26.31 '56"). The shelter faces south

east and lies about 10 m above the river bed which at this point is a boulder and pebble rapid. 
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Immediately dov.nstream from the rapid there is a long pool. Historically this is known to 

have hcen a popular hippo haunt and local lore also specifically emphasises an abundant eel 

population (Els pers. comm.). The site is ideally situated in relation to diverse riverine 

habitats as well as dense Subtropical Thicket kloofs and grassier hilltops nearby. 

Like Edgehill, Welgeluk has formed through the differential erosion of softer shale and 

mudstone bands below a more resistant sandstone sill. The shelter lies a: tile base of a small 

cliff on an inside river b~nd. Flood waters do not apparently reach the shelter (Els pers. 

~omm.). When the river flooc~ the water pushes out onto the opposite flood plain and the 

shdter 1s not threatened. The front of the shelter is partly screened by vegetation, particularly 

Acacia karoo, which forms a significant part of the current riverine fringe. 

Wclgeluk Shelter is long and narrow (Fig. 3.11} with deposit over most of its surface. There 

are, however, large roof blocks on and just below the surface in the north-eastern half of the 

shelter. The excavanon was positioned in the southern part of the shelter in order to avoid 

these. 

The excavation was small, comprising three squar..: metres, one of which was obstructed at 

a depth of about 0,70 m by a continuation of the roof blocks which dip below the present 

surface to the south (Fig. 3.11 ). These could not be removed. The sequence reached a 

maximum depth of ?,20 m, and is capped by a 0, 10 to 0, 15 m thick highly compacted historic 

dung crust. This sealed the deposit and allowed little assessment of the contents from surface 

inspection alone. One small disturbance towards the front of the shelter revealed some 

~tratigraphy and plant material. The presence of the latter particul~•rly encouraged the initial 

testing of the site because plant m~tterial was entirely ahscnt at Edgehill. 

S fRATIGRAPHY 

Compared to the deposits at Edgehill, those at Welgeluk arc stratigraphically clear and 

complex and excavation for the most part proceeded using natural colour and textural 

changes (Fig. 3.12). In total, 128 separate horizons were isolated, some of which were 

extremely small. No discretely excavated horizon, however, contained sufficient archaeo

logical material for mcaningf ul comparison between horizons. As was done at Edgehill, 

these were lumped into larger blocks (units) for analysis. In some instances divisions were 

made arbitrarily. Four units have been defined, of which unit-; I and 4 have t-een subdivided 

into A and B. From the base upwards these units arc as follows: 

, I 
l . 

. . 
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Figure 3.11. Welgeluk: shelter plan and location of excavations 
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Unit 4B, The first depositional event at Welgeluk was the burial of a minimum of six 

· ndividua1s under a cairn constructed of river slabs with the whole complex lying directly 

on bedrock (Fig. 3.12). (The burial complex is dealt with in Chapter Six and Appendix I.) 

The deposits overlying and adjacent to the burial complex are red/brown soils, in which the 

stratigraphic resolution is poor relative to that in the deposits above. Twenty units were 

-.uvertheless isolated. The basal 0,20 min 4B is an undifferentiated red soil ar,j was removed 

wo 0,05 m artificial spits. The top of 4B was defined as a thick spall unit (Fig. 3.12:RC). 

1s was present over the whole area excavated, but was less dense to the north and east. 

The extent of RC is such that it can be considered a marker horizon, most other layers having 

little lateral exten~. 

Not much ::.1gnificance can be attached to RC. Spall horizons have been found at Uniondale 

(Leslie-Brooker 1987·68), Mclkhoutboom (Deacon, HJ. 1976:24-5), and a~ Wilton (Dea

con, J. 1972), but lhe RC horizon on both radiocarbon dates and artefact typology is much 

younger than the CFB ~ite spall horizons, which all appear to be of similar age. Over-in

terpretation of RC as a mcchanicaJ response to general climatic change or as representative 

of an occt1pational hiatus is tempered by a roof fall at the northern end of the shelter which 

occurred while excavation was in progress. The impact from this roof collapse spread 

shattered debns over a considerable area. Of possible significance is that this roof fall 

occurred during a short but intPnse wet spell in the middle of the drought and may have been 

prompted by the mechanical action of a rapid moisture increase. The RC spall horizon could 

have resulted from a similar process. 

One radiocarbon date was processed for unit 48 (Table 3.3). The date was run on charcoal 

from SPIT 1 (Fig. 3.12), approximately 0, 10 m above bedrock. No suitable samples were 

found below. The d,lle of 4560 ± 70 BP (Pta-3947) therefore, ~oes not date the first use of 

the site (burial complex) but is considered to be fairly close. 1e rib rages from two cf the 

burials were submitted to the CSIR but the collagen levels were insufficient to provide a 

reading (Vogel pers. comm.). The chronological separation, if any, between the burial 

complex and the first build up of deposits 1s not known. Comparison ot the basal sequence 

at Edgehill with Welgeluk suggests that the initiation of occupation at Welgeluk is no older 

than the 5500 ± 70 BP (Pta-3581) basal date from Edgehill. This is because the formal tool 

component in these units at Edgehill is dominated by hornfels but replaced by silcretes at 

about 5000 years BP. The first occupation at Welgeluk occurred after this raw material flip 

and consequently the basal date at Welgeluk is probably no older than about 5000 BP. A 

total of 109 buckets were removed as unit 4B. 
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Unit4A. These sediments are similar to those in 4B but are interspersed with fairly massive 

and compacted whitish-grey crusts (Fig. 3.12:A WC, YA WC). These are interpreted as 

combusted plant rich horizons. It is improbable that such large ash bodies resulted from the 

redistribution of hearth ash, as hearths are relatively smaJl features. They also contain little 

organic material. No radiocarbon dates were processed from 4A. The unit is an amalgam 

of nine excavated units, excavated in 40,5 buckets. 

Unit 3, The distinction between units 4A and 3 was made on the basis of a near sterile, 

coarse sand layer labelled MSL (Fig. 3.12). MSL is on average 0, 10 m thick and is a clear 

marker horizon over the whole area excavated. The distinctivness of MSL was confirmed 

by sedimentological analysis (Candler 1983) (Table 3.4). This showed that MSL contained 

the highest sand content of all horizons sampled (78,3% ), and was also relatively well sorted. 

The unit above MSL, (HWC), is dated to 3300 ± 60 BP (Pta-3936) (Fig. 3.12; Table 3.3). 

The time difference between the unit 48 date and the unit 3 date is in the order of 1200 

years. When the intervening undated deposits are considered, it is clear that MSL does not 

represent a long period of non-occupation. The sedimentological analysis suggests that 

MSL may have formed through a relatively rapid wash of sediment into the shelter but not 

from flooding by the river. During heavy rain, fault lines in the back wall became 

hydrologically active and MSL may have resulted from such a concentrated discharge. The 

hard crusts noted above in 4A persist in 3 (HWC, HWCU) and some of them are extremely 

thick and massive (PA) but softer, less compacted ash bodies are also present (Fig. 

3 .12:DPA). Unit 3 is made up of 17 excavated layers taken out in 99,5 buckets of deposit. 

Unit 2, The dir.tinction between units 3 and 2 was arbitrary and based on a surface 

corresponding to the mouth of the pit, OW A TF (Fig. 3.12). Examination of the section 

shows that from unlt 2 th~ individual layers tend to be thinner and less laterally extensive. 

This may be beca,,se ·he stratigraphic resolution is not masked as much as in the deposits 

below. It should ... l.;o t,e kept in mind, however, that this reflects changes m the way the 

shelter was use J i :nly one crust was identified (L WC) and tht> deposits were generally 

softer grey ashes and humified red to browm soils (ROA, SROA) in which the frequency 

of freshwater mussel and freshwater fish were particularly abundant (GALWC, CFCA, 

LGMA). One radiocarbon date was pro«:.essed on charcoal from GAL WC which gave a 

reading of 2510 ± 60 BP (Pta-3948) (Table 3.3). Twenty six units make up unit 2 which 

was removed in I 08 buckets. 
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Unit 1B. The base of 1 B is defined on the appearance of po! ery in the sequence in unit 

WFBA (Fig. 3.12). A radiocarbon date on charcoal from WFBA gave a reading of 

1980 ± 50 BP (Pta-3984) and a further date from a dense hearth core (CH) of 1360± 50 BP 

(Pta-3960) was also obtained (Table 3.3). The date for pottery may appear a little old but 

is not rejected because of a similarly early date for pottery from Edgehill (1830 ± 60 BP: 

Pta-3564). The deposits of 1 Bare distinguished by their brown orgarnc n1ture and a marked 

increase in the preservation of plant material over the deposits below. This is shown by 

Candler's sedimentological analysis (Candk 1' fable 3.4 ). Straddling units 2 and 1 B 

in square K5 (Fig. 3.12) are several large roof blocks which could not be removed and, 

consequently, excavation below them was not continued. These blocks mark a major roof 

collapse in the shelter and the large blocks visible ,:-,n the surface some 4 m to the north 

belong to the same collapse (Fig. 3.11). Unit lB comprised 23 units taken out in 112,5 

buckets. 

Unit lA. A char,ge in the type of pottery has been taken as the criterion for splitting lA 

from 1 B. Pottery in 1 Bis relatively thin walled and well made and decorated with horizontal 

and diagonal incision on the necks. Pottery in 1 A is generally coarsely made, poorly fired 

and decorated with incisions (nicks) across the lip of the rim. The first appearance of the 

rim nicked pottery in SBVA has been dated to 510 ± 50 BP (Pta-3934) (Fig. 3.12). The 

deposits in IA are similar to 1 B but are organically richer than those below (GVA, BY A, 

SBV A)(Table 3.4). Interfingering with these units are small white ashes and dense charcoal 

cores (H2, SWA) which mark hearths. 

The uppermost horizon in IA (GVA) contains seeds identihed as the exotic cactus Opuntia 

ficus-indica which became established in the eastern Cape from 1750 AD onwards (Stirton 

1978). lJnit IA is made up of 33 layers, taken out in 163,5 buckets. 

The whole surface of the shelter is covered by a dense and compacted dung crust 0,10 to 

0, 15 min thickness. This crust accumulated from the late nineteenth century from European 

farmers using tne shelter as a stock kraal (Els pers. comm.). 

Discussion 

The Welgeluk deposits are typical of L" • shelter fills in the eastern Cape in which the well 

stratified units indicate that human occupation was the dominant agency of accumulation. 

The sediment analysis by Candler ( 1983) shows essentially silty sands with a high organic 

content (Table 3.4). It has been noted that the upper 1,0 m of the sequence is strati graphically 

complex, with smaller units than in the deposits below. This may be a product of 
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stratigraphic preservation related to different rates of accumulation and the length of time 

before preceding units were covered. The ashes, hearths and charcoal bands in the upper 

deposits relate to discrete occupations, while the large ash bands lower down may be 

equivalent to the ash bodies found at Melkhoutboom (Deacon, H.J. 1976) and are interpreted 

as the combustion of plant rich horizons. Such combustion m.,y have masked the strati

graphic detail which is visible in the upper deposits and the fact that none were encountere.d 

in the upper units lA and lB may simply be a product of sampling. It must also be kept in 

mind that these differences may reflect changes in the frequency, length and nature of 

occupations between the pre- and post-pottery levels. 

If the interpretation of the massive lower ash bodies as combusted plant rich horizons is 

correct, then the marked increase in the preservation of plant remains in I Band I A is clearly 

a J>l·,Jduct of better preservation. The introduction of plant material into the site has been 

relatively consistent throughout the occupation. Rates of accumulation are always difficult 

to calculate and assess given that with incrr:ising depth a decrease in organic content 

(Candler 1983) (Table 3.4) gives rise to more compacted and thinner deposits which can 

skew the calculated rate. Rough estimates have been calculated by dividing the difference 

in radiocarbon time by the vertical depth separating the localities of each radiocarbon sample 

(Table 3.5). The quantification of accumulation rates is rather meaningless but the relative 

differences show that depositional rates are fairly even throughout, except for the later part 

of the pottery unit 1 B which then returns to the previous rate in the final pottery unit l A. 

Along with other lines of evidence this may have some use in assessing the nature of 

occupation during the initial contact situation between hunter-gatherers and pastoralists. 

FEATURES 

Burials 

The burial complex is described and discussed fully in Chapter Six and Appendix I. 

One pit was identified straddling squares 16, K6 and the un-excavated J7 to the west (Figs 

3.12 & 3.13). The mouth of the pit was easily distinguished through the contrast between 

the massive hard white ash (PA) (the surface from which the pit was dug) and the pit fill 

itself (DW A 1F). This was soft, dark brown in colour and damp. The recovery of a complete 

tortoise carapace (Chersine angulata) from just below the pit mouth shows that the pit filled 

rapidly. The mouth of the pit is ellipsoid in shape and measures 0,80 m across and is 0,30 m 
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ortoise carapa 

K6 

Figure 3.13. Welgeluk: plan of pit 
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deep. The surface from which the pit was dug i.; bracketed Ly two radiocarbon dates (3300 

and 2510 BP)(Table 3.3 ). This places the feature unequivocally before any contact with 

pastoralists or mixed farmers, as represented by the upper pottery units. The function can 

only be spe.culated upon but it is reasonable to suggest that it was for seed storage and is 

therefore identical to pits located by Deacon (Deacon, H.J. 1976:32-5) at Melkhoutboom. 

At Melkhoutboom, th~ -.uperior orga11ic preser,·ation indicated that these pus were lined 

with grass and used to store oil rich seeds such as Pappea capensis, Calode,;.:irum capense 

and Podocarpus falcatus, re:·1ains of which were also found in the upper units at Welgeluk. 

These features, as mentionrd above. appear r.iore i;revalent in the uppe1 deposits. They are 

small, ash patches with dense ~harcoal cores and pinkish undcrburns, the whole hearth being 

no more than 0,30 m in c!i:.meter (Fig. 3.14). No hearths were marked in any way with 

stones. An infc-mal arrangement of rocks was found on the surface of GVA in unit l A (Fig. 

3.15). These rocks Y:ere pecked, erlge damaged, slightly abraded and ochre stained 

rndic:iting functional use as .i:,vils and grinding surfaces. 

CORRELATION \V!TH EDf;EHILL 

On the present evidence the radiocarbon difference between the basal occupations at 

Edgehill and Welgeluk is in the order of 1000 years. This chronological difference is al •" 

indicated through the absc ·xe of the older homfels dominated deposits at Welgeluk as we!I 

as the absen"e of the segment rich mid-Holocene horizons, which are aJsc, found at Edgehill 

but not at Welgeluk. Unit 48 at Welgcluk therefore corresponds chronologically with units 

4 and 5 at Edgehill. Initially it was felt that not much signifi: ance could be attached to the 

time separatior between the basal occupations at ~ dgehill and Welgeluk. However, on 

detailed analysis of the contents it is felt ~•,at r'1e .ifferential timing reflec ts the ch __ :iging 

needs of the local LSA population and the way in v1111ch the local landscape w·1s culturally 

developed. It is f cit that there is nothing random o, opportur.,suc in the choice to st::rt using 

the shelters at different times. 

Units 2 and 3 at Edgehill are not dated, but possibly overlap with Welgeluk unit 2. It is 

possible that the upper pottery units at Edgehill have been disturbed but the similarity in 

dates for the fir~t appearance of pottery in both sequences indicates that as an indication of 

the first pastoralists in this part of the eas1ern Cape. they are reliable. Both sites :ombine 

to provide a relat:vely continous sequence of LSA occupation over t1.i last 5500 years. 
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Edgehill is somewhat oldr;r than Welgcluk but the uppci pottery units at \Vclgcluk are 

considerable and provide de:ail on this part of the sequence which is absent at Edgehill. 

Both Edgehi:1 c1:1d Wclgcluk were occupied well after the initial LSA settlement of sites in 

the eastern exten,.ion uf the CFB. An assessment of this regional 1empor;1l difference is now 

given. 

HOLOCENE REGIONAL SETTLEl\1EN~f AND 

PALAEOENVIRO MENTS CONlPARED 

A general model of Stone Age population flux and e11vironmcntal product;vity has been 

proposed by Deacon and Thackeray ( I 984 ). Simply stated. interglacial habitats arc more 

p1oductive than glacial habitats and this. in turn, affects prehbtoric population levels. and 

consequently archaeological visibility. Thi! author, note " ... t\\ u phases of exponential 

population growth after 15 000 BP, the earlier one, terminating at some I 0-9000 BP and the 

second initiated about 40(X) BP" ( op cit.:383 ). These trends arc infc red from the analysis 

of available archaeological radiocarbon dates and ,ire built upon a similar earlier analysis 

which demonstrates the same pattern (Deacon. J. 1974). When the dated occ, renccs are 

sub-grouped by the gcnl!ral hiomc within \vhich they occur. the temporal and spatial 

distribution of the dates shows that I.SA deposits in the southern. south-eastern and in the 

eastern extension of the CFB arc found throughout the terminal Pleistocene and I lolocene. 

ln the more marginal inland Karoo and grnssland biome , clear depositional hiatu cs occur 

between 9000 and 4500 years BP ( Deacon, J. 1974 ). 

This early Holocene LS,\ hiatus has been com:latcd with palacocnvironmental evidence for 

drier and cooler/warmer'] conditions at that time and t•1e effect these had on environmental 

productivity and early l lolocenc LSA population levels. Tlu.:se harsher conditions, however. 

had less impact on LSA populations in the CFB of the southern and Eastern Cape. Meadow· 

( 1988:470) has drawn altcntion to the similarity between the distribution of archaeological 

radiocarbon datl!s and those from peat deposits. I le concludes that moister climates 

encouraged greater arclweological visibility even within the relatively low key environmen

tal fluctuations during ihc ! lolorene and that the two arc highly correlated. 

Figure 3.16 p1 e:-.cnts the chronological p. ufi les for dated an:haeological occu1 rence:. in the 

casrcrn extension of the CFB and the S1,0tropical Thicket and Karoo-Narnib habitats to the 

11orth. It is clear that on the prcs1.:nt sample of dates there i. a marked lag in the timing of 

l.SA occupation of the two arl!aS (I [all. S. 1988a). Sporadic LSA residues appear at about 
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15 000 BP in the CFB (Deacon. H.J. 1976) and the Terminal Pleistocene/early Holocene 

Albany Industry has been recorded at Wilton (Deacon, J. 1972) and at Uniondale (Leslie

Brooker 1987). Terminal Pleistocene and early Holocene industries were also recorded by 

Hewitt at two of his excavations earlier this century (Govemerskop and Welcome Woods). 

Therefore, on both dated deposits and typological grounds, LSA occupation of the CFB 

begins in the terminal Pleistocene. 

In contrast, LSA occurrences to the north of the Cr 8 only begin at considerably later dates 

(Fig. 3.16). For example, the basal date at Edgehill is 5500 ± 70 BP (Pta-3581) and · 

Welgeluk it is 4560 ± 70 BP (Pta-3948) (Table 3.3). Furthermore, there are no artefact 

typologically referrable to the terminal Pleistocene and early Holocene Robberg or Alban) 

Industries found in the shelters of the CFB to the south. While the dated sample is small, 

eleven other shelters with evidence of LSA occupation in the lower Fish River Basin have 

no deposits deeper than 1,0 m and by crude extrapolation to the ca 2 m deposits at Edgehill 

and Welgeluk, must have been initially occupied at equivalent or younger dates. Both 

Edgehill and Welgeluk arc riverine shelters and therefore it is possible that eariy IIolocene 

LSA occupations have been scoured out through high river levels. Apart from the reasons 

already given above. this is considered unlikely because palaeo-environmental evidence 

already discussed suggests that mean river levels were much lower in the early and 

mid-I lolocene. 

Another point which may temper emphasising the mid- to late Holocene chronology of 

Edgehill and Welgeluk as culturally significant is that no systematic open site survey has 

been undertaken. The lad. of an open site survey is partly filled by excavations at 

Middledrift (Fig. 3.16) where Derricourt ( 1977) dates a basal LSA occupation at an open 

site to 5050 ± 70 (Pta-1031 ). This is similar to the basal dates from Edgehill and Welgeluk. 

Terminal rteistoccne LSA groups may have teen economically geared to high mobility 

patterns which did not emphasise rock shelter localities as home base camps (Deacon, H.J . 

1976). As a case in point, LSA groups in the extensively surveyed Seacow Valley generally 

'shunned' rock shelter sites. However, some Lockshock material is present in certain rock 

shelter localities (Sampson 1985:61 ). Moreover, for the Seacow Valley Sampson also states 

that Lockshoek settlement patterns dictate," ... that shelters will not be occupied unless they 

are very close to water" (Sampson 1985 :67). 

If terminal Pleistocene settlement patterns are in any way similar in the eastern Cape, then 

it is anomalous th~ no debris relating to this period has been found at either Edgehill or 

Welgeluk. Therefore, the absence of Robberg or Albany artefacts at Edbehill and Welgeluk 
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is not a product of differcn• tc ... a1 seulement pref ercnc.es. It reflects a real absence of LSA 

people in the region or an incompatability between settlement patterns, the habitat and the 

sites. 

The LSA archaeological visibility in the Subtropical Thicket north of the CFB, ca 5500 

years ago, does suggest a correlation between moister, later I lolocene environments and the 

effect they had on local population expansion. I Iowevcr, it first needs to be asked why 

Robberg and Albany artefacts are found in the eastern extension of the CFB but not in the 

Subtropical Thicket if the post glacial maximum climate was so mcsic and warmer and 

encouraged rapid absolute population increase (Deacon & Thackeray 1984). The question 

is even more intriguing, given that the archaeological visibility of the similarly aged 

Lockshoek Industry in the more marginal Seacow Valley habitat of the Karoo is overwhelm

ing (Sampson 1985:61 ff.; Parkington 1984b). 

The absence of terminal Pleistocene occupation in the Subtropical Thicket may relate simply 

to an incompatibility bctwe~n this habitat and LSA social and economic strategies at that 

time. If the Subtropical Thicket north of the CFB became extensively established from 

14 000 to 12 000 years BP this would have greatly reduced open grassland areas to which 

LSA hunter-gatherer settlement strategies in the terminal Pleistocene were geared. The 

existence of, and preference for, more open habitats is reflected in the predominantly grazer 

species in the pre-Wilton fauna at Melkhoutboom (Deacon. ll.J 1976: 114) and such habitats 

obviously exisced in the more varied and higher topography of the CFB. The high 

archaeological visib1 litv throughout the LSA in the CFB reflects that different and changing 

settlement strategies could always be complemented by the variability in the habitats. To 

the north, in the lower Fish River Basin, however, a predominantly Subtropical Thicket 

would have been incompatible with settlement preferences and, therefore, unutilised. 

The further delay of LSA Wilton occupation of the region inland of the CFB until about 

5500 years BP as a direct response to early and mid-I [olocene aridity is now addressed. The 

chronological profile (Fig. 3.16) conforms to the previously noted pattern of a widespread 

absence of LSA occupation inland of the CFB in the first half of the Holocene (Deacon, J. 

1974; Deacon & Thackeray 1984; Hall, S. 1988a). Positing a direct relationship between 

mid-Holocene environmental amelioration and the uptake of LSA occupatbn within the 

Subtropical Thicket requires au ex~mination of the factors which are assumed to have 

stopped Wilton occupation prior to the mid-l loloccne. The correlation is more intriguing 

when the general preference of Wilton groups to more closed habitats is considered, as well 

as the small geographic scale between the eastern extension of the CFB and the lower Fish 
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River Basin. While the climatic and environmental gradients between the two areas are 

extremely steep, it is anomalous that changing intensity in environmental gradients was the 

only factor in creating a 2000 to 3000 year settlement lag over a distance of no more than 

40km. 

Comparison of the oldest known basal date for LSA occupation in the lower Fish River 

Basin (Edgehill: ca 5500 years BP) with locally derived indicators for palaeoenvironmental 

change shows that there is no clear cut relationship (Fig. 3.17). The strongest signal for 

vegetational change occurs at around 8000 BP and the riverine habitat appears to have been 

in a relatively poor conu1tion when Edgehill was first occupied. Furthermore, the first use 

of Welgeluk was well after the environmental change shown by the local indicators. In 

terms of vegetation it is postulated that the scale of climatic change from the time of the 

inferred establishment of Subtropical Thicket at ca ! 2 000 BP was not of sufficient weight 

,o alter significantly vegetation productivi1y or ungulate biomass (Palmer pcrs. comm.) and 

suitability for LSA occupation. 

If this is so, then the most obvious environmentally limiting factor for LSA Wilton settlement 

prior to the mid-I Iolocene could have been the availability of surface waler. Reduced 

summer rainfall in the northern catchments of the Koonap River and the other Second 

Escarpment tributaries of the Great Fish River could have turned them into highly sporarlic 

and unpredictable systems. Recent extreme drought conditions do show, however, that 

water is always available in these river courses at some point. This turns attention to the 

potential impact low and intermittent river flow could have had on fish, mussd and riverine 

fringe biomass. It is suggested that higher summer rainfall from the mid-Holocene increased 

riverine biomass and encouraged better defined and more predictable riverine protein 

'patd,l!s'. These 'wet patches' must have contributed to greater habitat heterogeneity and 

complemented the plant carbohydrate foods and less predictable terrestrial ungulates. It is 

possible therefore, that increased habitat diversity within the Subtropical Thicket provided 

a better congruence with Wilton patch foraging strategies. Thus, a mid-Holocene amelior

ation ar.j subsequent Wilton LSA occupation is related to resource adjustments which 

created a mix that became increasingly viabl1.- culturally. By the same token, continuous 

LSA Holocene occupation in the CFB indicates that the necessary variability and resource 

mix were maintained through the Holocene, irrespective of whether a herd animal hunting 

strategy on the one hand, or the WIiton emphasis on patch foraging on the other, was 

employed. 
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A moJel can be put forth linking changes in habitat heterogeneity and the new potential this 

offered to a Wilton economy orientated around patch foraging. It is similar to the glacial/in

terglacial-productivity-population-behaviour model discussed by Deacon and Thackeray 

(1984 ). In this case. however, it is applied on a much smaller scale to the development of 

Wilton populations and patch foraging within one specific habitat type. The linkage 

between environmental change and the population-settlement consequence is not seen as 

unidirectional and determinant, driving the system towards the archaeologically measured 

consequence. The orientation suggested here focuses upon the developing Holocene 

environment as providing a passive potential, which is then socially tapped. New patterns 

of environmental use are culturally imposed patterns which reflect the internal potentials 

and needs of the society itself (Faris 1975). Thus the increasing heterogeneity of the 

mid-Holocene environments is seen to provide a set of external conditions which are made 

relevant through their compaubility with a patch foraging economy. 

This perspective orientates causal forces away from environmental control towards social 

choict! and imperatives. This leads to a focus on why a specific choice is made. It is too 

simple only to suggest that nverine occupation i- ,, result of Wilton groups moving into the 

lower Fish River Basin because conditions there were improved. It is argued here that 

articulation with a new habitat is made not only because people could but because they 

had to. 

While this is all very well theoretically, what can the archaeology contribute to this 

discussion m tem,s of social imperatives, needs and demands? It is suggested that while 

the mid-1 lolocene occupation of the Subtropical Thicket reflects increasing congruence 

between habirat and people, it is at base a choice made also because of an increasing 

imbalance between the t\\:O in the more optimal area of the CFB. At Uniondale, LSA 

occupation intensity between IO 000 and 7500 years BP is low (Leslie-Brooker I 987:308) 

and although Albany settlement strategies may have laid less emphasis on shelters, it is 

nonetheless inferred th,tt populauon denslly 1s low. In contrast. at the same site, "The most 

intense occupation begins about 5000 years ago" (op. cit.:309). At the Wilton site itselt, it 

has been pointed out that there could be a considerable hiatus in Layer 3, perhaps in the 

early Wilton occupation at the site inferring again lower populations (Parkington 1980:80). 

Like Uniondale, artefact densities peak at Melkhoutboom in the Marker, Wedge and Main 

Bedding Units from about 6900 years ago through to the early later l Iolocene (Deacon, H.J. 

1976: I 86-7). It is perhaps no coincidence that this episode of increasingly intense site use 

correlates with the addition of new sites in new habitats, such as Edgehill and Welgeluk, 

and probably new sites in the CFB itself, to the overall cultural landscape. 
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If the association between increasing artefact density and higher populat;ons is in any way 

correct then the timing of this association also demonstrates, in a very rough way, that there 

is no straightforward correlation between this and the evidence for Holocene environmental 

change. This may have encouraged popu!ation increase but is not the only cause. I suggest 

that the process is tied just as much to the dynamics of an increasingly better defined patch 

foraging strategy which was relatively continuous in the CFB from about 8000 years BP 

and which reached a break point during the mid-Holocene- V/hile this is speculative the 

events which occur in the eastern Cape from the mid-Holocene point to this process as one 

which is continually ongoing. It is through a more detailed examination of thes~ sequences 

that this conclusion is reached and it is to these that we now tum. 

........ .... . . ' .. \ 
' 
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Table 3.1. Rainfall fig.;res for four eastern Cape ·;'..ations: 

Month 

J 
F 
tf 
A 
II 
J 
J 
A 
s 
0 
If 
D 

A=Grahamstown, B=Adelaide, C;.:~pringfield 

D=Hogsback (Weacher Bureau 29 & Springfield 

Farm records 1924 to 1950) 

Station 

A L C D 

62 . 5 46.5 43.2 157.4 
65.6 58.3 66.0 150. 6 
80. 6 69.7 16.2 152. 6 
53.1 40.8 38.1 89 . 4 
49.3 26.6 58.4 6L8 
32.7 16. 3 20.3 40.6 
31. 6 13.9 25.4 39. 4 
36.8 17 • A 20. 3 48. 3 
62.3 36.1 33. 0 88.1 
74.8 4G . 7 45 . 7 124.9 
77. 6 47 . 4 61. 0 142. 1 
fiO.a 4B.a aa.1 l~ 

tQ?Aij fiBZ 8 461. 2 522,1 1250,0 
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Table 3.2. Tree species identified from Edgehill charcoal samples 

(Data given by Tusenius per,. comm.) 

Dnit 1 5 8 
Sa■ple No, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Rhw1 spp. 

t:ucleo/ 
J)iospyros 

Type 2 

Type ~ 

Type 4 

X 

X 

X 

X 

lt X X X X X X X X 

l[ l[ X 

X 

X 
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Table 3.3. Listing of radiocarbon dates pro ~ssed in the course of this research 

Welgeluk 

Lab No. 

Pta-3934 
pt,a-3960 
Pta-3984 
Pta-3948 
Pta-3936 
Pta-3947 

Sdgehill 

Lob, No. 

~ 

510±50 BP 
1360±50 BP 
1980±50 BP 
2510±60 BP 
3300±60 BP 
4560±60 BP 

Pta-3564 1830±60 BP 
Pta-3574 4320±60 BP 
Pta-3571 5430±70 BP 
Pta-3581 5500±70 BP 

Springs rock shelter 

Lab. No. 

Pta-4372 
Pta- 4369 

360±50 BP 
290±50 BP 

Klan,hberg vlel deposi t9 

Lab, No. Date 

P.ta- 4207 12 500i160 BP 
Pta- 4318 tl 800±160 BP 
Wits-1434 7960±100 BP 

Provenance 

Base of unit lA CSBVA) 
Middle of unit 1B (CH) 
Baf'-, -:>f unit 1B (WFBA) 
Middle of unit 2 CGALWC) 
Base of unit 3 (HWC) 
Near base of unit ~B (Spit 1) 

Provenance 

Base of unit 1 (GA 1) 
unit 4 CABMNK) 
unit 6 COOK) 
unit 8 (TLL) 

Provenance 

Sq 3 unit II 
Sq 4 unit III 

Provenance 

Dunedin base 
Salisbury base 
I>1nedin 2,10 m organic band 

• • • • ..... :•• t, •: • • • •, I• • • •. • • • • - •. ' • • • 

. . .,. . "' . ' ,, 
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Table J .4. Welgcluk sediment analysis (from Candler 1983) 

Onit 

lA GVA 
lA VBL 
lB BOA 
2 LGMA 
2 GALWC 
2 LDRS 
3 PA 
3 J)PA 
3 HWC 
3 ttSL 
4B RC 
4B SPIT 1 
4B SPIT 2 

Depth t Cl.1y , Silt 

0,20 ■ 0,0 1,1 
0, 45 m 3,0 21, 0 
0,60 ID J,8 20,2 
J,80 ID 3,0 17, 5 
0,90 ■ 3,5 26,7 
1 , 00 m 3,7 26,3 
1,20 m 3,2 30,8 
1, 30 ID 3,3 31, 7 
1,35 m 6,0 32,0 
1,45 m 0,8 18,2 
1, 75 m 1,8 14, 7 
1,85 ■ 1,2 10,8 
2,00 II 0,0 0,0 

Sedia,ent definitions 

Clay: 0,0020- 0,00024 mm 
~ilt: 0,0625- 0,0020 DI.ID 

Sand: 2,00 - 0,062fi mm 

t Sand 

64,8 
60,0 
62,0 
66,5 
57,8 
60,0 
57,5 
57,0 
53,0 
78,3 
67,5 
62,5 
77,0 

, Organic 

2.1, 71 
6,77 
7,37 
5,52 

19 I 06 
7, 15 

13, 71 
0,8/ 
4,39 
2,62 
3,82 
7,32 
4,08 

. \ 

. : . . . . . . . ' ·_ . . ' . ' . ' . ' ' . . 
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Table 3.5. Welgeluk: approximate setlimcntation rntcs 

0nits with radiocarbon dates Tiae difference Distance Rate 

Historic dung crust to SBVA 450 years 0,20 m 25 yr/cm 
SBVA to CH 850 years 0, 17 m 50 yr/cm 
CH to WFBA 620 years 0,20 m 31 yr/cm -..J 

-..J 

WFBA to GALWC 530 years 0.20 m 26 yr/cm 
GALWC to HWC 790 years 0,35 Cl 22 yr/cm 
HWC to SPIT 1 1260 years 0.50 m 25 yr/cm 

. ' 
~ .. . ' . . . . .. . 

e . : ,. ' • • (.I • ~ • I ~ • 'I ... ' ,. • .. ,' • • . 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

SUBSISTENCE 

INTRODUCTION 

Even t'Hmgh tile sub isrcnce. artefactual anti burial data an~ prescnt~d and discus,cd in 

scpar.ne chapters it is emphasised that the changes isolated in these ·separate' catcgo:. _:, 

underpin p,1t1erns retluccablc to fundamental social form and any changes evident :n lllls. 

In essence. this is v. hat I lodoerrcfer..; to as 'wlrnlenc:-s ·. w!1crc umtcrlying " ... iJ~.1 and belief 

are present, and are reproduced, in a!I nc11on. however economic and mundane .. (Hodder 

1982:2 I 3; see also ~1yc1 s 198~{:272-3 ). The ,"vvt· concept of 'wholeness· is a theoretical 

icleal anti it will perhaps be incvirablc 1:1at conclus:ons \"." ~s reduce 'wholeness· ro 

more superficial functional relationships bctwern d:!·r~ · ics of data. The value nf 

anticipating a behavioural unity which crJs cu ,111ferc ru. ,pica! (1omains is partirularly 

at1ractivc for generating potential relatio,,,, i , l°'Ct'>.een burial practices. for example, and 

·everyday· social and e"0nornic structures ·1 • .norc tnis ,, ould deny profitable compari

son in which each category relates to and in1om1 upon the other. 

The previom, chapter h:1s in\'estigatcJ the nature of environmental changes during the 

1 loloccnc and its relationship to tirne lags in LSA settlement bctwec11 the eastern extension 

of the CFB and the Subtropical Thicket ltabitats to the north. It has been :;uggested that the 

initiation of occupation at Edgehill is part of a complex interplay between population. 

incrca ing rcs0urcc definition, se11lemcnt requirements ::ind cn\'ironmcntal change. The 

primacy of envirn11ment:tl change in detcrmini ng regional sc11lcmcnt pallcrns is downplayed 

becau e of relatively weak correlations at the local scale between the two. This has drawn 

:11tention to settlement changes as symptoms of nccessny and a regional perspective 

indicates increasingly intense use of sites and probahly more sites being occupied within 

the CH3 and, as discussed above. to the north as well. Increasing regional se11lernen1 

intensity and the use of new marginal habitats as additions to pre-existing settlements in t,1c 

CFB point toward an initial stage in the intcnsific:,tion process as highlighted in Chapter 

Two. 

78 
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This chapter examines the development of and changes in the subsistence resource mix 

specifically within the Subtropical Thicket as furt'1er indicators of intensification. This 

conce,1tr;lt~s upon indicators of increasing niche-width as well as the more intensive 

exploitation of high biorna~s. low trophic level resources. Considerable attention is given 

to the rive'""ine resources, especially freshwater mussel and freshwater fish. This is done 

because it is an aspect of the easrem Cape LSA archaeology which has received little 

attention in the past. I believe this is requJred L,c ... ause changes in the frequency use of 

freshwater mussel exploitation in pmicular, hav,! been ccnfu<;ed through drawing correla

tions with external influences (i.e. pastoral: '-LS). The endogenous the0rctical perspective 

emphasised here 'frees' the data from external for, ..:.• ·ind permits discussion of intensifica

tion as an in situ and temporally longl.!r term process. 

The key point argut•d f rorn the examin:nicm of the sub~istence base and changes to it is that 

hunter-gatherers increasingly selected resources v hich provided predictable 'aseasonal' 

proteins in time and space. These filled in seasonal 'gaps' which cculd no longer be filled 

through mobility. Although none of the riverine resources can of themselves be seen as 

staple foods, tt is assumed that their use reflects social changes in the way that risk was 

managed. 

The cunc-entr ation 01: riverine rescurces i,; also warranted when general selllement preferen

ces in the region of the maJor in!and ri\ er valleys are examined. Eleven other rock s!1eltcrs 

in tht' region o, Edgc!1ill an<l Welgcl..ik show some traces of occupation either in the fonn 

oi dqw:.it 'Jr rock paintings. These all cluster along the riverine fringe. While geolagically 

the immediate nver banks arc the most likely plac.:e.s at which shdters will fom1 and survive. 

three other shelters loc:uc<l up to 5 km from a perennial water course showed no evidence 

of LSA occupacion. The conclusion is obvious. When LSA hunter-gathc,ers scheduled 

visits to the area the main settlement focus was orientated a1vng the river bank. Specialist 

trips away from the banks would have been undertaken. but predictalM water and riverine 

resources would have focused ·permanent' camps close to the river. 

The subsistence data from both sites is presented and discussed together within the gene:-al 

headings given below. 

. ~ . 
. " t . • . ·-. .. . . 

. . 
• t I • • • "" I 

' • I • 
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LARGE MAMiv1ALS 

EDGEHILL 

A main feature of the Edgehill large mw1mal remains is their fragmentation and the low 

incidence of cranial bone, especially teeth. Because most of the diagnostic bone is 

post-cranial, the majority of bovids can only be assigned to the size classes as outlined by 

Brain ( 1974 ). The species list is given in Table 4.1. The Minimum Number of Individuals 

(MNI) counts were made by assuming that all bone in a level or layer ~as discrete to it. 

Although this procedure could intlatc MNI counts, it generally still gives a conservative 

estimate of the absolute MNis in a giwn sample (Brink pcrs. comm.). 

From this list it is clear that browsing antelope such as grysbok and steenbok (Raphi<'erus 

sp.) dominate the frequencies. These species fall within thl! small bovid class in the post 

cranial remains and the picture is the same there. Small medium bovids are relatively 

numerous on the basis of the post cranial remains and these would correspond to species 

such as Tra,:claphus scriptus (bush buck). Bush-pig are consisrently present from unit 5 and 

;t can be assumed that most, if not all of the indeterminate suid material refers to this species 

as well. If so, then they provided a '-igniticant amount of meat tv the diet, particularly from 

unit 5. The other consistent meat source is the Cape buffalo (S)ncerns coffer). 

In the large medium class, the near absence of Tragclaphus strepsiceros (kudu) is unusual. 

especially in light of the high profile currently held by this species in the nearby Andries 

Vosloo Kudu Reserve. Furthermore, given the emphasis in the species list on animals which 

favour closed, browsing habitats, the absence of kudu is more suprising. It cannot be ruled 

out that some individuals may be represented among the post-cranial remains alone. 

Allcn-Rowlandson ( 1980). however. has suggested that the current kudu numbers arc not a 

reflection of its traditio11al status in this part of the eastern Cape, which is at the limit of the 

kudu 's range. The absence of kudu in the Edgehill large mammal faunJ certainly backs up 

this observation and may be explicable in this light. Such an cxplanution. however, appears 

not to t,.~ applicable at Mclkhoutboom wnere kudu arc prominent, particularly in the 

Holocene deposits (Deacon. 11.J. 1976:220). 

The spcufic 1dent11y of the mcdium-to-largc bovid post crania! remains is a problem given 

the ncru absence of cranial remains. Recovered and identifiable teeth can all be referred to 

Synarus cafjer (Cape huffalo). On the basis of this it seems highly probJble that all the 

. 
. . , . . - . 

' . . . 
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other large bovid post-cranial material can be referred to this species ratherthan eland (Brink 

pers. comm.). This is even more probable because the largest ungulate identified at 

Uniondale (Leslie-Brooker 1987) is also the Cape butfalo. 

There does, however. remain a good deal of post-cranial bone for which specit 1c identifi

cation remains problemaucal. In keeping with the stronger signal for L 'A c:election for the 

smaller territorial browsers, It is possible that the medit•m post-cruni:.! rem:Jins also come 

from a larger browser, such as bush buck. It also cannot be ruled out that c.:omc of this material 

is derived from larger grazers such as hartebecst and wildebce~t. found in the more open 

habitats immediately to the north and west of the sitt. The analyst has suggested that one 

rnetapodial fragment may come from an equid. Consequent I , the absence of cranial bones 

may be attributable to the greater distances between the kill and 1,. '•i~r ,e ba e and the effects 

this -would have had on the body part distritution. The possibl•; co;Ht ibu11on of g egari ,,s 

grazers to the meat diet remains speculative and somewhat puzzlin0 , given that th ~ presence 

of species such as warthog and the grey rhebuck indicate the ecotonal cuing around the 

site. Without any evidence to the contrary, it is clear that hunting of large animals was 

geared very specifically to the thicket habitat. 

The adiagnostic mammal bone mass per unit volume shows that the highest density of bone 

occurs in unit 6. Otherwise bone density is variable belt with a general tendency to decli e 

somewhat in the younger units. No time trend in species frequencies interpretable a an 

index Clf environmental change occur at Edgehill. The relatively clear terminal Plci -

toccne/llolocene shifts from prcdomin:.i111I:, gregarious grazers through to territorial b 

scrs recorded at Melkhoutboom and Wilt n • re not apparent at Edgehill becau e 

maximum mid-I lolocenc age of the sequence. Leslie-Brooker ( 1987) does, however. ote 

that at Uniondale, where the time depth may be expected to rcflec: this change, it is not 

marked and the mixed character of the large mammal fauna persists throughout the sequence. 

rt is possible that the large boviJs (Cape buffalo?) at Edgehill are bcuer represented in units 

4 .ind 5 and decline in number in the upper unit . This contrasts with the growing importance 

of small browsers and suids over this same period and particularly in the ceramic unit I. 

Buffalo are heavily dependent upon water (Picnaar 1969) and require a daily intake of 

between 30 and 40 litres and therefore would have alwa} come into the riverine catchment 

around the site. Their decline cannot be explained in environmental terms. It is suggested 

that their greater inciden-:e in u uts t and 5 corrc pond to the high amount of bone in unit 

4A and 48 at \Velgeluk (see below) which may be tied to active hunting in an aggregation 

phase. Certainly, the territoriality of the small brow 1.:r and the noctu:-nal habits of bush-pig 

. . 
'" I ,. • • . ' 
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indicate that 'pnssive' trapline or pit-fall hunting techniques were favoured rather than the 
bow and arrow. 

The marked increase in Raphicerus sp. and also bush-pig in the pottery unit I r,.ay have 

implications for the nature of the hunter-gatherer and herder or mixed farmer interactions 

over the last 1800 years and is discussed within ar1 appropriate context in Chapter Seven. 

It i5 also clear from Table 4.1 that carnivore remains are more abundant in unit 1. While 

these may be the result of natural mortality in the shelter it cannot be ruled out that pelt 

hunting for exchange with food-producing neighbours was an important economic activity 
within the contact situation. 

The Edgehill large mammal fauna L,, in general character, similar to the Holocene faunas 

identified from Melkhoutboom and Wilton (Deacon, H.J. 1976; Deacon, J. 1972). This 

pattern is less clear at Uniondale where the diversity of the large mammal fauna reflects in 

turn the diversity of habitat types within close range of the site (Leslie-Brooker 1987). 

Consequently, large grazers, mixed feeders and the usual smaller territorial browsers are all 

represented in that assemblage. Both Edgehill and Uniondale were bases from which the 

Cape buffalo was hunted and renect 1he easy access of the Uniondale hunters to the 

Subtropical Thicket to the north and Edgehill's situation within this vegetation type. 

One positive identification of Ovis aries (sheep) from the same spit level which produced 

the ca 1830 BP date has been made as well as other query s!ieep/goat and goat remains 
(Table 4.1 ). 

It is difficult to quantify the Edgehill 1.....-ge mammal remains in terms of changes in meat 

contribution through time. A tentative qualitative observation, however, is that while an 

increasing emphasis on browsing species through time, especially from unit 6, may represent 

increased meat yields, it also inJicates that more predictable species and more preJict,1ble 

method:; were being used. Predictability in this instance refers to animals with hirhly 

territorial habits which can sustain relatively high cropping rates. In principle, this 1s no 

different from the increasing exploitation of tresh\\-ater mussel and fish, which is dealt with 
below. 

\VELGELUK 

Large mammal bone is not well represented at Welgeluk ano the cranial parts upon which 

most specific identifications are based a;e poorly preserved (Table 4.2). This is similar to 

. . . . " . 
" . - . . - "' . 
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the large mamwal bone recovered from Edgehill, but at Welgeluk the paucity 'Jf bone and 

low minimum individual counts is even more marked. Although the excavation sij•_e is small 

the amount of identifiable cranial bone is much lower than might be expected and this also 

applies to a certain degree to the poc;t-cranial bone as well. 

The species list is based upon cranial pans only and was analysed by the writer using the 

comparative collection at the South African Mu eum in Cape Town. The post-cranial 

remains have still to b1; analysed but in terms of a general appreciation of the large mammal 

fauna it is thought that this will not significantly alter the picture 

The commonest bovids represented are grysbok and steenbok, subsumed here under 

Raplucerus spp. As noted above, the same situation applies at Edgehill. Of note is the 

relatively high count for Raplzicerus spp. in the youngest unit I A, with almost negligible 

numbers below except for a slight increase in the oldest u it 4B. Most of the Raphicerus 

indi\ 1duals in 1 A were juveniles. As mentioned above this is discussed more fully in 

Chapter Seven. 

llnit 1 A stands out from the rest uf the deposits by having a relatively restricted !>pecies list, 

compared to the moderately fuller species diversity in the units below. It is possible that 

species diversity in I A is low because of the increased impact placed on the mammal fauna 

through the additional hunting pressure from pastoraJists and mixed farmers. Antelope in 

the larger size classe (bush buck and kudu) arc slightly better represented in the units below 

1 A. A single large bovid in unit 4A perhaps provides some confim1ation of the trend noted 

at Edgehill \1here large bovids of buffalo size were more frequently represented in the older 

ca 4300 BP deposits. 

As can be expected the species list reflects the type of browsers found in the local Subtropical 

Thicket Consequently, the fauna is similar to the Holocene hunter-gatherer preference in 

the eastern Cape for these smaller territorial species (Dcac~n. H.J. 1976). 

There I no clear indication that hunting during the occupation at Welgeluk ranged into the 

open rasslands to the north of the site. l lowevcr, the paucity of bovid individuals based 

on anial remains co11fl1cts with the overall weight of bone being returned to the site, 

espc ially in unit 4B. Unit 48 has by far the most mammal bone returnl'd to the site, but 

tni:; is certainly not reflected in the minimum number ~ounts (Table 4.21 On the basis of 

the bone mass more meat was being returned to the site in 48 than tl'e counts indicate. It 

is speculative but this may indicate wida hunting ranges which focu-;ed also upon gregarious 

. . 
- • ' w • • • 
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grazers in the open habitats to the north ot W1::-· geluk. the distance between kill and home 

base influencing the body parts being returned to the site. The same may also apply to unit 

4A because when large mammal bone mass is graphed per unit volume, the density in 4A 

is similarly high but drops off markedly in 3 and above (Fig 4.1). 

The high bone mass in units 4A and 4B. is interpreted, in conjunction with the artefactual 

data (Chapter Five), as a further index of the site being used at that time for aggregation 

purposes. It is during an aggregation phase that most hunting takes place, usually in the 

form of First Buck rites. Meat and fat are important durin~ an aggregation phase because 

more people n~d to be fed, but meat also plays an important part in social and ritual 

interaction (McCall 1970 in Wadley 1987). Seasonally, fat levels vary considerably in 

African ungulates in response to fluctuations in r.razing quaiit" nd the reproductive cycle. 

Both the blue wildebeest and impala show sharp drops : , :,, fat levels in winter as 

measured by a kidney fat index (Brooks et al. 1977; Brooks J>JOJ and to a certain degree 

this applies to other species as well. If grazers were hunted at all, it can be specuJ:-•ed that 

summer would b<' favoured, during which time animals are in good condition and a 

combination of quality carbohydrate and fa~ty meat was available. Both are important 

components in a balanced diet (Speth & Spielman : 983). The 'sweeter' quality of the 

Eastern Province Thomveld during wintP.r possibly e.ascs fat drop off, but this may be 

complicated by ungulate density increases as small 'sweetveld' patches concentrate game 

during winter. 

Fat drop off in browsers in the Subtropical Thicket during winter is less marked and body 

condition can be retained at a good level all year round (Palmer & Drager pers. comm.). 

The close proximity of both prime grazing and browsing habitats indicates that a number 

of large mammal protein options were available to hunter-gatherers in the area. Fluctuations 

in animal species could theoretically be examined in relation to combinations of social and 

nutritional requirements. That such nutritional factors were recognised is evident at Boom

plaas, in the southern Cape, where a series of relatively large charcoal filled features are 

interpreted as smoke pits for drying meat (Deacon, H.J. 1979:251). It is plausible to suggest 

that '-UCh activities would be pur,;ued when the ungulates were in primr summer condition. 

Drying in tum implies storage and delayed consumption at a later time when either 

availability or nutritional quality, or both, is reduced. 

Two secure identifications of sheep have been made with one individual in each of the 

pottery units. 

.. • • .. • • ' • • 1· • ' J .. -, "' . ' .. -~ 
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WELGELUK LARGE MAMMAL BONE 

BONE WEIGHT PER BUl''<ET TOTAL BONE WEIGHT (Thousands) 70.------------------ -------,7 
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Figure 4. ! . \Velgeluk: the distribution of large mammal bone 
weights 
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SMALL ANIMALS 

TORTOISES 

Hunter-gatherer groups using both Edgehill and Welgeluk collected and consumed relative

ly large numbers of tortoises. This is not suprising, because species diversity and numbers 

are high in this part of th~ eastern Cape (Greie & Burdett t976). Four species have been 

identified of which the 'padlopertjie' (Homopus areolatus, and the rooipens (Chersine 

angulata) are the best represented. Also present are the mount&in tortoise (Geochelone 

pardalis) and the freshwater turtle (Pelomedusa subrufa). 

Tortoise limb bones, particularly the femur and humerus, upon which MNI counts have 

usually been made, are difficult if not impossible to separate into species. Although analysis 

nf the limb bones was undertaken, better MNI counts can and have been made from sorting 

and counting the bones of thP- plastron (the belly plates of the tortoise). Furthermore, 

distinctions betwee11 the two best represented species, the padlopertjie and the rooipens, can 

easily be made on any of the plastron plates, while the turtle is also easily identified on both 

limb and plastron bones (Hall, S. 1985; Leslie-Brooker 1987). In many cases the complete 

plastrons of one individual are reconstructable which indicates that the MNI counts are an 

accurate reflection of tortoise abundance in the area excavated. The mountain tortoise was 

present in low numbers and identification was 1ased on the size of bones and on distinguish

ing features of the nuchal s1.,ut". The M..~I counts represent the most frequently occurring 

bone for each species for the whok. e,.cavation. 

The tortoise raw frequencies at Edgehill show no clear time trends, apart from the obvious 

increase in the padlopertjie and rooipens in the pottery unit 1. However, when densities of 

tortoise bone are examined it is clear that the unit I jump in frequenciis is not present (Table 

4.3). Density figures also show that the highest value occurs in unit 7, with a sharp decline 

in units 6 and 5 but thereafter density cleruly and significantly increases. 

Whereas the smaller tortoise species at Edgehill were reprrsented by relatively complete 

plastron and limb bones, the bones of ,he large mountain tortoise were extremely fragmented 

and no contiguous plastron plates were found. This may indicate that the counts in Table 

4.3 under-represent the contribution of this animal to the protein diet because it was 

J11tchered in the veld, and only the meat returned to the site. 
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The fresh water turtle, which is still abundant in the Koonap River today, must have been a 

more elusive animal to trap. Its consistent presence throughout ~oth sites is of interest 

because Lee recods that the Dobe ! Kung ranked two species of turtle in Class 4 (not eaten) 

in an edibility classification (Lee 1979:229). The placement of a complete turtle carapace 

with Welgeluk Burial 2 (Hall & Binneman 1987: Appendix I) does. h '1Wever, ~ndicate that 

the animal was used in other contexts. That it was eaten is suggested by a~ obl> ·• ,1tion of 

John Barrow in 1799. Travelling in the vicinity of C.raaff Reinet towards thL ,,f of 

September, arrival at the Sundays River revealed that it was " ... nearly dry, which gave Oill 

people an opportunity of taking plenty of turtle with great ease. These when full grown, are 

in size generally about a foot in diameter; the females are exceedingly prolific in eggs, an.~ 

the flesh is by no means wanting in flavour" (Barrow 1806: 187). 

Barrow's observation raises interesting points about riverine settlement and exploitation in 

general. Apart from the probability that LSA settlement was geared towards riverine 

habitats during winte · because of the paucity of surf ace water away from them, the low river 

levels also provide the added attraction of easier access to resources such as the fresh water 

turtle. The mention of females ripe with eggs also adds another attractive element to bNh 

the winter/spring exploitation of both turtles and tortoises (Branch pers. comm.). 

At Welgeluk the same tortoise species were exploited (Table 4.4). The padl0pertjie 

(Homopus areolatus) was also the commonest animal taken. Raw frequ~ 11cies indicate no 

significant time trends but density calculations show slightly more tortois~ per unit volume 

of deposit in units 3 and 4A. Comparison with Uniondale (Leslte-Brooker 1987) shows that 

tortoises were also exploited at this site but apparently not to the same extent. Uniondale's 

locality militates against the exploitation of the fresh warer turtle but the :;pecies PJammo

bates tentorius is present in sub-member QR but is absent at both Edgehill and Welgeluk. 

This species is uncommon in the region today, preferring more k:.irroid conditions. This 

fact may account for its presence at Uniondale because sub-mt!mher QR rrobably dates 

before the r;a 5500 BP age at the base of Edgehill ar.d therefore perhaps correlates with a 

more karroid local envirvrment. 

FRESH WATER MUSSEL 

Although the Cape claw less otter and water mongoose both eat fn:shwater mussel, they are 

consumed on rocks in the river or on the river bank, sometimes a.;sociated with a rock/anvil 

upon which they are broken open (Jubb 1980, 1981; pers. observation). While some 

confusion may well arise in the separation of hunter-gatherer and otter mussel middl-nS in 
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open contexts, the domin:int agency of mussel accumulation in rock shelters must be man. 

Freshwater rnusse-1 (Unio caffer) occurs in all the units at Edgehill except the basal unit 8 

(Table 4.5). The most significant time trend in the raw frequencies as well as the density 

calculation indicates increasing mussel exploitation from unit 4. This pattern has been noted 

previously at other CFB LSA sites (Deacon & Deaco11 1963; Deacon, J. 1972:38; Deacon, 

H.J. 1976; Leslie-Brooker 1987) and ha:, ber.n interpreted as a shift away frorn coastal 

resources, towards greater utilisation of those inland. Within this scer.ario, incre~sing 

competition by pastoralists for the coastal areas has been suggested as a cause. However, 

if the Edgehill data are examined, the increasing exploitation of freshwater mussel begins 

well oefore the 1zTival of pastoralists in unit 4 at some 4300 years ilgo. The influx of 

.,.:stcr~1li'its r .ay have exacerbated a trend which was already underway but the p1imary 

explanation for th~ increase in this resource has to be found elsewhere. 

Freshwater mussel frequencies at Welgeluk show a marked incre .. se from units 4A and 3 

(Table 4.6). This increase correlates with the same trend noted at Edgehill and elsewhere. 

The significant depth and hence better resolution of the Welgeluk pottery sequence shows, 

however, that freshwater mussel frequencies do not continue to increase in the pottery units. 

Frequencies in fact decline from a high in unit 2 cf 488 individuals to 32 in the upper pottery 

unit lA (Table 4.6j. 

In this instance, the scenario of LSA hunter-gatherers being forced to exploit freshwater 

mussel only l'pon the arrival of food producers. or increasing their exploitation of this 

resource once they had arrived, is not supported. Th" .11ussel decrease in the pottery ur,=ts 

at Welgeluk may equally be seen as hunter-gatherers be1r,g outcompeted for this resource 

by pastoralists or being denied easv -:ccess to the riverine fringe. Ct., tamly the large 

f .-e:,h\l. ' ter mussel middens with pottery orcurring on the banks of the middle and upper 

r~ache.; of the Esh River demonstrate that pJstoralists made extensive use of this resource 

· IY.:r'- observation). 

'fhe i11cre ,-;r i11 freshwater mussel exploitation at Welgeluk from unit 4A at ca 4000 ~p 

(Table 4 6) r . .... ,·!-ite~ well with the similar increase evident at Edgehill from unit 4 at ca 

4300 BP. Furth.... ifr•!d at Uniondale, freshwater mussel valves are recorded from all units 

above T and show J,: : ~rease fn.,n, unit L (ca 4000 BP?: Leslie-Brooker 1987). This 1s 

~imilar to the tund alrcac.q 11otetl abc, e. The presence of freshwater mussel at Unh.'nd:1 .! 

is seen mvre in terms of raw mur rial for barter items than directly representing food w~ le. 

l 
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The distance of the site from suitable nverine habitats m,1~·es this a reasonable inference. 

However, the increase is seen as a response to better riverine conditions and higher run off. 

When it is remembered that there is a possible improvement in river conditions from ca 

50CX> BP the above suggestion may seem plausible. However, when the freshwater mussel 

increase is examined in conjunction with other lines of scbsistence and artefact evidence, 

an environmental explanation for the freshwater mussel increase is considered unlikely. 

Equally, the drop off in mussel in the pottery units at Welgeluk could also be explained in 

environmental terms but there is no evidence for this. Again the cause lies in more 

competition for the riverine habitat. 

It is useful to return to Barrow's quote above (Barrow 1806: 187) for suggestions as to the 

optimal time of year during which freshwater mussel exploitation was most viable. No 

doubt, freshwater mussel could be collected at any ume of the year, but common sense 

suggests that low river conditions during winter and early summer would provide easier and 

more predictable access to this resource. Detailed seasonal work on freshwater mussel from 

middle and late Archaic sites in North America has drmonstrated a predominantly sprinG 

to fall collecting strategy when river levels render the resource more accessible (Claassen 

1986; Klippel & Morey 1986:808). 

Access to freshwater mussel probably was a factor in its exploitation. Consequently, the 

late Holocene increase could be tied to an increasing emphasis on scheduling riverine visits 

during the winter months. However, the mussel increase is archaeologically visible in 

diverse and widespread habitats, including the CFB sites and more obviously at Edgehill 

and Welgeluk. This indicates, rather, a regional process that ha'.i less to do with changes in 

scheduling visiis than with absolute reductions in mobility. It is suggest~d that the increase 

in freshwater mussel is best examined in terms oi its changing role to the LSA hunter-ga

therer diet in relation to changes in population density, decreased mobility, increasing 

circumscription and definition of territorial areas and longer seasonal occupation~ r,f fewer 

sites through an annual cycle. In order to examine the possibilities in this relationship some 

discussion on nutritional ::tress and the nutrient value of shellfish is required. 

It has been suggested that if the Dobe !Kung suffered from a · :.ungry season', it falls in the 

spring dry season, after food resources have been gradm"ly depleted through the winter and 

before the summer rain:; can rejuvenate the landscape. According to Truswell and llansen 

(1976:194) " ... the only nutritional weakness of the San's diet is a i:hortage of energy 

(calories) usually in the spring dry season". Further investigation of this question by Lee 

(1979) provided little evidence to show that a reduction in San body weight (as an index of 

' . 
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nutritional stress) occurred during the predic1ed early spring period. Lee found instead that 

there was a low point in body weight in January, although this is complicated by tht! different 

physiological demands .md requirements of different age cohorts and between the sexes at 

different times of the year. This body weight reduction is in the order of 1-2% but is 

relatively small in comparison to 1he pre-harvest weight loss of 4 to 6,5% exper:enced among 

some agriculturalists (Lee 1979:301 ). 

San weight loss tn January is at odds with the prevailing resource conditions at that time 

which is one of increase and abundance. In explaining this logical discrep.mcy Lee 

examined his measured sample in r~ ... tion to their degree of mobility and came up with an 

important insight. January for the ! Kung San is the time of maximum dispersal. Small 

groups concentrate their efforts aruund temporary water holes\'- hich are points of access to 

the surrounding environmental abundance. Lee admits that his body weight study did not 

reach these dispersed ! Kung, but concentrated on San who elected to remain at the pe -manent 

waterholes where nutntio11al stress was experienced after food m the catchment areas 

became scarce. This forus on largely sedentary San highlights the importance of hunter

gatherer mobility as a strategy for maintaining calorific requirements and nutritional balance 

and quality. Hitchcock ( 1982) has also noted :hat among the Nata River Basarwa, increasing 

sedentism has altc1~d demograph;c patterns and created nutritional problems. Simply put, 

mobile San experience little if any nutrition.11 stre<:1,. This ethnographically derived rela

tionship between decreased mobility and nutritional stress is of value in the examination of 

the freshwater mussel increase after the mid-I Iolocene in the eastern Cape. What, though, 

would the nutritional value of shellfish have been to these LSA hunter-gatherers? What was 

being intensified or compensated for: a shortfall in protein, carboh)- ... 1tes or mineral 

supplements? 

Explanations for the genl!ral post-Pleistocene increase in both marine and freshwater 

shellfish explottation have oeen sought in terms of population increase, population pressure 

and the need to maintain key dietary components, particularly protein, in the face of these 

pressures (Cohen 1977; Osborn 1977 161 ). This resource stress model points out that some 

radical explanation is required because protein weight comparisons demonstrate that the 

amount of shellfish required to equal the protein equivalent of a single terrestrial animal is 

enormous. This leaves one asking why bother with shellfish at all? Osborn, for example, 

calculates that one whitctailcd deer provides about 32 kg of edible meat (approximate 

African equivalent would be a male warthog at 39 kg: Lee 1979:230). This value is 

equivalent to collecting and processing 83 422 shellfish (Osborn 1977: 172). While Erland

son ( 1988) thinks that some of Osborn's calculations quantitatively misrepresent the 
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extremes between terrestriai bovid and shellfish protein contribution equivalents, he agrees 

that extra protein is the primary dietary component being selected for. He also suggests that 

this would apply more so when relatively good carbohydrate rich plant foods are available 

as a dietary complement. He also draws a relationship between shellfish use and an increase 

in sedenusm. 

A protein perspective suggests that there may be nothing inconsistent 
with large shell middens reflecting relatively sedentary occupations 
where shellfish served as a long-te1m dietary protein staole (Erlandson 
1988:106). 

When the nutritional makeup of shellfish is considered, the protein perspective is plausible 

because shellfish generally are a poor source of calories. Two Nonh American freshwater 

mussels (Pink Heel-Splitter and the Muckel) average about 65 calories for every 100 g 

compared to up to 218 calorics for terrestrial animals. Protein values are about half those 

of terrestrial resources, fat is very low but carbohydrates are present but is absent in the other 

animals (Parmalee & Klippel 1974:431 ). If these values are in any way similar to Unio 

ca/fer, it suggests that any increase in shellfish exploitation is selecting specifically for 

protein. 

Thb has been countered by Claassen (1986), who suggests that the increasing importance 

of shellfish exploitation has to do primarily with shellfish as a seasonal staple food. 

Funhennore, her contention is that it is the carbohydrate value of the resource which is 

important, because during the spring fast growth period, carbohydrate lev~ ; are high and a 

viable source. These levels, on the approximate values given above, ar~ still low and when 

placed within the whole resource 'pool', it appears unlikely that hunter-gatherers had to 

intensify carbohydrate intake outside of the plant food components. 

The seasonal carbohydrate questivn 1s critical for high latitude North American hunter-ga

therers and in such a context any late winter and spring supplements would be critical to 

health. Speth and Spielman (1985) emphasise that hunter-gatherer health is threatened at 

times of the year when there is little dietary choice beyond lean, low fat meat and when 

carbohydrates are poorly supplied. When reasonable levels of fat and carbohydrate are 

available, metabolism of body protein is spared and consequP "• health remair,s good. 

When hunter-gatherers are"... under conditions of marginal calorie, protein, or glucose 

intake the protein sparing effect of carbohydrate is much greater than that of fat" (Speth & 

Spielman 1983: 14 ). 
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Using this perspective Noli and Avery ( 1988) have pointed out that mndeL, of coastal 

exploitation which highlight a dominar.t subsistence role for shel1fish a. e rulritionally 

unsound and that dietary diversity would have been essential if protein poisoniHg was to be 

avoided. It seems improbable that freshwater mussels are sufficiently i :gh in quality 

carbohydrate to have been selected for purely in these terms during the late P )locene in 

the eastern Cape, particularly given the good evidence for extensive explo, ' 'l1 •(\n of !)lane 

food carbohydrate staples (Deacon, HJ. 1976). 

This discussion on the nutritional quality of shellfish also needs to consider a third factor 11 

increasing shellfish exploitation after the mid-Holocene. Parmalee and Klippel ( 197 4) ~ ,10 

Klippel and Morey (1986) emphasise that shellfish are relatively poor resources \\ r ·, 
looked at from a protein, carbohydrate and fat point of view. They do point out that few 

other resources in hunter-gatherer diets could have matched shellfish in terms of important 

vitamins and minerals. They are high in iron and calcium as well as phosphorous, sodium 

and potassium (Klippel & Morey 1986:809). In this regard freshw.iter mussels can also be 

seen as important qualitative supplements to the hunter-gatherer diet. 

The amount of shellfish recovered from Edgehill and Welgeluk does not encourage a view 

of this resource being a staple food, but on the other hand, amounts are great enough to 

elevate the resource out of a purely vitamin support role. On this basis it is suggested that 

the post mid-Holocene mussel increase does signal a hunter-gatherer demand for more 

protein, with the qualitative mineral and vitamin additives as another advantage. When 

considered in conjunction with the other food waste, it is clear that it provides one of several 

additions to the diet. 

In searching for possible causes for this increase the relationship bt • •1een absolute popula

tion increase has been put forward as well as correlations betwe n nutritional stress and 

sedentism and shellfish exploitation and sedentism (Osborn 1977; Lee 1979; Erlandson 

1988). All these factors are considered important in contributing towards the shellfish trend 

but the emphasis is placed on the relationship between decreasing mobility ranges and 

intensification. Increasingly higher populations decrease settlement options which in turn 

require that perhaps smaller territorial ranges have to be defined in order to maintain a 

predictable structure to the economic and social landscape. Subsistence risk is therefore 

increasingly transferred from mobility and the social practices which facilitate it, to 

intensifying and defining specific landscape 'patches' at both a regional and local scale. 

• • 
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Ethnographically, Hitchcock's work among the Nata River Basarna provides backup for 

these assenions, particularly with regard to increasing sedentism. This material is used 

advisedly, given the association of sedentism with food producer contact (J-fjtchcock 1982; 

Hitchcock & Ebert 1984). Nevertheless, he does state that there is a good deal of oral history 

which points to relative sedentism among a number of easter• Lotswana Fasarwa before 

bot': the Bamangwato and Britis, ·ere factors in the region. Ba~~ n part on the ecological 

diversity of the Nata region Hitchcock notes thn residential mob· ,ty declined as regional 

population saturation was approached. Range size is small compared to other Kalahari San 

groups and population density is higher (Hitchcock & Ebert 1984:336). Storage of wild 

plant foods is also undertaken. 

Most importantly, the erosion of residential and logistical space increased competition 

between groups and sharing shifted from generalised to a more balanced reciprocity in which 

economic ranges become increasingly impermeable to other· groups (Hitchcock 1982). 

Birdsell (1953: I 85-6) draws attention to the extremely reduced territorial ranges and high 

population densities of Australian Aborigines along the lower Murray River. Significantly 

in this example, it is the 'unearned' river water and the food base it supports which is 

important because the adjacent territory is extremely arid. 

The archaeological interpretation pn.:.sented so far may appear unwarranted when viewed 

quantitatively against the shellfi~h inc re ~~~ after the mid-Ilolocene. It is maintained. 

however, that these shifts do mo1,·t0r these •1'-mographic trends. The case can be streng

thened when other aspu:ts of the res, ,•;rce nux .. nd artefact assemblages are examined. 

One last attribute of freshwater musse, 11eecls to be r.1entioned in this regard. Increasingly 

limited mobility and scheduling options ~ Jggest thi.!t l h cupation at perhaps fewer sites 1s 

lengthenf'd ar.d stretched beyond the sea~on,il availa~111tv and ca~1acity of 'traditional' 

resources to sustain this. Consequently new re~, 11r-=- :; such a, she::lifh11 are <:elected becaus~~ 

they are 'aseasonal' and allow longer lay-overs, , r, p, l lfir. ·,1!<':-. Whe1eas, rn highly mobi]P. 

hunter-gatherer econor.iies the end of summer d1;c ,ine in e.,sential protein, mir,eral an,t 

vitamin sources can be compensated for by relocating, any pressure which red11ces the 

possibility of a successful relocation will be translated into alternative strategies. In t>-ie 

eastern Cape sel~tion for shellfish underpins the logic behind these strategies which rrquirc. 

resources that provide high sustainable yields, high predictability and perhaps most import

antly, are evenly available throughout the year. Specifically it is suggested that resources 

which permit extended o~cupations into winter are of importance. 
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The argument so far is based on a changing in later Holocene LSA emphasis on only one 

food item. The argument is now examined in the light of the other dietary components. 

FRESHWATER FISH 

Of the five known fish species in the Koonap River, four were exploited by the LSA 

occupants of Edgehill and Welgeluk. Hunter-gatherers are considered to be the:, main if not 

the only depositing agency. Most leguaan scats (Varanus niloticus) predominantly 

preserved crab remains with little fish bone. These are found on ro2ks in the river or upon 

the bank. and never in rock shelters. The fifth species is a small minnow (Barbus anopa/us), 

which could have provided an extremely high biomass during spawning. If exploited its 

sm~l size militates against any recovery of the remains 

The analysis of the fish bone was comprehensive. All diagnostic body parts were ic!entified 

ard separated into right or left elements and the highest figure was used as the MNI count. 

This method in all likelihood gives a conservative estimate because it was obvious when 

measuring some of the labeo umbratul bones that although left and right bones may give 

similar totals, only a few of the rights and lefts matched in size, thereby indicating that 

individuals would have been lost' hy the right/left counting procedure. No one bone had 

the same degree of representation in all the c;pccles. For Labeo umbrc.tus the pkural lib of 

the 4th vertebra consistently gave the best counts, whe1eas for Sandelia bainsii the best 

cour.ts were obtained from the cleithrum. 

The sr-3...cies lists for Edgehill and Welgeluk c1-e given in Tables 4.5 and 4.6. The total at 

Edgehiil is much lower than at Welgeluk. The excava'ions w-e ~imilar :n size and this 

uifferr ncr may be attributable to the greater distance be~ween Ed~ehill and the main river. 

Both tat •-;s show that the mud-mul!et or mogg..;!, labeo umbr.itus, i~ , he ,;ommvnest species. 

Thi;) is a simple reflection of its grnater I JPrral ab1mdance and biomas.) in the river 1.. ompared 

to the ot~ .!r species an,, does not reflect ultural preference or a specific discriminating 

techno10gy. The smaller Sandelin • 'i (rocky) is the next most rv1merous fish followed 

by the u· and the freshwater mull l'he ra\ · frequercies for total 1:c;h at Edgeli: 1I show 

that in units 4 and 5 few fish we, ... ; turned to the site while a distinct peak occurs in 

unit 7. Frcm unit 4 and arove the,... ., a ma ked increase in fish exploitation (Tabl~ •l-5). 

At Welgeluk (Table 4.6) fisn are relatively abundan~ in the basa1 unit 4B, decline in 4A but 

thereafter. liir\! freshwater mussel, incrt .. ,tSe sharp!) in frequency. Fish drops .>ff so,.1ewhat 

in the top two p.-,1tery units. The main interest in the freshwater fish frequencies is that, like 
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freshwater mussel, it was increasing!y utilised by LSA hunter-gatherers from about 4()(0 

BP. 

The identification of the freshwater mullet at both sites is of some interest because it does 

not occur rn th" Koonap River today. This fish does not breed in freshwater, but migrates 

downsueam to estuaries whenever nver flow permits and spawning ta!<es place within the 

surf zone at the mouth. After spawning, both adults and juveniles move back up the river 

(Bok 1979, 1984 ). This catadromous habit, in which a freshwater cycle is essential for the 

fish's propagation h:!s been badly dis, upted through the construction of weirs which block 

migration. Bok (1979) has recorded this species 110 km up the Fish River from the estuary 

mouth and its presence at Edgehill and Welgeluk extends its known range by well over 100 

km. The presence of the freshwater mullet in all units at both sites except unit 4 at Edgehill 

suggests that there was always sufficient flow to allow movement through the system. It is 

of interest that no eel have been recovered from unit 4 at Edgehill either, another species 

which requires consistent flow to migratt! upriver from the sea. The measurement of L. 

umbratus, bones and the changes evident in the size of the fish have previously been 

discussed in Chapter Three in connection with palacoenvironmental change. No size 

changes are noted in L. umbratus through time at Welgeluk and the younger basal chrono

logy of the site accc :.1n1s for this. 

No specific fishing •kit' was identified from the artefacts and certainly no bone "hooks" as 

identified at Oriel Shelter in Natal (Maggs & Ward 1981 ); orby Carter(l978)and Opperman 

(I 987) from the southern Drakensberg, were found. If the identity of the e artefacts as 

fishing hooks is correct, it is improbable that they were effective for catching L. umbratus 

anyway. This species feeds by dredging be m muds for algae and microscopic animals 

(Jubb 1967) and consequently the mouth parts are small, ventrally orientated and sucker 

like. Bone points may have doubled as harpoons, but this is unlikely given the extreme 

turbidity and bad visibility in the rivers north of the CFB. "Mats", acting as nets, are 

Jescribed by Thompson along the Orange River (Thompson 1827 II:6A) while Lichtenstein 

(1812 11:55) observw :~.'! use of pointed baskets. Barrow (1806'"46) also mentions 

" ... baskets placed in the 1 • , er for the purpose of taking fish". It is not u" easonable to suggest 

ti.at such traps were used by the LSt\ occupants of Edgehill and Welgeluk to catch fish , 

though the good preservation of plant material at Welgeluk provides no direct evidence. 

Lichtenstein (1812) also reports from the Orange River that stone fish traps were also built. 

Suggestions as to the technology employed in fish capture may be pointless when the 

vulnerability of l umbratus, in particular, to collection during summer spawning or winter 

low water levels is considered. In this light fresh\1ater fish are locationally predictable and 

. ' . . . -
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can be extensively exploited at any time of the year and still maintain a high sustainable 

yield. Essentially no technological elaboration beyond either picking the fish out by hand 

or stunning t}-,em with rocks is required. This apiJlies equally to periods of low river flow 

as well as spawning (pers. obscrvatior.). 

Spawning runs appear, at fn 

intercept. Parkington (1977. 

·o have been attractive events for hunter-gatherers to 

.,ecula:cs that summer spawning of fish along the 

Olifants River in the western Cape woulci have been a valuable addition to the diet of 

hunter-gatherers sch 0,duling their v;sits to these areas at that time. No fish bone has been 

recovered from excavations at Andriesgrcnd and this possibility remains untested. 

The potential of spawnmg runs of L. umbratus to LSA hunter-gatherers along the Koonap 

River must have been no les~ attracuve a proposition. Spawning takes plae;e in early summer 

when it is triggered by the first strong summer flows (Gaigher et al. 1975). Although a 

large percentage of mature adults will ccngregate, migrate and spawn at this time, a smaller 

percentage can delay spawning until later in summer, an adaptation which spreads the risk 

if the early spawning ep;sode fails. S;..iwning usually takes place on newly flooded ground 

as the fish move out of the mam river channel. Up-river migration is not essential, but fish 

can migrate considerable distances, especial,y to repopulate the river after drought. Only 

one spawning event of L. umbratus has been recorded and published. This was observed 

during a November flood of the New Year's River just to the west of Grahamstown (Jackson 

& Coetzee 1982). The fish massed and spawned on flooded grassy banks and the density 

was such that three qua!'ters of a ton were collected over a short period. The whole episode 

was completed within forty hours. 

While exploitation of spawning runs appears to be a logical subsistence pursuit and 

something for which to schedule riverine visits, the Koonap River and other similar } stems 

are, within certain limits, unpredictable and consequently the s<-ale and timing of spawning 

would have been difficult to anticipate. Furthermore, there would seem to be little utility 

in having a short term super-abundance of fish when there is no evidence to show that drying 

and storage of this resource was undertaken. Mennon h~ already been made above of 

Barrow's obsc.,vation that winter low water levels in the Sundays River facilitated easy 

exploitation of turtle but he al:;o notes that " ... the river abounds with short thick eels ... " 

which presumably could also be more easily caught at that time (Barrow 1806 I: 187). 

Along the Fish ~iver in Namibia Du Pisani (in Robertshaw 1979) :-ecorded that Nama 

pastoralisr., move to the river banks between September and January. This is primarily to 
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off set the lack of water and grazing away from the river during that time of year. Fishing 

is also undertaken at this time. Men built stone fish traps in shallow pools into which the 

fish were driven. Thompson mentions how fish could be caught easily along the Orange 

River after they had been stranded in pools. Low water level i~ repeatedly mentioned as a 

significant factor in any riverine exploitation and for the Koonap this means that the more 

favourable time of year for LSA hunter-gatherers would have been during the winter and 

ear!y spring months. 

In this regard, the fish species caught by the LSA inhabnants at Dnel Shelter on the Tugela 

River in Natal are relevant (Maggs & Ward 1981 ). This site is considered to have been 

occupied during winter and the fish r~overed from the site add weight to this interpretation. 

Fishing by the LSA occupa11ts at Oriel was apparently undertaken with bone hooks and the 

dominant species identified is Barbus natalensis, which can be caught with this method. 

The second species is Labeo rubromaculatus, which is not easily caught using a hook. In 

this instance the technology has selected heavily for Barbus natalensis because L. rubro

maculatu'i is numerica11y the dominant species in this particular system (Cambray pers. 

comm.). This suggests that the fish were not taken from spawning runs, because hooks 

would not have been an mappropriare or necessary technique in that context. The labeo 

species would also be present in much higher numbers. Also of interest is that only moderate 

sized fish were caught. This suggests winter occupation because the shallow and cold water 

would have driven the larger individuals downstream (Maggs & Ward 1981 ). 

It appears that no matter what the riverine setting. evidence derived frc,m early travetlers. 

fish ecology and the archaeology point to wint;!r as a more optimal time for fish and riverine 

exploitation in general. A study by Limp and Reidhead ( 1979) on the harvestability among 

other things, of freshwater fish from low water level ox-bow lakes in the Great Miami River, 

demonstrated the extremely high yield in terms of fish mass/man-hour labour investment 

especially when compared against the yield for hickory nut production. They emphasise 

that high fishing efficiency is tied to slacks and sloughs out of the main channel, a situation 

which is comparable to low pools in the main channel of the Koonap River during the winter 

months. 

Access and predictability aside, it is also worth considering this poss;bility from a nutritional 

perspective. Most southern Af ric~n fish species of economk value to LSA hunter-gatherers 

are extremely bony, but provide good quality protein. This is evident in the efforts being 

placed upon providing alternative protein sources by controlled mass production through 

fish farming. The high fecundity and reproductive capacity of species such as L. umbratus 
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and the large catfish, Clarius gariepensis are particularly appropriate in this regard. While 

alternative protein sources provided by fish were an obvio 1s attraction to LSA hunter-ga

therers, the dn'lual reproductive cycle also significantly changes fish fat levels. 

After spawning and particularly during the winter months L. umbratus, for example, reduce 

their feeding levels and be.come largely 'sedentary'. During this time, however, they convert 

a significant amount of their body weight into fat. In a study undertaken on fish from P.K. 

Le Rou..< Dam (Gaigher et al. 1980) it was found that in both mature male and female L. 

umbratus, fat is abundant in July and relatively high in October. The lowest fat levels were 

recorded in January (Gaigher et al. 1980: 106-7, 199). This winter fat store is rapidly 

resorbed in spring when energy is required for gonad development, as well as thl: physical 

effort of spawning itself. This fat store is known and eagerl) utilised by local residents, as 

witnessed by its extraction from barbel along the Orange River (Cambray pers. comm.). 

As with the frer.hwrter mussel, it is reasonable to suggest that the seasonal optimality of 

freshwater fish, particularly L. umbratus, increased in winter when the .lVailability and 

nutritional quality of otherresources may have dropped off. If carbohydrate and fat supplies 

decrease, the fat and protein obtained from freshwater fish could have maintained nutritional 

quality in the leaner months. The increase in freshwater fish exploitation at both sites from 

about 4000 BP is interpreted in the same way as the increal>ed freshwater mussel exploitation. 

LSA hunter-gatherers were increasingly restrained within smaller foraging ranges and any 

nutritional stress had to be solved at a more local level rather than depend u;,on larger scale 

seasonal movement. Freshwater fish provide a supplement which contributes, as do 

freshwater mussel, towards solving this problem. 

Although optimal fishing conditions may have been during winter, a time which also 

coincides with high fat reserves, it is obvious that freshwater fish can also be exploited at 

any time of the year. It is also 'aseasonal'. This suggests that freshwater fish exploitation 

also points towards longer time periods spen~ at sites before new residential moves were 

undertaken. In this regard it is possible that LSA hunter-gatherers were either staying on at 

Edgehill and Welgeluk for longer periods of the winter months or that increasing elaboration 

of resources within a traditional riverine winter scheduling strategy was developed. 

Obviously the indications for increasing exploitation of freshwater mussel and fish are best 

documented at sites such as Edgehill and Welgeluk which are more optimally located with 

regard to a riverine systen1. With increasing distance between river system and the 

seulement focus, archaeological indications of riverine resource use fah off. At the CFB 
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sites this is largely correct. Nevertheless, the freshwater mussel frequencies are of sufficient 

size to have led workers to recognise their increasing exploitation through time, even though 

the better resolution allowed through the Edgehill and Welgeluk sequences shows that the 

chronology of this pattern is more complex than originally thought (Deacon, J. 1972; 

Deacon, H.J. 1976; LesJie-Brooker 1987). The presence nf freshwater fish remains in the 

CFB sites is ~carce to non-existent. Vertebra ai~ present at Wilton (Deacon, J, 1972) and 

this could be expected given the site's proximity to the New Years River. From the material 

excavated by Hewitt and others from Welcome Woods, Spitzkop and Hellspoort, further 

fish remains have been identified. Although no values can be placed on the changing 

importance or the chronology of these remains they do indicate a widespread regional 

interest in riverine resources. Furthermore, if the Edgehill and Welgeluk sequences are seen 

as baselines for patterns in Holocene LSA riverine exploitation, it is not unreasonable to 

extrapolate this pattern into the wider regional scale. 

OTHER ANIMAL FOOD RESOURCES 

At both sites amphibian remains are present but no counts have been undertaken. Samples 

are small and they do not appear te, be a significant part of the diet, if in fact they were 

brought to the sites as hunter-gatherer food and not by some other agency. Species identified 

are the bullfrog (Pyxecephalus adspersus) and the platana (Xenopus laevis). 

Freshwater ~rab (Potamon perlatus) is well preserved at Welgeluk but less so at Edgehill. 

ro.:nts were m"de on left or right mandibles (Table 4.6). As with freshwater mussel and 

fish frequencies, there is a marked increase in crab in unit 3 and in particular in unit 1 A. 

Although 111,der certain conditions crab remair.s do not preserve well, the trend noted at 

Welgeluk is culturally significant and not a reflection of decreasing preservation with depth. 

As noted above for fish bone, the contribution of crab to the cave fill through the scats of 

leguaan is considered unlikely. 

At both sites large numbers of ostrich eggshell fragments (OEF) were recovered which 

presumably were brought in initially as food. At Edgehill (Table 4.5) OEF frequencies are 

high in units 3 and 4 and significantly so in unit 1. When density of OEF is calculated, 

however, the unit 1 peak is much reduced while the peaks in units 3, 4 and 7 are increased. 

At Welgeluk OEF are well represented in the basal unit 48 but drop to almost nil in unit 4A 

(Table 4.6). This may be related more to bead manufacture than to subsistence and the 

marked drop-off between units 48 and 4A has to do with changes in site use related to 
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aggregation and dis~rsal between 4500 and 4000 BP. This is discussed in the following 

chapter. Further examination of the OEF frequencies show, however, that there is a 

significant increase after unit 3. Of further interest is the parallel increase in burnt OEF 

(Table 4.6; Fig. 4 2). Wi,ile speculative, this may indicate an increasing emphasis on ostrich 

eggs as food and the charring relates to preparation. Even though unit 4B has the highest 

amount of OEF, significantly only 6 pieces are burnt and the associated artefacts suggest 

strongly that the primary purpose of ostrich eggshell use in 48 was in a social/ritual context. 

lt is suggested that the ostrich eggshell peaks in unit 48 at Welgeluk and in units 3 and 4 at 

Edgehill are correlated. 

THE ANIMAL RESOURCE MIX: DENSITY COMPARISONS 

The densities of the major animal foods identified at both sites are graphed in Figures 4.3 

(Edgehill) and 4.4 (Welgcluk). These are of interest fc the summary they provide of the 

main trends as well as contrasting trends in different resources. At Edgehill all animal food 

waste is relatively low in unit 8 compared to the units above. Freshwater mussel, however, 

was not exploited in unit 8. It is suggested that this reflects a combination of a low pioneer 

population dens;ty and perhaps relatively high mobility in which occupation episodes were 

short. Unit 7 is of interest for all majo: animal food waste counts increase sharply, except 

freshwater mussel. The fact that fisii was readily exploited indicates that ephemeral mussel 

collecting was culturally and not em ironmentally determined. It is reasonable to suggest 

on the basis of the animal food waste that by 5500 BP population had increased or occupation 

of the s1t1: was now on a more regular basts and for longer periods of time. 

After unit 7 the rough covariance between all animal food resources ceases and it is apparent 

that differer t resources are give,, different emphases. The essential contrast is between large 

mammal bone which increases in unit 6, and tortoise, fish and to a lesser extent mussel 

exploitation, which all markedly decrease through to unit 4. While large mammal bone does 

fluctuate downwards in unit 5, the subsistence emphasis appears to be placed on them, in 

contrast to the other animal foods. Even if one assumes that plant foods were also exploited, 

the resource mix between unit 7 and 4 (ca 5500 to ca 4300 BP) suggests that most of the 

protein was derived from the large mammals with lower contributions from the other animal 

resources. 

From unit 4 (ca 4300 BP) the contributi0n of fish, mussel and tortoise signifi.:antly increases. 

Large mammals are still important but there is an indication that, in relation to previous 

units, exploitation of them declines. It is in the time period represented in the deposits 
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Figure 4.3. Edgehill: comparison of different food waste densities 
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between units 4 and 5 at Edgehiil, that the :oitial occupation at Welgeluk ta1ce'; place 

(ca 4500 BP). In Figure 4.4 it is quite c!ear that at Welgeluk large mammal bone decre~es 

significantly from unit 4B in contrast to the marked increases in mussel, fish and crab 

exploitation. The relatively deep pottery sequence at Welgeluk indicates that these upward 

trends ootween unit 4A and 2 are halted. The resource mix within the f'JLtery units is 

discussed in Chapter Seven. the main point of interest focusing on the decline in freshwater 

mussel frequency. Tne mam point highlighted by Figures 4.3 and 4.4 is that intensification 

of animal resources is not evenly paced through time. Freshwater fish occur in the basal 

Edgehill deposits and their exploitation obviously formed pan of the initial subsistence 

'package'. Without a long riverine sequence in the more opumal CFB, it remains unclear 

whether the freshwater fish exploitation at Edgehill signals intensification of this resource 

within the Wilton or was already intact at the start of th: Wilton. Whatever the case, it does 

indicate that LSA food resource ranking favoured fish before mussel. 

It is only after LSA occupation along th1.- Koo11ap River had been in progress for about 2000 

years that mussel intensification takes place, at about 4000 BP. This is paralleled by a 

distinct increase in the number of fish being caught. It has already been postulated that this 

has to do with several interrelated factors including population increase, reductions in 

mobility and a concomitant trend towards longer occupations at fewer sites. Overall, 

hunter-gatherers developed their resource mix towards 'as~asonalily'. Intensification of 

small food 'parcels' low down on the trophic scale from about 4000 BP are, however, visible 

symptoms of an ongoing process, and the mid-Holocene occupations of Edgehill and later 

Welgeluk, are earlier manifestations of it. This interpretation is now developed fur.her with 

a description and discussion c,f the Welgeluk plant food residues. 

THE WELGELUK PLANT MATERIAL 

Excavations at Welgeluk have been panicularly useful in providing some insights into plant 

use by hunter-gatherers in the immediate environs of the site. This aspect is lacking at 

Edgehill and is attributable to poor preservation. 

A key site in the CFB for insights into Later Stone Age plant use is Melkhoutboom (Deacon, 

H. J. 1976) in the Suurberg, which provides a basis for comparison with the Welgeluk 

material. The plant remains from Scott's Cave provide general confirmation of LSA plant 

collecting patterns (Wells 1965). Preservation of large plant food waste samples at Melk

houtboom is good and indicates that extensive staple plant food collectir,n was pan of Wilton 

LSA foodways from its start. The abundance of plant material at Melkhoutboom required 
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t 1at units and features were sampled for a representative list of species present and their 

relative abundance. At \Velgeluk no sampling strategy was employed due to more mana

geable amounts of plant remains . 

...,HE SPECIES LIST 

clear from Figure 4.5 that most of the plant material was recovered from the potter; 

uni~, especially the upper unit 1 A. Better preservation in 1 A is the cause of this rather than 

any cultural explanation. Stratigraphic evidence has already been mentioned which suggests 

that plant use by the LSA inhabitants was J regular feature throughout the build up of 

deposits. This evidence comes in the fom1 of the relatively hard and large grey/white ashy 

crusts which have been it1~ntified as combusted plant rich units. The pit featur'! also provides 

some evidence for the ,:oJlection and storage of seeds, possibly Pappea capen.sis. However, 

it is possible that the shai-p increase between the lower pottery 1 Band upper pottery unit lA 

may also have a behavioural component. This could be tied to incr~ased food getting 

resuhing from greater resource and territorial competition contributed by the presence of 

food producers and their stock on the landscape. This may be similar to the situation 

suggested for hurater-gatherers in the v.estem Cape over the last 2000 years for which the 

site of De Hangcn is an example (Parkington & Poggenpoel 1971; Parkington 1984a). 

Table 4.7 provides a list of species identified and their relative abundance expressed in 

grams. Unlike the plant food waste from Melkhoutboom (Deacon, H. J. 1976) Iridaceae, 

are not well represented at Welgeluk and Watsonia spp. not at all. In the case of Watsonia 

spp. this is accounted for through their preference for the wetter areas of the CFB and the 

coastal forelands to the south (Martin & Noel 1960). The rr . common geophyte at 

Welgeluk has been identified on the basis of conn tunics as a Tntonialf reezia type and it 

is possible that Freezia corymbosa is indicated with its preference for dry and stony 

grassland habitats. Conn tunics dbtinct from the Tritonia/Freezia type belong to a Moraea 

species and it is possible that Moraca po/ystachya is represented. This has been the only 

Moraea observed by :.he writer in flower over the period of work in the area. Moraea 

polystachya (bloutulp), is well known for the toxicity of its le1ves and can be particularly 

devastating to grazing livestock (Smith 1966). Whether this toxicity also applies to the conn 

is not known (Deacon, H. J. 1976) and it is therefore possible that it is an edible 'uintjie'. 

The other two lridaceae in the species list are both known to be edible, particularly Cyperus 

usitatus (Boesmansuintjie), but are present in almost neglig1 ~ • amounts. 
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F:gure 4.5. Welgeluk: distribution of plant food waste 
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The most abundant underground storage plant belongs to the Dioscoreaceae family and it 

is possible that one or two species are present. Dioscorea elephantipes is found in 

semi-karoo areas and in some coastal regions while D. sylvatica is known from the margins 

of inland and coastal forests (Martin & Noel 1960). D. elephantipes, known as 'Hotn~ts

brood', was observed being eaten by Burchell (in Sm· ' 1966). The inner white flesh of the 

tuber was cut into strips and roasted. Even any · ' Xhosa it is eaten as a famine food 

and is known to contain both starch and sago (Watt & Breyer-Brandwijk 1962). 

It is difficu!t to assess the importance of Dioscorea sp. to the hunter-gatherer diet because 

it is a relatively large tuber and while the mass is considerably more than that recorded for 

the other geophytes, this measure may be misleading. Comparison with the species list from 

Melkhoutboom (Deacon, H. J. l 976:213) shows that Dioscorea sp. is hardly present This 

may be a function of its relative absence in the habitats around the site but may also reflect 

ranking and preference. Where easily accessible Watsonia patches were present, these were 

the preferred plants foods. The absence of Watsonia spp. from the Welgeluk and Edgehill 

environs suggests that the ranking of Dioscorea spp. was elevated in importance in the diet 

and it is possible that its bulk provided a replacement when Watsonia spp. were absent. 

By far the greatest number of species id-·,~tified at Welgeluk are seeds and fruits (Table 4. 7). 

These are the only plant species which are preserved below the pottery units apart from 

wood and bark. Olea africana is present throughout the sequence and the fruit is known to 

be edible (Watt & Breyer-Brandwijk 1962). Grewia occidentalis is also relatively abundant 

and • "'i the Xhosa and Zulu eat the yellow berry (op. cit.). All the other seed species 

represented also provide some nutritional value. Pappea capensis seeds are known to be a 

particu!arly rich source of oil (Palmer & Pitman 1972) and the kernel represents some 65% 

of the fruit (Watt & Breyer-Brandwijk 1962). While the oil is regarded as edible, most 

ethnobotanical information available suggests that its preferred use was as a purgative or 

that it was applied externally to treat skin diseases. At Melkhoutboom most Pappea capensis 

remains are associated with pit features (Deacon, H. J. 1976) and the similar pit feature at 

Welgeluk may also be interpreted as such. The specific association between storage and 

Pappea capensis is of some interest becausr . indicates some investment in effort in order 

to prolong access to this resource. Apart from nutrition, this could have been for medicinal 

or even ritual purposes. 

The majority of the seeds recovered from Welgeluk were mch~rred and indicate that they 

were collected and eaten without any preparation. A consistem u::ature, however, of those 

remains referrable to Podocarpus sp. as well as the seeds and rinds of Diospyrol sp. is that 
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they are all charred and may indicate that they were roasted in order to increase their 

palatability. Such preparation has been recorded for Scrotia afra (Fox & Norwood-Young 

1982). It is also of interest that Podocarpus sp. was not rec ".>vered from the upper pottery 

unit IA. Podocarpus sp. would not have been particularly abundant in the environs around 

the sites and its absence in the younger units may indicate that it was soon cut out for timber 

during the period when mixed farmers became more prevalent on the landscape. 

Comparison of the seed species from Welgeluk with those recorded from Melkhoutboom 

shows a wider range of species at Welgeluk. At Melkhoutboom Schotia sp .• Podocarpus 

falcatus and Calodendron capense make up most of the seed assemblage but it is not known 

how n ,.Jty species are represented in the category "other" (Deacon. H. J. 1976:212). While 

the species diversity at Mel.khoutboom is lower, the quantities of those species present is 

considerably higher. It is possible that all of the.~ were specifically collected for their oil 

content rather than as primary food. Most of the species present at Welgeluk, apart from 

Pappea capensis, appear to have provided more primary food resources. Although it is 

speculative, it is a possibility that the relatively meagre nutritional returns from fruits and 

seeds were more important to hunter-gatherers in the more marginal Welgeluk habitat than 

in the habitat around Melkhoutboom and other sites in the CFB. 

Two species of plants recovered from the upper pottery unit IA have been designated as 

domesticates (Table 4.7). These are Citrullus lanatus and Lagenaria siceraria and they 

must have been obtained by hunter-gatherers from food producers. Their presence in unit 

IA, which is interpreted as a period of increasing farmer influence in the region, can be 

explained by contacts between them and hunter-gatherers. Martin & Noel (1960) list 

Citrullus lanatus as an alien in the Albany Magisterial District of the eastern Cape, its origin 

being in the Transvaal. Therefore, its introduction must have been by way of early Xhosa 

farmers. This species is also described as having a ruderal hal>it. Lagenaria siceraria is not 

listed as occurring in the eastern Cape, either as an indigenous species or as an exotic 

introduction (Martin & Noel 1960). This species was identified from gourd fragments rather 

than seeds and therefore it cannot be ruled out that its presence was due to its use as a 

container rather than as food. The young gourd is edible and improved varieties are 

cultivated for their edible fruit. 

Citrul/us lanatus goes by the general name of 'bitterappel', a name used for a number of 

species of the Cucurbitaceae and Solanaceae. It is equivalent to the tsama melon of 

Botswana which provides more moisture than nutrition, although the seeds have been 

recorded as being ground up and made into a 'bread', or simply roasted (Watt & Breyer-
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Brandwijk 1962). While the amount of these domesticates is small, they must have come 

from f anner .!ttlements through trade and exchange. The nature of the interactions between 

hunter-gatherers and farmers is discu!)sed in Chapter Seven. 

Two other species are also exotics to the region and are alien to southern Africa and indicate 

the expansion of the European frontier into the area. The first of these is the well known 

prickly-pear, Opunliaficus-indica, which became established in the eastern Cape from about 

AD 1750 onwards, having already been cultivated at the Cape from the late SC\enteenth 

century (Stirton 1978). The second exotic has been identified as the burrs from Xanthium 

spinosum (boetebessie). This species was first collected at the Cape in 1692, having been 

introduced from Europe but was established in the eastern Cape as a weed by 1856 from an 

independent introducuon via angora goats frcm Asia Minor (Smith 1966). These e~otics 

were unequivocally located in primary context in the upper units of IA and are of interest 

for documenting the continuity of the hunter-gatherer sequence into the histcric period. 

In the general category (Table 4.7) bark, wood and twigs make up the bulk of the material, 

none of which has been specifically identified. Of interest in the preserved plant material 

from the upper units is that little to no grass bcddu1g has been identified. At sites in the CFB 

a considerable amount of bedoing mr ~erial has been found. It is possible that the combusted 

ash lenses in the pre-pottery deposits represent bedding rich units. 

Plant artefacts in the fonn of wood shavings and plant cordage were found in unit 1 A. The: 

wood shavings appear to ha,·e resulted from woodworking with metal tools. 

SEASONAL INDICATORS FROM THE PLANT REMAINS 

Figure 4.6 lists some of the more prominent species identified from Welgeluk and the time 

of yea: during which they would be available for exploit .. tivn. The list is not panicularly 

informative because there is considerable overlap in availability. If the identifications of 

Moraea polystachya and Freezia corymbosa are correct then the seasonal availability of 

these species shows that occupation could have taken place at any time between April and 

November. However, if one examines Lhe frequency of these two species in units 1 A by 

individual layers, it is clear thar ()Ut of the 23 layers in which geophyte conn tunics were 

identified, the Tritonia/Freezia type occurs in 21 of Lli-se units, while the M oraea type was 

found in only 9 of the units. In other words, 12 units in ! A preserved only Tritoniaf Free:ia 

type corms tunics. This could be interpreted as indicating a greateren,i1hasis on spring/sum

mer occupations. h Jwever, because of the toxic propenies of Morae<.. polystachya, this 
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species may have been avoidw and thP.refore its lower frequency, both by mass and 

frequency in individual lay~rs, may nc: be a seasonal indicator. 

The resolution of plant seasonal indicators is further confused when the approximate 

availability of the seed species present is taken into account. Most species ripen and are 

ready i·'>r exploitation from late summer and autumn and some species may well be still 

available into winter. When this is added to the seasonal range already discussed above any 

attempts to pinpoint season or occupation become rather fruitless. Furthermore, if a species 

such as Pappea capensis was collected between February and June and then stored. 

occupation well into the winter months is again possible. If all these indicators are taken 

into account we can do no bettf"!r than speculate that season of occupation could have been 

at any time of the year or even permanently on a year round basis 

Having arrived at this conclusion, it is worth considering that attempts to fore.! a specific 

season of occupation out of the data could be misleading. Rather than question the quality 

or accuracy of the data, we should perhaps question the ethnographic models which guide 

the search for highly seasonal indicators in the archaeology. In other words, the seasonal 

overlap may indicate that no strict and structured seasonal settlement strategies were being 

employed. It must be admitted, however, that this viewpoint is derived from the plant 

species preserved from only the youngest and best preserved unit IA. This unit correlates 

with the presence of mixed farmers who may have considerably altered traditional pre-con

tact hunter-gatherer settlement strategies. The data at hand do not provide a rest for this 

possibility. The poor plant preservation in the pre-contact deposits does not permit us to 

see whether hunter-gatherers employed differer.t seasonal scheduling strategies during those 

times. 

However, when the evidence from the plant food waste is combined with the inferences 

already drawn from the animal components, pre-contact occupation along the Koonap River 

could have been at any time of the year. This is similar to the ccmclusion reached for the 

hunter-gatherer occupations at Melkhoutboom (Deacon, H.J. 1976). 

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF STORAGE 

Stratigraphb,!ly the pit at Welgeluk can be placed well before the first appearance of pottery 

in the sequenc~ at about 1800 BP and the mouth of the pit is bracketed by the ca 3300 and 

2510 BP dates. The Edgehill pit also pre-dates the arrival of pastoralists. It is possible that 

the pits located at Melkhoutboom are also pre-pottery in a&"' tDeacon, H.J. 1976:32). This 

' • • 11, 

I 
I 
I 

. . . 
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is confused, however, by their c,)rrelation with the presence of pastoralists as was the 

increase in freshwater mussel frequency (op. cit.:35). 

The Melkho11tboom pits preserve their original content.-; which are clearly identified as the 

oil nch seeds of Pappea capensis, Calodendrum capensP and Podocarpusfalcatus. A pit 

'swarm' al Bocmplaas in the Swru1b<?rg dat~s to ca 2000 BP and thf" Pappea capcnsi'i 

contents indicate s:milarities tQ those 11 the eastern Cape (Deacon, H.J. 197 n. Of turther 

interest is that several of these pit'; were marked with painted ~tones. The \Velgcluk ~md 

Edgehill pits can also be iJentified as ~.orage facilities . They are of much interest because 

of their development wdl bcforr; an i possible influence from food producing herders or 

farmers. The chronologica~ development of sc•.ea storage pits, •ierefore, is another facet of 

intensification which is ro.i,;hly ::oincident with the shellfish, fish , tortoise and crab 

intensification already highlightv ... 

At the outset it must be made clear that dl.!ii~He -,: 1M , i;ic· ~ocial sig,Yicance of storage 

concerns hunter-gatherers who store staple foodstuffs. Llemlv the storage imr,lie.J by the 

pre-contact seed pits at Edgehill, Welgeluk and Melkhoutboom is not of the same subsist

ence scale. However, it is considered relevant to discuss them in relation to the factors seen 

as significant in requiring storage among more 'complex' hunter-gatherers. Rather than 

Lrivialise these storage pits by referring to them merely as 'caching', the apvoach used h~re 

is to go in the other direction and examine these pits w1thin the wiMr debate over the 

significance of hunter-gatherer storage. The wider ethnography shows that storage in 

hunter-gatherer contexts is relativci) wmmon (Testarl 1982; Ingold 1983'. In frst~t's 

view this draws attention to similarities between hunter-gatherers who store and farmers. 

More important for this discussion is the di ff ere.nee between huntc,-gatherl.'.1 s who :;tore .ind 

those who <lo not and the significance this distmction has for populat:on densities and 

degrees of sedetllism. By definition storage is seen as a contradiction to hunter-gatherer 

mobility (Testart 1982:524). In the case of hunter-gatherer storage of staple fonds, the 

practice inhibits movemelll and, in a chicken and egg situation, also removes th\, need for 

mobility (Ingold 1983:554). Whatever the scale of storage, its practice must imply a 

subsistence strategy in which mobility is reduced. t,: any level, it implies that hunter-ga

therers are going to stay on for a longer time at a particular place, or alternatively, that they 

are not moving very far away. 

Another correlate of storage is hi_'.~her population densities. Of relevance here is the 

increased labour and time scheduling needed to lay in a store. Furthermore, a common 

correlation is drawn between great0r sedentism and the impact this has upon childbearing, 
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birth spacing and population increase (sec I Jarris 1977). Storage both requires and creates 

people. 

Storage may also imply subtlechangl.!s in an indiviaual's ora group's attitude towards others. 

It may encourag~ increasing distinctions between 'us' and 'them' because people need to 

protect the incre:is..:d time and resource investment locked up in a store. Another impolt~nt 

consideration is that storage focuses people's subsistence dcr.endencies upon spe.cific areas. 

patches and the actual storage locale. This embeds an identity between a group and place 

at a number of different spatial scales. Obviously questions of ownership arise wit11 storage 

and the location of storage has to be marked or regionally recognised as " ... symbolically 

associated with particular groups" (Ingold 1983:561 ). This may reinforce and coincide with 

other socio-spatial marl-crs such as cemeteries and sharply focus the landscape in terms of 

a grm1p and a series of places appropriate for their economic, soc1,tl and ritual needs. 

Testart ( i 982) also suggests that above all. staple food storage among complex hunter-ga

therers must imply changes in social relations and ideology. This is rejected by Ingold 

( 1982) who makes the valid di'-tinction between practical storage and social storage. The 

development of hunter-gatherer practical storage is seen as a response to conditions in the 

environment in which basic resource availability is out of phase w:th scheduling and 

consumption needs. Practical storage will not develop if an annual round of movement, 

activity scheduling and resource availability follow unimpeded in a 'linear' way. one after 

the other. Mobility provides the safeguard against shortfalls and resource fluctuations. 

Against this background, practical storage must be seen as a response to interference in a 

'round' in which incongruence and incompatability between resource needs and availability 

arises. 

Pr·1,:ti~al storage, however, need not imply fundamental ideology changes or realignments 

in ,;, : ial relationships. The key issue is whether storage of any kind erodes egalitarian 

prin"'" Jes, particularly rules concerned with sharing. In lngold's ( 1983:562) words: 

There is no necessary contradiction ~twe"n storage and sharing if 
the former is conceived in the practical sense, Qccasioncd by the 
non-concurrence of produc .. on and consumpticn scheduks. In other 
words, the activity of practical storage does not constitute "in the 
social order a transgression of the rule of sharin~" (contra Testart 
1982:527) • 
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With this background allcntion can now be focused on the archaeology at hand as it relates 

to storage. The development of storage in certain :ucas of the Cape can in no way be seen 

as social in the sense oulined by Ingold. It is not " ... the appropriation of materials in such 

a way that rights over their future distribution or consumption converge upon a single 

interest" (Ingold 1983 :561 ). Nevertheless, I suggest that the development of seed storage 

facilities at these sites docs imply impc(kd mobility patterns, territorial focus and demo

graphic shifts which also imply changing sorial emphases. Woodburn and Test.art dwell 

upon social diff erenccs in distingurshinr, bet\\CCn storing and non-storing hunter-gatherers. 

These rather inflexible synchrontc dass1fications mask gradations towards a 'complex' 

storing state (Tes tart 1982; Wou<lbum I 982). This applies equally to the distinction between 

practical and social storage ( lragold 1983 ). Even though practical storage does not contradict 

basic hunter-gatherer principles the development anJ intensification of practical storage 

must monitor changes in the ways these are emphasised. 

It has already been mentioned that the nature of the foods being stored can hardly be seen 

as staples. Pappea capensis cannot he seen as a staple food, and the emphasis on its storage 

revoives around the extremely nch oil present in the seed kernel (Watt & Breyer-Brandwijk 

1962:931 ). It has been suggested that P. ca pens is oi I was used as a 'cosmetic', rather than 

a foodstuff (Deacon, 11.J. 1979). Whatever need the seed filled it was clearly important 

enough to ensure extended access to 11. A few pits were marked with painted stones at 

Boomplaas (Deacon, I U . 1979) and these may also imply a ritual context for s1.:~~d use or, 

alternatively, that pits were marked to indicate sp~cific rights of individual or group access. 

The intensification of seed exploitation as monitored through the appearance of storage pits 

coincides with increasing mussel and fish exploitation. The harvesting time of P. c:apensis 

is around late summer and autumn and its storage implies delaying consumption until 

nutritional needs arise later in winter or perhaps even in spring. This suggestion fits well 

with the other subsistence trends which JII seem to be related to maintaining energy levels 

and nutritional quality during the winter gap. 

In combination with the other resource trends, seed storage also implies that changes in 

population levels and territori:il configurations rcGuire compensatory strategies in the face 

of reduced mobility and scheduling options. In order to maintain subsistence needs, risk 

increasingly is transferred from a mobile, regional strategy to one which diversifies more 

locally. The practice of storage plus the other lines of subsistence evidence indicate that 

mobility was both curtailed and impeded. 
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Hunter-gatherers were storing seeds in both the CFB (for example Melkhoutboorn and 

Hellspoort), as well as at Welgeluk and Edgehill. This suggests that any seasonal resource 

and scheduling complementarity between the two areas did not exist because groups in both 

areas employed similar strategies at the same time of year. I suggest that increasing 

landscape saturation in terms of people and groupings reduced the chances of succes,.ful 

seasonal moves, but at the same time contributed towards removing the need to do so. 

SUBSISTENCE SUMMARY 

Overall, the impression gained is that LSA hunter-gatherers added the storage of nutrition

ally important oil rich seeds to an expanding repertoire of subsistence innovations insepar

ably linked to population increases, mobility reductions and the complications this caused 

for traditional transhumant patterns. The timing of the appearance of storage pits at ca 3000 

BP indicates that it is interlinked with the intensification trends noted for other resources. 

The main points about the Edgehill and Welgeluk subsistence data are that intensification 

appears to only pick up from about 4000 BP with freshwater fish, mus~el, tortoise and oil 

rich seeds being the resources increasingly favoured. The development of the resource mix 

over the last 4000 years at Edgehill and Welgeluk is a symptom of altering cost benefits 

associated with subsistence strategies. In this discussion costs and benefits have largely 

been couched in an economic and more specifically a nutritionai framework. The intensi

fication of low trophic level, high biomass foods from about 4000 BP may have another 

related component which has to do with increasing subsistence 'autonomy' of individual 

and perhaps smaller groups. The marked decrease in large mammal bone after 4000 BP is 

curious given that such quality ,neat is an important component in intra-and inter-group 

social relationships. The smaller more lower ranked protein supplements in the form of 

tortoises, shellfish and fish can hardly be seen as suitable replacements. Although specula

tive, the decrease in large mammal bone may point towards changes in the nature of 

inter-group contacts and .. t the very least indicate that the intensity of interaction decreased. 

The nature and sL u~ture of people to people interactions forms the focus of the next chapter. 

. t . ' 
r "\ --~----

I 
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Table 4. 1 • Edgehill: large mammal minimum number of individuaJ counts 

(-/- = minimum number of individuals/number of identified bones 

OMITS 

SPICIIS 
1 2 3 4 

Prl .. tea 
5 6 7 8 TOTAL 

e..DIQ umh1111■ • baboon 2/2 1/1 3/3 C.ccaultbacL111 ■p . ..,ab,. 1/1 
1/1 

T\lbllidentata 
Oact4t:mPY■ alee, aard•arll 1/2 2/8 1/1 1/2 1/1 8/12 

i..o..,rpb 
i.a. cf L caaa11l11. Cape ban 1/1 1/1 3/4 5/8 b::c11G lalll.ll cz:ua I c111d1t1111. Nd rock hu,i 

2/3 1/1 3/4 Leporldae ap. , iDdet. bazea 4/8 1/1 1/1 1/1 7/11 
lodenth 

Bnt.1::11 •f~lc•~-•ua~z:■lla. porcupine 1/1 2/2 3/3 tadat.1:1 caeen:11:1. apriq-hu,i 1/1 1/1 2/2 
IIJ'racoidea 

P,rw;a,ria c■wnatn. dasaio 22/38 7/12 7/11 8/111 4/4 9/22 5 / 8 3/9 115/118 
Carnhora -C&AiAcf C •110111Dla11. blacll.od- baclled Jackal 2/3 1/1 ::12 1/~ an -Canidae indot. 

3/3 2/2 1/1 1/2 1/1 8/9 °' Vi,rarrlct.a iodet. 
1/3 

1/3 fant.bcz:a Dlcd&n. leopard 4/4 1/1 1/1 1/1 1n lell=s llbn:a. AfricaA wild cat 1/1 1/2 1/1 3/4 rauct.. indet. 1/1 1/1 2/2 CialacaJJa DUlxaculeot.a. Cape O-•T aoncooso 1/1 1/1 2/2 liluMaU& l!Jp. 1/1 
1/1 Aoon c■eennte. Cape cla•l••• otter 1/1 1/2 2/3 

ArtlodactTl• 
&taaacl::toacu:1 ma:ua. busb-p1a 2/2 1/1 1/1 4/4 1/ 1 9/9 ~baacws ■atblaalcu:1. wartboa 

1/2 1/2 Suict.a indat. pip 14/42 8/10 2/3 7 /12 5n 1/ 2 3/3 Jans lt111:l1abm1 :1tmat~c~am. llud11 
2/2 2/2 t ac1l11:tua. buabbucllt 11/10 4/5 2/2 1/1 1/1 111/19 61J11CaDQ Niffec, Cape buffalo 1/1 2/2 3/5 8/17 6/13 2/2 2/4 3/3 25/47 Blaa:ata:::ai1Daa ■p. , roaa/aabla 2/2 1/1 1/1 4/4 Ranh1conu, ■p .• &rTabok/a teaDhollt 29/98 8/27 8/28 10/29 7/14 7 /38 8/22 9/32 88/284 &Elslcaaa:::■ al•S■ • /INIJ' duillter 1/1 1/2 2/3 bJu CIRCflOIIUI. &reT rbobucll: 1/1 1/1 2/2 llmKUKll.1■1■ aanhJbiJ.111. hippo 
1/1 1/1 Qxi1 ar:la:1. aboep 1/1 1/1 C.m:a bla:ua. aoat 11/2 

1/2 Cbl:IL.C.1n:1. abeep/aoat 3/4 3/4 

TOTAL 
110/230 37 /88 28/58 39/84 30/47 34/80 25/44 17 /47 318/857 

~ . 
f • • • \ 
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Table 4.J. Continued 

SPICIIS 1 2 3 4 5 8 1 8 TOTAL 

BoYidae 1.adet. 
--11 32/184 19/98 lT/70 13/54 1e154 T /51 9/58 8/55 121/820 -11- aediua 33/139 11/39 10/30 12/33 12/22 8/211 8/211 8/23 100/3311 lar...-aediua 15/24 12/31 7 /19 8/25 11/23 10/311 t•8 1/2 71/178 tar .. 13/22 8/19 10/29 9/28 U/37 8/80 /11 3/3 101:!09 

TOTAL 1JM!et. BoYidae 93/389 50/185 44/149 40/140 55/138 33/173 31/111 111/83 382/1345 -....:i 
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Table4.2. Welgeluk: large mammal minimum number of 

individual counts and bone weight per unit 

SPKCIKS 

Pa1>io u,rsinQB, cbacaa baboon 
DAIIA :,apien:,, ttan 

Saall carnivore 
Larae carnivore 

Procnyia capen:,is, dassie 

fotnW2Choeru:, porcu:,, bush;>ia 
Phacochoeru:, aetbiopicw,, warthog 

Raphicer•.J,:1. spp, steenbok/grysbok 
Silvica1>ra utwta, Gri-'s duiker 
&l.ea capreolua, vaal rhebuck 
l'rue1aphu:, scriptu:,, bushbuc~ 
Ovis arias, sheep 

Indeterainate Bov. II 
Indeter■inate Bov. III/IV 
Indeterainate Bov. IV 

Pronola,in: crassicaudatu:,, red rock hare 
IndettJrainate Lagoa:,rph 

Hetrix utricae-au.strali:,, porcupine 

Total 

lA 

2 

3 

11 

1 

1 

1 

19 

1B 

2 

3 

12 

UNITS 
2 3 

1 

2 

2 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1 
1 

11 

l 

1 

1 

1 
1 

5 

4A 

3 

1 

1 
1 

6 

4B 

1 
6 

1 
1 

3 

1 

4 

1 

1 

1 

20 

Bone weight in gram 
Bone weight per bucket 

1723 2222 2580 1856 2273 6759 
~1 20 24 19 57 62 

00 
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Table 4.3. Edgehill: tortoise minimum number of individuals and 

densities of all species combined per unit 
OMITS 

Sl)e(:iH 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Totals 

Bowapun aroalatllft, padlopertJio 119 43 51 19 27 30 53 23 365 
Cborn1Ao 1oo1°Jat.a, rooipeni, 28 s 9 13 6 2 14 2 83 -\0 ~. freahaater turtle 7 2 4 2 1 0 5 2 23 ~- aountain tortoise 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

Total 156 56 65 35 35 33 73 28 481 

Indi•idual~ per bucket 1. 11 1. 30 1.32 1. 07 0.89 0.48 0.94 0.87 
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Table 4.4. Welgeluk: tortoise minimum number of individuals and 

densities of all species combined per unit 

SPKCIKS 1A 1B 

falc-dm1a a11bz:llfa, t.urtle 8 5 
Hoaopu:, aroolatu:,, padlopert.Jie 5 18 
Cbecaina DDID&lat.a, rooipens 10 7 
Ge~belono mcdalia, art. tortoise 2 0 

Total 23 28 

Densities per bucket 0. 14 0.24 

UNITS 

2 3 4A 4B Total 

2 5 1 ?. 21 
15 22 8 20 86 N 

0 

5 5 7 5 39 
0 0 0 0 2 

22 32 16 27 148 

0.20 0.32 0.39 0.24 
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Table 4.5. Edgehill: minimum number of individuals and 

densities of freshwater fish, freshwater mussel, 

landsnail (Achatina sp.) and ostrich eggshell fragments 

Specie• 1 2 3 

llDhi catfaz:, fr-hwater aissel 451 41 58 
Indl Tiduals per bucket 3.22 0. 95 l. 18 

La~ 11■bcatws. aouel 95 33 87 
SaDd~lla balaa11, rocq 31 12 13 
~ CIIDBDS1a. fresh-ter aullet 9 8 :, 
Anfttilla a:iaa•■bic•. eel 12 4 1 

Total l'iah 147 55 104 

mtITS 

4 5 6 1 8 

9 1 26 18 I) 

0.2i 0. 17 0.38 O.:?O 0 

4 .~o 34 56 33 
1 3 14 4 
0 J. 2 1 2 
0 2 1 4 :? 

5 28 40 81 41 

fish demsity Clndi•iduala per bucket) 1. 05 1. 21 2. 12 o. 15 o. n o. 58 1. 04 1. 28 

&:::lwat!aa sp. land snail 33 17 13 0 1 10 9 0 

Totals 

608 

362 
83 
30 
26 

501 

83 

Ostrich eusbell frac-nts 
Den.sit,- Cfrac-nta par bucket) 

252 20 109 109 40 82 55 21 668 
1 . 8 0. 46 ?..22 3 . 35 1. 02 0.91 0. 70 0. 65 

t-.> 
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Table 4.6. Welgeluk: minimum number of individuals and densities 

of freshwater m.iss~I. freshwater fish, crab and ostrich eggshell fragmrnts 

UNITS 

SP.ICIIS lA 1B 2 3 4A 4B 'lvTAL 

llr.dJL..:ct.Uru.:.. fresbvate~ awssel 32 21" 488 230 30 81 1139 

Labao 11■hEatM11. r;,,gal 132 123 222 44 29 108 858 
Saadol1a hll1Paf1. rocky 39 17 21 23 2 16 118 
AacuUJ.a .•wn:11:abi'-'.a, 061 14 10 15 11 2 4 56 
tl~ CIIIIS!ID111f', trashuat.4\r aullet 5 4 s 8 2 7 31 

N 

I N 
fa:t..Hl:ID 11:1::C l11twt. cr,.t, 122 23 83 48 5 12 293 

Ostrich eggsbeJ l fragment:, 151 214 397 57 10 406 1235 
Burnt Ostrich eqsbell frosments 44 102 89 6 0 6 247 

DKMSITX.S 

----------
Pa I a co.ttor/bllt 0.21) 2.47 4.52 2.31 0.74 0.74 
I.Abee P•bvtim/blrt. I). 81 1.09 2. 06 0.44 0.72 0.99 
fatama IIS!lclat».1/hlrt. 0.75 0.20 CJ.77 r.48 0.12 0.11 oas fr"-'&aents/bll.t 0.92 1. 90 3.68 0.57 0.25 3.72 o:::s !,u-nt lraoenta/blrt 0.23 0.90 0.82 0.06 0.00 0.05 
l!a.ileal oone/bkt <craao) 11. 00 20.00 24.0l> 19.00 59. 00 62.00 
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Table 4.7. Welgeluk: plant material expressed in grams per unit 

(amount~ less than 0, I gm expressed as present = X) 

UNIT 
UNIT VOLOMK (Bkts) 
DATING (X 1000 yr) 

Cor~ and bulbs 

Trit.onia/lreezia tunics 
Moraea tunics 
Tritonia/lreezia bases 
Carbonised corae 
Cyperu:, u:,itatUB 
Q.,alia sp. 
Dloscorea sp. 
?Watsonia, 

lA lB 
163 112 
0 1 

11,7 
3,7 
1,8 
0,5 
0,1 
0,6 

203,2 
I 

0,5 

1,2 
0,3 

I 
1,5 

Seeds and fruits : relatively abundant 

?ficus 
Schotia sp. 
?Schotia pods 
Rhus lane~ 
PaJitPEla capensis 
Uz:.wriA occidentali3 
Diosp1ros sp. cf.lvcoides 
Olea africana 
Ziziphu:, ■ucronata 

2,1 
6,1 
0,3 
4,6 
6,4 

37.~ 
5,9 

67,3 
12, 4 

X 
1,1 

1,7 
0,4 
3,8 

X 

Seeds and fruits: relatively sparse 

2 3 
108 99 

2 3 

0,1 
0,7 

0,4 
0,2 
1,4 I 

PodocarpWJ sp. 0,2 0,4 X 
BbPB undulata X 
Ewteni~ sp.c~.capensis 0,1 
Carissa sp.cf.bispinosa X 
~imia tetracaotha 0,3 
Kuclea sp. cf. undulata 1,4 
Wtoic1ssus ap. ,:f.digitata 0,8 
ScutillftYX'tlna I 
lhretia rigida 0,5 
Cwsonia spicata I 
Mvrsin~ ep. cf. africana I 
?Cyphostc'NDr! I 
?Melianthus I 
?Jas■inU11 X 
?CilPUD.e. I 
?CoL~inia X 
'? Ki,drostis I 

0,3 X 

4 

4A ,o 

0,2 

I 

0,3 

4B 
109 

I 

0,3 

0.1 

5 
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Table 4.7. Continued 

LAYKB lA 1B 2 3 4A 4B 
LAIBB iOLllMK CBkts) 163 112 108 99 40 109 
DATiltG Cl 1000 yr) 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Posnible doaesticates 

Citx:ullu:! la.oatw:1 1,1 
Laeonria siceraria 1,5 

Kxotics 

Qpunt1a ficr.w-iodica X 
laotbiua spino.zwa X 

Incidental species 

Antiz.oaa CAPCWli:I 0,4 
Mecicaao aecheraonia 0,7 

General 

Bestionaoeae 5,5 
Bark wood and twigs 994,4 9,2 
Wood shavings 119,0 X X 
Acacia, thorn 5,6 0,1 
?kACJ.a gua 0,4 
Unidentified leaf ~.• Unidentified pods 0,7 
Vegetable cordage I 

Total 1499 I 3 20,3 3.2 0,0 0,5 0,4 

I 

.. . .. ~ . . 
' .._ - . .. . . . . . ~ ... . 

-, ----------- ' 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

TOOLS AND ORNAMENTS 

INTRODUCTION: STYLE, BEHAVIOUR AND BOUNDARIES 

The preceding chapter outlined changes in the subsistence base and interpreted them within 

a framework of intensification. From the indicators for intensification it is inferred that 

greater economic competition resulted from regional population saturation which gave rise 

to risk reduction strategies that emphasised more socially exclusive behaviour. 

If this is so one expectation is thar people would have expressed exclusivity by symboling 

their idenfay and !heir right~ to places at a number of different spatial scales. The increasing 

identity between people and places on the landscape in tem1s of economic, social and ritual 

practice; " ... a place pivotal within rhc cognitive scheme of things ... " (Bender I 985a:26) is 

the main focus of this and the following chapter. The juxtapo,dtion of a theory concerning 

the primacy of place in economic and social process raises 4uestions concerning boundaries, 

their establishment and maintenance and how (in the current context) these might be 

archaeologically identified. The artefactual data are examined from the viewpoint of 

isolating and tra ... ing the development of a regional boundary and provides some idea as to 

what this boundary looks like 'on the ground'. Specifically I show that certain attributes in 

the lithir, assemblage contribute t,)wa.rds the definition of a socio-spatial boundary which 

provided a stable basis for LSA intra-and inter-group interaction between about 5000 and 

2000 years ago. Before doing this I discuss the theoretical relationship between style and 
behaviour. 

Proof of boundaries is difficult to furnish archaeologically. In its pursuit, one of the 

fundamental debates in archticology. particularly in Stone Age studies, is brought to bear: 

that of attempts to isvlatc function: l Jttributes from stylisLic ones which may be used in 

some general way as evi<t nee of group or ethnic ,1.11:ntity. If such stylistic attributes can be 

isolated, how can we 1ranspm;c any d1stmct spatial or temporal p:tttcrning we observe into 

anthropologically comp,uablc units? More basic, however, is the behaviour undcrly;ng the 

125 
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construction of style and its social 111anipulation. It is the conclusion that style is actively 

manipulated that underpins the following analyses of the tods and ornaments. Issues raised 

by the more rccenc debau: between Sackett ( 1985) and Wiessner ( 1985) are germane 10 the 

problem of s1yle c:!cfinition and its behavioural basis. Elements from both their approaches 

are employed in this analysis (SJckctt 1982. 1986; Wiessncr 1983b, 1984). 

Wicssncr's approach to style is placed within a general framework which holds that the 

ovcrr:ding purpose of style is information exchange. Style functions 10 communicate an 

economic ()r social f)Oslurc in order to crc;1te a h·1sis for predictable interaction and 

interchange bc:wecn individuals and groups 1Co11key 1978, I 980; Wiessner 1983b, 1984, 

1985). Activi> \tylistic manipulation of ob3ects summarises social roles and alliances and 

identifies the ar.rropriatc bd1aviour and responses to an individual as an individual, or to 

an individual a a member of a particular social group. Of importance in tre con·t:~! of thi~ 

study is that style broadcasts information concerning ~,:,undaries, their shape and their social 

content. Style perceived in this way is ic.:onogr.1ph· or emblemic (Sackett 1982:60). 

Fum.lamentally. its ccnstitution and manipulation is a~r.w conscious .I"~ purposeful and 
its delibcra1e manufacture is aimed at 'mcs:;aging · and tar,,,.:1:!lf 

be consciously held as ari emblem of group affinity. 
Jroups. It can 

In the analysis of San beaded headbands and projeu1k ,· 1,,,• c; Wiessner(I 983b. 1984) found 

that the social context of active symbolling i. not unifor, ,. uetween these different artefacts. 

Beaded headbands give information about an individual and an individual's relations which 

bear no resemblance to boundaries and which arc r,ot actively manip:.ilatcd for the mainten

ance and definition of boundaries. On the other hand, srylc in projcctilr points did 

correspond to cthr.ic group, at the level of 1:1e b~1 nd nexus and linguistic group. This 
exprcs~cs group identity and coherence. 

Sackett ( 1982, 1986) bas introduced the concept of isod1restism (equivalent in use) into the 

style debate. Style, to Sackett, is not an iconographic residue left over once purely funciional 

attributes have been isolated. but is something which permeates both realms. Both style and 

function " ... share equal responsibility for all formal variation observable in artefacts" 

(Sackett 1982:68). Con~equently, the term isochrestism den01es that " ... there normally 

exists an appreciable range of equivalent alternatives. of equally viable options, for attaining 

any given end iri manufacturing craft product•:" (Sackett I 985: 157). A sugges1cd local 

example comes from Leslie-Broo~er ( 1987: 147-8) who sees the functionally equivalent 

(woodworking) but morphologically variable strangulated scrapers of Natal. 'slugs' in the 

we:,tem Cape and adLcs ,1nd kusouga Oakes in the eastern Cape as isochrestil: vari.,n,._ 
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While both Sackett and Wicssner admit that iconic ism and isc.chrestism need not be rnutuaJly 

~xclusive thccries o, style and indeed, that both types can be present, the nub of the debate 

r~ally concerns the behavioural b.tsis of these. As already memioned, San projectile points 

ar.-: c<msidered by Wiessner to impart information concerning ethnic ;dentity at the band 

n~xus and language level (Wiessner 198'.°JuJ. This symbolling is actively asserted at these 

scales in order to provide an ::~propriate basis for behaviour. Juc;t as style is purposive and 

conscious m the context of boundaries, it is a:tively suppressed at the inter-band scale. This. 

Wiessner argues, is to facilitate freedom of moveme, t wi1hin t;Conomic and social interac

tive networks. Stylistic manipulation therefore operates in n•, i<:. reduction to define both the 

range and the boundaries of an interactive sphere. We can, on the basis of this, predict and 

expect that rh -,..,~es in risk management strategies ma·, be manifest in corresponding 

adjustments to the range over which like-slylis:ic attributes are distributed. 

To Sackett, however, the development of stylistic differences is habitual witl.in developing 

craft traditions and .he choice of any attribute is passive. These attributes are not actively 

asserted to provide information Lo target groups about interaction and boundaries (Sackett 

1985). While style may come to do this. it was not originally intended to do so. In the case 

of the San projcc:ile points, Sackett takes the simpler explanation and posits that style 

ciifferences at the intrr-band level do not exist simply because people do come together. 

Style diffcrcnczs emerge as a result of a lack of familiarity with another craft tradition, which 

results in diver~ence and isochrestic ,·,triation. 

Formulating an appropriate behavioural framework for explaining stylistic attributes, 

whether specific or of a general assemblage character, is difficult, given that in the case of 

stone tools there are no ethnographic guidelines which help identify what attributes are 

relevant. It is for this reason that I choose the behavioural background µosited by Wiessner. 

This is consistent with a general framcv.ork that people actively constitute thei, material 

world and in so doing allow identity through comparison (Wiessner 1984: 190) and which 

would be visible f , interpretation in the archaeological record. 

This position does not deny the usefulness of isochrestism, but q11estions the lack of a 

behavioural basis for explanation. Isochrestism does allow an approach to St}le which can 

be orientated at the assemblage leve: and not simply attempt to isolate stylistic 'adjunct' 

attributes. Such :m approach considerably broadens the use to which 'conventional' 

functional typologies can be put. This has been done, for example, by Maze! ( 1989) for 

isolating "social regions" in the Natal Later Stone Age. However, Sackett himself cautions 

against this: "In truth, given the present state of lithic archaeology, we are largely ignc~ant 
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of how ethnicity and activity, style and function, express themselves at the level of the 

assemblage" (Sackett 1982:77). Given the complete lack of any lithic San ethnography I 

prefer to use the conceptually firmer position adopted by Wiessner. I also maintain, as is 

suggested below, that 'adjunct' style can be is()latcd in the lithics to be described. 

Where a reasonable case for adjunct stylistic attributes can be made, I propose that these are 

preferable for the aims of this study, but also acknowledge that judicious use of aspects of 

assemblage variability may also have utility for the definition of boundaries. In this regard 

Leslie-Brooker' s (I 987) suggestion of kasouga flake,; as an isochrestic variant of adzes is 

a useful starter. Furthem10re, on the basis ofWiessner's analyses, it is apparent that different 

stylistic aspects of an assemblage work in different scales of social context other than simply 

the definition of group boundaries. While not developed to any degree, this is an important 

consideration for explaining the peculiar heterogeneity within certain artefact classes in the 
eastern Cape. 

LITHIC ARTEFACTS 

PROCEDURES AND DEFINITIONS 

The analysis of the artefacts is divided into two sections. First, the lithic components of 

both Edgehill and Welgeluk are described, followed by tools and ornaments made from 

materials other than stone Regional comparisons between both sites and those in the eastern 

extension of the CFB, specifically Wilton (Deacon, J. 1972), Melkhoutboom (Deacon, H.J. 

1976) and especially Uniondale (Leslie-Brooker 1987) arc made when relevant. When these 

latter sites arc referred to collectively, they will be called the CFB sites. Lit11ic artefacts 

were recovered from all excavated units. Sample size required that units be lumped to 

facilitate meaningful comparison. The way in which layers and levels were combined into 

units depended in some measure on general shifts in the lithic assemblage composition. 

(These have already been detailed in the section dealing with stratigraphy.) 

Lithic analysis has followed the typology devclop.!d and used for previous analyses of the 

CFB site assemblages (Deacon, J. 1972, 1984; Deacon, H.J. 1976; Leslie-Brooker 1987). 

Where sample size has allowed, procedures used by the above wlitcrs for the metrical 

descnption o. selected tool classes have been follcwcd. These methods allow a good 

summary of the data and, above all, allow direct comp..1rison with the other sites. The 

definitions of the typology for the most part follow common usage. Two types, however, 

reqLrirc definition. These are kasouga flakes and scraper-adzes. 

. . . . 
. . . . . . 
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Kasouga flakes were first defined by Hewitt ( 1921) and as Leslie-Brooker ( 1987:81) poincs 

out, the term flake is a misnomer, because bladelets were selected for this tool ana not flak.-... 

Retouch is particularly charactenstic, comprising shallow and invasive flaki:1g .rom the 

laterals for the most part on the main flake surf ace. 

A minor sub-class of scrapers has been separated because of a distinctive form and temporal 

distribution. These are variously known as 'duck-billed scrapers' or 'scraper-adzes'. Th~ 

latter term is used here. As the name implies, these tools combine b th scraper and adze 

attributes with the usual convex scraper retouch as well as laterals 'i ' ' 1r h l.a\e distinct 

adze-like steep step flaking. 

Raw material tvpes 

Si)c-ete. As mentioned above, this material is not locally available in the region but was 

obtained from the Grahamstown peneplain, some 40 km to the south (Mountain l 980)(Fig. 

3.3). Considerable importance is attached to the fact that sikrete is 'exotic' at Edgehill and 

Welgeluk. 

Homfets. Other terms for this material include lydianite and indurated shale (see Robcn

shaw I 984). The term hornfels 1s used here. Hornfels refors to dense. highly metamor

phosed shale. This material is commonly availaolc locally from the Koonap River gravels. 

As the above implies, hornfels was collected as river pebble and not actively quarried from 

dyke locales (Fig. 3.3). 

Quartz. This occurs in both crystal and 'milky' form and 1:> locally available. 

Sandstone. Sandstone is locally available from the Adelaide Formation. It was also 

collected as pebbles from the Koonap River gravels. 

Chert and chalcedony. Neither 10ck type is c >mmon at the sites. The halcedonies 

undoubtedly originated from the Zuurbcrg volcanics. The origin of the chert is less certain. 

It is possible that it is a local variant of highly metamorphosed shale. 

Quartzite. This term refers to an indeterminate rock type wine 1 is I her a sp.!eific variam 

of the local sandstone or, alternatively, has some similarity to Wtllt;berg quartzitt of the 

Cape Supergroup. 

J • 
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RAW MATERIALS: TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTIONS 

Raw material change through time, both at Edgehill and the CFB sites, has been isolated as 

one of the most obvious and interesting aspects of the lith1c assemblages for the purposes 

of this study. Because of the disjunction between the natural distribution of raw material 

types and their occurrence at Edgehill and Welgelu' .:>ne can explore the potential relevance 

of raw material changes m terms other than simply that of opportunistic local use. It is 

suggested that raw material and change in raw material frequency 1s acuvely selected, 

constituted and manipulated as a socio-spatial stylistic marker. This holds great potential 

fo, pursuing the themes in this thesis and while relevant in the context of Edgehill and 

Welgeluk also sheds further light on similar changes at the CFB sites. It is this aspect which 

is given most attention. 

Edgehill 

The percentage frequencies of raw materials for total waste, utilised and formal tools are 

given in Table 5.1, while percentage raw material use for each type within a class are in 

Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. In the waste class percentage frequencies show that silcrete, 

sandstone and homf els dominate (Fig. 5.1 a). Materials classified as chert, quartzite and 

chalcedony are minor in the waste b•Jt, nevertheless, are of interest in that most of them are 

found in the lower deposits dating between ca 4500 and 6000 BP (Fig. 5.1 b). Raw material 

diversity is, therefore, greatest in these lower deposits and also indicates that by v. hatever 

mechanism, these materials are coming from a considerable distance. Silcrete would have 

been obtained from the Grahamstown peneplain and chalcedony from the Zuurberg volca

nics. 

Of further intere-.t is that silcrete, while it is used in the ca 5500 to 6000 BP units 7 and 8, 

comprises only 15.4 and 7, l % respectively, but between units 6 and 4, itcontnbutes between 

50 and 60% of total \.\,aste forming a sudden and sharp rncrease (rig. 5.1 a). This mt.:=rchange 

from homfels to silcrete is clearly demonstrated when only these materials are graphed one 

against another for waste flakes and blades (Fig. 5.2a,b) The increase in silcrete usage at 

Ed>-:ehi!! partly corresponds to the dc,·!:.:e in 1he minor raw materials pointed out above. 

Tl dominance of silcrete above unit 6 also comes at the expense of homfels which 

contributes just under 40% in unit 7, but which drops to arou11d 10% between units 6 and 

2. llomfels becomes c;omewhJt more popular in the pottery un;t 1. Quartz use shows :t 

sigmoidal distribution reaching peaks of use around 20% in units 8 and 3 (Fig. 5.1 a). 
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EDGEHILL 
A. 

2 3 4 6 6 7 8 
UNITS 

- SILCRETE m\\1SANDSTONE CJHOANFELS -QUARTZ 

e. 

PERCENTAGE RAW MATERIAL 
1.4 .-------------------------, 

1.2 

0.8 r---

0.6 

O ◄ 

0. 

2 3 4 6 6 7 8 
UNITS 

- CHERT B QUARTZITE O CHALCEDONY 

Fi urc 5.1. Edgehill: percentage rnw materials for total waste 
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EDGEHILL 
A. UNRETOUCHED fLAKES 

PERCENTAGE RN/ MATERIAL 10.-------------------------, 

2 3 4 6 
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100 ,--------------------------, 
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Figure 5.2. Edgehill: percentage raw materials for unretouched flakes 
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When raw material usage in the utilized and formal classes is examined, it is clear that there 

is greater selectivity, with silcrete and homfels being t!ie most favoured materials (Fig. 

5.3a,b) (Table 5.1; 5.3 & 5.4). Among 1t.c fonnal tools raw matl!rial diversity is again highest 

in the lower unit 8. The shift at ca 5500 BP from homfels 10 silcrele is again clearly present 

in the ,Hilised and formal classes. In the utilised class sandstone accounts for just under 
40% in the basal unit 8. 

The raw materials of individual formal tool types indicate an overriding preference for 

silcrete above unit 7 and for hornfels below (Table 5.4) (Figs 5.4 & 5.5). This is in keeping 

with the general pattern already highlighted. Adzes are an exception and even in the silcrc1c 

units above 7, are still made for the most part from hornfels (fig. 5.J). 1 he percentage 

frequency of silcrete declines in 1he pollcry unit I where local raw material use incrcas~ ... 

This trend is also noted at Uniondale (Leslie-Brooker 1987). 

The preference for silcrete in the formal tools of the posl ca 5(Y.)() llP CfB site a:-.scmblagcs 

is repeated. Prior to this time, the frequency of chalcedo:iics was much higher. The shifl 

towards silcrete from chalcedony is less marked at Melkhoutboom 1han at Wilton :1nd 

Uniondale. This is explainf!d by Its proximity to chalcedony sources. It is of interest tha1 

at Melkhou1boom, segments in the post ra mak:ial 'flip' continue to be made exclu ·ively 

on ch'.1 'cedony, whereas silcrcte is pref erred for backed bladc:lcts ( Deacon, I I.J. 1976:71. 71 ). 

\VelgeluJ< 

Wh ·• the distribution of raw materials for the waste and formal classes is grnphed for all 

the layer (Fig. 5.6) (Table 5.5), it is clear that sandstone dominates in the waste class while 

in the formal class, silcrete is preferred. Silcrete also dominates in the utilised class (Table 

5.6). In the ca 4000-4500 BP basal uni,s 4A and 4B. however, silcre1e is more prominent 

in the waste class but drops to well under 20% in the top three units. In the formal tools. 

silcrete ;s the preferred , .. aterial all through th~ sequence except in the upper pottery unit 

IA wher~ only one fonnal tool was recovered whirh was made of local? chert. 

Raw maierial diversity in the general waste ard formal classes is relatively high in unit 4B 

then drops in 3 a11d ~A but is again higher in units 1 B and 2. The ct1vcrsny in 4B reflects a 

wide raw material catchmtnt including chalcedony, while the unit 2 and l B diversity points 

to a broader range of local materials being used with a particular increase in hornfcls. 

sandstone and chert (Fig. 5.6). The percentage frequency of quartz m unit 48 ( I 2(l~) is 

relatively high while rn all the units :ibove, it is only barely present or entirely abs~nt in the 
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EDGEHILL 
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Figure 5.3. Edgehill: percentage raw materials for totaJ formal tools 
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8CR.\PER MN MATERIALS 
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Figure 5.4. Edgehill: percentage raw materials for scrapers, backed bladelets, 
segments and adzes 
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KASOUGA FLAKE RAW MATF.RIAU3 MISC. RETOUCH RAW MATERIAU3 
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Figure 5.5. Edgehill: nercentage raw materials for borers, kasouga flakes~ ,d 
miscellrui "lU'i retouched pieces 
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Figure 5.6. Welgeluk: percentage raw n,Jl"rials for total 
waste and formal tools 
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assemblage. The addition of these other raw materials is more apparent vhen pie charts for 
units 4A and 4B are examined (Fig. 5.7). 

The distribution of rJw materials in each tool type within the utilised and waste classes is 

given in Tables 5.6 & 5.7. When the percentage frequencies of raw materials in the formal 

classes are examined, it is clear that many of the observations made for the waste classes 

are repeated (Table 5.8; Fig. 5.8). Sikrete dominates the formal tool assemblage in all units 

except I A, where the sample size of two formal tools provides no realistic picture. Raw 
material diversity tends to be highest in 413, 2 and l B. 

Examination of raw materials within each formal tool class shows that for scrapers th~ 

distributions are similar to th0se outlined for the wltvic dass together and that backed 

blade lets arc made mostly from silcrcte although homf els and sandstone also feature in 2 

and I B. Segments are made from a variety of materials but silcrcte again dominates m 4B 

where the highest segment frequencies occur. Adzes arc made most frequently frum 

homfels while kasouga flal.es are rrcdominately in silcrctc (Table 5.8). This pattern is 
repeated at Uniondale (Leslie-Brooker 1987). 

THE INVENTORIES 

Edgehill 

Nearly 43 500 stone tools are used in the analysis which represents the complete sample of 

artefacts recovered. The gross and percentage frequencies are given in Tali .. 5.9. Of these, 

just over 95% have been classified as waste and 4.1 % as formally retouched. Examination 

of the grand totals for each unit s..il'gests that the densities of artefacts throughout the deposit 

are relatively even. To get another perspective on possible density fluctuations the number 

of tools per l'nit is divided by the total volume of the unit. This density index is precisely 

the same as tht! adjusted densities used at Byneskranskop (Schweitzer & Wilson 1982) 

(Tahle 5.10). The results of this adjustment for total waste, utilised and formal tools are 
shown in Figure 5.9. 

Artefact densities vary through time. All main categories are relatively low in the 5500-6000 

BP basal deposits (unit 8). Waste artefacts show the highest rates of discard in the 5500-4500 

BP units 7, 6 and 5, with concentrations between 14 and 16 tools per bucket of deposit 

(Fig. 5.9; Table 5.10). In these same units, formal tools also increase in density but only 
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reach their maximum density in the ca 4300 BP unit 4. Above unit 4 formaJ tools drop in 

density, panicuJarly in the immediately pre-pottery unit 2 am! the pottery unit 1. 

As is usuaJ for LSA stone tool assemlages, waste artefacts comprise 95% of the total sample 

(units 5, 6 and 7 having the highest overall densities) (Fig. 5.9). Within the waste class, 

unretouched flakes m:>Ji:e up the bulk of this debitage (62 and 73% in each ur1ic; Table 5.9; 

Fig. 5. lOa). When unretouched flake densities are graphed there is much variability with 

no clear trends. There is, however, a marked drop off in the !)Ottery unit 1 from over 80 

flakes/bucket in unit 2 down to 20 in unit I (Fig. 5.10c). 

Chunks vary in relative frequency from 13 to 24% with the higher frequencies in the top 

two pottery units. This may be attnbutable to the larger amounts of sandstone, and hence 

shatter of material in these units. The frequency of chips tends to increase with depth, 

averaging 10% of the total waste for units 1 tu 4 and 19% from 5 to the base. This could 

be a product of the finer flaking techniques involved in the manufacture of smaJler scrapers, 

segir.ents and backed bladelets which all occur in higher numbers in these units. Tnis is 

also reflected in the density calculation (Fig. 5.10c). No subdivision of the core class was 

made in this analysis and their distribution is relatively even although the relative frequencies 

reveaJ a lower incidence in the bottom three units compared to units 4 and 5 (T?ble 5.9; Fig. 

5. lOb,c). Unretouched blades are most common in unit 4 buc are low in frequency in aJI 

other units. This is also clearly shown in the density cakulation (Fig. 5.1 Od). Although there 

are eight formal tool types (Table 5.9), thetr distribution through the sequence varies 

consicf P-rably. Diversity in unit 8 is low ano comprises scrapers, segments and a -;ingle 

miscellaneous retouched piece whi1e the d i, ,.'!rs1ty in uni, 7 unly increases marginally 

through the addition of two backed bladelets ( fable 5.9; Fig. 5. Ji .. ). Th..,reafteT, however. 

adzes occur in low frequencies as do backed bladelets and be,1~ .. j (Fig. 5.112,b). s~raper

adzes are restricted in their distnbution to units 3 and 4 whJe kascl'.ga r.akes .. m,; only found 

in the up1 ~ r two units. When the other tools urc included, such as ~;d'.!e abraded blocks (see 

belo\"t), then the greatP-st diversity of toe.' types occurs from unit 4 UI .. vards. 

As is common for the formal tvol co•; - !'lnc1t of LSA a,;;semblages, scrapers dominate at 

Edgehill a,d contributt:: just over 5f '-• the fo1mal tools. Gross scl.1per frequencies are 

relatively Jnw in unit.; 8, 7, 6 and , ., ., !:!u io the upper L:lits. TI, s i~ clearly reflC\.:ted in 

the d~nsities (Fig. 5.1 lc). The rercr • . :requency of scrapers in t~,e pottery unit 1 seems 

high, but the density calculaLtvn shows a sharp drop off. 

. . 
• • . • ( ! 41! • l ' . . ,.. . . 
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Backed artefacts account for nearly 27% of the fonnal tool assemblage (Table 5.9). Backed 

points and segment~d backed bladelets are more prominent fro!ll unit 5 upwards, repre

senting nearly 23% of the fonnal tools in unit 5. In unit 7 backec~ bladelets drop markedly 

to 1,3 % and areentirel~1 absent in unit 8 (Fig. 5.1 la,c). The relativt,;. frequencies of segments 

consistently decreases from a high of just Uilder 43% in unit 8 to 3.7% in unit I (Table 5.9; 

Fig. 5.1 la,c). Table 5.11 shows the relative percentages of scrapers, backed bladelets and 

segments and Figure 5.12 graphically presents this and ind1··.ites the changes in relative 

importance of these Liree tool types through the Edgehill St' 1ucnce. 

Adzes are not common at Edgehill and are entirely absent from units 7 and 8 (Table 5.9; 

Fig. 5.11 b,d). Most of the adzes were made from water worn homfels pebbles with 

considerable amounts of the cortex unflaked. Leslie-Brooker (1987) suggests this feature 

is compatible with the woodworking function of the tool, because the smooth ventral aspect 

allowed for an easier planing action. The density calculation shows that there is a sharp 

drop off in adzes in the pottery unit I. 

Scraper-adzes are restricted in their distribution to units 3 and 4 while borers largely parallel 

the distribution of backed bladelets but are absent from units 7 and 8. Kasouga flakes are 

restricted to the upper two units (Fig. 5. 11 b,d). 

Welgeluk 

Waste classes at Welgcluk make up the bulk of the assemblage (96%) where ct1ips and flakes 

are dominant (Table 5.12). Unit 48 is distinctive ir. tenns of the gross frequencies with 40% 

of the total waste from the site recovered irom this unit alone. A.bove 48, gross frequencies 

rerr lin relatively even but all waste classes show a sharp decline in the upper pvctery unit 

lA (Table 5.12; Fig. 5.13). 

When the densities of waste classes per bucket are considered it is clear that 4A and 4B are 

similar in that waste densities are high in these basal units when compared to those above 

(Figs 5.13 & 5.14c,d). This is especially marked in the blade category (Fig . 5.14b,d). The 

densities of wast¢ classes in IA are low compared to those units below. 

Utilised tools make up only 0,6% of the totil assemblage and utilised flakes provide 63% 

of the total tools showing use (Table 5.12). The frequencies and percentages of utilised 

tools are generally low throughout the sequence. As with the waste classes, the utilised 

classes also exhibit a marked drop in densities after 4A and again are negligible in IA. 
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Fonnal tools contribute just over 3% of the total assemblage (Table 5.12). Scrapers, as can 

be expected, dominate the formal tool assemblage contributing 64%, with 60% of this total 

coming from unit 4B alone. Thereafter, scraper gross frequencies show H steady decline 

but the percentage frequencies remain relatively stable (Table 5.12; Fig. 5.15a). The 

densities of scrapers, however, show that units 4A and 4B are again distinctive and are 

particularly high in these units (Fig. 5.15c). Densities are low in units 2 and 1 B and drop 

to almost nil in 1 A. 

Backed bladelets contribute 13% of the total formal tool assemblage with 82% of them 

occurring in units 4A and 4B (Table 5.12). While they are still found in units 2 and 3, they 

experience a sharp decline in the pottery units. Segments are not common at Welgeluk and 

make up only 3,2% of the formal tool assemblage (Table 5.12). Most of the segments -were 

recovered from 48 (87%) with few in the units above. Borers mirror segments 10 their 

di ·tribution, being relatively high in 48 but low in the other units and entirely absent in IA. 

A.dzes are almost entirely restricted in distribution to 4B (76%) (Table 5.12; fig. 5.15h,d) 

and are very low in frequency in the overlying deposits. Adzes are entirely absent f!'\>rn the 

pottery units IA and 1 B. Twenty eight kasouga flakes were recovered which ffake up 2.3% 

,_ r •he formal tool assemblage but are distributed only in units 3 and 4A (T,•blc 5.12; Fig. 

5.15u,J). 

Tools showing some fom1 of miscellaneous retouch make up U ,6% uf the formal tool 

asscrr,'>lagc, of which 60% were found in 48 and 4A. 

All formal t0ol density calculations show that units 4A and 4B arc signific:.11,:ly higher than 

the younger ut1its (fig. 5. l 5c,d). Formal t0ol diversity is highesl in uni1 413, and .ipart from 

three utilised and formal tools, the only lithic material in the upper pottery unit l A is waste 

(Table 5.12; Figs 5.14 & 5.15). 

METRICAL ANALYSIS 

Edgehill 

In order to maintain comparability with the analyses undertaken at Wilton and Melkhout

boom, a similar, although not as extensive, range of con1inuot1:-; and discontinuous measure

ments were made on the Edgehill sample. Companug rir.d contrasting these collections is 

prudent as changes observed in the scraper assemb!Jges from Wilton and Melkhoutboom 

resemble the Edgehill sample and this is 1urn provides additional evaluation on the useful-
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ness of these metrical changes for interpretive purposes (Deacon, J. 1969, 1972, 198<t, 

Deacon, HJ. 1976; Leslie-Brooker 1987). Specific interpretauon, however, of the regional 

patterns which have been previously revealed and which this analysis confirms is not 

attempted. Comparison is used simply to show that the patterns are regional and as such 

back up the regional trends discerned in other data categories. In other words, all the data 

indicate a regional unity. 

Scrapers. The Edgehill scraper sample was rneasured in seven ways; length, width, height, 

width/length ratio, plan fonn, position of retouch and the raw material from which the tool 

had been made. Summary statistics for these attributes are given in Table 5.13 and 

presented graphically in Figures 5.16 and 5.17. It is clear in these data that in all three 

primary measure-men ts there is an increase in scraper size through time from unit 8 to unit 

1 (just under 4 mm for length). This trend is somewhat disrupted in units 4 and 5. The 

ranges for scraper lengths and widths show that there is a marked increase in the size of 

scrapers in unit 1. The width/length ratio, which provides a summary index of shape (Fig. 

5.16; Table 5.13) shows no clear trend. Scrapers are generally wider than they are long 

with markedly more square forms in unit 8. 

In order to determine what role, if any, the change in raw material played in the length, width 

and height reductions in scrapers in the basal units, the mean lengths, widths, heights and 

width/length ratios were calculated seperately for silcrete and hornfels scrapers from units 

6 down to 8, where both raw materials are present (Table 5.14). Although the samples are 

small, the results do tentatively show that the reduction in scraper size, especially from units 

7 to 8, is more marked for silcrete scrapers than for scrapers made from hornfels. The lengths 

of scrapers made from hornfels actually increase from units 6 to 8, but again the small sample 

size warns that this result must be treated with caution. Overall, there is a size reduction in 

the widths and heights of hornfels scrapers. From this, however, it is possible to say that 

the scraper size changes observed from unit 6 to 8 are more marked for the silcrete scrapers 

than for those made from hornfels. 

The distributions of plan forms and positio 1s of retouch are shown in Figure 5.17. Plan 

forms are variable, but the positions of retouch do show some trends. When the end 

rt u~ched scrapers are combined, it is clear that such fonns dominate in units l and 8, and 

to a lesser extent, in unit 5. In all other units [..;rapers with side retouch are more common. 
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Sei:ments. Measurements made on segments include length, maximum width, height of the 

backing, the width,1ength ratio and the raw material from which the segment had been made. 

These data, shown in Figure 5.18 and Table 5.15, reveal segment length is variable through 

time. From unit 8 upwards, segment lengths increase, reaching a maximum in unit 5, then 

decrease throogh unit 3 and increase again up to unit I . The same trends are also present 

in the segment widths and heights. It must be noted, however, that from unit 3 upwards the 

sample sizes are extremely small. The width/length ratios for segments show that in units 

4, 5 and 6 segments are longer and thinner than those above and below. 

In order to see what effect ra\\ material has upon segment fonn, summary statistics are 

calculated for each raw material for the units 7 and 8 where both silcrete and homfels 

segments occur together. The means for length, width and height are given in Table 5.16. 

In all dimensior.s it is clear that segments made from silcrete are smaller than those made 

from homfels. However, even though segments made from silcrete are on average smaller 

than those made from homfels, the size reduction noted for the combined raw materials for 

segments in units 7 and 8 is still present when the parameter of segment length is computed 

for each raw material separately. Whatever factor is posited for this size reduction, it was 

present in both raw materials. 

Backed bladeku. Backed bladelets were additionally subdivided using the rationale and 

method outlined by Deacon (Deacon, H.J. 1976:141 ). The distribution of the backed 

bladelet sub-types is given in Table 5.17. All fonns, except B, are present at Edgehill. It 

is clear that backed points (E, F and G) and segmented backed bladelets (Hand I) dominate 

this assemblage. The sample 1s too small to infer changes in the frequency distribution of 

subclas.ies through the Edgehill units, although the prominence of unsegmenteo blanks (K) 

and proxirnal discards (L) in units 4, 5 and 6 is notable. 

Althrut• t: c major analysis of the backed bladelets was undertaken along the lines of 

Deacon lDeacon, H.J. 1976), the classification employed by Janette Deacon (I 972) on the 

Wilton backed bladelets was also used to allow comparison with the discrete distribution of 

certain types through the WiltPn sequence. Her typology for the Wilton backed bladelets 
is as follows: 
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Types 

1. Bacldng along a portion of the tool (Table 5.17, type B ). 
2. Backing along the entire length of the tool (Table 5.17, type G). 
3. Backing along ihe length of the tool and across one end. (Table 5.17, type F) 
4. Backing along one end, i>ut only alo11g a portion of the tools length (not present at 

Edgehill) . 

At Wilton, types l and 2 account for 86% of the backed bladelet class, with type I 

contributing over 53% of this total. Type 1 tools (Table 5 .17, class B) are not present at 

Edgehill. In the distribution of the Wilton class I and 2, class I JS mostly distributed between 

units 2A, 3B, 3C and 30, while class 2 pieces fall mainly within the lower units 3E, 3F, 3H 

and 4A. This distribution is not ... onfinned by the Edgehill sample. 

Summary staustics for the Edgehill sub-classes E, F, G, H, and I are given in Table 5. 18 for 

all units combined. Distal discards tE) are considerably shorter than backed points (F and 

G). Comparison of these measurements with those from Highlands (Deacon, HJ. 1976), 

shows that type F backed points are very similar, but that for types G, Hand I, the Edgehill 

backed bladelets are much shorter, especially for the segmented backed bladelets H and I. 

The Edgehill classes H and I are metrically more comparable to the Wilton snapped backed 

bladelets. 

Illustrations of a range of the Edgehill microlithic artefacts are given in Figs 5.19 through 

to 5.22. 

\Velgcluk 

Scrapers. Scr~pers are the only tool category with a high enough sample size for metrical 

analysis. Measurements for the one scraper in unit lA are not presented (Table 5 19). 

Non-continuous attributes are given in Table 5.19. There is a trend towards smaller scrapers, 

both in length and width in the older basal units, but this is not easily discernible. The 

width/length ratios show that longer scrapers are the norm in I B and 2, but that in all units 

below these, scrapers tend to be wider in form. It was found that significant numbers of 

scrapers can be interpreted as having been broken in use and not post-depositionally (Table 

5.19). Percentage frequencies of broken scrapers indicate they tend to be present :n 
relatively high numbers in units 3, 4A and 48 but lower in 2 and 1 B. 

Most scrapers are either divergent or parallel in plan morphology (Table 5.20: codes 3 and 

4). Retouch position JS generally towards the end of scrapers (codes 6, 7 and 8) while retouch 
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Figure 5.19. Edgehill: ilJustrntions of selected scrapers 
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along the longer sides of tools (side retouch codes 9, IO and 11) arc more prevalent in units 

3, 4A and 48, as one would expect from the width/length ratios already mentioned above. 

Most tools have working edges between 50 and 85 degrees (codes 14 and 15). 

:3acket: bjadel\!tS. Most backed blades are present as tru,1catc<l points or points which are 

terminated at the butt by a clean break (types F and G) (T-•hle 5.21 ). Segments of hacked 

bladclets which are terminated at both ends by a urcak 1rc .d.::o common (type H). 

Summary 

Statistically tested s<.:raper changes through time reveal patterns that have significance for 

behavioural interpretations. The time trends for scrapers at Wilton, Mclkhoutboom and 

Uniondale arc similar to those noted at Edgehill, where the sequences overlap. The 

cmrcspondence is one of a gradual but regular increase in size from the base of Edgehill. 

The absolute values between sampll.!s from different sites arc difforent but cannot realisti

cally be related in any way to conscious behavioural differl.!nces and in this regard they could 
be seen as isochrestic. 

OTHER LITIIIC Al{TEFACTS 

Edgehill 

Table 5.22 gives a list of other modified s:one found at Edgehill. Of particular note are the 

twelve modified stone:s called edge abraded blocks. These were all recovered within 0,30 

m of one another in unit l. Morphologically. they are con-sistent, having been made from 

oblong sandstone blocks, of which two or more adjacent corners have been smoothed into 

a curve. with very li11lc abrasion on intcr·,ening surfaces (rig. 5.23). This wear p~utem may 

have resulted from some material, possibly hide, bt!ing pulled backwards and forwards 

across these blocks, with the resulting friction having greatest effect upon the comers. 

Upper and lower grindstones wen! extremely variable, ranging from multi-faceted types to 

single faceted flat pebbles with dimples and pecking on the ventral and dorsal surfaces 

(Fig. 5.24). All t!·e lower grindstones had been made from the locally availablt! Adelaide 

s•1r1dstone, but two uppe1 grindston.:s from units 4 and 3 wen.: made from Witteberg quartzite. 

Like stlcrete, this material, or the tools themselves, were imported from the CFB to the south. 

Another small upper gr111dstone from unit 4 is made of dolerite. None of the lower 

grindstones were well rlcvclopcd. All of the lower grindstones and most of the upper 

grindstones are ochre stained. 

. 
• • . ' .,, .. ' 

. . -------- . . , . 
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Figure 5.23. Edgehill: illustrations of edge-abraded blocks from unit 1 
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Two types of 'ochre' were found. The first includes the usual soft red and yellow ochres 

which are locally available but may have been imported from the CFB. The second comes 

in the form of abundant limoniuc nodules \\hich are deep red in colour and occur as single 

cuboidaJ crystals or clusters of crystals. These limonitic nodules are extremely hard 

compared to the other ochres and would have required considerable effort to reduce them 

to a useable form. Significantly, more ochre and limonitic nodules were found in the pottery 

unit 1, with an increase in the middle of the sequence as well (units 4 & 5). 

A single grooved stone made from Adelaide Sandstone was recovered from unit 4 (Fig. 5 .24) 

and two other ground stone anefacts were found in unit 1. The first is a small homfels 

pebble which was in the process of being drilled and pierced when lost or abandoned. The 

second, of homfcls, has all the appearances of a very small bored stone which has cracked 

while being made. 

Wclgeluk 

An inventory of other recovered stone tools, modified stone and imponed raw materials is 

given in Table 5.23. This list indicates the range and quantity of these items found 

concentrated in unit 48 in comparison to 4A above. One incomplete bored stone made from 

dolerite came from 48 (SSBS) \\ hich has marked abrasion and was also used as an upper 

grindstone (Fig. 5.25). Two s1lcrcte flakes with carefully notched laterals in the form of 'saw 

teeth' were also recovered from 48 (SCL and SPIT 2)(Fig. 5.25). When the two ochre 

stained upper grindstones found with burial 2 are added to the fragments found in 4B, the 

frequency of this type seems to be relatively high in this basal unit. Ochre and charcoal 

stained rocks and flakes are also common in 48 (Table 5.23). In unit 2 (DBMS and LBS) 

two homfels end scrapers are ochre stained all over, especially within the pockets and pits 

along the working edge. Ochre Itself occurred in much higher amounts in 4B than in any 

other unit, as did the small cuboidal limonitic nodules, some of which were split and may 

also have provided colouring material. One calcite crystal was also located in 4B (CBAR) . 

. 
• , ' 

. ----~------~-~~- - ~ 
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NON-LITHIC \1ATERIAL CULTURE 

EDGEHILL 

Worked bone 

The list of worked bone and other .nodified bone is given in Table 5.24. Over 50% of the 

worked bone was recovered from unit 1, in cont,ast to units 4, 5 and 6 which had very little. 

The raw frequency dominance of unit 1 is slightly misleading because of ~he greater volume 

of excavated deposit and adjustments of these to densities gives a better idea of occurrence 

(Fig. 5.26). This indicates that the unit 1 and 2 densities are about two pieces per unit volume. 

Unit 7 shows the highest density at about three pieces per unit volume. Of interest is a 

comparison between the worked bone and stone tool densities (Fig. 5.26). In unit 4, which 

has the highest stone tool density, few worked bone artefacts were recovered, but JS stone 

tool density decreases from unit 4 upwards, the density of bone tools increases. This 

1..ontrasts with a comparison of bone and stone densities in the units below 4 in which both 

categories covary together. This direct correlation may be due simply to occupation 

intensities whereas the same explanation cannot be given for the inverse relationship from 

unit 4 and above, m which the relative importance of worked bone and stone tools varies 

independently from occupation intensity. 

The rise in worked bone, especially bone points from unit 4, is of interest in the wider scale 

or the Later Stone Age. It has been pointed out that, particularly in the northern Cape, the 

frequency oi bone points rises in the late I Iolocene m inverse relation to backed stone tools. 

A funcuonal explanation has bone points becoming more important or favoured as hunting 

projectiles during this period (Humphreys 1979; Humphreys & Thackeray 1983; Deacon, 

J. 1984:314). This relationship is also apparent at Edgehill. 

Over 50% of the worked bone pieces have been classified as either formal or informal bone 

roints (Tat; :! 5.24). Formal points an~ those which can be readily identified with San arrow 

rroJeclil•~s and v. hich arP. ,olid lengths of bor•e which have been carved and smoothed in an 

.. Vt n t.tP"r into a point ar.: the bull smoothed across the sect:on. Informal points, by 

d1..frn1tio11, 11a-.\., a less ,tJ 1d.irdised form than the proJ"ctiles. Tl,ese may have been used as 

r·uci,,5 to1>ls 111, for?, 1mple, lcalher work, and thus the terms awls or needles may describe 

tht,r fu1wticn mor~ ~;\.:Cifically (Fig. 5.27). Of the I 2 formal points found, only five were 

com1..let1; ,nd the length measu.~mcnts are given in Table 5.25. The smallest pomt was 

f.:cettcJ rac:1rr thrm rounded with a series of grooved chevrons decorating the- point just 

. . . 
• I -------~----~-- --~---- -----
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EDGEHILL STONE TOOL AND WORKED BONE 
DENSITIES 
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Figure 5.26. Edgehill: stone and bone tool densities 
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Figure 5.27. Edgehill: illustrations of worked bone (Nos 3, 4, 5, 77, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 21, 
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below the butt (Fig. 5.27 no. 5). Similar decorative treatment h:!s !>ccn given to one of the 

points, or linkshaft butts, in the form of two p.uallel grooved lines. 

Bone beads varied conside1 ably in length and diamer .. r between tubular shapes and other 

forms which would be best described as rings rathei than beads (Fig. 5.27). The ringed arid 

snapped shafts are proi>ably i11complete bone beads while other ringed and ~napped pieces 

such as a small portion of a guinea fowl-sized left pro'<imal femur represent waste in the 

reduction process. This latter piece confirms the impress:~n that most of the bof"!e beads 

were made from bird bo:ie shafts or hare phalanges. Several pieces cf bone were abraded 

including two identified as the xii:;hiplasLTon segments of the fresh water turtle PP/omedusa 

subrufa and may have been "Sd as containers of sonm kind. 

The more interesting worked bone has been individually listed in Table 5.24 under 

miscellaneous finds. This includes an ivory ·paleue' from unit I. wbich in its complete form 

was ellipsoid in shape, measuring between 0, l I and O. 13 m in length and approximately 

0,05 m in width (Fig. 5.27 no. 15). Laminations in the ivory are clearly visible and the 

original size of the palette indicates that the raw material must have com.: from an elephant 

tusk. The 'palette' is slightly 0d ~stained.The term 'palette' has an automatic association 

with ochre mixing and paint. C1.trk \ 1959:246), however, discusst:s a minimum of ten 

•palettes' from Spllzkop shelter in the Zuurbcrg (Alhany Museum Archaeology A 1702) 

which are called "pubic aprons" or simply "ornaments". The term 'palette' is therefore a 

convenient rather than a functionally specific term. Only one of the Spltzkop 'palettes· is 

ochre stained and the striations on their surfaces have resulted from their manufacture rather 

than their use as a grinding surface. Several have been finished off with nicks around the 

circumference. The elabor:..tion of these 'palettes', seems to be over and above that required 

of a grinding surf ace for ochre which can be carried out on any convenient slab or anvi' 

The function of these 'palett. s' ,i,erefore remains unclear, and it is tentatively p(., . . Jlated 

that they 'functioned ' purely i.i a riwal context rather than for any particular task. 

The circumferenually nicked 'palettes' from Spitzkop arc similar to a large rib from a Bovi._\ 

IV sized animal which has also been nicked .llong its edge (Fig. 5.27 no.14). Two other 

bones have been pierced and may have been pendants. One of these (unit 1) is made from 

a tortoise carapace segment while the other (unit 2) is made from the opercle b\•ae of th~ 

fresh water mullet, Myxus capensis (Fig. 5.27 nos 16 & 22). 
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Shtll ornaments 

The frequencies of freshwater and marine shell and ostrich eggshell ornaments are given in 

Tables 5.26 & 5.27. Ostrich eggshell fragments are also included here, although it is realised 

Lhat the eggs may h3 1e ~riginally entered the shelter as food. In the raw frequencies t'iere 

is a tendency for all ostrich eggshell categories 10 be better represented from unit 1 upwards. 

The pierced and smoothed piece:;. may have been used as pendants (Fig. 5.28 nos 21 & 22). 

Water bottl~ spouts are also rqJ.".scnted, one of which is dee mated with gtvoves at right 

angles co the aperture edge (Fig. 5.23 no. 19). One piece of osrrich eggshell from unit 1 is 

decorated (Fig. 5.28 nv. 18) and may also have come from a wah. ooule. 

Most of tfi~ sr.ea from the Edgehill deposit is freshwater mussel, (U•zio caffer). As already 

discu:;sed, freshwater mussei provi 'es a significant subsistence item from ahout 4000 IlP. 

Some of these shells have also been modified. A number of the fresh water mussel valves 

h.ive been modified lhrough the piercing of an aperture at the umbo (Fig. 5.28 nos I to 6). 

These apertures art> between IO and 15 mm acro·.s and wtre made either through pu11ching 

a hoie through the umbo from the shell extr•·-' ·- or simply abrading t 11e umbo away. These 

freshwater valves may have ~en strung lOgethcr lo make dancing rattles. Freshwater 

mussel onre removed from the water rapidly becomes brittle but there are several pieces 

which appear to have retouched margins (Fig. 5.28 nos 7, 8 & 9). 

Although Edgehill is located some 95 km from the coa~t. marine shell is relatively well 

rc,irescntcd. Unlike the ostrich eggshell and freshwater mussel, marine shell is obviously 

not food waste but was imported for decorative or tool purposes only. The small ~ ~tuarine 

shell, dassarius kraussianus. is the most c"mmon species recovered. Table 5.26 ;;hows 

that in units 4, 5 and 6 these beads do not occur. This gap ir1 their chronological distribution 

has been documented at a n.·mbcr of other inland rock shelters in the ~astern Cape such as 

Wilton (Deacvn, J. 1972), Melkhoutboom (Deacon, 11.J. 1976), and The Havens Cave in 

th1; Cambria area (Binneman pcrs. comm.). The gap occurs generally herween 7000 .. 1 

4000 years ago. The pte~ence. or absence of these beads provides a rc,ugh but consistent 

dating estimate. On the basis of the Edg-ehill radiocarbon dates, the disappearance of these 

beads m unit 6 appc.irs to ~e somewhat latP: than at those sites n0terl above but their 

reappearance in unit 3 fits well with t!1c 1 ne o,. their reappearance elsewhere. 

H.J. Dea,;011 (1976) ~uggcsts that the mcch:rnism responsible for this widespread chrono

lo6ical gap in the distribution of lhl.!se beads is the ca 1,5 m mid-llol0ccne marine 

tmnsgresslon \"hie~ presumably altered the morprology of the eastern Cape estt•aries to 

• • 6 ' • f • •, • • , • \. ' I : • •' I I .: .' t • • , • f ••• • • ... ,. -~*· . . · 1· ·· ·· ,', .. . • • • -~,. • ,,_ . , ~ ' . " . " • f . . ~ · - ' 
.. • • .. • ~ .. ,I • .,, • ,____ • • • 
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such an extent chat the sources were cut off or hccame unsuitable places for settlement. This 

transgression did not, however, affect the availability of the white sand mussel, 

Donax serra, because it is brought into Edgehill throughout the Na:i:ia 'gap' (Table 5.26). 

At Melkhoutboorn the incidence of Donax serra is particularly high in the levels in which 

Nassa is absent ar.d perhaps reflects the increased importance of this item in the absence of 
Nassa beads. 

At Edgehill most of the Donax serra remains arc fragments with few whole valves, many 

of which are burnt. Of the six valves recovered, three have been abraded at the umbo to 

make pendants similar to those m.ide from t!1e freshw.tter mussel valves (Fig. 5.28 nos 10, 

15 & 16). All three Dona.t 'pendants' were in close association in unit 3. Similarly pierced 

Dona.t valves have also been recordeo from coastal shell middens near Alexandria. Two 

Conus sp. shells were also pierced, one on the upper part of the body whorl and the other 

just above the saphonal notch (Fig. 5.28 nos 11 & 12). Another pendant made from the body 

whorl ot an Oxyj/cle sp. was recovered from unit 3 and a small button from unit 6 has been 

made from a sirmlar type of material (Fig. 5.28 nos 13 & 14). 

Pottcrv 

Description and discussion of the pottery is undertaken in Chapter Seven. 

\VELGELUK 

Worked hone 

The inventory of worked and modified bone is given in Table 5.28. Numbers are generally 

low and no time trends in individual types arc discernible. The diversity and density of 

modified bone catcgones is highest m unit 4B. Decorated bone and ivory is restricted to 
the basal units 4A and 4B. 

Shell ornaments 

Ornaments made from slv II a,c list..:d in Table 5.29. AJ :;o included in this list are ostrich 

eggshell pieces which probably were brought to the site initially as food. 

Ostrich eggshell fragments and beads show variable frcquenci ,s throughout the deposit 

(Table ~.29; Fig. 5.29). Fragments are particularly high in 4B but drop markedly rn 4A and 

3, and are again relatively .1bundant in the upper three units. Whole and incomplete beads 

~ . . ' . . . . . . . . . . 
. . 11111111"""""""""""""""~~~=======----- . 
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WELGELUK OSTRICH EGGSHELL 
PIECES PER BUCKET 
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Figure 5.29. Wclgcluk: disLribuLion of ostrich eggshell beads and fragments 
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are also frequent in 4B out none are found in 4A and only occur agai11 in the top three units 

in any numbers. Burnt ostrich eggshell fragments are only common in the upper three units 

and are almost absent from the bottom three units suggesting that the separation of burnt 

from unburnt fragments is significant. One possible interpretation for this distribution is 

that in the basal unib ostrich eggshell were introduced primarily as raw material for bead 

manufacture as indicated by the greater numbers of whole and incomplete beads. The later 

occurrence of burnt eggshell may reflect the importance of ostrich eggs as a food source 

with the chaning a result of their preparation. One piece of decorated ostrich eggshell was 

located 111 4B while two pit!ces interpreted as pend~mt fragments came from 2 and 4A. 

Fresnwater mussel pendants ( U nio ca/fer) are present in 1 B, 2 and 3 but are absent frl ; ·1; , 
other ·rnits. 

The estuarine shell, Nassarius k.raussia,1,t~. which is present in relatively high numbers in 

1 B and 2 but is lo,v to absent in olhcr ur,its. :he most common marine shell. Other marine 

shell species are present in low numbers ano _1 .. ,~re is a si1ght indication that they mirror the 

distribution of the Nassarius beads ('f .1blc 5.29 ,. 

Pottery 

The description and uiscussion of the pot', , _v 1 • giver. in Chapter Seven. 

Leather 

One small fragment of leather was f vunu in I A (HI). This piece may come from the hem 

of a garment or bag as it is pierced at rcguiar intervals along one edge. 

Three pieces of iron were found all securely within the pottery units IA and 1B. One is an 

unidentifiable scrap from I B (13GOA). The other two pieces were recovered from IA and 

consisted of one small iron bead (Gl30L) and one iron button of European origin (H2). 

COMPARISONS AND DISCUSSION 

In th:li section aspects of the data described above arc interpreted within the general themes 

of the thesis. Of pnme import.mu; is the question of boundaries. Consideration is given to 

the archaeological recognition of ,1 boundary which focuses upon the appearance of a 

regional St}listic indicator and the conditions which brought it into being. Fundamental to 
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the discuss; 0n concerning this boundary is its purpose in terms of within and across boundary 

economic anc.J social strntegies and the significance of these in the co.itext of changing risk 

rPductivn strategies. M0re specifically, these are examined with reference to the site 

inventories and the model of aggregation and dispersal developed by Wadley (1987). Also 

included 111 this section will bear: p : amin,ai0ri of the timing between the establishment of 

the boundary and tl,e pc1ce of subsistence intcn~ification. It is on t' ,e basis of this comparison 

that changes in risk reduction st,ategies are d1.tracteris ... d :is moving from open networks to 

more exclusive and closed networks. 

RAW MATERIAL AS STYLF. 

The 1n111c raw matcnals which were used at Edgehill and Welgeluk are identical. In those 

parts of the sequences which chrono-logically overlap, silcrete is preferred. Thi! resolution 

of the Welgeluk raw matcriai data is better for the younger deposits, even though the 

percentage frequencies based on small :;a111plcs make inferences, particula;-ly for the formal 

tools, speculative. Nevertheless. there is a greater diversity of raw material in unit 4B at 

Welgeluk. The use of both silcretcs and chalcedonies imrtics distant catchments in the CF13 

to the south as well as further to the ·.vest. It aiso seems that in the upper units, particularly 

2 and 1 B, raw n,:\lcrial Jivcrsi1y again increases at the expense of silcrete, but this diversity, 

partkularly the prest:!lCe of more hornf ..,Js, implies increasing use of local raw materials. 

The ,11ain d,ff crence hcl'-' cert Edgehill and Wclgeluk in the distribution of raw material 

tl,rough time, is tl:-it the la1gc scale ,aw materi:ll change from hornfels to silcrete between 

5000 and 6000 years a~o is not prcsem at Wclgcluk (Fig. 5.30). In accounting for this we 

need look no further than the younger basal deposits at Welgeluk which show that LSA 

occupation of the site at ca 4500 BP only began after thi,; raw material change had been 
completed. 

This shift is of great interest. Not only did it occur at Edgehill, but was a widespread regional 

occum.-11cc at th:! same time in the eastern cxtcrosion of the CFB (Deaco11, J 1972; Deacon 

H ;, 1976; Leslie-Brooker 1987). At Uniondak. Wilton and Mclkhoutbcom, a shift in raw 

material from chalcedony to silcrcte use also occunxl vrnh greater use of chalcedonies 

between ca 5000 to 7500 BP. Although t11c changes in raw material types differ between 

the CFB sites (chalcedony to silcn.: tc) and Ec.igchill (hornfcls to silcrcre), the important point 

is that firstly, the changeover is chronologically equi\.'alent and sccc,ndly, that in .ill sites the 

trend is towards the homogcnis,1t1on of raw material (Fig. 5.30). 

. ' 
. lo ' () . ' . . , ' . 
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Figure 5.30. The raw material changeover at Edgehill, Wclgeluk and the CFB sites 
(scrapers only) 
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H.J. Deacon (1976:64) points out the close similarity of the Marker, Wilton Ba~e Marker 

and the Wedge units at Melkhoutboom with the 3G, 311 and 31 lcvels at Wilton which also 

have a near absence of silcrete. At Uniondale, the raw material shift corrc~pon,1s closely 

with that already described for Edgehill; the use of homfels dimini.;h~s cor.,;;ic.~erably while 

silcrete comes to dominate the assemblages. At Melkhoutboom, tile !'roxirnity of the site 

to the Zuurberg chalcedony sources contributes to the retention of chalcedony for tool 

manufacture, but even here there 1s a significant increase in silcrcte use at the expense of 

chalcedony (Deacon, H.J. 1976:63). Overall, the general trend from about 5500 BP for sites 

in the eastern extension of the CFB is to use silcrue for the nrnjonty of fom1al stone tools. 

All of these sequences indicate widespread raw material catchment~ witi1in the Wi'ton prior 

to ca 5500 BP. At Edgehill, tools in the basal units arc made of homfcls, silcretes and some 

chalcedony from the Zuurbcrg. At Uniondale, hon fcl<: and chalcedony also indicate 

widespread lithic sources to both the north ~nd wc:-.t of 111e site. Thereafter, LSA r.iw material 

use narrows and focuses specifically on the silcrcte deposits found on the Grahamstown 

Peneplain and Coastal Forcland. In the case of Edgehill and ~1elkhoutboom the move to 

use silcrcte contradicts any notion of economic logic. There is nothing opllmal or cconomi 

cally efficient about importing silcrete from 40 km away when the locally available homfeJs 

and chalcedonies .. pc equally good for the manufacture of LSA microliths. The same 

obviously applies to the use of silcretcs .. t \\ lgeluk. As ha been argued, there is noth 

in the properties of homfe's which limits l 1e anufacture of microliths. Why ch n 1 

Contrary to Leslie-Brooker ( 1987: 106), I sec this r .1w material change having little, 1f 

anything, to do with the appearance of new artefact classes (segments) or changes in tool 

morphology. General typological and metrical analyse show that segments and small 

scrapers were made extensively from homfcls at Edgehill. Because of this, the regional 

shift to silcrete cannot easily be reduced to technological and functional explanations. 

It might be argued that the average size of the hornfels river pebbles available to the LSA 

occupants of Edgehill was not large enough to produ c the hlanks required for the 

increasingly larger scrapers after the mid-l lolocenc. If so t suit would have been less co. tly 

to quarry homfels locally rath:!r than import ,;;j(crete f•om we Grahamstown Pencplain. 

Clearly, other factors completely outweigh the high cost of procuring silcrcte in the decision 

making process. Consequently, the regional raw matcri. trend i approa~hed as an indicator 

ofLSA hunter-gatherer territorial shifts (Deacon, J. 1972, Deacon, H.J. 1976; Hall, S. 1985; 

Leslie-Brooker 1987). The assumptton that raw material frequencies, and changes in these, 

represent the geographic (territorial) catchments of LSA people 1s a useful staning point but 
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can more fully infonn if correlated with the wider archaeological picture. A fuller expla

nation can only be obtained when the process is modelled in conjunction wim regional 
demographic and subsistence trends. 

It was originally thought that the bJsal ca 5500 BP homfcls deposits at Edgehill correlated 

with local LSA groups tied predominantly to the riverine habitats. The mid-Holoceile 

environment had not yet ameliorated sufficiently to permit LSA hunter-gatherers mucl, 

opportunity to move away from th~m (Hall 1985:69; 1988a). Later Stone Age occupation 

was, as a consequence, tied in a linear fashion to the riverine fringe. As such the shift to 

silcrete use documented the expansion of hunter-gatherer catchments at right angles to the 

riverine environment with better later Holocene environ:-nents. This is now considered 

unlikely. As demonstrated, the raw material shift is regionally widespread in sites w'1ich 

are not specifically located within riverine habitJts. Furthermore, althou~h Edgehill is a 

riverine locality, the subsistence emphasis placed on riverine resources in the basal homfels 

units is minimal. In addition, the initiation of LSA occupation at Welgcluk comes ,1ftcr the 

shift is complete, indicating continued intensification and settlement of the river •. e fringe 
after the supposed amelioration. 

The Jack of any plJusible explanation for the raw material shift in terms of economic 

expediency or technology Jirects discussion to\\ ards the exploration of this shift as a purely 

stylistic symbol. It is suggested that the shift towards silcrete records the appropriation of 

raw material in a purely stylistic way in order to signal social ic.kntity. Ethnohistorical 

sources relating to the northern Cape suggest that raw materials were used as markers of 

group identity. Bleck and Lloyd (in Deacon, J. 1986: 151) recorded that arrowheads of the 

Flat Bushmen were made from metal, while those of the Grass Bushmen Wt're made from 

white stone. In this case it is posited that the soci~I identity broadcast by the use of silcrctc 

corresponds to a geographic identity focused upon the eao;tcm extcn-;ion of the CFB and its 
immediate surrounds. 

Raw material diversity in the ca 5500 BP sequences corresponds to relatively widespre.td 

and open cornmunication channels which would have been facilitated through hx:.ro type 

arrangements. Economic a11a rcproJuctive risk could thus b\! pookd in many different 

directions. The homogenisatil,n of raw mater al after 5500 BP reflects the firming up of a 

risk pool:ng r.exus. In tllis light, the raw material shift du~s not so much rrflect territori.il 

shifts but the increasing definition and formalisation of a social interaction sphere. 
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The basic purpose for physically expressing group identity is to facilitate and provide J 

predictable structure to both i11tci und intra-societal interaction (Schortman 1989). For I.he 

mid-Holocene, it is argued that the need for structure hinged upon an increasingly complex 

social landscape brought about by relative and absolute demographic shifts. Two demo

graphic options are believed visible in this process (Hammel & Howell 1987). Firstly, prior 

and up to about 55( 0 BP (higher raw material heterogeneity), the occupation of Edgehill 

and perhaps even Welgeluk represents demographic fissioning during which no great 

pressure on spac'! and resources is exerted. Population shifts c:m be accommodated through 

movement into unoccupied space. As space is filled, the fission option becomes less viable 

and competition becomes an obvious by-product. In order to protect group self-interest one 

response is for smaller groups to amalgamate and to become " ... communicatively homo

geneous'' (Hamell & Howell 1987: 148). The raw matena shift correlates with this type of 
response. 

Secondly, the cessation of i1ssion ahematives and the increasing definition and congruence 

between people, resources and space gives rise to other options. In this study population 

limitation or decline are ruled out. Increasing use of sites and site numbe•·s indicate that 

limitation and decline are not factors. The reason for this rests upon the relatively slow pare 

of the process which at no stage overshoots demographic/space and resource relationships 
in any radical way. 

Accommodation and response to increasing spatial structure is supported by the process of 

intcr.sification from about 4000 BP. In a way, the creation of boundaries literally 'paints' 

hunter-gatherers inw a territorial ·corner· in which intensification has to come about. This 

process 1s widespread. Increasing stress cannot be dissipated by groups moving off 

elsewfu•re benuse the same si:aJc of stress is regional. Rather than increasingly attempting 

to call in reci1 rocal ties, relative scarcity was accommodated by closing ranks and control

ling ac, ess ll outsiuers. The !Ko, for example, live in less well watered areas where resource 

,trrs is mo1 ~ regional, in contrast to the local shortages which occur in the better watered 

!Ku , terr11 >nes to the north. The !Ko strategy for copmg with ~-hortage is to encourage 

ten uiiality because movement to distant kin is not viable in the face of the same scale of 
reg1 nal sc'lrcity (Cashdan 1983). 

The active manipulation of raw material as an expression of social identity is a symptom of 

an ever spiralling relationship between popuhtion. space and competition for that space, 

:md the resources it contains. Clear and unambiguous methods of signalling identity and, 

therefore, rights of access und rights of denial were required (Hodder 1979). The isolation 

. .. • • • . • .. . • • ., • I , 
. . . . . . . . . . . ·.; . . . . . . . . . . . 
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of raw material as style cannot be divorced from the wider regional context of interrelated 

demographic, economic and social shifts. In the specific case of Edgehill and Welgeluk we 

have to ask why raw material changed when it did, and if it signified a sociaJ boundary, to 

what was this identity being opposed? 

One signal comes from the in1.:reasing LSA archaeologicaJ visibility to the north of Edgehill, 

at sites such as I lighlands and Fairview (ca 4500 BP). This indicates that populations there 

had reached some equilibrium wirhin environmental hmits (')eacon, H.J. 1976; Robertshaw 

198,l) and that group fission into avail-1ble space was.-~.· • -:r a viable option for releasing 

demographic pressure. Firmer socio-5patial identities • .,, . M• .n response to these demo

graphic processes further to the north in the Cape Midlands. 

T he suggestion that raw material use at Edgehill, \Velgeluk and the CFB sites is stylistic 

requires further justification. f n these instances raw material can be isolated as an 'adjunct' 

stylistic attribute in the sense outlined by Sackett ( i 982). There is nothing in the properties 

of either silcrcte or homfels which makes them less suitable for manufacturing the range of 

LSA tools. Raw material, in this case, can be isolated as stylistic residue and in this sense 

does represent emblemic or iconographic style (Wiessner 1983b). Furthermore, the wide

spread regional move towards silcrete use and the timing of this in relation to demographic 

and economic trends suggests that it is consciously invested with social ider.tity. Also, the 

tran port and us~ of the material at Edgehill and Welgeluk, 40 km outside the natural range 

of the material's occurrence, reinforces th~ idea that it is being actively manipulated. 

The disjunct relationship between the s1lcrete so1.1rce on the Grahamstown Peneplain and its 

use at Edgehill a,1u Welgeluk raises the question of justifying the much higher cost of 

procuring silcrete and transporting it there. This is cspec:ally pertinent in the light of equally 

usable and locally available homfcls. Extravagance and high C<'"it are normal in the context 

of stylistic display~ Rational economics and optimal behaviour appear to be secondary in 

the face of the social information SI) Its tic behaviour seeks to impart. In Wiessner's words: 

.... .ther.; is li11le evidence in the anthropological literature that effi
ciency is an important consideration in identity displays. To the 
contrary, as can be seen m the ceremonial dress in many c,1ltures or 
in the amount we spend on fashion in our culture, such displays are 
oitcn extravagant, the resources and effort expended in stylistic 
di:;plJys being an index of ability and worth (W1essner 198 4: 193). 

I 
I 
I 
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The issue of efficiency and cost begs the question as to the mechanisms throu£'1 which 

silcretes were transported 10 E<lgchill and Wclgcluk. !30th lithic assemblages arc complete 

in the range of fom1al and non-frirmal elements showing that tool manufacture took place 

at these sites. Therefore, silcrete must have been transported as quarried and perhaps 

preliminarily reduced nodules. Would these have been transported in a general round of 

subsistence activities or as special purpose uips {a round trip of about 80 km) and can one 

di~tinguish between these archacc!ogicall y? 

Binford argues that " .. . procurement of raw materials is embedded in basic subsistcnc,. 

schedules. Very rarely, and the11 011/y when things Jwi:e gone wrong. docs one go out into 

the em:irc,nment for the express and exclusive purpose nf obtaini11g raw materials for tools" 

(Binford 1979:259; Binford's emphasis). More recently, Binford (Binford & Stone 

1985:152) states " ... one should not estimate procurement cost as if it was a di,cct cost 

incurred by an exclusive trip mauc to obtain matenals". While these statements make 

general good sense, they do not make sense out of the data currently at hand. Even if 

subsistence trips to the silcrete sources were undcrtal:cn, it still provides no logical 

explanation as to why hunter-gath~rers would transport materials 40 km when , .. ,e of local 

homfels would obviate transport of this additional burden. 

At face value, LSA silcrete procurement at Edgehill and Welgeluk was not embedded in 

basic subsistence sd1edulcs because there is nothing in the subsistence mix which can be 

isolated as specifically originating in the CFB. \V!iile this is trivial and obvious it could be 

arl j that more general scas()n:.tl scheduling would provide a limited silcrcte supply. Ot 

more importance lo this argument, however, is the narrow and utilitarian definition of cost 

a: d benefit. Cost cannot be measured simply in terms of immediate payoffs. Cost also 

involves a social element which contributes to medium and longer tcm1 social and economic 

payoffs. The little time spent on ~he fooo quest by the !Kung is only part of the effort n::quired 

to supply wider social needs. The daily balance is spent investing in social time which will 

Le realised in lhc future. 

To this end, ethnoarchacological studies on more complex hunter-gatherers off er alternative 

~rspcctives. Lithic procurement by Australian Aborigines app ... ars to have a variable set 

of controllinL factors l Gould & Saggers 1985 ). Differing contexts, both utilitarian or those 

wnh more soc10-.ind idcotcchnic aspects influence raw material procurement. At James 

Range East exouc h hie material is imported because it has better edge holding properties 

than local matenals Y.hile at Pu11ltJIJ,trpa exotic materials arc acquired even though they 

have ..... poorer edge hole.ling propc1 1cs than the local white chert, therefore a ~irnplc 
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technological explan:Hion could not account for the us'!. of exotic stone at Puntutjarpa" 

(Gould & Saggers 1985: 120). In this case, the important factor in lithic procurement was 

found to be the relationship between inale orientated special purpose trips to known quarries 

which are important sacred sites associated with dream time tracks: "One of the outstanding 

attributt.!S of the ethuographically known desert Aborigines was their willingness to make 

long trips for the primary purpose of visiting sacred sites and of meeting with members of 

the patrilineages controlling those sites" (Gould & Saggers 1985:122). I use this example 

not to draw a direct comparison but to point out that silcrete procurement at Edgehill and 

Welgeluk could be seen in purely social terms in keeping with its use as a stylistic marker. 

While its procurement may be immediately inefficient, longer term benefits would accrue 

from the social structure, its use as a group symbol providing balance to immediate costs. 

Although it is speculative, an area of social identity can be defined which included the 

highlands of the eastern extension of the CFB at the core, the adjacent coastal forelands and 

coast to the south, and the subtropical fringe reaching down to the Great Fish River in the 

east, north and north-west. I suggest a regional plateau of silcrete use which defined a 

socio-spatial area which was actively instituted at about 5000 BP. The edges of the area 

will be marked by a sharp drcp-off in the defining style attributes, " ... that cannot be explained 

by normal distance decay f.tll off or by an environmental, functional adaptation" (Hodder 

1979:452). This expected drop-off is best illustrated by examining a south-to-north raw 

material transect originating at Uniondale and ending at Fairview in the Wintert"lerg. 

As already discussed silcrete use at Edgehill and Welge1uk does not reflect local availability. 

There is no correspondem.e between the proposed social boundary and the,, distribution of 

raw material. On the basis of the 'plateau' suggestion, it is proposed that the drop-off in 

silcretc use occurred somewhere in the area of Edgehill and Welgeluk. This is hinted at in 

Figure 5.31. If Uniondale is taken as an approximate source point for silcrete, it is clear that 

the percentage raw material decay at Edgehill, some 40 km from the source, is minimal. 

The perce11tage use of silcrete at the source and on the proposed periphery was very similar. 

If this decay model is extended to Fairview, a furti1er 50 km to the north of the source, the 

picture is very different had the decay lines been extended. Silcrete use at Uniondale and 

Edgehill in the ca 4000 to 4500 BP deposits ranged between 80, -190% (chips and scrapers) 

while at Fairview silcrete is barely visible ( 1,2% for the whole assemblage; Robertshaw 

1984:65). Silcrete in this case was actively m~.;.;pulated beyond the limits of its natural 

availability to communicate social and spatial identity. 
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The manipulation of raw material as st) lbtic 1s inseparable and is closely correlated with 

the economic intensification outlined ah~, :. In terms of the general n k reduction theme 

the style area represented by the distribution of silcrete represents the nexus of risk pooling, 

which is considerably more structured and pernaps smaller in comparison to the deposits 

represented by the homfels 1ssemblage which is seen as a time of more expedient use of the 

landscape by pioneer populations. 

The choice to use raw material as a symbol of social identity is ~xtremcly powerful when 

this attribute is comoined with the social relations 01 pr0duction which arc deeply imbued 

in the use of specific tool types. San arrows arc exchanged among hunters as a function of 

the rule!- concerning meat distribution where even um,1Jccessf ul hunters participate equally 

(Wi'!ssner 1977; Lee 1979). "Socially, poht1cally, and economically, San arrows have 

~reater 11npon th.in nny o:her single San artefact" (W1essner l 983b:261; Wadley 1987). 

Am·fact~ whicl: c·ur; tnforrnation concerning social strategy will be heavily invested in 

st: lisfr·1!1y. In the cmH,llf ,liscussion arrows would also be important in the maintenance 

of boundaries because animals which escape after being shot may die still bearing the 

projectile of the hunter. Other San finding the animal can identify the affiliation of the arrow 

and determine the possibility of boundary transgression (Wie!i!iner 1983b). If we atsume 

that segments were used as projectile points the contrast between, and visibility of, segments 

made from silcrete and homfels would function very well in identifying social affiliation 

and variations in social and l.!COn"mic rc!ations of production. 

The question of expedient Vl.!rsus curated tools 1s of interest when the combination of tool 

type and raw material is examined further. In all formal tool types, with the exception of 

adzes, silcrcte is the dominant material used after the hypothesised establishment of the 

boundary. Tools, particularly segments, which actively c~, v information about social 

strategy carry the most amount of style. Adzes, though, continue to be made from homfels 

pebbles. In 1his instan~e. the nature and form of the hornfels overrides the shift to use 

s1lcret We ca. speculate that the social import.ml· 0f the tasks to which adzes were put 

are no, 1.1f the san.e status or prestige and do not carry che same sc·ctal weight as those using 

projeclt!c. • 1irw. 

It is sugg1•c;ted b" : 1a: e1 ancl Parking ton ( 1981) that the increasing importance of adzes in 

tht. later Holocene re: ·ct•. tluough a linkage between woodworking and digging stick 

manufacture and maintc11 H !~--- , :m incre1sing LSA subsistence emphasis on undergrvund 

pl:JcH .,.uds. Compared to 11111:11.' :1lant foud ~ollecting carries less social importance than 

hunting .ind this ls r.::fl JCll.!d in the st,a:-?ng of su1.. 1 resources only within nuclear family units 

I -'. • • , 

-- - - ; -- -- -- -
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(Lee ! 0 79). The technology involved in plant food related activities will, therefore. be more 

expedient. Thus locally available homfels would be used. Silcrete scrapers used for hide 

dressing and clothes manufacture (Deacon & Deacon 1980) and silcrcte backed bladele1s 

and borers used perhaps '"or projectile points and bead manufacturing tools are all used for 

the manufacture of artefacts which c.1rry more widespread social implications. 

RAW MATERIAL, AGGREGATION AND DISPERSAL 

The context of the raw material shift at Edgehill could also record changing use of the site 

and the immediare environs from that of a dispersal phase camp to that of an aggregation 

phase camp. During San aggregation phases larger groups ot people require that social 

behaviour and convention be controlled and formal (Lee 1979; Wadley 1987). Social 

interaction during aggregation intensifies along wtth gift manufacture, gift giving and the 

establishment and maintenance of reciprocal ILtaro t1 pe partners which this implies. Formal 

behaviour during aggregation results in a wider range of artefacts which carry information 

about s,dal strategy (prcjectile points for hunting and ostrich eggshell beads for hxaro gifts) 

than ir, c ,:;persal camps. Aggregation assemblages also have a high curation value (Wadley 

1987). In contrast the expcdirnt nilture of material culture at dispersal private phase camps, 

predicts that lithic raw material will he locally collected. This possibililty is touched upon 

in :1e di.)r Jssion of adz.!s versus other tool types. Wadley (1987) has built raw mater iJI 

diffcrenc~s imo her model of aggregation and dispersal for the Holocer.e LSA archaeology 

of the Magaliesberg in the Transvaal. At the dispersal site of Cave Jam~s, stone tools are 

made from local stone while tools from the aggregation site of Jubilee Shelter are manufac

tured from exotic raw materials. The precise relationship between aggregatlOn and exotic 

rav, material is not explicitly drawn but reference is made to a need for srecial purpose rock. 

For the 5500 to 50JO BP LJsal units at Edgehill with local hornfels used, the Wadley model 

predicts an expedient technology, and, therefore, signifies the use of Edgehill as a dispersal 

camp at that time. Conversely, the importation of exotic silcrctes would indicate a change 

to the use of the site as an aggregation camp. This suggestion for both the Edgehill and 

Welgeluk sequences has some ut,!ity. But while raw material change may be indirectly 

I inked to dispersal/aggregation sh ifls, it is argued below that this correlation is best examined 

through changes in artefact types, both lithic and non-lithic, and thelT ;, 'ltJency occ.::urrence 

and that the prime purpose of the raw material shift is for social identity purposes. 

In fact, investigation of this raw material/aggregation-dispersal relationship in regard to the 

CFB sites raises a number of problems. At Uniondale, for example, the shift away from 
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chalcedonies and hornfels to silcretes would, on the basis of the local versus exotic raw 

material connection, imply increasing use of the site as a dispersal camp, quite the opposite 

to the inference at Edgehill. The same would apply to Wilton, whereas at Melknoutboom, 

the interpretation would logically be the same as for Edgehill. The same widespread event, 

therefore, would see some sites being used more as aggregation centres while at others .he 

trend would be the reverse. The synchronic use of raw material as an additional alnibute 

within the aggregation/dispersal model works for some sites in the Transvaal (Wadley 1987) 

but against a regional diachronic perspective provided by the eastern Cape sites the case is 

less plausible. 

In summary, it is postulated that a regional trend I wards silcrete use in the eastern extension 

of the CFB and its immediate surrounds can be isolated as an 'adjunct' stylistic attribute 

which carries information about developing LSA social affiliation in this area from about 

5000 years ago. It is suggested that .• 1;s shift signifies a predictable structure for both 

inter-and inl:a-group interaction, an interaction which becomes increasingly difficult as the 

regional social geography be.;omes "11Qre complex. The interpretation of raw material as 

signalling the development of social identity cannot be isolated from the broader trends 

visible in settlement, the implied demographic shifts related to these as well as the process 

of intensification. 

TOOL FREQUENCIES THROUGH TIME 

Chronologically, Edgehill, Wilton, Melkhoutboom and Uniondale overlap only over the last 

5500 to 6000 years. As has already been elaborated upon in Chapter Three, the terminal 

Pleistocene and early I lolocene tool assemblages referrable to the Robberg and All:v1ny are 

not present at Edgehill. However, where the sites do overlap, the assemblages and d .. nges 

in the frequency of tool types at Edgehill and Welgeluk bear a close resemblance to the 

changes noted at Wilton (Deacon, J. 1972), Melkhoutboom (Deacon, H.J. 1976) and at 

Uniondale (Leslie-Brooker 1987). This applies equally to the range of tool types, and their 

distribution through tune. 

Differences in the inventories between Edgehill and Welgeluk can also, for the most part, 

be accounted for by the different chronological emphases at the two sites. Rather than repeat 

a comp.u ison of the similarities in the lithic assemblages only the differences and points 

salient to the themes are discussed here (see Leslie-Brooker 1987 for an excellent exhaustive 

discussion of regional assemblage similarity). 
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Segment frequencies: functional considerations 

Examination of segment occurrence shows that at Edgehill and the CFB sites there is a 

distinct chronological emphasis on segment manufacture in the mid Holocene. This has led 

Deacon to regard segments as " ... a time controlled feature or a temporal type" occurring in 

higher frequencies between 7000 and 3000 BP (Deacon, J. 1974:17). Without the chrono

logical control provided by Edgehill and the CFB sites, the low segment numbers at 

Welgeluk are anomalous, given the occurrence of the site in the same habitat as Edgehill, 

where segment frequencies are extremely high. Segment numbers are low at Welgeluk 

because the time period during which segments were favoured is missing. Where the sites 

do differ significantly is in the frequency of certain types. Most signjficanl is the high 

frequency of segments at Edgehill between units 8 (ca 6000 BP) and 4 (ca 4300 BP). Here 

the percentage contribution of segments to the formal tool class goes as high as 42%. At 

Welgeluk the equivalent figure for segments only reaches just under 5%, while at Wilton, 

Melkhoutboom and Uniondale the figures are 15,1% (3F), 17,89% (R) and 19,8% (MB) 

respectively. Figures 5.32 and 5.33 graphically demonstrate the different percentages in 

relation to the other hafted tools in various CFB assemblages. 

Backed bladelet occurrence at Edgehill is out of step with segments, and the impression 

gained is that as segment frequency declines atter the mid-Holocene, backed bladelet 

frequency increases (Figs 5.32 & 5.33). This trend is demonstrated on a wider spatial scale 

by Janette Deacon (1982:383). The pattern is also similar at Melkhoutboom although very 

low sample size makes this inference difficult (Deacon, HJ. 1976: 196). At Uniondale, the 

temporal distribution of segments and backed bladelets roughly mirror each other (Leslie

Brooker 1987:110). Adzes at Edgehill ar ... absent in units 7 and 8 but show a clear inc-1rase 

in frequency above these. At Welgeluk adzes occur throughout, but are significantly absent 

in the pottery units 1 A and I B. At Melkhoutboom the presence of adzes from MB upwards 

is temporally identical to their distribution at Edgehill but at Uniondale adzes occur 

throughout the Holocene. 

Generally the distribution of tool types at Edgehill, Welgeluk and the CFB sites is very 

similar, but as already mentioned the frequen~y occurrence of segments at Edgehill is much 

higher than segment occurrence in the equivalent time at the CFB sites. (Figs 5.32 & 5.33). 

Relative to scrapers, segments account for between 30 and 55% between units 5 and 8 at 

Edgehill, compared to less than 30% at the otherCFB sites in theequivalentl· 1ted deposits. 

. . ' ' - I" " . 
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Differences in the frequency occurrence of segments between the CFB sites and Edgehill 

introduces considerations of both activity and/or ethnicity differences. Functionally, an 

established interpretation of segmt!nts, as well as backed bladelets, sees them as equivalent 

to p:-ojectile points (Clark 1959; Deacon, H.J. 1976) and consequently closely associated 

with bow and arrow hunting (Wadley 1987) I now discuss various perspectives on the 

subject and conclude that segmf'.1ts may well have been used as projectiles but that this doe, 

not discount their use in other tasks. 

At Edgehill the simple expectation that high segment numbers should correlate with larger 

amounts of bovid bone is met. At Welgeluk. however, the relatively large amount of bovid 

bone in unit 4B does not correlate with high segment frequencies. The absence of segments 

at Welgeluk can m pan be explained by the younger time range of the deposit<;. The 

segment/bone correlation at Edgehill suggests some circumstantial evidence for a greater 

emphasis on :iunting in the 4300 to 5500 BP units. Edgehill is occupied at least one thousand 

years before Welgeluk and although the sites are only 7 km apan the differences in habitats 

may have inf!uenced the decision to use Edgehill before Welgeluk. The high segment 

frequencies ~nd bone density, a lack of emphasis on riverine resources, low tool diversity, 

and the use of local homfels for their manufacture indicates a mo,e specific task orientated 

occupation whici1 may have been geared specifically to tile open habitats to the nonh of the 

site. The proximity of the site to the more open savanna habitats to the north may have been 

more suited to the strategies of the initial pioneer LSA occupants, than the closed habitat 

surrounding Welgelnk. 

At Edgehill, the combination of open grassland i11terspersr.d with bush clumps would allow 

~ clear shot as well as provide cover for stalking prey. TI,c eas,. vi ll-:-w and ar.ow hunting 

at Welgcluk, hi .. wev.·:-, may have been much reduc'!'' because of Its location in dense 

Subtropical Thicket. CITcumstantially, the vegetation coupled with the tcrr;torial browsers 

it suppons arc1.es f.~r a greater emphasis on traps anti snares rather than bo·.\· hunting. ·n1is 

scenario can be f• :, ihrr embellished if one ?Jds •o this .t1e possibility of mo1 ~ open hab::.!ts 

in the mid-lk 'ocene coincident in age to che seb.n-znt ricn Edgehill units. 

When other a.trnlJutes and factors conc"r:,:r ·etments are examined, the functional 

,nterpretation of ,1,esc toot as projectile P" , , is cnbnced. For example, :i• Uniondale 

metrical analysis of segmet 1s tends to ( ~ ... ,.,. te the presence uf nea,· idencical pairs 

(Le.lie-Brooker J9d7:164-8). Wi.h ''1e au . ..u presence and position ot mastic stah.s 

(:'P.acon, H.J. 1976), t: ese attributes combine to confirm the original obc;ervation by Clark 
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( 1959) that segments were hafted as a pair, back to back, to produce a composite projectile 

point. 

H0wPver, microwear trace examination on some of the Edgehill homfels segments, as well 

as \·1talcedony segments from Zimbabwe (Albany Museum Collection) indicates variable 

mic··o-dam.1ge more in keeping with segments used as small and delicate cutting tools 

t'penknives') (Binneman pers. comm.; see also Odell 1988:335). This damage is concen

trated at both ends of the segment points and is in the form of striations which run obliquely 

to the point and the unretouched edge. The action of running a blade through a sheet of 

paper is ~nalogous to the use implied by this analysis. The amount of developed damage 

nppears to exceed that which would result from a one-off? contact as a projectile with the 

body of an animal. An admittedly crude simulation of 'hunting' with arrows tipped with 

triangular paired segments, demonstrated the extremely poor penetrating power of this 

combination c.ompared to a bone point projectile (Binneman pers. comm.). This evidence 

does not discount the use of segments as projectiles but suggests that the tool could have 

been used for a number of differert tasks. A more detailed analysis of the ratios between 

scrapers and backed tools and the incidence of large mammal bone led Leslie-Brooker 

(1987:271) to conclude that there is no necessary correspondence between segments and 

hunting. 

Given !he pctential functional diversity of tasks to which segments could be applied does 

not necessarily render the correlation between relatively high bone frequency and high 

segment numbers at EdgehilJ entirely spurious. If segments were used as small knives then, 

along with scrapers. they could have formed a tool set used for leather preparation and 

clothes manufacture (Deacon & Deacon 1980). The correlation still holds but is less direct. 

Segment frequencies: social considerations and aggregation and dispersal 

A number of possibilities involving different activity emphases has been suggested to 

explain the hii2her segment frequencies at Edgehill compared to the other CFB sites. While 

activity er fference can be argued it i )t convincing. Employing a social context, it becomes 

fruitful to examine the high frequenc.,1 of segments and frequency changes in other t ols and 

r.mament5 as further social markers in a boundary c0ntext and particularly as indicators for 

c..!·-:nging site use between aggregation and dispersal camps. I now discuss Wadley's (1987) 

f'i'<:~tl ,•-: aggregation and dispersal and the archaeological predictions based upon the 

presea1ce of segments. I compare it with the data from Edgehill and conclude that high 

segment frequencies at Edgehill are a residue from expedient occupations and that segments 

were not curated. 
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The ethnographic; work done by Wiessner (1983b) has shown the importance of San arrows 

for signalling affiliation at the level of the band nexus and how arrows are manipulated for 

boundary definition. Hodder ( 1979) has also demonstra:ed that in the Baringo district of 

western Kenya, matenal culture patterning in border areas between tribes varies in response 

to, among other j)ings, popula ion dens it.. In borders wt: re population density is low, 

cultuf'.11 differences between tribes ·,ely low. Where high population densitie~ 

create competition for resourcrs Oe;!tw enucal economies ... material culture dicho-

tomie., are clearly expres<ied" (Hodder 1979:447). The high ~egment frequencies at Edgehill 

may be an ethnic marker bl1t this suggestion is highly speculative in the absence of any 

chronologically comparable assemblages to the north, the presumed area in which a target 

population would have lived. R1irview, in the Winterberg, has only two segments (Robert

shaw ~ 984:64), but the compaiison is spurious given that the the age of the sit1! 1s more 

comparable with Welgeluk and therr1ore low segment frequencie:; are expected. 

It must also be considered that the higher frequrncy of segments at Edgehill compared to 

the CFB sites is the result of different seasonal emphases. One can cite the ethnography 

here about how different San gr.1ups emphas;~.! bow and arrow hunting at different times 

of the year in response to environmental conditions, such as the availability of suitable 

poisons (Barnard 1979). This also rai5es interrelatec. issues concerning appropriate beha

viour during aggregation and dispersal and the artefactual predictions and expectations 

generated by these (Wadley 1987, 1989). 

Wadley (1987) has developed a model for the archaeological identification of aggregation 

versus dispersal sites. During dispersal (an informal 'privat.,' phase of San life during which 

households consist of small nuclear families: Silberbauer 1981; Wadley 1987), men pay 

little attention to hunting with bow and arrow, will snare game and even transgress traditional 

division of labour norms by gathering plant foods. In the formal phase of aggregation, the 

above behaviour is reversed. Low population in dispersal groups redul:es social tensions 

and the need for embedding social rules through ritual is low. Also, gift manufacture and 

gift giving is infrequent because people are out of touch with reciprocating partners. In 

aggregation camps, populations are high, ritual intensity increases and the manufacture of 

gifts for exchange with h.xarQ partners also increases. 

The archaeological recognition of dispersal camps rests upon the identification of expedient 

assemblages comprising low frequencies of tools and ornaments such as arrows and ostrich 

eggshell beads which underpin social relations. Raw materials will tend to be local. Wadley 

isolates several factors to account for such expedient assemblages. Firstly, and of particular 
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importance here is that pioneer populations tend L0 b.,. ~xpediently (disr,ersal) orientated. 

Secondly, an emphasis on territoriality reduces the leve! 0f hxaro type gifts. Thirdly, 

expedient assemblages may also indicate that the region was v •~ used for aggregation camps. 

In contrast, curated assemblages theoretically correlate with the use of a region as an 

aggregation area, implying that resource shortages and the associated -"tress is local and can 

be relieved through group movement to other territories so that aggregation episodes are 

either relatively long and frequent or both (Wadley 1989:49). 

Another key to Wadley's model is the ethnographic extrapolation of the ~ocial and ritual 

importance of San arrow and bow hunting during San aggregation phases and the material 

manifestation of this through the presence of segments. In otf"ier words, at aggregation sites 

artefacts closely associated with San social relations of production will be found in higher 

frequencies. In Wiessner's words, "Socially, politically, and economically, San arrows have 

greater import than any other single San artefact." (Wiessner 1983b:26 t ). On the other 

hand, the intorrnality of social conventio!'l during dispersal phases will create assemblages 

of a more expedient nature, in which the fr~uency of artefacts, such as projectile points 

and ostrich eggs .. ell beads, will be low. During this private phase the formality of materially 

expressing social re!ationships is relaxed. 

Wadley (1987), therefore identifies segments specifically as projectile points. Relatively 

high segment frequencies at Jubilee Shelter in contrast to their low to negligible occurrence 

at Cave James support the identification of aggregation and dispersal sites. In light of 

Wadley's model and on the basis of the high segment frequencies in the initial Edgehill 

occupations bet,veen 5500 and 6000 BP through to ca 4300 BP, this phase can be interpreted 

as an aggregation phase. Furthermore, all the CFB sites during this period have to be 

similarly identified as having been aggregation camps and that after the mid-Holocene all 

sites w..>uld increasingly have been used for dispersal camps. 

This diachronic dimension touches on a further aspect of Wadley's model. This is the 

identification of the mid-Holocene segme:it rich 'classic' Wilton as a period of environ

mental stress and low population density with high hxaro type gift giving and exchange. 

This is due to the need to establish and maintain intergroup contacts in order to maintain 

access to subsistence and reproductive resources. 

The correlation between the high segment frequencies at Edgehill and aggregation can, 

h1Jwever, be seriously questioned. This is particularly so when the broader assemblages in 

the initial homfels units are considered. As mentioned above, the use of local homf els would 
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be more in kec.ping with an expedient dispersal phase camp. Also, the diversity of tool 

technology 1s low and the subsistence evidence points to a rather specialised concentration 

on large mammals with negligible interest in riverine resources. The homfels JnHs, and to 

a certain degree the segmem ri--h units at Edgehill for the first I 000 )'ears of its occupation, 

are more in keeping with the exJX~dient occupation& of pioneer populations. 

More fundamental is the question why, if segments are curated tools, they were discarded 

in such high numbers at Edgehill. High discard is more in keeping with an expedient 

technology. On this ba:;is, one could argue that a decrease in segments after the mid-Ho

locene documents a trend towards an increasingly curated assemblage as more factors 

intervene, complicating discard and rates of discard. 

Furthermore, a curated technology or curated tool carries stylistic messages and invokes 

appropriate behaviour as it relates to social relationships and social production i.e. San 

arrows and hunting as symbols of social, religious and political strategies (Wadley 1987). 
The more social and stylistk messai;e an artefact carries usually correlates with a grea;er 

time investment in the manufacture of that artefact. This equation however, does not apply 

to projectiles. In the case of segments time invested in manufacture is low (Binneman pers. 

comm) and San arrows equally have " ... a short manufacture time relative to other San 

artefacts, and yet (are) rich in style" (Wiessner l 983b:26O). Although projectiles can be 

heavily invested in social relationships and social strategies, they need not necessarily be 

heavily curated. In the context of Edgehill, high segment frequencies provide no simple 

index of aggregation. This is particularly so when the ca 4500 BP occupations at Welgeluk 

are comprred to the 011.1er homfels units at Edgehill and those which are younger at both 

sites and the CFB sites. 

POPULATION INCREASE AND AGGREGATION INTENSITY 

If the first 1000 years at Edgehill can be characterised as having expedient, dispersal phase 

type occupations, in contrast the first occupation in unit 48 at Welgeluk provides all the 

criteria for an aggregation occupation. What criteria are used to identify unit 4B at Welgeluk 

as an aggregation phase? 

Already noted has been the relatively high bone mass in both basal units 4A and especially 

in 4B. This can be correlated with increased hunting and its significance is highlighted by 

the radical reduction in bone weight after unit 4A. Ostrich eggshell beads, incomplete beads 

and fragments are very high in 48 in marked contrast to units 4A and 3 above. The only 

r 
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decorated ostrich eggshell comes from 4B. Bead manufacture indicates gift giving ard alc;o 

h.xaro type exchanges. Bone beads and bone bead roughouts as well as decorated bone, 

ivory and carved ivory all occur in 4B and 4A. Ochre and limonitic nodule densities are 

very high in 4B in contrast to the units above. These materials, along with the relatively 

high numoers of ochre stained slabs and pieces can be correlated with ritual activity as could 

the one calcite crystal recovered from 4B which, in keeping with Wac!ley's criteria could 

be pan of a shaman's ritual kit Stone tool diversity is higla in 4B and includes the only 

bored stone recovered as well as two silcrete blades which have been retouched mto finely 

serrated edges, hence the name 'saw edged Oakes'. Above all, the distinctiveness of unit 

4B 's material culture is complemented by the presence of the burial complex. 

The material culture of unit 48 at Welgeluk is in sharp contrast to that in the units above. 

It appears that aggregauon occurred only for a relatively short time. A number of different 

interpretations can be made for this, the first and most obvious being that Welgeluk was no 

longer used for aggregation purposes because the centre moved elsewhere. The, levels above 

unit 48 can be interpreted as dispersal phase occupations. Resolution of the riata from 

Edgehill reveals that this site does not qualify as an aggregation ";•e and, in fact, little similar 

evidence of th~ kind from unit 4B at Wclgeluk is present in any pan of the Edgehill sequence. 

'" the marked dro? off in aggregation type matcrfal after unit 4B at Welgeluk does mark a 

shift in a regional aggregation cenue, then it is not possible to identify the site or sites at 

this star,e. 

A sec.,nd interpretation considers a combination of other data from Welgeluk and Edgehill 

and the regional picture allo ,ved with the other CFB sites. It is clear from Figure 5.34 that 

at Welgeluk lhe intensification trends noted above rapidly rise after ra 4000 BP (unit 4A). 

The s.ime 1s seen at Edgehill. It is the timing of this process which is the key, coming, as it 

does, immediately aftct the strong signals for aggregation ceased. This subsistence trend is 

interpreced as an index of decreased mobility, higher population levels and site occupation 

at any time of the year, or, more specifically, occupations which remain for increasingly 

longer periods into the winter mon!hs. Further more, there is C"nough evidence to infer that 

this subsistence trend is a regional process. 

On the basis of this, traditional risk management strategies tied to the social process of 

aggregation and dispersal become less viable lx!cause there is no longer sufficient regional 

heterogeneity between people and resources to allow group relocation. Resource or popu

lation gradients which would encourage mobility no longer e'l(ist. A social boundary such 

as the one argued for here becomes increasingly firmer suggesting that territoriality ::md 

. ' 
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group closure become emphasised. The !Ko encourage territoriality because of a uriform 

regional scarcity (Cashdan 1983) and it is argue<1 that the same principle operated in the 

eastern extension of the CFB. Scarcity is a relative concept and resources become critical 

or restricted only in relation to the number of people using them. In the eastern Cape the 

more benign and productive habitats allowed scarcity to be felt at higher population 

densities. 

Reference to scarcity and the social rc.,;ponse to it implies that LSA groups were under stress. 

This;,; explicit in both Wadley's (1987, 1989) synchronic aggregation/dispersal model as 

well :i~ its ai .:•:lation diachronic:.illy. In these instances stress is ecological and fluctuating 

intensities of ft, , ~ •ypc gifts, and especially artefacts which are associated with ritual 

activities, are see1•.; tin; material manifestations of social strategies employed to cope with 

ecological stress. In L, ughiin and d' Aquili 's (l 979:303) words, " ... ecological stress is 

defined perceptually und rog,1itively in terms of social disharmony, and their incidence has 

the effect of increasing, rather than decreasing, social cohesion and collective action -in 

large measurn through the medium of ritual". 

The character of unit 4B at Wf' lgcluk, as well as that from the mid-Holocene \Vilton 

assemblages in the CFB sites. \. ,:h " ... increased numbers of formal, stardardised tools. 

ar<ows and beads, jewellery, art, bone,1ork and leathcrwork" (Wadley 1989:49), 1s seen as 

an indication of slres:. between 9000 and 4500 BP. At this time drier and wanner conditions 

depopulatr,(l the southern African interior and LSA immigrations into the CFB and Cape 

coastal n·gions arl. believed to have rrquired intensive reciprocity and ritual in order to 

establish new alliances nnd networks. l1 nplicit in this are low population levels requiring 

more intensive networking to ensure suital-!e mates and social succour. 

While I agree that the mid-Holocene Wilton assl-mblages point towards ecological and social 

stress, I maintain that what is seen in the CF3 :rnd Cape coastal regions is a response to too 

many people and the increasingly complex social geography this brought about, and not too 

few. Unlike the interior, the Cape coastal areas were relatively intensively settled, and 

increasi1·t• l1 so through the Holocene. Them \in argument used to support this is tl.e timing 

of the intensification trend which follows immediately after the aggregation/ritual intensity 

of the mid-Holocene wanes. I suggest that the mid-Holocene assemblage~ demonstrate a 

marked declinr in fissioning opportunities for increased population levels Cl'mmensurate 

with an increased potential for inter-group conflict. Consequently, widespread co-operation 

and risk pooling networks begin to lose their rationale. 

/ . . . . 
- _· __ _:_ :_ __ . -~--- - ---------------- -- - - - - - -
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The mid-Holocene Wilton artefact/hxaro/aggregation/ritual nexus can just as easily be seen 

as attempts to balance contradictory interests based upon a desire to mamtam open recipro

city on the one hand and the need to" .. .limit external ties in order to husband resources" on 

the other (Gilman 1984: 122). Although widespread co-operation must still have been 

desired and needed, the artefactual intensity of the mid-Holocene is, I believe, a symptom 

that the " ... basis for it had become more problematical" (Gilman 1984:122). 

The decline m ornamentation after the .nid-1 lolocene does not necessarily indicate that stress 

i;; rt:ouced. lf SlT"':SS declined, intensification would not have taken place. I argue that the 

immediate response after the mid-1 lolocene was to channel this stress into intensification 

and tl1at this action indicates increasingly closed circles of mutual aid and alliance. 

Hitchccck (1982:251-52) observes this in his Tata River studies in Botswana. As compe

tition for residential and logistical space increases, " ... networks ~come more restncted and 

there is a shift from generalized to balanced reciprocity". In other words, in order to reduce 

coaflicting territorial or resource interests, groups " ... contract their effective-use territory 

by producing more from less land" (Brown 1985:208). 

Theoretically, the mid-and late-Holocene sequence in the CFB and cuastal regions is one in 

which the isomorphic fit " ... between social and cognitive models and the environment" 

(Laughlin & d'Aquili 1979:307-8) increasingly fails and a new strategy, which allocates 

risk to intensification arises. 

This interpret.it ion seems most suited to the I loloccne LSA record in the southern Cape and 

in the eastern extension of the CFB and immediate surroundings where hunter-gatherer 

population densities arguably far exceeded any elsewhere in the sub-continent. However, 

I also believe that what occurs here is not necessarily contradicted by LSA sequenr ~s 

elsewhere. For exomple, Wadley ( 1987) identifies Jubilee Shelter as an aggregauon site 

through-out its Holocene occupatio11 and Cave James as a dispersal site. The marked drop 

in Juaro-ty')<! material at about 4000 BP between unit 4A and those units above at Welgeluk 

is not seen at Jubilee Shelter. This suggests that inclusive, \.·ide rar,ging risk r~-duciion 

strategics, premised on low population densities and relattvely high mobility, continue in 

the later Holocene. The quantity of LSA ,.;ites and the intensity of their occupation in the 

eastern extension of the Cf·B and the southern Cape indicate consistently high and increasing 

LSA Holocene populations (Deacon & Thackeray 1984; Deacon & Deacon 1986; Hall & 

Binneman 1987). Intensification is a risk reducing strategy which is a response to this more 

complex social geography. 

' . 
---- - -- - -- - --- - - - .L 
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The same complexity, relating to populauon density, simply was not permitted by environ

ments elsewhere and, consequently, relatively open hxaro networks of the type implied at 

Jubilee Shelter and Cave James could and had to be maintained. The frequency of artefacts 

associated with aggregation and dispersal, hxaro and ritual rt!mains relatively steady, even 

in the late Holocene. In the even more marginal contexts of the San ethnography, the above 

would be even n " .oplicable. 

This interpretation requires that artefact patterns from 4000 BP at Welgeluk, Edgehill and 

the CFB sites be seen not so much as dispersal phase camps but rather, that the archaeological 

distinction between aggregation and dispersal becomes progressively blurred through time 

as mobi1ity reduces and the social strategies associated with it change. This would correlate 

with a reduced emphasis on residential mobility with groups increasingly emphasising their 

identity with specific places. After 4000 BP aggregation need not have been tied to specific 

seasons or undertaken repeatedly at set sites. Although speculative, the location of the 

silcrete sources on the Grahamstown Peneplain, from which regional social identity was 

derived, may have conferred upon the eastern extension of the CFB the status of a general 

aggregation area. It cannot be ruled out that coastal sites also functioned in such a way but 

this is outside the scope of this enquiry. 

Although the questionable quality of material from CFB sites excavated by Hewitt makes 

it of limited value, when examined in conjunction with the systematically collected data 

from Wilton, Melkhoutboom and Uniondale, it indicates no clear distinctions after the 

mid-Holocene between those with curated and expedient assemblages. At Hellsport a 

recent re-analysis, suggests a mid-to later Holocene date (pers. observation). Many OES 

beads, quartz and calcite crystals, worked bone and worked or unworked marine shell, 

particularly the sand mussel Donax serra, and many shale 'palette' pieces were recovered. 

The collection also comprises an ochre cache. Associated with this is an ochre stained Turbo 

'dish' and Turbo pendants of the same kind as recovered at Melkhoutboom (Deacon, H.J. 

1976:52 ff.), and some fine bone points. 

At Welcome Woods, where stratigraphic control is better, those layers deemed to date from 

the mid-Holocene preserve a similar range of items (pers. observation). The same can be 

suggested tentatively for Governors Kop, Middelkop Cave and Kritzingers Cave (pers. 

observation). Analysis of this material lends support to the possibility that after the 

mid-Holocene there is little to separate sites on the basis of curated versus expedient material. 

There is a general commonality in character for all these sites in the eastern extension of the 

CFB and the immediate surroundings. Most, if not all, these sites are also burial i::entres. 
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Thi; commonality is further emphasised with a nu nber of sh .ed stylistic indicators. 

Le~ lic...-Broolcer (1987: 14 7) has suggested that kasfJuga flakes are an isochrestic variant of 

wood\\ orking tools (adzes) and that their distribution as a stylistic marker has social 

correlates. It is perhap~ no coincidence that they are prominent in the sequences at Edgehill 

and Uniondale over th~-- last 4000 years and that their distribution roughly mirrors that of 

the silcrete plateau. 

Some of the burial grave goods at Welgeluk, such as small bovid metapodials and warthog 

tusks, appear to be inclusions which are specific only to that complex. However, small 

bovid metapodials and warthog tusks are prominent inclusions in the Middelkop burials as 

well, suggesting that these items are part of a regional style and symbolic tradition. Edge 

nicked Turbo pendants and shale 'palettes' may also be specific regional stylistic markers. 

The unique bone 'points' from Uniondale may have been markers at a ~maller social scale 

(Leslie-Brooker 1987). All this variability may illustrate the suggestion that relatively high 

population densities in core areas give rise to distinctive material cultural expressions 

(Hamell & Howell 1987). 

SUMMARY 

Aspects of raw material variability and tool frequencies suggest that site distinctions in terms 

0f curated/expedient and aggregation/dispersal criteria are not readily made after the 

mid-Holocer.e. Traditional nsk pooling strategies based, in part, around aggregation and 

dispersal were much reduced relative to that in the mid-Holocene. Fundamental to this 

interpretation is that populauon and group density in this area were relatively h:gh, both 

facilitating and forcing alternative strategies. I suggest that Edgehill and Welgcluk record 

a sequence of events which, based upon and linked through both artefactual and subsistence 

data, exemplifies a more widespread regional pattern. This pattern, for the pr.,-contact 

sequence, is summarised in four general stages. 

STAGE 1 

A period up to about 5000 BP during which population fission is permitted through 

available space and the increasing hetero-geneity of the landscape to the north of the CFB 

which comple-ments patch strategies. Specifically, the occupation of Edgehill is an index 

of this process. Social networks are widespread and open as represented through raw 

material diversity. Generally, the initial assemblages at Edgehill are charact!!ri!i:ed as 

expedient, emphasising the pioneer character of the population. 
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STAGE2 

Fissioning opportunities were low and the corresponding increasingly complex social 

geography requires a more predictable social structure to space. A territorial response is 

artively constituted. Silcrete is manipulated from about 5000 BP as adjunct style to facilitate 

this and pro"; ,. a predictable basis for intra-(within the style area) and inter-(across the 

boundary 'e area) interaction. The eastern extension of the CFB may be seen as 

the core , . .- _1le area, with the inland sites of Edgehill and Welgeluk falling on the 
periphery. 

STAGE3 

Population increase (Welgeluk occupied from about 4500 BP) coupled with greater com• 

petition for residential space firms ~oua1daries and the basis for widespread alliance and 

interaction becomes problematical. The isomorphism between social and economic models 

and reality begins to break :fown and attempts to maintain congruence are made through an 

intensification of ritual, gift-giving and traditional aggregation and dispersal strategies. 

STAGE 4 

Throughout this period mobility options were even more restricted and the basis of risk 

reduction through mobility is no longer viable. The social stress created through the 

contradiction between increasing ~edentism and impeded mobility is mediated by expansion 

of the niche breadth and intensification of resources, a process which picks up pace from 

about 4000 BP. During this period tokens of alliance and interaction reduce and the 

distinction between sites with curated versus expedient assemblages breaks ,wn. It is 

suggested thar throughout this sequence of events groups identify strongly wjth specific 
places on the landscape. 

Aspects of the interpretations given above now allow for the examination of the role of 

Holocene LSA burial as a reflection of economic and social structure. 
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Table 5.1. Edgehill: frequencies and percentage frequencies 

of raw materials used in the waste, utilised and 

formal tool classes 

OMITS 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CLASS KATHIAL 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 Total -------------------------------------------------------------------------------TOTAL Quarta f 238 748 1025 157 39 252 887 582 3926 NASTK l 5.2 14. 2 23.7 3 . 4 0. 7 4, 1 16. 1 19. 5 10.0 SADdstone t 2697 1650 1336 1117 2122 2014 1583 1571 14090 l 38.7 31. 3 30.9 24.3 35.9 32.4 28.7 52.7 33.4 Silcrete f 1629 2155 1441 2851 3234 3387 847 211 15735 l 35.7 40. 9 33.3 81.9 54.7 54.1 15.4 7. 1 39.9 Bornfels f 917 718 522 475 429 542 2099 564 6264 I 20.1 13. 6 12. 1 10.3 7.3 8 . 7 38. 1 18. 9 15. 9 Cbalcedo117 f 0 1 0 0 0 2 8 14 25 l 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0. 1 0.5 0. 1 Chert f 16 0 4 5 78 12 63 33 211 l 0.4 0.0 0.1 0.1 1. 3 0.2 1.1 1. 1 0. 5 '2uartaite f 0 0 0 0 9 30 25 5 69 I 0.0 0. 0 0. 0 0.0 0. 2 0.5 0. 5 0.2 0 . 2 Total f 5495 52"/0 4328 4605 5911 6219 5512 2980 40320 Nute u I of totd 11.8 13. 4 11. 0 11. 7 15. 0 15.8 14. 0 7 . 6 95.1 Naste/bucket 32.3 122.6 89 . 2 129. 7 83.9 143. 0 143.2 77 . 4 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------TOTAL Quarta t 3 5 2 4 0 3 0 1 18 OTILISKD l 3 . 7 7.9 13. 3 13. 8 0.0 6 . 1 o.o 9 . 1 5 . 9 Sandstone f 1 3 2 0 0 4 1 4 15 I 1.2 4. 8 13.3 0 . 0 0. 0 8.2 4 . 0 36.4 5.0 Silcrete t 55 46 9 18 28 39 s 0 199 I 85.9 73.0 60. 0 62.1 96 . 6 81.6 20.0 0. 0 66.0 Bornfels f 24 6 2 7 1 2 19 9 10 I 29.3 9 . 5 13. 3 24.1 3.4 4. 1 76.0 54.5 22 . 1 Chert f 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 I 0 4.8 0.0 0. 0 0.0 0. 0 o.o o. o 1.0 Total f 83 62 15 29 29 48 25 14 305 utilised as I of total 27.1 20.8 5.0 9 . 6 9.6 16.2 8.3 3 . 6 0.7 Otil fred /bucket 0.0 1. 5 C.3 o.~ 0.3 1. 1 0. 6 0.3 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------TOTAL Quartz f 6 9 8 11 4 3 0 2 41 FOIUIAL I 2. 0 3. 3 2 . 9 3. 9 1. 7 1. 5 0.0 2. 4 2.4 Sandat.one f 14 1 2 7 2 1 0 4 32 I 5.n o.~ 1.0 2 .5 0.9 0.5 0.0 4.8 1. 9 SUcrete f 24f 235 182 235 208 172 41 35 1350 I 8J.4 87.1 87 . 8 86.4 90.5 86.5 24.7 44.0 79.0 Bornfels t '.33 24 17 20 14 22 113 37 277 I 11 J 0.2 8.1 1 . 2 6.5 11. 0 73.3 44.0 16. 1 Chert f 1 0 1 0 1 1 3 4 11 I 0 .. ; o.o 0. 5 0.0 0.4 0. 5 2. 1 4.8 0.6 Total f !!lf3 269 2011 269 227 199 157 62 1709 for-1 aa X of total 17. o 15.8 12. 2 16. 2 13. 4 11.8 8.5 4.9 4. 2 l'orMl /bucket 2 . 1 8.3 4.3 7.9 2.5 4.8 3.8 2.2 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

. , . . . . .. . . 
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Table 5.2. Edgehill: frequencies and percentage frequencies of 

raw materials used in the waste tool type~ 

UHITS 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CLASS MATIRIAL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Tot.al -------------------------------------------------------------------------------CHIPS Quart& f 42 155 275 30 12 P! 324 176 1145 

' 12.8 28 . 8 44.3 5 . 9 1.1 9 . 4 30.8 30. 4 18. 7 Sandstone f 122 73 122 29 241 364 221 284 1436 

' 36.5 12.5 19.6 5.7 22.9 26.2 21. 0 45.6 23.5 Silcrete f 141 268 148 422 692 807 188 39 2683 ' 42.2 48.0 23.5 83 . 2 85.8 58.1 16. 0 6.7 13. 0 Bornfels f 29 88 78 26 85 85 324 84 797 ' 8 . 7 14.8 12.6 5. 1 8.1 8.1 30.8 14. 5 43.9 Chert f 0 0 0 0 21 1 16 15 53 I 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 0. 1 1. 5 2.8 0.9 Quartaite f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 Total f 334 582 621 507 1051 1388 1053 579 6115 Chips as I ot •aste 0. 8 1. 4 1.5 1. 3 2.6 3.4 2.6 1. 4 15.2 Chips/bucket 2 . 4 13.5 12 8 14.3 11.4 31. 9 27.4 15. 0 ----------------------------------------------------------------- -----------CHtlNl'.S Quartz f 10 129 198 26 7 25 85 198 738 I 5 . 4 15. 8 29.9 4 . 4 1.1 4. 3 20. 1 41. 2 13. 4 San<btone f 930 350 267 245 300 354 190 206 2842 I 71.7 42. 7 40 . 3 41.8 46.2 60.6 45. 0 42.8 51. 7 Silcrete f 127 164 120 186 284 163 40 21 1105 I 9.8 20.0 18. 1 31. 7 43 . 8 27.9 9 . 5 4 . 4 20. 1 Bornfels f 170 176 78 •21 55 39 102 50 797 I 13. 1 21.5 11 .8 21. 7 8.5 8 .7 24.2 10.4 14. 5 Chalcedony f 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 I 0.0 0.0 0. 0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 Chert f 0 0 0 2 3 0 3 3 11 I 0.0 0. 0 0. 0 0.3 0.5 0 . 0 0 . 7 0.6 0.2 Quartzite f 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 6 I 0.0 0. 0 0.0 0 . 0 0. 0 0.5 0 0.8 0 . 1 Total f 1297 819 663 586 649 584 422 481 5501 Chw:w, el of •a.ate 3 . 2 2 . 0 1.6 1. 5 1.8 1.4 1.0 1. 2 13 . 6 Cbunta/bucket 9.2 19. 0 13. 7 18. 5 7.0 13. 4 11. 0 12. 5 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------CORIS Quartz f 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 4 I 0.0 0.0 5.3 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 5 . 0 0.2 Sandstone f 10 4 9 10 10 6 13 4 68 ' 11. 2 8.9 15.8 14. 9 10.5 10.2 25.0 20. 0 13. 3 Silcrete f 58 46 40 50 81 43 9 4 331 ' 65.2 79.3 70. 2 74.8 85.3 72.9 17.3 20.0 66 . 6 Bornfels f 20 8 5 7 4 10 28 11 93 I 22.4 13.8 8.8 10. 4 4.2 18. 9 53.8 55.0 18. 7 Chert f 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 I 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1. 9 0.0 0 . 4 Quartzite f 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1. 9 0 . 0 0.2 Total f 89 58 57 67 95 59 5Z 20 497 Cores as ' of •aste 0.2 0. 1 0. 1 0.2 ,. . 2 0.1 0. 1 0. 1 1. 2 Cores /bucket 0.6 1.3 1. 2 1.9 ,. 0 1. 4 1. 4 0.5 ------------- ------------·-----------------------------------------------------
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Table 5.2. Continued 

----------------------------------- -------------------------------------------
CLASS MATDIAL 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 Total 
------------------------------------------------------------------·------------
rLaos Quarta f 124 464 549 101 20 94 478 207 2037 

" 3 . 3 12.3 18. 4 3.0 0.5 2.3 12. 1 10. 9 7.3 
Sa~tooe f 1625 1218 937 829 1569 1288 1158 1095 9715 

" 43 . 9 32. 2 31.8 24.6 38.4 31. 0 29 . 2 57 . 8 34.8 
Sllcrete f 1259 1663 1118 2138 2149 2328 628 145 11416 

" 34.0 43.8 37.7 83.2 52.6 56 . 0 15. 9 7.7 40. 9 
Boro.fel• f 682 443 359 31~ 2e2 407 Ul27 417 4527 

" 18 . 4 J 1. 7 12. 1 9.~ 8.9 9. 8 41.1 22. 0 18.2 
CbalcedoD.T f 0 1 0 0 0 2 8 14 23 

" 0.0 0. 1 0. 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 1 0 . 2 0. 7 0 . 1 
Chert t 15 0 4 2 54 11 43 15 144 

" 0.4 0. 0 0. 1 0. 1 1. 3 0. 3 1. 0 0. 8 0 . 5 
Quartaite t 0 0 0 0 9 27 24 1 81 

" 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 J.2 0. 8 0.8 0. 1 0.2 
Tot.al r 3705 3777 2967 3371! 4083 4157 3982 1894 27923 

'1ab• U1 " of waste 9 . 2 9.4 7. 4 8 . 4 10. 1 10. 3 9 . 8 4. 7 69.3 
flabs/bucket 28 . 2 87 . 8 81.2 95 . 2 44. ' - 95.8 102. 9 49. 2 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------BLADIS Quarta f 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 

" 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 6 . 5 0. 0 0.0 0.7 
Saodatooe f 10 7 1 4 2 2 3 2 31 

" 14. 3 20.6 5.0 6 . 0 6 .1 6.5 13. 0 33.3 10.9 
Silcrete f 44 24 17 57 28 26 2 2 200 

" 62.9 70.6 85.0 85.1 84.8 83.9 8.7 33.3 70.4 
Boro.fela f 16 3 2 5 J 1 18 2 50 

" 22.9 8.8 10.0 7.5 9. 1 3.2 78.3 33.3 17. 6 
Chert f 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

" 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 0. 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0. 4 
Tot.al f 70 34 20 67 33 31 23 8 284 

Bladea as s of •-te 0.2 0. 1 0 . 1 0.2 0. 1 0. 1 0.1 0. 1 0.7 
Blades /bucket 0 . 5 0. 8 0 . 4 1. 9 0 . 4 0.7 0. 8 0 . 2 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tot.al f 5495 5270 4328 4605 5911 6219 5512 2980 40320 
·••te - " of tot.al 11.8 13 . 4 11 11. 7 15 15. 8 14 7 . 8 95 . 1 

Haste/bucket 32.J 122. 8 89.2 129. 7 63 . 9 143 143. 2 77 . 4 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 5.3. Edgehill: frequencies and percentage frequencies of 

raw materials used in the utilised tool types 

OMITS 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CLASS IIATIRIAL 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 Total 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
OOTIL6 Quart.& f 3 3 1 4 0 2 0 1 14 
ICAILLKS I 7.3 25. 0 14. 3 57. 1 o.o 50. 0 0. 0 20.0 

Sandatone f 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 3 
I 2.4 0.0 14. 3 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 20.0 

Sllorete f 20 4 3 0 1 1 0 2 31 
I 48.8 33.3 42.9 0.0 100.0 25.0 0.0 40.0 

Bornfels f 17 3 2 3 0 1 1 1 28 
I 41. 5 25. 0 28. 8 42.9 0.0 25.0 100.0 20.0 

Chert f 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
~ 0.0 18.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 

Total f u 12 7 7 1 4 1 5 78 
Outil.s as I of •• retouch 13.4 3.9 2.3 2.3 0.3 1. 3 0.3 0.4 25. 6 

Outile/bucbt. 0.3 0.3 0. 1 0.2 0.1 0. 1 0.1 o. 1 
-------------------------------------------------- ·---------------------------OTILISID Quart.a f 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 
fLADS I 0.0 2.0 12.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 

Sandstone f 0 2 l 0 0 3 l 2 9 
I 0.0 '. 1 .2.5 0.0 0.0 8.6 4.3 33.3 4.3 

Silcrete t 29 42 8 18 27 31 5 2 180 
I 80.6 85.8 75.0 81.8 96.4 88.6 21. 7 33.3 77.3 

Bornfels f 7 3 0 4 1 1 17 2 35 
I 19. 4 8.1 0.0 18. 2 3.8 2.8 74.0 33.3 16. 9 

Chert t 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
I 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.5 

Total t 36 49 8 22 26 35 23 6 207 
o·nues as I of ■•retouch 11. e 16. 1 2.8 7.2 9.2 11. 5 7.5 2.0 87.9 

flakes/bucket 0.3 1. l 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.8 0.8 0.2 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------OTILISID Sandatone t 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 
BLADKS I 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11. 1 0.0 0.0 10.0 

Silcrete t 6 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 14 
I 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 88.9 0.0 o.o 70.0 

Bornfels f 0 G 0 0 0 0 l 3 4 
I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 20.0 

Total f 6 1 0 0 0 9 1 3 20 
O"blades .- I of ■•retouch 2.0 0.3 0.0 ').0 0.0 3.0 1>.3 1.0 6.6 

Ot.ilieet blad-/bucbt 0. l 0.1 0.0 0. 0 0.0 0. 2 0.1 0.1 
--------------------------------------------------------------·-----------------
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Table 5.4. Edgehill: frequencies and percentage frequencies of 

raw materials used in the formal tool types 

OMITS 
-------------------------------------------------------- ·----------------------
CLASS lllTIRIAL 1 2 :: 4 5 6 7 8 Total 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-
SCR!0 1RS Quartz t 2 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 11 

" 1. 1 3 . 0 3 . 1 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 1. 3 
SaDchlt.ooe t 7 1 0 3 2 1 0 3 17 

" 4.0 0. 6 0.0 2 . 3 2 . 7 1. 8 0.0 6.5 2. 0 
SUcret.e t 158 157 125 118 67 43 15 27 710 

" 89.3 93 . 5 95 . 4 90.1 89 . 3 76 . 8 21. 1 58 . 7 83 . 0 
BornfelB f 10 5 2 10 6 11 54 16 114 

" 5.6 3. 0 l. 5 7 . 6 6.0 19. 6 76. 1 34 . 8 13 . 3 
Cbert. f 0 0 0 1.) 0 1 2 0 3 

" 0.0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 1. 8 2.8 0. 0 0.4 
Tot.al t 177 168 131 1: l 75 58 71 46 855 

Scraper., u " or foraal 12.8 12. 1 9 . 4 9.4 5 . 4 4.0 5.1 3.3 81.6 
Scrapers /bucket 1. 3 3. ~ 2. T 3.7 0. 8 ~-3 1. IJ 1.2 

-----------------··----------------------------~--------------------------------
1-&CDD Quartz f 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
BLADILITS " 1 8 0.0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 1. 2 

Sllcret.e f 14 30 12 38 48 18 I) 0 158 

" 7- . 8 85 . 7 100. 0 100. 0 94 . 1 94 . 1 0.0 0 . 0 91.3 
Bornfe!e f 1 5 0 () 2 1 2 0 11 

" 5.6 14. 3 0. 0 0 . 0 3 . 9 5 . 9 100. 0 0 . 0 8 . 4 
Chert f 1 0 0 :, 1 0 0 0 2 

" 5 8 0. 0 0 . 0 o. O 2.0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 2 
Tot.al f 18 35 12 38 51 17 2 0 1'13 

B'bladelete aa X of for-1 1.3 2.5 0. 9 2.7 3.7 1. 2 0. 1 0.0 12 . 5 
Backed bla1eleta/bucket. 0. 1 0. 8 0.2 1. 1 0.6 0. 4 0.1 o. o 

-----------------~------------------------- - - ---- ------------------------JIG:!INTS Quartt t 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 4 
X 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.1 0 . 0 1. 4 o.o 5.7 1. 5 

Sanchltone f 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 

' 9 .1 0. 0 7. 1 0.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0. 0 0. 0 0.7 
Siloret.e f 9 11 13 30 35 66 21 10 195 

" 81.8 100. 0 92.9 93 . 8 87 . 5 93 . 0 34 . 4 28.6 70 . 9 
Bo:·ofel11 f 1 0 0 1 5 4 39 19 69 

" 9. 1 0. 0 o.o ~. 1 12 . 5 5 . 6 63.9 54 . 3 25. 1 
Chert f 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 5 

X 0 . 0 0. 0 0.0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 1. 7 11. 4 1. 8 
Tot.al f 11 11 14 32 40 .r t 81 35 275 

11ec.eota u ' of for-1 0. 8 0 . 8 1. 0 2. 3 2.9 :>. 1 4 . 4 2.5 19. 8 
11eiraente/bucket 0. 1 0 . 3 0 . ., 0. 9 0.4 1. 8 1. '! 0.9 

-------·----------------------------------- -----------------------------------&DZIS &and.l!lt.one f 0 0 1 4 0 1 \} 0 6 
X 0.0 I). 0 7.1 28 . 6 0.0 33.3 0 0 I. ' 0 10. 2 

Sllcret.e f 4 ~ 0 8 l 0 !) 0 15 

" 40. 0 30. 8 J.O 42. 8 33. 3 : . fl 0.0 J. 0 25.4 
Borufe.le f 6 9 12 4 2 2 0 35 

" 60. 0 69.2 85.8 28 . 6 66.6 88 . 8 O.u 0. 0 82 . 7 
Cbert f 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

X 0. 0 0.0 7 . 1 o. o o. o 0.0 0 .0 0.0 1. 7 
Tot.al f 10 13 14 14 3 3 0 0 ,;~ 

• I 

Adzes aa s of for11al 0. 7 !>. 9 1.0 1.0 0.2 n.2 o.o 0.0 •. 3 
Adze11 fboacket. 0. 1 0 . 3 0 . 3 0.4 0 . 1 .,. 1 0.0 0.0 

------··------------------------------------ ------------------------------------
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Table 5.4. Continued 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CLAS$ IIATIRIAL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Tot.al 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SCBAPH SUcrete t 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 
ADi.lS " 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 100.0 0.0 0 . 0 o.n 0 . 0 100. 0 

Tot.al r 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 il 5 
S ' adzes as " of for.al 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0. 4 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.0 0. 4 

Scraper adaes/bucL4t 0 . 0 0 . 0 o.o 0 . 1 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 
-·------------------------------------------------------------------------------
BOORS SUcrete f 1 3 1 1 4 1 0 0 11 

" 100. 0 75. 0 100.0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 o. o 0 . 0 91. 7 
Hnrntels t 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

" o. o 25. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 o.o 0 . 0 8 . 3 
Tot.al f 1 4 1 1 4 1 0 0 12 

Borers 1111 ll o1 for-1 0 . 1 0.3 o. 1 0 . 1 0 . 3 0 . 1 0 0 0. 9 
Borers /bucll:e\ 0. 1 0 . 1 0 . 1 0 . 1 0 . 1 0 . 1 0 . 0 0 . 0 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
USOOGA Quart.a f 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
JLADS " 0 . 0 50. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 12. 5 

Silcret.~ f 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 

" 83.3 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.0 75. 0 
Horn!els f 1 0 0 0 0 I) 0 0 1 

" 16. 7 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.0 12. 5 
Total f 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 

IC. flabs as " of waste 0. 4 0 . 1 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 (). 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.6 
lasouaa flakes /bucket 0 . 1 0 . 1 0 . 0 0.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.0 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
tlISC. Quart.a f 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
RITOOCB ' 1 . 0 o. o 0 . 0 o. o 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.0 0. 0 o. 3 

S.rulstone f 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 

" 5 . 8 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 100. 0 2.~ 
SUcrete f 54 3 1 33 43 54 47 1J. 0 273 

X 72 . 0 86 . 0 92 . 0 90. 0 100. 0 92.0 48 . 0 0 .0 84. 0 
Bnrnfels f 15 5 3 5 0 4 12 0 44 

" 2 0 . 0 14. 0 8 . 0 10. 0 0 . 0 8 . 0 52. 0 0 . 0 13.5 
Total f 75 38 36 48 54 5 1 23 1 325 

ll'retouch u " of foraal 5 . 4 2 . 6 2 . 6 3 . !'i 3 . 9 3 . 7 1. 7 3 . 3 23 . 4 
Iliac. retouch/bucket 0 . 5 0 . 8 0 . 7 1. 4 0 . 6 1. 2 0 . 8 0.1 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

• . . . . ~ . 
. . ~~-~~~~~ 
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Table 5.5. Welgeluk: frr,11Jencies and percentage frequencif!s 

of raw materials used in the waste, utilised and 
formal tool classes 

---------------------------------------------- ----------------CLASS MATKRIAL 1A lB 2 J 4A 
-- ------ . ------------- ------ ------------ - - --- -- - -· --- ---- ·- ---- -4B Total 

TOTAL 
WASTR 

Quartz f 

" SanJstone f 

" Silcrete f 

Shale " f 

" Chalcedony f 

Chert. 

Other 

Total 
Waste as" of 

total 

" f 

" f 

" f 
grand 

2 
0.2 
732 

87.1, 
1,2 

f.O 
53 

fi. 3 
(l 

0 . 0 
6 

0. : 
~ 

(' . ::: 
8~l'? 

99.6 

2J 
0.5 

◄ 427 
86.1 

209 
4. l 
4 ~4 
8.0 

5 
0. 1 

64 
1. 2 

0 
0.0 

5 t1Z 

96. !, 
------------------------------· TOTAL 
OTIL. 

Quartz f 

" Sandstone f 

" Silcrete f 

Shale " f 

" Chalcedony f 

Chert " f 

Total 
Uti 1. as " of 

total 

" f 
grand 

0 
0.0 

1 
100.0 

0 
0.0 

0 
0 . 0 

0 
0.0 

0 
0.0 

l 

0.4 

0 
0.0 

4 
28.6 

6 
42.8 

3 
21. 4 

1 
7 . 1 

0 
0.0 

14 

6 . 0 

10 
0.2 

3857 
80. 7 

212 
4.4 
551 

11. 5 
0 

:_. 0 
151 
3.t 

() 

J . n 
4'ifl l 

t 
0.0 

6 
28 . 6 

7 
33.3 

4 
19. 0 

0 
0.0 

4 
19. 0 

21 

9. 1 

2 
0. 1 

4311 
77.9 
879 

15,9 
310 
5,6 

1 
0. 1 

24 
0. 4 

2 
0. 1 

5,)29 

') 

l,. (, 

0 
o.o 

0 
0 . 0 

18 
94 . 7 

1 
5.3 

0 
0.0 

19 

8.?. 

11 
0.2 

2244 
45.0 
2224 
4~.6 

499 
10.0 

2 
0. 1 

.J 

0. 1 
0 

0.0 
4985 

'15. 0 

l 'i 95 
12. 1 
-t 183 
28. 1 
7526 
50.6 

990 
6.6 
160 
1. 1 
190 
1. 2 

36 
0.2 

14880 

!841 
5. 1 

197 .>-1 
54.S 

11092 
30.7 
2817 
7.8 
168 
0.5 
440 
1. 2 
40 

0. 1 
36154 

95.7 
·- -------· ------- ·-

0 11 
~. o 1.s 

•I 8 
13.3 5.5 

19 122 
63.3 83.6 

7 2 
23.3 1.4 

0 0 
0.0 0.0 

0 3 
0, 0 2. l 
30 146 

11 
4. 13 

23 
9.9 
154 

66 . 7 
34 

14 . 7 
2 

0 9 
7 

:; . 0 
23! 

TOTAL Quartz f ------------------------------------------------------ -· ·------
13 0 63.2 0.6 

FORMAL " 
TOOLS Sandstone f 

" Silc~·ete f 

" Shale f 

" Chalcedony f 

Chert 

Total 
formal as" of 

tot,'1 

TOTAL TOOLS 

,. 
f 

" f 
srand 

0 
0.0 

0 
0.0 

0 
0.0 

0 
0.0 

0 
0.0 

2 
100.0 

2 

0. 1 

v 
0 0 

4 
10.0 

29 
72.5 

5 
12. 5 

1 
2.5 

1 
2.5 
40 

3.3 

1 
1. 5 

14 
21.2 
·25 

37.9 
18 

27.2 
0 

0.0 
8 

12. 1 
66 

5.4 

0 
0.0 

0 
0.0 
145 

97 . 3 
2 

1. 3 
1 

0.6 
1 

0.6 
149 

12.2 

l) 

0.0 
?. 

1.5 
224 

96 . 1 
6 

2 6 
1 

0.4 
0 

0.0 
233 

19. 1 

7 
0.9 

11 
1.5 
6!>5 

90.0 
37 

6.0 
1,~ 

1. 6 
6 

0.8 
728 

59.7 

.~ 
0.6 
31 

2 . 5 
11!78 
~ (!. 5 

68 
5.6 

15 
1. 2 

lR 
1. 4 

1218 

3.2 

840 5196 4868 5697 5248 15754 37603 
==~=~========================================================== 

. . ) . . . 
' . . 
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Tar!e 5.6. Welgci!lk: frequencies and percentage frequencies 

of raw m. tcrials used in thr. utilised tool types 

UNITS 
--------------------------------------------------------------CLASS KATIRIAL 1A lB 2 3 u 4B Total ------ -------------------------------------------------------OOTILS Quartz t 0 0 0 0 0 11 11 ICAILLIS l 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 52.4 28.2 Sandstone t 0 1 0 0 0 2 3 

' 0. 0 14. 2 0. 0 0 . 0 0.0 9 . 5 7.7 Sil-:rete f 0 2 0 0 2 6 10 l 0.0 28 . 6 0.0 0.0 28. 6 28 . 6 25 . 6 Shale r 0 3 3 0 5 0 11 l 0. 0 42 . 8 75.0 0.0 71. 4 0. 0 28.2 Chalcedony f 0 1 0 0 0 0 l 

' 0.0 14. 2 0.0 0.0 o. o 0.0 2.6 Chert t 0 0 1 0 0 2 3 l 0.0 0. 0 25.0 0.0 0. 0 9.5 7. 7 Total t 0 7 4 0 7 21 39 l of CRP 0.0 17 . 9 10.2 0. 0 17. 9 53.8 16. 9 CRP I bucket 0 . 00 0. 08 0.03 0.00 0.17 0. 19 -------------------------------------------------------------OTIL. Sanda tone f 1 2 5 0 4 8 18 fLAUS ' 100. 0 33. 3 33.3 0.0 22.2 8.7 12. 5 Silcrete f 0 4 7 0 13 81 105 l 0.0 86.6 46.7 0.0 72.2 90.0 73.0 Shale t 0 0 1 15 1 2 19 

' 0. 0 0.0 6.6 93.7 5.6 2. 2 13. 2 Chalcedon, t 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

' o.o 0. 0 o.o 8.3 0. 0 0.0 0 , 6 Chert f 0 0 2 0 0 1 1 

' 0. 0 o. o 0. 0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 0. 6 Total t 1 6 15 16 18 90 144 l of util flakes 0.8 4.7 10. 4 11. 1 12. 5 82. 5 62 . 3 util llakea/bucket 0. 01 0 . 05 o. 14 0. 16 0. 44 0.82 
--------------------------------------------------------------OTIL. 6&J1datone t 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 BLADIS ' 0. 0 100. 0 50.0 0. 0 0. 0 0.0 4.3 Si lcrete t 0 0 0 0 4 3S 39 l 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 80.0 100.0 84.8 Shale t 0 0 0 3 1 0 4 l 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 100.0 20.0 o.o 8.7 Chert f 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

' 0.0 0. 0 60.0 0.0 o. o 0.0 2.2 Total f 0 1 2 3 s JS 46 l of util blades 0. 0 2.2 4.3 8.S 10. 7 76 . 1 20. 0 util blades/bucket 0.00 0.01 0.01 0. 03 0. 12 0.32 ------------------------------------------------------------

. -~ -· . ~~ . . 
' . . •' . 
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Table 5.7. Welgeluk: frequencies and percentage frequencies 

of r~w materials used in the waste tool types 

OMITS 
--------------------------------------------------------------CLASS MATKRIAL lA 1B 2 3 4A 4B Total 
--------------------------------------------------------------CHIPS Quartz f 2 18 10 0 10 1628 1668 

X 0.8 0.9 0.5 o. o 0.4 17. 5 8.9 Sandstone t 22.4 1543 1386 1921 1015 1681 7750 
X 73.3 78.6 73.2 73.3 36.7 18.,. .41.2 SUcrete t 38 1.48 164 542 1445 570 2907 
X 12 4 7,5 8.8 20. 6 52.3 6. 1 15. 5 Shale f 37 215 255 145 292 5135 6079 
X 12. 1 10.9 13. 7 5.5 10.5 55.4 32.3 Chalcedony f 0 4 0 l 0 108 111 
X 0. 0 0.2 0.0 0. 1 0.0 1. 1 0.6 Chert f 3 36 71 11 1 119 241 X 0. 9 1.8 3.8 0.4 0.1 1. 3 1. 3 Other f 2 0 0 2 0 34 38 X 0.6 0.0 0.0 o. 1 0.0 0.3 0.2 Total f 306 1964 1066 2622 2763 9273 18794 X of chips 36.6 36.2 39 . 0 47.4 55.4 61.8 52.0 chips /bucket 2 . & 17. 4 17 . 2 26.3 68.2 85.0 --------------------------------------------------------------CHUNKS Quartz t 0 5 0 2 0 109 118 X 0. 0 1. 3 0.0 0. 8 0.0 16 . 5 6. 1 Sandotone t 112 344 300 195 106 217 1274 

X 99. l 93 . 5 90.0 82.6 59.9 32.9 67 . 5 Sllcrote t 1 10 2 38 62 287 400 X 0.9 2.7 0. 6 16 . 1 35. 0 43.5 21. 2 Shale f 0 2 18 1 7 21 49 X 0. 0 0.5 5.4 0. 4 3 . 9 3.2 2.6 Chalcedony f 0 0 0 0 1 14 15 X 0. 0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.6 2 . 1 o.c Chert f 0 6 13 0 1 9 29 X 0. 0 1. 6 3 . 9 0.0 0. 6 1. 4 1.5 Other f 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 X 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 0.3 0. 1 Total f 113 368 333 236 177 659 1886 X of chunk:e 6 . 0 19. 5 17. 6 12 . 5 9.4 35.0 5.5 ohunka /bucket 0.7 3 . 3 3 . 1 • 2. 4 4.4 6 --------------------------------------------------------------~ORIS Quartz f 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 X 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1. 7 0 . 9 Sandstone t 1 3 7 5 5 8 29 X 50.0 27.3 70.0 31. 2 33.3 13 .3 25.4 Sllcrete f 1 3 0 10 8 46 68 X 50.0 27.3 o.o 62.5 53.3 76.6 59.6 Shale t 0 5 3 1 2 1 12 X 0 0 45 .5 30.0 6.2 13. 3 1.7 10.5 Chalcedony f 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 X 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 o.o 3.3 1.T Chert t 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 • 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.0 3.3 1.T Other ,. • 0 0 0 0 0 0 • o.e 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 Total f 2 11 10 18 15 80 1U • of cone l. 7 9. 6 1 .8 H.O 13.1 52.6 0.3 cores /buolllllt 0.01 0.09 0.09 0.18 0.37 0.65 --------------------------------------------------------------

.. .. . 
. ' . . .. -.. . . 
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Table 5.7. Continued 

--------------------------------------------------------------CLASS IIATIBIAL u 1B 2 3 4A 4B "Total 
--------------------------------------------------------------nAIIB Querta f 0 8 0 0 1 58 61 • 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 1.2 O.t S.adlltona f 395 2527 21M 2113 1104 2289 11844 I 15.1 91.1 85.3 83.0 68.2 48.1 71. 0 Silorete t 2 40 •2 274 613 l ... 1970 • 0.6 l. 41 1.T 10.4 33.T •. 1 19.1 S .. le f H IN 285 15• 193 393 1210 • 3.t 8.7 l8.4 8.0 ,.a 6.4 8.8 Culoedon, f 0 1 0 0 1 341 38 • 0.0 0.1 0. 0 0.0 0.1 0.7 0.2 Chert t 3 20 87 13 3 55 181 • o., 0.7 2.8 0.6 0.2 1.2 1. 1 Otber f 2 0 0 0 0 5 7 • 0.5 0.0 o.o 0.0 o.o 0.1 0.05 Total f 416 2774 2540 2829 1985 4883 14987 • of flakes 2.8 18.5 18. 9 17. 6 13. l 31.1 39.7 flakes/bucket 2.5 28.3 23. 5 28.4 48.5 42.8 --------------------------------------------------------------BLADIS Quartz f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

' 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 Sande tone f 0 10 18 7 14 8 57 X 0.0 71. 4 72. 0 33 . 3 28.6 4.3 18.8 Silcrete f 0 1 1 11 30 176 219 

' 0.0 7 . 1 4.0 52.3 61.2 94.6 72.3 Shale f 0 1 6 3 5 4 19 X 0.0 7. 1 24.0 1-t. 3 10.2 2. 1 6.3 Chalcedony f 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 X o. o 0. 0 0.0 0.0 o.o 1.6 1.0 Chert f 0 2 0 0 0 3 !) X 0. 0 14 . 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 1. 6 16. 5 Other t 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 Total f 0 14 25 21 49 194 303 l of blades 0. 0 4 . 6 8 . 2 6.9 16 . 2 84.0 0.8 blades /bucket 0 0.12 0.23 0.21 1.20 1. 78 --------------------------------------------------------------CORK Quartz f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 RKOOCKO l 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 PIKCKS Sandstone f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X :>. 0 0.0 0 . 0 o.o 0. 0 0.0 0.0 Silcrete f 0 7 3' 8 18 33 65 l 0. 0 58 . 3 42.8 85.7 100.0 89.2 79.2 Shale f l 5 4 1 0 1 12 

' 100. 0 41. 7 57.2 14.3 0.0 2.7 14. 6 Chalcedony f 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 l 0.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 2.7 1.2 Chert f 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 l 0. 0 0 . 0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 5.4 2.4 Other f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0.0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Total f 1 12 7 7 16 37 82 ' of CRP 1. 2 14. 6 8.5 8.5 19.5 45. 1 0.2 CRP/bucket 0.01 0.10 0.06 0.07 0.39 0.34 --------··-----------------------------------------------------
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Table 5.8. Welgeluk: frequencies and percentage frequencies 

of raw materials used in the formal tool types 

UNITS 
--------------------------------------------------------------CLASS IUTIRIAL 1A 1B 2 3 u 
--------------------------------------------------------------4B . Tot.al 
SCRAPKRS Quartz f 

' Sandstone f 

' Sllcrete f 

' Shale f 

' Chalcedony f 

' Chert f 
l 

Other f 

' Total f 
X of scrapers 

scrapers /bucket 

0 
0.0 

0 
0 . 0 

0 
0 . 0 

0 
0.0 

0 
0 . 0 

1 
100. 0 

0 
0.0 

1 
0 . 1 
0.01 

0 
0.0 

1 
3.2 
26 

83.9 
3 

9.7 
1 

3. 2 
0 

0 . 0 
0 

0. 0 
31 

4.0 
0.3 

1 
3 . 2 

1 
3 . 2 

19 
61. 3 

8 
25.8 

0 
0 . 0 

1 
6.4 

1 
6.4 
31 

4.0 
0. 3 

0 
0 . 0 

0 
0.0 
95 

99.0 
1 

1.0 
0 

0 . 0 
0 

0. 0 
0 

0.0 
96 

12. 4 
1.0 

0 
0.0 

0 
0 . 0 
144 

98.6 
1 

0.7 
1 

0 . 7 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
146 

16 . 9 

6 
1. 3 

7 
1. 5 
430 

91. 9 
11 

2 . 4 
9 

7 
0.9 

9 
1. 1 
714 

92.5 
24 

3.1 
11 

1. 4 
7 

0.9 
1 

o. 1 
773 

62.8 
3 . 6 

1. 9 
5 

1.1 
0 

o.o 
468 

60.5 
4. 3 --------------------------------------------------------------BACKKD Sandstone f 0 

BLADKLKTS X . 0 . 0 
Silorete f 0 

X 0 .0 
Shale f 0 

X 0.0 
Chalcedony f 0 

X 0 . 0 
Chert f 1 

l 100. 0 
Total f 1 

X of backed b ·1ets 0. 6 
backed b ·lets/bucket 0.01 

0 
0.0 

0 
0.0 

1 
50.0 

0 
0.0 

1 
60.0 

2 
1. 2 

0.01 

6 
40.0 

2 
13. 3 

2 
13. 3 

0 
0.0 

5 
33.3 

15 
9.3 

0.14 

0 
o .. o 

9 
9.0 

0 
0.0 

0 
0.0 

1 
10. 0 

10 
6.2 
0. 1 

6 
3.7 
143 

88.8 
3 

1. 9 
1 

0.6 
8 

5.0 
161 

13. 0 

0 
0 . 0 
45 

100. 0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
45 
28 

1.1 

0 
0.0 
87 

98.9 
0 

0.0 
1 

1.1 
0 

0.0 
88 

54.6 
0.8 --------------------------------------------------------------SKGNINTS Silcrete f 

' Shale f 

' Chalcedony f 

' Total f 
l of so,iaenta 

aecaente /bucket 

0 
0.0 

0 
0 0 

0 
0. 0 

0 
0.0 
0.0 

0 
0.0 

1 
100. 0 

0 
0 . 0 

1 
2.6 

0.01 

0 
0 .0 

1 
100.0 

0 
0 . 0 

1 
2.6 

0. 01 

33 
84.6 

4 
10.2 

2 
5. 1 
39 

3.2 

------------------------------·--------------------------------BORERS Quartz f 

2 
66.6 

0 
0. 0 

l 
33.3 

3 
8.8 

0 . 03 

0 
0 . 0 

0 
0.0 

0 
0 . 0 

0 
0.0 
0.0 

31 
93.9 

2 
6 . 1 

1 
3.0 

34 
87 . 2 

0. 3 

' Sandstone f 
l 

Silcrete f 

' Shale f 

' Total f 
X of borerz, 

borers /bucket 

0 
0 . 0 

0 
0. 0 

0 
0. 0 

0 
0. 0 

0 
0.0 
0. 00 

0 0 
0 . 0 0.0 

1 0 
100.0 0 . 0 

0 0 
0 . 0 0 . 0 

0 2 
0.0 100.0 

1 2 
4.0 8.0 
0. 01 0.02 

0 
0. 0 

0 
0 . 0 

3 
100.0 

0 
0.0 

3 

1 
6.6 

0 
0. 0 

15 
83.3 

2 

1 
4.0 

1 
4 . 0 

19 
76 . 0 

4 
16. 0 

25 
2.0 12 . 0 

0.03 

0 
0.0 

0 
0 . 0 

1 
100.0 

0 
0.0 

1 
4.0 
0. 02 

11. 1 
18 

72.0 
0. 16 --------------------------------------------------------------

.., . . -• • I 
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Table 5.8. Continued 

--------------------------------------------------------------CLASS MATKRIAL lA 1B 2 3 4A 4B Total --------------------------------------------------------------ADZ~ Silcrete f 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 

' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 25.0 5.3 ,;, 0 Shale f 0 0 1 1 3 18 23 

' 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 75.0 94. 7 92.0 Total f 0 0 1 1 4 19 25 I of adze3 0.0 0.0 4.0 4.0 16. 0 76 . 0 2.0 adzes/bucket 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0. 10 0. 17 --------------------------------------------------------------KASOOGA San~stone f 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 iLAKRS I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 3.6 S!J ~~rete f 0 0 0 18 9 0 27 

' 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 90.0 0.0 96.4 To'•.al f 0 0 0 18 10 0 28 X of kasouga flakes 0.0 0.0 0.0 64.3 35.7 0.0 2.3 'uaouga flake/bucket 0 . 00 0.00 0.00 0. 18 0.24 0.00 --------------------------------------------------------------KISCKL. Sandstone f 0 2 7 0 1 4 14 BKTOOCB I o.o 33.3 53.8 0.0 3.8 4.0 8.3 Silcrete f 0 3 4 18 23 91 139 

' 0 . 0 50.0 30.7 100.0 88.5 91. 0 82.7 Shale f 0 0 4 0 2 4 10 

' 0.0 0.0 30.7 0.0 7.6 4.0 5.9 Chalcedony f 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 I 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.6 Chert f 0 1 2 0 0 1 4 

' 0.0 16.6 15. 3 0.0 0 . 0 1.0 2.3 Total f 0 6 13 18 26 101 168 I of •lac. retouch 0.0 3.6 7.7 10.7 15. 4 80.1 13.6 ■iec. retouch/bucket 0.0 0 . 1 o. 1 0.2 0.6 0.9 --------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 5.9. Edgehill: stone tool inventory 

IIASTt 
Chunks 
Chips 
Caret 
FlikeS 
Bl1des 

UTILISED 
Pieces esqu11les 
Uhlmd flakes 
Utilised blades 

Total f 

1 1 l l 1 1 l 1 1 total 

I waste 1 waste 
1297 21.6 819 15.5 bbl 15.3 586 12.7 649 10.9 584 9.4 422 7.6 481 16.1 5501 13.6 13.0 
m 6.1 582 II.I 1,21 14.3 507 11.0 1051 17.8 ll88 22.3 1053 19. I 579 IM 6115 15.2 14.4 
89 1,6 58 I.I 57 1,3 67 1.5 95 l.b 59 0.9 52 0.9 20 o. 7 497 I. 2 1.2 

3705 67.4 3m 71.6 2(167 68.S 3378 73,3 4083 69.1 4157 66,8 3962 71 ,9 1894 63.5 27923 bU 65.9 
70 1.3 14 0.6 20 0.5 47 I. 4 33 0.5 31 0.5 23 0.4 6 0.2 284 0. 7 0.7 

5495 100.0 5270 99.9 4328 99.9 4605 99.9 5911 99.9 6219 99,9 5512 99,9 2980 99.9 40320 95.2 

f uti I. 1 uti I. 
41 49.3 12 19,4 7 46.6 7 24.1 I 3.4 • 8.3 I 4.0 s 35. 7 78 25.4 0.2 
36 43.3 49 79.0 8 53.4 22 75.9 28 96.6 35 72,9 23 92.0 6 42.8 207 67.1/ 0.5 
6 7.3 l 1.6 0 o.o 0 0.0 0 0.0 9 18,8 I 4.0 l 21.4 20 1,,5 0. I 

------------------~------------------------------------------~---------------------------------------------------------------------
~3 99,9 62 100.0 15 100.0 29 101).0 29 100.0 48 100.0 25 100.0 14 99.9 305 100.0 0.8 

. ------------------------ c-----------------------------.. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FOl!"AI. f fortal I forul 
Scr1pers 177 5~.4 168 42.4 Ill 63.0 131 48. 7 75 33.0 56 28.1 71 45.2 46 56. I 855 50.0 2,0 
8acked bladeleh 18 6.0 35 13.0 12 5.8 38 14, I 51 22.5 17 8.5 2 1.3 0 o.o 173 10.1 0.4 
Seg1ents 11 3.7 II 4.1 14 6,7 32 12,0 40 17,1, 71 35.7 61 38.9 35 42.7 275 16.1 0.6 
Adm 10 J.3 13 4,8 14 6.7 14 5.2 J 1.3 3 1.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 57 3.3 0. 1 
~~raper adzes 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o • J 1.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 o.o 0 0,0 5 0.3 0. I 
oorers I 0.3 4 1.s I 0.5 I 0.4 4 1.8 I 0.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 12 0.7 0.1 
Kasouga f likes 6 2.0 2 1.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 0.0 0 o.o 0 0.0 8 0.6 0.1 
"isc. retcuch 7S 25.2 36 13.l 36 17.3 48 17 .8 54 23.8 51 25.7 23 14.6 I 1.2 m 18.9 0.7 

-----------·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
Tot.I f 298 99.9 m 100.1 208 100.0 269 100.0 227 100.0 199 !00,0 157 100.0 82 100.0 1709 100.0 u 
====================:::::::::2:::::::::$=======-======a=~====~=============z=============~:2::::z:1-~==:============================================::::: 
SPAND TOTALS 5876 5601 4551 4903 6167 6466 5694 3076 42334 100.1 
================•=•'~==============:~...,.~=:::;::::::::::::::::::::·t::::::::::::2::::s::::::::::::::2:::::::::::::::2::::::::::::::::s::::;::::============= 

. . 

t-,,) -.,. 

. 
I • 
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Table 5.10. Edgehill: densities of each stone tool type expressed as artefacts per bucket 

UNITS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

WASTI 
Chips/bucket 2.4 13.5 12. 8 14. 3 11. 4 31. 9 27.4 15. 0 

Chunks /bucket 9.2 19.0 13. 7 16.5 7.0 13.4 11. 0 12 . 5 
Coreff /bucket 0.6 1. 3 1.2 1. 9 1.0 1. 4 1. 4 0.5 

flakes/bucket 26.2 87.8 61. 2 95.2 44.1 95.6 102.9 49.2 
Blades/bucket 0.5 0.8 0.4 1. 9 0.4 0.7 C.6 0.2 

Waste/bucket 32.3 122. 6 89.2 129. 7 63.9 143 143. 2 77 . 4 

UTILISED Iv 

Outils/bucket 0.3 0.3 0.1 0 . 2 0.1 0. 1 0.1 0. 1 V, 

flakes /bucket 0 . 3 1. 1 0.2 0 . 6 0.3 0 . 8 0 . 6 0. 2 
Utilised blades/bucket 0.1 0. 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 2 0.1 0. 1 

Utilised/bucket 0.6 1. 5 0 . 3 0.8 0.3 1. 1 0.6 0. 3 

PORMAL 
Scrapers/bucket 1.3 3.9 2.7 3.7 0.8 1.3 1.8 1. 2 

Backed bladelets/bucket 0. 1 0.8 0 . 2 1. 1 0.6 0 . 4 0.1 0.0 
segaents /bucket 0. 1 0. 3 0. 3 0.9 0.4 1.6 1.6 0. 9 

Adzes /bucket 0. 1 0 . 3 0.3 0.4 0. 1 0 . 1 0.0 0 . 0 
Sciaper adzes/bucket 0.0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 1 0.0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 

Borers /bucket 0. 1 0. 1 0.1 0 . 1 0 . 1 0.1 0.0 0 . 0 
Kasouga flakes/bucket 0. 1 0. 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 0 . 0 
Ilise. retouch/bucket 0.5 0.8 0.7 1. 4 0.6 1. 2 0 . 6 0. 1 

Formal/bucket 2.1 6.3 4.3 7.9 2.5 4.6 3.8 2.2 
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Table 5.11 . Edgehill: the relative percentages of scrapers, 

backed bladelets and segments 

Onita D Scrapers Backed bladelets 

1 207 86 9 
2 159 77 18 
3 215 81 10 
4 209 63 18 
5 166 46 30 
6 147 40 12 
7 134 53 1 
8 81 57 0 

Segments 

5 
5 
9 

19 
24 
48 
46 
43 
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Table 5.12. Welgeluk: stone tool inventory 

--------=============================================================================-=-----------------------------
UNITS 1A 1B 2 3 4A 4B 
-------========================================================================-====-------------------------------

f I f I t I f I t ... t I X total .. 
------------=~==~==================~=======================================~===============--===------------======= NASTI 

ChWlli:9 
Chips 
Core■ 
Core red. pieces 
llaba 
Blades 

Total f 

O\'ILISID 
Pieces eaquillea 
Utilised flakes 
Utilised t.lades 

Total f 

f waste X wa~ne 
113 13. 5 368 7.2 332 6.9 236 4.3 177 3.6 786 5.2 2012 t.5 5.3 
308 36.8 1964 38.2 1886 39.0 2622 47.4 2763 55.4 9.:!73 61.8 18794 52.0 49 . 8 

3 0 . 5 11 0. 2 10 0.2 18 0.3 15 0. 3 81 0. 4 116 0.3 0. 3 
1 0. 1 12 0.2 7 0.2 7 0. 1 16 0.3 36 0.2 79 0. 2 0.2 

414 49.4 2774 53.9 2540 53.1 2629 47. 5 1985 39.4 4722 31. 0 14984 41. 2 .. o. 7 
0 0.0 14 0.3 25 0.5 21 0.4 49 1.0 194 1. 3 303 0 . 8 0. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
837 100.1 

0 0.0 
1 100.0 
0 0.0 

1 100. 0 

5143 100.0 

7 50. 0 
6 42.9 
1 7. 1 

14 100. 0 

4180 99 . 9 

4 19.0 
15 71. 4 
2 9.5 

21 99 . 9 

5531 100.0 

0 0. 0 
16 84 . 2 
3 15.8 

19 100. 0 

4985 100.0 

7 23. 3 
18 60. 0 
!I 16. 7 

15012 99.9 

21 14 . 4 
90 6.i. . 6 
35 24 . 0 

30 100. 0 1\- 100.0 

36288 

! util. 
39 

146 
46 

231 

100.0 

% util. 
16 . 9 
63.2 
19. 9 

100. 0 

96.1 

0. 1 
0.4 
0.1 

0.8 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· ------------- ·-------------
JOIU!AL l foraal X foraal 

Scrapers l 50. 0 31 75.8 42 53.8 98 64.4 148 82. 9 488 84.3 784 63.7 2 . 0 
Backed bladeleta 1 50.0 2 4.9 15 19. 3 10 8 . 7 45 19. 4 88 12.1 181 13. 0 0.4 
6e8)1eota 0 0. 0 1 2.4 1 1. 3 3 2.0 0 o.o 34 4.7 39 , . 2 0 . 1 
&dzea 0 0 . 0 0 0.0 1 1.3 1 0 . 7 4 1.7 19 2.6 25 2., 0.1 
Borers 0 0.0 1 2.4 2 2 . 8 2 . 0 1 0 . 4 18 2.5 2!> 2.1 0. 1 
Jtaaouaa flakes 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0. 0 18 12 . 1 10 4.3 0 0.0 28 2.3 0. 1 
Ilise. retouch 0 0.0 6 14.6 17 21.8 18 12.1 26 11.2 101 13.9 168 13.6 0.4 

100.0 41 99.9 78 100.1 149 100.0 232 99 . 9 728 100.1 1230 100.0 3.2 
-----··-------=========================================================================-=====-----------------------GRAND TOTALS 840 5198 4880 5699 5247 15886 • 37750 99.0 
--------------========================================================================================------======= 

N --J 
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-----. .... ____ _ 

·-- Table 5.13. Edgehill: scraper sumn1ary statistics 

Len.,Jth 

Unit ll BaDac .1(. a 1 125 5,1-43,S 14, 15 5,07 
2 87 6,0-30,9 13, 11 '4, 16 
3 100 3,0-28,4 11,40 3,70 
4 95 6,2-30,5 13,84 5,~7 5 70 7,5- 21,5 13 ,05 3,50 
6 31 7 ,0-18 .6 11,27 2,65 
7 45 2,7-20,0 11,47 3,62 _/l.._ __ 22 6,5-19,0 10,74 3 I 19 

Width 

0.dt D Ba.ndte .1(. a 1 125 8,4-47,8 18,08 5, 17 2 87 8 .0-30,9 15,89 4,52 3 100 7,J-25,5 13 . 62 3,21 4 95 8 , 5- 28,3 15,45 4 , 35 5 70 8,0- ?.5,3 14,09 3,79 
6 31 8, 7- 21,3 13,76 l,90 
7 45 7,7-19,8 13 ,98 3,56 
8 2te 7. 4·· 16. 3 10,92 2,46 

Height 

Dnit ll .Rane .1(. ti 1 125 1,9-lt,3 5 ,2.9 1,90 
2 87 1, 7-12 ,9 5,80 2,56 3 100 2,0- 11,5 4,87 1,80 
4 95 2, 1- 15 ,3 5,75 2,57 
5 70 2.~-13,7 5,32 1,92 6 31 t,0- 8,1 5,05 1,50 
7 45 ?.,5- 7,3 4,66 1,24 
8 22 2,4- 5,9 4 37 1,13 

Width/length ra~io 

Unit ll P.aup lt a 1 1:., 60,2- 235,1 117,67 33,01 
2 87 52,6-307,5 126,25 3-4,56 
3 100 59,8-335,5 l23 ,EH 36,50 
4 95 51,6-213,5 120,27 32,51 5 70 65,0-246,7 1.12.20 31,96 
6 31 73,9- 204,2 126,41 35,27 
7 45 66,2- 220,1 124,70 3.t,17 
8 22 67,3-bB ,a J05. 32 2a;.,j,3 
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Table 5.14. Edgehill: :;ummary statistics for silcrete and hornfels 
scrapers from units 6, 7 and 8 

Si lcr~te scrapers Hornfels scrapers 

Length 

Unit ,I; II D llnit l[ B D 6 11,1 2,3 21 6 11,7 3,36 8 7 11,1 3,02 8 7 11 ,8 3,53 33 8 0,5 1,92 11 

llnit. 
6 
7 
8 

DAit 
6 
7 
8 

llnit 
6 
7 
8 

8 

Width 

,I; a l\ llni:t 13 .9 2.42 21 6 11.4 1,97 8 7 
10,9 2,79 11 8 

Height 

.ZS: a D Unit 5,6 1,4t 21 6 
5,0 1,55 8 7 4,7 0,91 11 8 

Width/l~ngtb ratio 

ll: a --11 
129,00 32,40 21 
10: ,00 15,95 8 
115 , (,'X) 17 , 21 11 

llni:t 
6 
7 
8 

Total 
Hornfels scrapers 

n Lx W.x Rx 

12,4 3,74 

- l[ B D 
13 ,3 2,66 8 
14,4 3,60 33 
10,8 2,57 7 

;a; :I D 
3,6 1,04 8 
4,6 1,20 33 
3,6 1, 15 7 

¥ B n 
125,20 34,00 8 
130,00 36,22 33 
92,20 26,93 7 

48 13.71 4,29 

Total 
S!lcrete scrapers 

n__ _. __ Lx ___ .,..lfx ___ l[lc_ 

40 10.10 11,75 4,98 

7 
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Table 5.15. Edgehill: segment summary statistics 

Length 

Unit D Bana:t:t l(. a. 
1 11 9,2-18,3 14 ,85 3,10 
2 7 9 ,3-14 ,4 12, 18 1,80 
3 7 7 ,3-15, 1 10,22 2,77 
4 31 9,5-28,2 14, 71 3,98 
5 35 8,1-25,9 16 ,66 4,25 
6 50 8,7-20,8 14,63 3,31 
7 50 8,0-22,9 13 ,88 3,00 
8 29 6 ,9-17 ,6 12,31 3,31 

Width 
-Unit n Bana:c l(. a. 1 12 3,9-7,7 5 ,!H 1,04 

2 7 3,8-6,9 4,9~ 1,09 
3 13 3,4- 8,3 4,98 1,28 
4 37 3,4-13,5 5,73 2,00 
5 47 3,9-8,5 fj. , 0 1, 16 
6 74 2,9-7,4 5, 14 0,92 
7 66 3,7 - 10,4 5,76 1,33 
8 34 3,8-7 ,8 5,90 1, 13 

Height 

Unit Ban.u. -n l(. a 1 12 1,4- 3,0 2,11 0,51 
2 7 1,3-2,3 1,78 0,33 
3 13 1,3- 3,4 2, 12 0,62 
4 37 1,4-3,5 2, 16 0,'/3 
5 47 1,4-4,9 2,26 0,68 
6 74 1,3-4,2 2,21 0,60 
7 66 1,1-3,8 2,47 0,71 
8 34 1.:S-4.3 2.85 o.a, 

Width/length ratio 

D11.U:. II laau & a l 11 28,84-41.08 37,21 6,74 
2 7 35,20-52.R9 41,03 5,76 
3 7 30,61-52,12 44,32 8,64 
4 31 24,13-52,82 36,68 5,87 
5 33 27,37-80,36 38,28 10,07 
6 50 22, 117-61,21 36,~2 8, 12 
7 50 2&,-d8-64,93 41, 70 8,08 
8 30 15,4:S-63.2& tt.~:S 11.I:S 

- .. . : . \ - . . . 
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Table 5.16. Edgehill: summary staistics for silcrete and homf~ls 

segments from units 7 and 8 

Silcrete sea-,ate lornfels sea-ate 
lenctla le-.th 

Unit Unit -J[ 8 • ll a 

1 12.65 2.85 17 1 14. Tt 2.15 
8 10.68 2.88 8 8 13.01 3.18 

Table 5.17. Edgehill. distribution of backed bladelct types 

T,n,e 

Unit A B C D I r Q B I J I[ 

l 2 2 1 2 4 1 1 2 2 1 8 1 2 1 3 1 4 3 4 .. 3 1 1 4 10 1 6 7 4 5 5 12 5 11 4 4 4 6 1 2 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 
8 

Total 5 

n 

29 
19 

L 

6 
5 
2 

0 1 1 13 32 23 34 13 8 10 13 

Total 

13 
21 
12 
43 
50 
12 
2 
0 

153 

,,.. ' . . . .. .. 
' • • . ~ , • . t~ • \ • . 

. ; . . . ' . '. . . . .. , . . : ( . . . . - ' . 
. . . 
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Table 5.18. Edgehill: s1.1mmary statisti..:s for backed bladelet 

types E, F, G, II and I combined for all units 

Type R 

i:aDe D 
Length 10,49 1, 74 8 ,20-u .o 13 
Width 3,92 0,83 3,00- 6,0 13 
Height 1,10 0,31 Q.50- 1,55 13 

Type F 

X fl raus:e D Length 16, thl 4,94 11,0-23,95 32 
Width 5,31 1,68 3,0- 9,26 32 
Height 1,65 0,83 0,8- 2,65 32 

Type G 

J: fl l'.l)Dge D Length 14 ,97 3,26 8,2-19.~ 23 
Width 4,69 0,96 3,4-6.5 23 .fhught 1,68 0,76 0,3-3.16 ·- 23 

Type H 

-
X a 1:au.:;e__ __ __ __n 

Length 9,77 3,27 3 ,0-H ,15 34 
Width 5, 06 1,34 2,7- ·• I J; 34 ~ f ,_ I. 
Hei&iht 1 29 O 61 0,3- :i ,;:;.:. __ ~ 

Type I 

X a 1:ang~ n Length ll,42 3,14 7,0-18,00 13 Width 5,44 1, 14 3,4- 7,30 13 Height 1.28 O,j5 Q .. 5- 2.1 13 
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Table 5.19. \Velgeluk: scraper summary statistics 

----------------------------·------------------------Unit. mean s. dev. 
--------------- ------------------·------------------13:n=23 

width 
length 
height 
w/1 ratio 

12, 01 
13 ,46 
4,13 

95,78 

3,79 
5,65 
1,73 

22,40 

broken scrapers ~8 
25,8~ 

--------------------------------------------- ------2 :n=34 

width 
length 
height 
w/1 ratio 

17.05 
18 ,80 
5,78 

97,88 

5,66 
11,43 
2, 15 

36,52 

broken scrapers =8 
19 I oi 

----------------------------------------------------3 =n=63 

width 
length 
height 
w/1 ratio 

lG ,88 
13,52 
5,52 

128. ()4 

3,90 
3,~9 
1,75 

24,95 

broken scrapers =33 
34,Ji 

-----------------------------------------------~----4A:n=93 

width 
length 
height 
w/1 ratio 

17,56 
15,25 
6, 17 

119,30 

3,97 
3,83 
1,80 

29,83 

b.ruken scrapers =53 
38,3~ 

- --------------------------------------------------4B:n=325 

width 
length 
height 
w/1 ratio 

13,50 
11,26 
4,65 

128, OR 

~.80 
3,67 
1,62 

brcken scrapers =143 
30,5~ 

39,10 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

. . . .. . . ' \ . . ' 

'. ' ~ - ' ~. ' .. "' . \ . 
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Table 5.20. Welgeluk: non-continuous scraper variables 

l RAW IIATIRIALS PLAN RKTOOCB A.MGLK OF lfORPBOLOGY POSITION RKTOOCB 
s h 
i 0 .: 
l r q 
C D s u 0 
r f t a t 
e e 0 r h CODKS 
t l D t e 

Dolts e s e z r * 1 2 3 4 5 * 6 7 8 9 10 11 * 12 13 14 15 16 

N 
1-.l lB 83,9 9,7 3,2 0,0 3,2 0,0 17 ,3 52,1 28,0 4,3 60,0 30,0 10,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 18, 1 63,6 18, 1 0,0 .c,,. 

2 61,3 25,8 3,2 3,2 6,4 11,7 2,9 32,3 38,2 14, 7 47,0 32,3 2,9 8,8 8,8 0,0 0,0 2,9 67,6 17 ,6 11, 7 
3 99,0 1,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 19,0 1,6 47,6 23,8 7,9 8,2 49,9 11,4 18 ,0 13, 1 0,0 0,0 1,6 64,5 25,8 8,1 
4A 98,6 0,7 0,0 0,0 0,7 22,5 4,3 45,1 24,7 3,2 21 , 9 36,2 12, 1 13, 1 12, 1 4,4 0,0 1.158,238,4 2,2 
4B 91,0 2,4 1,5 1,3 3,0 21,4 6,8 37,5 30,1 4,0 20,3 32,6 7,8 15 ,3 15 ,0 8,7 0,3 J,7 66,4 25,3 4,1 
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Table 5.21. Welgeluk: distribution of backed bladelet types 

Unit lA lB 2 3 4A 4B 

TYPK 

A 1 
B 1 
C 2 1 4 
D 1 2 2 
K 3 2 1 
F 3 2 13 13 
G 2 5 2 6 16 
H 3 14 17 
I 1 6 8 
J 1 -- 3 4 
K 1 
L 2 l 3 9 

TOTAL 1 2 16 9 5 1 80 

. . . . . . . , . . . . . . . ~ 
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Table 5.22. Edgehill: inventory of miscellaneous worked stone 

Ochre Edge 
Li1110nitic stained Ochred abraded Hise. Flaked 

Units Ochre nodules slabe palette blocks abraded anvils 

l 168 323 l 0 12 6 0 
2 32 113 1 0 0 0 1 3 73 115 2 0 0 2 0 4 70 123 3 0 0 0 0 5 38 261 3 0 0 0 0 6 37 190 1 1 0 0 0 7 57 136 1 0 0 0 1 8 40 67 0 0 0 0 1 

Total 5l5 1~28 12 

N Table 5.23. Weig luk: inventory of miscellaneous worked stone t..J 
c-, 

Unit 4B UNITS !A lB 2 3 4A 4B Burial cairn Burial 2 Burial 4 

Ochre (grams) 76,5 5,6 38,4 27,3 9,5 215.2 151, 5 528,0 14, 5 Limoni tic no 1les () split 23 (7) 73(33) 73(30) 89(23) 61 (3) 194(15) Calcite crystals 1 Bored stones 1 Saw edged flake 2 Opper grindstonb~ )=f agroents - (1) (3) 1 ( 1) (2) ?, Lower grinstones t) =fragments - 2 ( l) (1) 
Edge abraded block 1 
Slabs (ochre ~tained) 1 (1) ( 1) (1) 2 (3) (4) (3) Other ochre ained pieces 10 10 11 21 Charcoal stc.: ed pieces 1 27 Anvils 1 2 1 
Heavy edge fl cd i:, ... eces 1 6 1 2 Abraded pebbl, O=ochred 2 ( 2) Other abraded ieces 4 4 7 l 2 Pecked ri •r P' bles 2 2 1 1 l 

- ... - '\I• .. 
... ~ ~ - . . ' . ... . . 

-~ ' . , . , . . . 
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Table 5.24. Edgehill: inventory of worked and modified bone 

Formal Informal Point/ Incomp. Ringed & 
bone bona linknhaft Bone bone snapped Misc. 

Onit points points Linkshafw butts beads beads shaft.a abraded Total 

1 8 10 0 2 5 0 2 4 31 
2 0 .. 0 0 4 1 0 0 9 
3 1 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 5 
4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 
7 2 4 0 2 l 0 0 0 9 
8 Q Q 1 1 Q Q Q Q - ----2. 

Total 12 21 2 6 11 2 2 4 60 

N 

Ot.bcz: ■i:iccllanccu.:! Bcz:kcd bone 
N 
-.J 

Unit 1 a. Ivory ' palette·. 
b. Nicked Bovid IV rib. 
c. Tortoise carapace pendant. 
d. Bovid I distal aetapodial shaft. Grooved across the shaft. 
e. Grooved bone lozenge. 
f . Left proximal bird femur (guinea fowl size), ringed ~nd snapped below bead. 
g. Carved and abraded &vid IV tooth fragment . 

Unit 2 a. Pendant aadt fro■ an opercle bone of a fresh water mullet <Mnus capensis). 
b. Distal hare phalange and shaft. Ringed and snapped. 
c . Grooved tube of solid bone. 

Unit 3 a. Roughly carved bone shaft. Ringed and snapped at one end. 
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Table 5.25. Edgehill: bone bead and bone point 

dimmensions (mm) 

Beads * Points 

Units iength diameter * Units lengt 

1 10.9 5.95 1 74 
1 7.8 4.8 1 35 
1 13. 7 5,4 1 60 
1 6,85 7.2 6 87 
1 3,37 11,25 7 12 1 
2 6.8 10,6 
2 15 .25 5,1 
2 3,55 12 .2 
2 3.55 12 .9 
3 12, 15 6,2 
7 12.t ioda:t. 
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Table 5.26. Edgehill: Inventory of freshwater and marine shell ornaments 

and artefacts (numbers in brackets equal fragments of an individual) 

UNITS 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total 

D.D.i,Q. pendants 20 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 
DlUQ retouched 11 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 
Na:,:,a beads 63 6 4 0 0 0 6 1 80 
Donax; valves 2 (7) 0(10) 1(9) 0(16) 0(2) 0(3) 0(1) 0 3(48) 
Donax; pendants 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 
Conus sp. pendants 1(3) 0 0 0(2) 0 1(1) 0 0 2(6) 
Ux:r:stclc sp. pendant 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 t..> 

Qxratcle sp. button 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
N 

'° fatell11 ■inia:ta 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Gaatrana ma.:t.odoa 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Perna garna 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Qx:r:st&lc sp. 0 0 0(1) 0(1) 0 0(1) 0 0 0(3) 
CGz:::a.ca sp. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Patella sp. 0(1. 0 0 C 0 0(1) 0 0 0(2) 
indeterminate 1- 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 

Totals 102{11) 8 {10) 9(10) 0(19) 0(2) 3(6) 7 (1) 1 130(59) 
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Table 5.27. Edgehill: inventory of ostrich eggshell 

Units I 
I 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total 
I 

Fragments 252 20 109 109 40 62 55 21 668 

I Beads 17 1 • 8 • 8 11 2 55 
Incomplete beatls 7 2 18 14 1 4 14 5 65 
Water spouts 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Decorated 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
&mdlutts? 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 5 

Totals 281 25 131 131 45 75 80 28 796 

Table 5.28. \Velgeluk: inventory of worked and modified bone 

Unite 1A 1B 2 3 4A 4B 

Bone point () =brok6n (1) (2) 

Point or link- shaft 1 
Polnt or link- shaft butt 1 
Ringed and snapped ' points· 1 3 
Linksbaft or point rougbout 2 
Inforul awls/points <> =broken 1 1 1 (1) 

Bone beads <> =broken (1) 2 (2) 1 2 (1) 

Bead roughouts 1 3 
Decorated bone 1 1 
Ivory palette 1 
Carved ivory 1 
Abraded tortoise- shell 2 1 
Other abraded bone 1 1 
Bone flu· J 1 1 

Totals 4 (1) 3 3 (1) 4 (1) 3 14 (4) 
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Table 5.29. Welgeluk: inventory and densities of freshwater shell, 

marine shell and ostrich eggshell ornaments and artefacts 

UNITS 1A 18 2 3 4.A 4B Total 

COUNTS 
------
D coffee pendants 0 1 8 1 0 0 8 OIS frap 151 214 397 57 10 406 1235 OKS beads 9 17 47 3 0 36 112 OKS beads inco■pl 40 24 51 5 0 96 216 OKS burnt 44 102 89 6 0 6 247 OIS pendants 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 OKS decorated 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 .tf, kl:oi.w::11 ADWI 2 41 30 4 0 2 79 D, aocco frap 0 2 1 0 0 4 7 

tJ P, PCCPO 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 I.,.) -Ciutolo sp. 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 Cnu::aco sp. 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

DKNSITIIS 
---------
No. of buckets 163 . 5 112. 5 108.0 99.5 40.5 109.0 

OKS frllgS/bkt 0.92 1. gr, 3.88 0.57 0.25 3.72 OKS beads/btt o. 08 0. 15 0.44 0.03 0.00 0.33 OKS beads iDco■. /bkt 0.24 0. 21 0.47 0.05 0.00 0.88 OKS burnt/btt 0.23 0.90 0.82 0.06 0.00 0.05 
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CHAPTER SIX 

BURIALS, PEOPLE AND PLACE 

"When you 're dead, you 're dead and that's the end of you" (Baka informant from Woodburn 
1982:195). 

INTRODUCTION 

The abovt: qnnl~ succmctay '-,Jtt·,narises attitudes to death and burial in simple, immediate 

return hunter gat!"terer societies (i.r. the Hadza, Mbuti Pygmies, the Baka and the !Kung: 

Woodburn 1980, 1982). Ritual elaboration in death in immediate return, egalitarian systems 

is negligible to non-existent because questions of inheritance of rnateriaJ goods or social 

status do not arise. It is only when death creates social upheaval with the risk of conflict, 

disorder and stress that monuary practices are elaborated (Woodburn 1982:206). In 

immediate return systems death comprises no more than an "elaborate farewell" (Wicssner 

1983a:4) in which social continuity, replacc;nent and reproduction are not stressed nor do 

they " ... provide fertile ground for the ideologi··al elaboratior: ) f death beliefs ... " (Woodburn 

1982:207- 8). Implicit in Woodburn' s analysis is that little mortuary elaboration correlates 

with hunter-gatherer systems which emphasise social inclusion. wide ranging social net

works, poorly developed notions of territory and highly permeable boundaries between 
groups. 

A guiding assumption in t'iis chapter is that this picture is nt odds with the ritual elaboration 

and vanability en~o • .11,tcred ;n burials from the eastern and soutt~rn Cape. The aim of this 

chapter consequemh , i~ to suggest lhat mortuary elaboration during the Holocene LSA in 

therc£earch area anJ ~encr..ily m the southern Cape is more profitiu;y examined with more 

cornple>. social structures " nind, I aim to relate burial data to the interpretation, ~lready 

c'iscussed in the previous chat 1-":r:: ·:•roposing that the larger-scale of elaboration supports 

theories concerning more e;;cius: . , "cO,'ial interactions, smaller interactive spheres, firmer 
territorial definition and stronger bOlmc!a.r>' inaintenance. 

232 
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This appri:iach milk-~ . :-:r1 ner explicit assumption about burial practices. Burial and its 

associated ritual is not a self-contained and isolated sub-system of hunter-gatherer !if.. It 

reflects, relates to and is inseparably linked with social and economic process. As with San 

rock :rt, burial practices must have been" .. .influenced by a web of social relationships. all 

of which had an economic or potentially economic component" (Lewis-Williams 1982:431 ). 

Consequently, this discussion focuses primarily on the location and densities of bu;ials as 

corporate symbols which identify people with place and provide a ritual mechanism for the 

transmission of rights to that place. An important paper by Wadley ( 1988) examines burial 

practice and grave goods in relation to shamanism, trance and metaphorical death. This 

scale of analysis is not undertaken here but her perspectives do not contradict the inferences 

drawn in my discussion. 

Artention on LSA burials has been predominantly descriptive. A recent review by Inskeep 

( 1986) surveys variability in LSA burial practices south of the Orange River but no attempts 

have been made to explain the social dimensions of this variability and place it within a 

wider archt1eologic;,! (.Ontext. The burial complexes recovered from Welgeluk and Klasies 

River Moath Cave 5 (l .RM5) (l Jail & Binneman 1987) provided the inspiration to attempt 

a wider contextualisation of the mortuary variab1!ity observed. This chapter expands upon 

this .11 Lemp· CU""\ ntrating predominantly upon the~} nchronic significance of focused cave 

burial in reh11ion to the identity between people and place. I also examine the possibility of 

the burial data highlighting social differentiation. The aforementioned burial paper is placed 

at the end of the thesis as Appendix I. The main points relevant to this di:;cussion are 

summarised here but are not repeated at any length. The description of the burial complexes 

is also to be found in Appendix I. 

Ahhough the number of LS I\ buri:il •; rl!~l"lvered from the souther,1 and eastern Cape is 1.-rge, 

th~ quality ofrccovery renders any det.1iicd analysis of this material difficult (see FitzSimons 

1923, I 926: Dreyer 1933; Hoff man 1958; Louw 1960). Much of the discussion relating to 

buri.tl variability is therefore speculative. It is maintained, howt>vcr, that while the recovery 

of well provenanced burial data will help this ~ituation, it is equally important that new 

frnmeworks for approaching the old and current data be used J suggest, as with the case of 

late Holocene storage, that there are relevant implications to be drawn from the burial data 

nnly if it ill approached using analogs derived from frameworks and case studies hich 

examine similar features in the archaeological record of more complex hurter-gatherer 

societies. While there are clearly interpretive limits to which the Cape burial data can be 

pushed in terms of high- lighting more complex hunter-gatherer systems, I suggest that to 

ignore them will deny important insights. 
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PEOPLE AND PLACE 

Bender and others suggesc that trajectories towards incre<1sing residential permanence must 

have occurred with. or were preceded by, the parallel and integrated development of places 

;et ritual pennanence. In Bender's view, the increasing structural complexity of hunter

gatherer systems can only be facilitated if there 1s " ... a place pivotal within the cognitive 

scheme of things. pivotal to activities that reflect both the reality of sociopolitical relations 

and the symbolic mediation, or masking, of tho,e realities" (Bender t 985a:26). 

fhe identity of people with place can be articulated in numerous ways. lt has been argued 

that the subsistence trends from ca 4000 BP indicate incre.i., ... g residential permanence and 

that the storage of oil rich seeds must have marked sites as the domain of a particular group. 

It has also been suggested that the articulation between silcrete, stone tools, and their 

distribution was acuvcl) constituted socially to broadcast a geographic identity in the 

broader scale. It is, therefore, no coincidence that one of the Welgeluk burials (WG(2: 

Appendix I) is elaborated with ten silcrete flakes in association with ochre and ochre stained 

upper grindstones. This emphasises the import~'.rice of the raw material as a stylistic marker 

which 'functioned' in both technomic and idcotechnic domains. The practice ofLSA burial 

in caves and rock shelters of the Cape coastal regions is another indicator that people are 

identifying with a place through burial and the ritual associated with it. Why would this be 

so and why would it be required'! What, if any, is the significance of the :ioparent absence 

of focused cave burial on the scale known for the southern and south-eastern Cape outside 

of this region'! Examination of ethnographic and archaeolog1cal examples of relatively 

complex hunter-gatherers provides some possible answers to these questions. Analyses of 

Aboriginal burial grounds in south-eastern Australia (Pardoe 1988), early Natufian ce

metenes in western Judea (Wright 1978; see also I lenry 1985) and burial data from central 

California (King 1978) provide a theoretically rigorous framework for examining the 
relationship 1JCtween the. living and the dead. 

Pardoe 's paper is particularly instructive. Drawing heavily from the work of Saxe ( 1970 in 

F Jrdoe J 988) Pardoe links formal disposal areas to rich environments which support 

rebtively dense populations. Theoretically, in such instances, social organisation is char

acterised by descent groups, which may be corporate, localised and unilineal. Cemeteries 

therefore, constitute ·• ... symbolic markers of group affiliation and through that, land owner

ship" (Pardoe 1988:1). In Pardoe's study area along the Murray River population density 

is high, the environment rich, territories small (see also Birdsell J 953), and exclusive burial 

grounds arc common. Through this linkage, Murray River Aborigines promoted social 
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exclusion facilitated by group membership through descent. However, in less benign areas 

of the continent, Aborigines pool risk in much the same way as the !Kung San, through 

hxaro, which maximises widespread inclusive ties (Wiessner I 982; Pardoe 1988) and 
cemeteries are not found. 

In a more general context, Riches (I 982: 132-3) discusses socio-territorial notions among 

hunter-gatherers and concludes, among other things, that: 

Under conditions of relatively sparse and geographically uncon
stricted population, it may be contended that locational band ideology 
renders redundant the emergence of ideologies of descent for express
ing the identity of the locational band. 

On the basis of this Jink between the scale of population density and the lheoretical degree 

of social inclusion versus exclusion, I submit that the distribution of cave burial in the Cape 

coastal regions is a general indicator of relatively more exclusive social activity compared 

to areas where cave burial does not occur. This assumption is obviously complicated by the 

unequal distribution of suitable rock shelters. However, burials outside the Cape coastal 

regions in unequivocal pre-contact LSA contexts are usually open location, solitary inter

ments, with no indication that the place was cognitively important in encouraging further 

burials (Inskeep 1986). This picture is in keeping with the ethnography on San burial which 

is cognitively, completely unfocused in relation to a specific ritual identity with place 

(Schapera 1930; Silberbauer 1981; Wiessncr 1983a). 

The correlation so far drawn between focused burial activity and more exclusive social 

structure does not claim to extend this link specifically to unilineal descent groups. This 

is because the terms 'burial ground' and in particular 'cemetery', have specific definitions 

with wider cultural implica~ions. 'Cemc1ery' usually connotes an exclusive burial area. As 

such, cemeteries are characteristic of fully sedentary and complex societies. Cemeteries 

are, therefore, exclusively areas for the disposal of the dead and do not double-up as 

habitation areas. Pardoe (1988) lists three additional criteria commonly employed for 

defining a cemetery. He states that there must be a significant number of burials (athough 

'significant number' cannot be quantified because it is largely dependent upon the other 

criteria being satisfied). Burials must be shown to be contiguous, that is, the repeated burial 

of people at the same place must be related to the memory of previous burials and not ~ ·t 

repeated, random events. Lastly, a cemetery must have a sense of 'boundedness' related to 

some landform definition and must have a clear and rapid drop off in burial density at the 
edge. 
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The cave burials of the research area and southern Cape fulfil all these criteria except that 

of exclusivity. Clearly cave burials are within domestic depositional matrices and while a 

rock shelter burial episode may be stratigraphically exciusive, the site would have functioned 

through time as a place for a diverse range of activities. This is well illustrated by the 

Welgeluk burial complex itself. The Welgeluk complex is stratigraphically the first deposi

tional event in the rock shelter (Appendix I). Thus, although the time difference between 

the burial complex and th!': later build up of deposit is not known, the exclusive use of the 

shelter for burial is not maintained. Consequently, the Cape rock shelter burial-grounds 

cannot strictly be seen as cemeteries. Therefore, the full implications for ritually reinforcing 

a specific lineality cannot be made. 

I do still suggest, however, that they were formal disposal areas. where formality is defined 

by the transferral through time of the memory of previous burials and that, consequently, 

the burials are not random events. Although the scale of lineality, ownership and exclusive 

access to resources implied in the Cape burials is considerably less than that for the Murray 

River Aborigines, group identity with place can still be implied. 

Even though the case for generally exclusive cemeteries cannot be made for the cave burials 

of the Cape coastal region, there is one example from the eastern extension of the CFB which 

suggests that tie concept should not be entirely rejected. This is the small Spitzkop rock 

shelter, some 25 km to the west of Grahamstown. The site was 'excavated' by the farm 

owner, W.W. Austin in 1921. It contained a minimum of 15 burials (Albany Museum 11.S. 

128-139). It is assumed that a remarkable collection of ornaments also recovered from 

Spitzkop was associated with these burials. These include se.ieral unique ivory ornaments 

illustrated by Clark (Clark 1959:238; Albany Museum Collection E379). This comprises 

two ivory pieces for which no utilitarian use can be ascribed. 

The list of other ornaments from Spitzkop i~ no less remarkable including a wide range of 

marine shell ornaments such as Turbo pendants and 'discs', N. kraussianus beads, ochre 

stained C onus sp. pendants, a lot of pierced and unpierced D. scrra valves and a number of 

other modified and unmodified marine shell species. Apart from the above mentioned ivory 

ornaments there is also an ivory ring as well as bone beads, four abraded and ochre stained 

bovid and carnivore atlases, an ochre stained bird metacarpus and a number of warthog 

tusks. 

Much ochre was recovered along with ochre stained upper and lo\\ er grindstones, quarzite 

milled pebbles and miscellaneous ochre stained slabs and pieces. The collection also 

. . ' 
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comprises two ochre stained Middle Stone Age flakes. Of further note is a minimL,m of ten 

' palettes'. made from shale, two of which have been edge-nicked around the circumference 

and are identical to a 'palette' found at Hellsport (pers. obsservation). Ostrich eggsheh 

beads number in the hundreds. 

There are several anomalies concerning the Spitzkop site and the available data handed 

down to us. As mentioned above, all this material must have been associated w ... the 

Spitzkop burials ~s grave goods. However, almost no l- 1er material exists in the collecl 1. 

The richness of the burials possibly diverted attention away from the recovery of the rr,.Jre 

mundane domesllc debris assumed to be in the deposit surrounding the burials. Apart from 

a fe~ scrapers, other existing stone tools such as a bead stone and two broken bored stones 

could also l1ave been part of grave fills (see W:idley 1988). No pottery is listed as having 

come from the site. Site location descriptions indicate that Spitzkop is a small, ephemeral 

shelter. A visit to the site by this author revealed that no LSA debris remains visible in the 

site or on the ·alus. The only material recovered was further phalanges missed during the 

original removal of the Spitzkop burials. 

The quality of the data available from Spitzkop conditions interpretation of the site but some 

speculation is warranted. The plethora of burials and 'curated' ritual grave goods suggest, 

in accordance with Wadley's model discussed above (Wadley J 987), that Spitzkop be seen 

as an aggregation site. However, the small size of the helter, fronted immediately by a 

steep slope down to a stream militates against the site as an aggr: ~ation center. If the practice 

of cave burial is posited as an aggregation criterion ,hen ncari" all, if not all sites in the 

eastern extension of the CFB, can be seen as aggregatio" s: ,es ant' "'.)me of these are in very 

close proximity to one another. I suggest that the site was llS~d more .;peciiically as a burial 

ground rather than as a living site. This status cross-cuts any cistinction uctween aggregation 

and dispersal. It is possible that some sites functioned more ex1.:lusiv~ly as burial grounds 

over long periods of time. 

Whatever the scale of hunter-gatherer social organisation implied b) (:-,-·.! burial i ;i the Caoe 

coastal region, I suggest that at a minimum, it constitutes a stronl 1,~.11 if'naJ s:, mbol of 

identity and association between people and place and is cognitive•y a model which 

fac.ilitates in structuring an increasingly complex Holocene social and demographic land

scape. On the basis of the almost universal presence of burials in rock shelters in the research 

area and in the southern Cape, practice could have linked people to place at the scale of a 

sharing 'band' to a specific site and its surrounds. The use of Welgeluk Shelter as an 

exclusive burial ground sometime between 5000 and 4500 suggests, however, a specific 
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instance in which bunal1, may have functioned as markers in a much broader spatial context. 

The timing of the use of Welgeluk as an exclusive burial ground at this time is perhaps not 

coincidentally related lo mferred regional demographic changes, the establishment of a 

socio-spatial boundary and the subsistence intensification which follows. A specific ritual 

location may have been very important in establishing, intensifying and maintaining 

boundaries and for controlling inter-group c,,mpetition or tension which arose over access 

to areas and their resources. The presence of a burial cairn and probably many burial cairns 

on bedrock in an open shelter must have constituted a powerful reminder to people about 

the sigmficance of the place and its surrounds in terms of group identity and rights of access. 

The burial ground would not only have broadcast this identity to those within the group but 

to those on the other side c,f the boundary as well. This could have operated at the scale 

mentioned above but also at the scale of the social signification implied by the regional use 

of silcrete. 

BURIAL AND SOCIAL DIFFERENTIATION 

It :iti" been argued that ~ocial organisation and individual status in life structures and relates 

to v~ri ibility in burial \Hall & Binneman 1987). This pPnciple can be extended for the 

inte, - •~lation of grave-good variability in Cape LSA sites. The original premise is derived 

from · , , ·ssner's studies on hxaro, especially as it relates to age and death where infants and 

juveniJ .. ., re in a position theoreucal ly to accumulate material possessions before reciprocal 

luaro t: . .: are formalised. In c-Jntrast, adults and the very olc! participate in a wide range of 

rei:::procal hxaro exchanges wh:ch determine the social obligations they pass on and which 

are mainHned through the redistribution of their material possessions at death (Wiessner 

1982, l 9~Ja). 

On th;s ba.:,iS, the extreme gravc-6oo<l elaboration cf infants in th.! VRM5, and tn ~ lesser 

extent ir, the 'vVelgelllk burial complexes, has been interpreted as symbolic of" ... the c.:?n11•,d 

i:,oteiltiaJ of a prospective i,mr1 1ccr and that he or she hecomes in death what was not tn be 

m life" (Hall & Binnem:m li87:149). Ritual elabor:.tion of infa,1t and juvenile gra·'t'S 

presents an idealised f11L1Jre picture, in which a rar.ge ot <! .. med social obligations .s 

\ mbolically rep•esented. fltis interpretatior remr._ins .. valid p ,-;sibility hut in its l'roader 

contc.a, grave elaboration Sll[;gests additional less rnu • ..,. xc!t1she alter- n..itives. 

If the c01Telat1on b.!tween focused cave l •1rial and re1, , · ,, Jre exclusive soc al org·mi

sation is COJTect. then it 1mplic;:; that wide ranging .; pooua1g strategies, such as hxaro, w.11 

not be the :,r1.·, or necessarily the 1nost important, risk reduction strategy. If so, the grave 

... . .. 
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:Wod elaboration among the KRM5 and Welgeluk infants may be explored further within a 

genera: h1m~work of more excJu5ive social structure. A key to this is the examination of 

the sociru implications of grave good elaboration as it applies to 'earned status' on the one 

hand, and ':-_;cribed status' on the other. Binford predicts that age and sex are the only 

dimensio•1s 5L c:turing mortuary variability in egalitarian systems, whereas social position 

and sub•group . 'filiation, independent of age and sex, determine variability in ranked 

systl!ms (Binford 197 J ). In other wor1s, truly egalitarian burial distinctions reflect achieved 

status only. However, the KRM5 and Welgeluk elaborated infant burials must represent 

ascribed status, for obviously infants have achieved nothing. 

Jn lUm, asc1 ibed status has implications for group interment. This is dealt with by Wright 

(1978). For the interpretation of social differentiation in the Natufian, ritual elaboration of 

infants infers an ascribed status inciependent of age and implies inherited position. If the 

,t p.1ration of adult from infant burials suggests that social position is not inherited, " ... adults, 

..:hildren, and infants inte1Ted together might then indicate that some type of ranking and 

subgro..ip affiliation was present and that status is inherited" (Wright J 978:213). In Cape 

coastal cave burial, both ascribed status and grnup interment (i.e. the Welgeluk and KRM5 
burial complexes) are apparent. 

My pm pose in pointing this out is again not t,, imply that Cape coastal hunter•gatherers were 

similar m structural complexity or had diff er,;miated social positions similar in scale to these 

other populations. I am merely using this material to indicate potential ways of demonstrat• 

ing :i structural complexity which is at considerable variance with that seen m the Kalahari 

ethnography. Consequently, LSA burial practices of the Cape coastal region, and the social 

stn~ctures to which they relate, cannot be elucidated to their full ootential through analogy 
wit:1 only the San ethnography. 

LSA CAPE COASTAL BURIAL THROUGH TIME 

So far this discussio11 has been synchronically orientated. The diachronic aspects of LSA 

bur ill in the Cape coast.J region are discusser! in Hall and Binneman (I 987; Appendix I) 

and do not require much further comment here c :achronic information on burial intensity 

ar.1 intensicy of ritual elaboration is limited alm ... :)t entirely to the Matjes Rivt-.- sequence 
(Louw 1960). 

On th¢ b?si~ ,• die 1 ,Iatjes River sequence it is possible to suggest that cave burial was well 

escabli$hed in the 'Albany' of the southern Cape coastal region, perhaps by 12 000 BP. If 
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focused cave burial is symptom.Hie of relatively rich environments, high population den

sities and more exclusive nunter-gath,!rer social systems, then the seeds of this configuration 

can ht! seen in the • Albany' cave bunals. It is possible to infer that the appearance of cave 

burial in the Albany complements the all-round in~rease in archaeological visibility as an 

indicator of an absolute increase in population. As discussed :n lfall and Bir· eman ( 1987; 

Appendix I), this population increase ts more app.ir, • the southern C. pe coast and 

adjacent CFB, and it is s.iggested L}aat the close t " • . diverse habitats ~ncouraged 

this. Although speculative, relatively high archaeolog1..,a1 v1S1bihty coupled with the early 

practice of cave burial in the tenninal Pleistocene may indicate that thi southern Cape 

supported an important population core and was a prime region from which growth and 

fisr' ning took place. This has previously bc~n suggested by Deacon (Deacon, HJ. 

1976: 160). It is also probable that the intensity ,,f cave bunal increased m the Wilton (Louw 

19601, and an absolute population rise 111ay again be ir.ferred. The relationship between date 

and burial density is, however, compliclted by an increasingly, residentiaHy static Wilton 

population, as opposed to the relatively more mobile Albany 6roups. This would mean that 

any upsurge n burial density during the Wilton could equally have been a product of the 

more compact settlement strategies sugges ed by Deacon (Deacon, HJ. 1976) and discussed 

further above, rather than representative lf :ibsolute population increases. I think it is 

realistic to suggest that any finner demonstration of increasing cave burial c!cnsities in the 

Wilton can be attributable to both population increase and settlement changes. Advocating 

a primacy of any one factor is pointless giv~n that both are inseparably linked. 

As discussed in Hall and Binneman (1987), it is also possible to suggest that the Matjes 

River Wilton burials are ritually elaborated considerably more than those of the preceding 

Albany (see Louw 1960). Explanation for this is based upon the assumpcion that it is a 

mid-Holocene phenomenon and is therdore tied to the widespread curated character of 

'classic' Wilton assemblages. This elaboration of burial ritual correlates with the social 

stress of an increasingly saturated l~ndscape and is symptomatic of the contradict:')ns 

between the " ... organizational limitations of hunter-gatherers attempting to 'stay put' within 

relatively confined areas", and the " ... decreased ... role of mobility ... " in dealing with these 

social probler. s (Ilall & Binneman 1987:151). As discussed in Chapter Five, ritual 

elaboration correlates with efforts to maintain an isomorphism between social process and 

environmental and demographic reality. 

We argue that the suggested ritual elaboration of burial in the mid-Holocene indicates stress 

arising from incompatibility between traditional inclusive networks and the shrinkage of 

residential space (Hall & Binneman 1987). On the other hand, I have suggested that focused 
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c ~· • bl!J ial is an increasingly powerful indicator of identity between grou!) and place with 

tht · ~ibility that burial grouncis express some kind of corporate expression 'lf ownership. 

Is· c :10 necessary contradiction between these two points. Rather, as the contf"At or weight 

of tue demographic, spatial and economic factors change, a practice is culturally rearticu

lated and redefined in relation to its significance in changing circumstances. Ultimate:y. 

LSA populations during, and in particular after, the mid-Holocene have to develop 11ew 

ways of surmounting problems of resource access, owner~hip and control. I suggest here 

that focused rock shelter burial is one further mechanism through which this is achieved. 

SUMMARY 

This chapter :md Appendix I draw attention to the practice of cave burial in the Cape coastal 

region JS a furtller symbol of identity between people and place. In the absence of suitable 

local ethnographic analogs, a careful path needs to be taken, and continually evaluated, 

which uses the general principles of immediate return hunter-gatherer burial practices (as 

outlined by Woodburn 1980, 1982 and Wiessner 1983a), and burial practices of rr.ore 

complex hunter-gatherers. In doing this an appropriate scale for the interpr\!tation of LSA 

burials of the Cape coastal region and elswhere can be fount.!. 

The suggestions offered here implement appmaches explaining burial diversity which 

emphasise corporate economics, both from San ethnography as it relates to Juaro, age and 

death, and from other case studies which highlight the role of burial as a symbol of lineal 

descent, ownership, access and inheritance. Burial practices are not epiphenomena and 

cannot be separated from the$e processes in the wider archaeological context. 

Burial activity in the Cape coastal region correlates with m"re exclusive social behaviour 

in relation to size of ten1ory, firmness of boundanes and access to resources within those 

boundaries. This in turn relates to population densities and relatively productive environ

ments. It is also suggested that areas with LSA sequences for which there is no evidence 

of focused burial acuvity would represent the more inclusive social systems evident in the 

San ethnography, where the attachment to specific place is less developed because of the 

need to mai11tain a relatively mobile approach to risk reduction. In essence, the structure of 

burial activity in any area during the LSA encapsulates wider social configurations and 

changes to these. Suggestions are also put forth concerning patterning in the burial data as 

it relates to social differentiation. It is possible that some grave good elaboration allocates 

an ascribed status. The interpretation of diachronic variability in the burial data are less 

satisfactory due to the quality of recovered burial sequences. Never:heless, it is suggested 
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that burial data can be used to elucidate poJJulation trends through the terminal Pleistocene 

and Holocene. ·i~1ere is also some evidence which suggests that mid-Holocene Wilton 

burials are ritually elah')rated. If the density of burials and their ritual elaboration correJates 

with increasing populatioii density, then it can be expected that this continually changed as 

new peripheral populations became cores which, in turn, fissioned new peripheral popula

tions into available space. If the southern Cape was a population centre from at least the 

terminal Pleistocene, then increasing burial der.sity and ritual elaboration in reaction to stress 

would have been felt there first. Adjacent areas, such as the eastern extension of the Cape 

Fold Belt may be expected to lag behind in developing those similar symptoms. 

While the quality of the current burial data base leaves much to be desired, it is perha
1
Js in 

answering questions about the timing of burial episodes in the Cape coastal regions that it 

can most usefully be put to work. An admittedly expensive dating program on burial 

collections may provide interesting regional trends which could be elaborated upon further, 

in conjunctio.t with the wider a:chaeological context. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

HUNTER-GATHERER RESPONSES TO 

FOOD PRODUCERS 

INTRODUCTION 

Contact between hunter-gatherers and food producers has come increasingly into focus in 

southern African pre-colonial studies. This is particularly so because of~ theoretical shift 

,may from viewing hunter-gatherers and farmers as social and economic i!)v!ates (Parking

ton 1984a; Hall, S. 1986; Campbell 1986, 1987; Hall, M. 1987; Mazel 1989), to one where 

social, economic and cognitive frontiers are continual!}' breached in efforts to confront an-::1 

find solution:; to problems raised by the frontier. This escape from 'pristine' and isolated 

cultural systems has also been encouraged by Iron Age research, particularly in the S:m 

t!thnographer' s back-yard. Denbow (1984, 1986; Denbow & Wilmsen I 986) demonstrates 

a·, least 1500 years of contact between Stone Age San and Iron Age herders and farmers in 

Botswana. As emphasised in Chapter Two, this interaction seriously calls into question the 

sratus of ethnographically 'p-istine' hunter-gatherers and especially the utility and relevance 

of this ethnography for pre-,;ontact archaeological interpretation (Schrire 1984). 

Questions as to what irr..pact farmers had upon hunter-gatherers is often researched and 

answered in a negative light based t1;:ou principles of confrontation and social and economic 

incompatibility. The question is ... nswered and summarily dispatched with the emphasis on 

the coercive power of farmers and the territorial displacement of hunter-gatherers (Moore 

1985:94). In rhe eastern Cape, the ap.:,arent greater economic significance of interaction 

between Khoi and Xhosa relegates the San to a group which was simply " ... eradicated and 

dispersed" (Harinck 1969:146). Consequently, they played little part in shaping the social 

and economic history of the eastern Cape. Evidence is discussed in this chapter which shows 
that this is a gross over-simplification. 

A major problem with these interpretations stems from treating the San as passive players 

in any comact situation, whether it be in the present or the past They are acted uri:-in and 

have no effe.ct on the process. They receive but have nothing to give (Gordon 1984, 1985). 
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The resonance between the archaeological facts relating to San life in the eastern Cape over 

the last two thousand years, early travellers' observations and current anthropological work 

on hunter-gatherer and food producer interfaces provides a more sensitive interpretation. 

This takes as its primary basi!: the fact that hunter-gatherers were active participants in 

shaping the eastern Cape pre-cv!onial frontier. 

In the eastern Cape, distinctions between "moving" and "static" frontiers (Alexander 1984) 

imposes a typological straightjacket on interaction processes (see Moore 1985 :95). Many 

of the types of interactive options outlined by Alexander are pertinent to the case at 1'and, 

but their rather generalised and linear progres~ion downplays the synchronic range of 

potential types of interaction. Furthermore, the eastern Cape has a complex diachronic 

progression during which pastoralists, mixed farmers and colonials complicate the social 

landscape in different ways at different times. It is difficult to reduce this fluidity into a 

generalised model of moving and static frontiers. 

This chapter addresses interaction from the hunter-gatherer perspective. This is because of 

the biased data base and no Iron Age comparative material of the quaiity that exists in Natal 

(see Maggs 1980a, 1980b ). A previous publication (Hall, S. 1986) deals with certain aspects 

of the interactive process in the eastern Cape and this publication is given as Appendix IT 

and repetition of its contents is kept to a mmimum. The emphasis here is placed on an 

interpretive framework for the archaeo-logical data based upon ethnographic studies of 

hunter-gatherer and food producer interactions and early traveller records in the eastern 

Cape and I r .. n:-kei. Of critical importance in elucidating the economic choices made by 

hunter-gathl!rers is the analysis of the rle played by shamans in controlling productive 

relations. This is done through the use of early traveller observations and an analysis of 

rock paintings which depict cattle anrl follows the work of Campbell (I 986, 1987). 

THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF INTERACT!ON 

When hunter-gatherer societies are impinged upon !Jy technologically more 'advanced' 

pastoralists or mixed farmers, a number of interactive options occur. Th,"se are depa.nurcs 

from tradit10nal hunter-gatherer economic, settlement and demographic paucms. The 

development of these options is currently under observation in a number of contact situations 

in different parts of the world. Of interest is that irrespective of the contextual dcrail'i of 

these interactions and the variability of the ecological settings, they have in common 

repeated and regular patterns. The observation of these interactions in the present and 

similarities in their outcomes gives confidence in their analogical use for investigating such 

. ; . 
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processes in the deeper contact past. The nature of these interactions emphasises that the 

addition of food producers to a previously hunter-gatherer dominated landscape creates both 

the cause of hunter-gatherer disruption as well as providing economic and sociai oppor
tunjties upon which a new order is based. 

TRADE AND EXCHANGE 

T~e establishment of trade between hunter-gatherers, pastoralists and mixed farmers is 

attr: .,:.- f' j to a number of factors. Fore-most is the disruption of traditional hunter-gatherer 

mobi: !Y r·,11ges. A simulation study by Moore (1985) shows that the addition of only small 

number:-. cf food producers to the landscape rapidly raises the cost of hunter-gathernr 

settlement. As hunter-gatherer settlem~nt options diminish and food produce· s and their 

stock exploit ... 1e rc5ol!rce base the costs of settlement and subsistence for hunter-gatherers 

rise. Mobility smo,Hhes out spatial resource variability but when this is disrupted, alterna

tives are found. Trade is one such alternative which maintains hunter-gatherer energy levels 
(Cashdan I 977). 

Disruption of hunter-gai..,crrr economics is reflected in the types of goods exchanged. This 

in tum has implications for changes in traditional hunter-gatherer relations of production, 

particularly gender relations (Moore 1985). On the subsistence side hunter-gatherers 

Ltvariably receive domer.:icated carbohydrate,;. For example, sandveld Basarwa living 

ar!jacent to Kalang.1. and Bat j farmers along the Botletle River in Botswana. receive a 

substantial amount of maize from these formers in return for wood and Crel-via berries 

(Cashdan 1977, 1986). Aka and Mbuti pygmies in the Congo basin re.;~ivc :,tarchy foods. 

salt arid metal tools from Bantu speakers settled on the forest fringe in return for wild meat 

(Turnbull 1965; Bahuchet & Guillaume 1982). Agta hunter-gatherers in the Philippines 

also receive most of their carbohydrates from Palanan farmers. The Palanan, who produce 

limited protein, are supplied in tum by the Agta (Peterson 1978). Exchange appears Lo be 

th., domain of men ar;d the hunter-gatherer in1port of domestic carbohydrates undercuts the 
role of women in the supply of plant fol)ds. 

The exchange of wild meat for domestic carbohydrate is a reguhr feature of hunter-ga

therer/food producer exchange. Hunter-gatherers may not necessarily prefer domestic 

carbohydrates, but this source may be easier to obtain and more dependable in light of the 

disruptions to mobility and the resource base. On the other side, farmer:, welcome .t:tema

tive protein because it dimfoishes slaughter of their own domestic animals. 

'· .I .. 
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A common misconception about hunter-gatherer and food producer exchange, is that it is 

'one way traffic'; from farmer to forager. The ethnography indicates that this is incorrect. 

Traditional hunter-gatherer expertise and food producer surplus combine in" ... a higher order 

economic system" (Peterson 1978:346). This increases the effective habitat of a region and 

which is of equal value and benefit to both sides (Cashdan 1977). There is, however, a 

-,ubtler aspect to the development of exchange beyond that of calories. The frontier allows, 

perhaps at first inadvertently, the accumulation of surplus by hunter-gatherers which gives 

nse to inequalities in distribution anJ erodes fundamental social relationships. In the San 

contexl. surplus is theoretically appropriated and controlled by shamans through their 

symbolic labour in ritual. Theoretically, inequalities can develop but are ritually masked 

through the self interest of the shamans in a " ... shamanistic relations of production" 

(Campbell 1987:46). The development of exchange is therefore concerred with essential 

energy alternatives, but it is also concerned with the development and retention of prestige 

and power. 

LABOUR 

Goods offered for trade by hunter-gatherers are procured using traditional skills. These 

transactions rnay represent an initial stage in a contact trajectory during which hunter-ga

therers aw not yet directly involved in ·roreign • food producing economies. However. with 

increasing competition, hunter-gatherers can be forced into increasing sedentism through 

further declines in traditional resources and an increasing dependence on small scale stock 

rearing and cropping. These options initially are additions to the traditional resource range 

in a growing generalist strategy rather than ac; a wholesale replacement (Brooks et aJ. 1984). 

Such a stage is, however, inherently vulnerable due to the social contradictions food 

production can raise between traditional egalitarian principles of sharing and the accumu

lation of personal wealth. The development of ritual Justification in order to accommodate 

incongruous social relations has been mentioned above. 

Furthermore, rather than abuse kin and long standing exchange networks, hunter-gatherers 

can bypass this option and choose direct involvement within food producing economies by 

selling their labour as stock herders and also by working in the fields (Vierich 1982). The 

cost and predictability of farming may also be too high where more powerful food producers 

occupy optimal farming habitats (Cashdan 1977). The exchange of labour for a portion of 

the produce which hunter-gatherers are hired to tend may initially take place on a seasonal 

basis. As traditional options decline further and nev. kinship ties are established with 

' . 
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assimilated hunter-gatherers already settled near villages or stock posts (and with t>..! food 

producers themselves), the frequency and length of visits to ~ucn centres is facilitated. 

RELIGIQlTS EXPERTISE 

Food product:rs nol only provide new economic options for hunter-gatherer5 but also provide 

social resources {Moore 1985). One benefit is that of conflict resolution, where increasing 

friction and dispute in hunter-gatherer bands resulting from socio-economic stress cannot 

be resolved by mobility and fission. In such cases appeal to the authority of neighbouring 
f anners can be made. 

Social benefits, though, are not unidirectional. Hunter-gatherer rituals are readily fused onto 

food producer belief systems. This permeability stems from the recognition that hunter-ga

therers are the original occupiers of the land and are adept at controlling its natural rhythms 

and cycles. Kalanga farmers on the Botletle River seek permission from Basarwa to hunt 

in their ranges. If this courtesy is not paid, Basarwa have the ritual power to deny the Kalanga 

hunting success (Cashdan 1986). Wright (1971 :14) records that Southern Sotho and 

Thembu hunters generously shared meat with their San accomplices. 

Bantu speakers in Botswana acknowledge the power of San medicine men who are 

frequently used for healing purposes (Katz 1982). In the eyes of their Bantu neighbours, 

Aka pygmies are derided for existing in an intermediate condition between the human 

(village) world and that of animals (forest) but are nevertheless feared and admired for their 

coexistence and contact with the spirit world. "They resort to the magical and therapeutk 

knowledge of the Aka and their own pantheon shows the influence of their natural and 

supernatural world" (Bahuchet & Guillaume 1982: 194). 

In the eastern Cape and Transkei Xhosa use of San rainmakers is well known (Lichtenstein 

1928; Macquarrie 1962). The Pondomise had permanent contracts with San rainmakers 

who lived off the stock paid to them for their prowess. Sick K'ioi herders in a Kat River 

settlement were administered to in an explicitly described San trance healing dance (Kay 

1833:480-482) and it is possible that in this particular instance the San came to thf" settlement 
specifically for this purpose. 

• 
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EARLY TRAVELLERS RECORDS 

Tantalising insights into San and food producer interactions by early travellers in the eastern 

Cape and Travskei indicate that the modaHues observed in the ethnography were in operation 

during the histvric period. 

The specialist use of San ritual expertise in rainmaking and healing has already been given. 

Other insights into trade and exchange are made by Steedman ( 1836:280), who recorded an 

incident in which a group of 120 "Bushmen" were subsisting off elephanl, the ivory from 

which they exchanged for com and tobacco (dagga?) from neighbouring pastoralists. As 

with the ethnographic examples, the pattern of hunter-gatherers receiving domestic carbo

hydrate is repeated. Bain records San subsisting entirely off ekohant and hippo and although 

exchange is not specifically mentioned one can speculate that in this example the ivory 

would have also been exchanged (Lister 1949: 118). In terms of clientship, Sparrman (1786) 

encountered a Gonaqua group (Khoi and X11osa) accomo:rnied by several "Bushmen", 

possibly as herders. Also during his extended stay in the vicinity of Somerset bast he was 

visited by a Xhosa group who had the services of"Bushmen" and " ... who belonged to their 

party" {Sparrman 1786: 194) Sparrman also mentions that "snese-bushmen'' in the Tsomo 

River area were hired by Thembu smelters to collect and carry wood for their furnaces 

(ibid:115). There are also references by Le Vaillant to ' ' ... good oushmen", who herded a 

few cattle (Le Vaillant 1790). The fact that the Xhosa isiThathu clan can trace its origins 

in part, to a San base indicates that complete assimilation into Xhosa society took place 

(Peires 1981:24). In contrast, those "Bushmen" in the Winterberg who were outside the 

immediate acculturation mosaic of clientship and incipient food production were seen a.) 

" ... wild ... troublesome neighbours ... " (Impey 1838-1847:49). 

These records indicate that San were not simply displaced and eradicated from those areas 

more favourable to pastoralist and agro-pastoraJist groups. This viewpoint stems from the 

tense relations between all groups in the eastern Cape from the mid-18th century, due to 

colonial expansion and landscape saturation. Within this context the frequency of San cattle 

raids rose. This short but stressful period is illustrated by the high percentage of Drakensberg 

rock paintings in which horses and Europeans are depicted (Campbell 1987:132). Conse

quently, most historical observations portray the San in a negative light and generalise the 

19th century patterns. That certain San groups did choose to retain their independence by 

restricting settlement to the uplands of the second and main escarprr.ents is well known 

(Sparrman 1786; Barrow l 806; Hewitt 1920; Derricourt 1974, 1977). Tnest.' reconstructions 
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have tended to be diachronically generalised and overlay the earlier interactions hinted at 

by colonial travellers. 

With the interpretive possibilities outlined above the archaeology of the contact period is 

now described and discussed. 

·(:HAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR INTERACTION 

RE&tO?"t.AL DIFFERENCES IN CERAMIC SEQUENCE DEPTHS 

A crude index of interactive intensity between hunter-gatherers and food producers is given 

by the depth and dating of pottery sequences. At both Wilton and Melkhoutboom pottery 

sequences are insubstantial (Deacon, J. 1972; Deacon, H.J. 1976) and are better rep"esented 

at smaller sites. It has ~n suggested that the disruptions caused to hunter-gatherer 

settlement strategies fragmenteo hunter-gatherer groups into smaller units, which utilised 

the landscape in a 'secr'!tive' manner. One such site, Springs Rock Shelter. located just 

outside Grcihamstc,wn in the CFB (see Deacon, H.J. 1976: 157-8), is small a.'ld inaccessible 

and pottery throughout •he s~uence indicated a date within the last 2000 years. Radiocar

bon samples ~ubmitted to investigate this aspect in the current project, indicate that 

occupation of Springs only occurred over the last 400 years (360 ± 50 BP, Pta-4372; 290 ± 50 

BP, Pta-4369). This is relatively late in terms of the regional indications for at least a 1900 

year food producer presence (Hall, S. 1985:45, Appendix II; Binneman 1985:122; Leslie

Brooker 1987 :230-1 ). 

The ldte occupation of Springs, plus the apparent ephemeral occupation of Wilton and 

Melkhoutboom suggest substa,1tial chronological gaps in the LSA of•' eastern extension 

of th~ CFB over the last 2000 years. This points towards regional demographic shifts 

necessitated by the presence of food producers. The greater depth of the pottery sequence 

at Welgeluk, (from at last 0,80 m below the historic dung crust), and also perhaps at Edgehill, 

suggests that one such strategy was to continue and perhaps intensify occupation of sites 

situated within habitats favourable for food producers. 

This is contrary to what one would expect if the San had been displaced from the lower Fish 

River Basin. The suitability of the habitat for grazing is beyond question. The local 

Subtropical Thicket TJrovides excellent sweetveld and winter forage, to which local Nguni 

cattle are well adapted (Mr V. Biggs pers. comm.). Furtherr ~. the open sweetveld 
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grasslands immediately to the north provide some of the finest pasture in the eastern Cape 

and the word "Koonap" translates roughly into "fine fields" (Skead pers. comm.). 

The implication of these observations is that in the context of tradition1I eradication and 

displacement models of :nteraction, the depth of the Welgeluk pottery seqll~nce is anoma

lous. This suggests that some parts of the landscape were empty Ov\:, ivnl;; jJCriods during 

the last 2000 years, while in others LSA occupation continued and perhaps even intensified. 

If the ephemeral character of LSA occupation in the CFB is at all correct, then parts of the 

landscape were empty of hunter-gatherers, not only because they were displaced but because 

sett1-:ment alongside food producers in habitats favou:-able to them, provided a new set of 

social and economic resources which helped solve the complex problems brought about 

through the food producer presence. In other words, food producers also attract hunter-ga

therers. Similar suggestions have been made by Sampson ( 1985:87, 103) for herder/San 

interactions in the Seacow Valley and by Maze) (1989) for the central Thukela Basin. On 

ecological grounds, pastoralist or farmer uulisation of the Sourveld of the Winterberg 

highlands to the north of Edgehill and Welgeluk would have been for relatively short periods 

in summer (Hall, S. 1986; Appendix II). However, because the sweetveld of the Fish River 

Basin supports stock for most of the year, even summer grazing in the Winterberg highlands 

may not have been necessary. The rugged topography of the Winterberg would also have 

further inhibited the grazing of domestic herds. Hunter-gatherers, therefore, could either 

have retreated relatively pcnnanentJy into these highlands or have at least secured a seasonal 

retreat outside the grazing range of pastoralists. At Fairview (Robertshaw 1984), located 

in the pastorally more inaccessible sourveld of the Winterberg, the author suggests that the 

impact upon the hunter-gatherer economy "as minimal. 

The depth of the Welgeluk pottery sequence carries genera! information concerning the 

degree of interaction with food producers which continued unabated and perhaps intensified 

through the contact period. Th~ CFB appears to have emptied of hunter-gatherers while the 

highlands of the Winter' n~ sc,:m to have been minimally impacted. The question arises 

as to why different options within the frontier are selected by hunter-gatherers. Different 

densities of food producers is an ohvious reason but type of interaction may be premised 

just as much on pre-contact hunter-gatherer social :md economic configurations. 

, . . 

' . . . -
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CERAMIC SEQUENCE CONTENTS 

Pottery 

A total of 34 potsherds was recovered from the Edgehill excavation as well as from surface 

collections from the whole site (Table 7.1). The pottery occurs predominantly within the 

top four 0,05 m spit levels of unit 1. It is generally v. 1 .; with the occasional hint of 

red ochre burnish on the exterior. Five of the sherds are decorated and these are illustrated 

in Fig. 7 .1. Although the sample is small, all, except the one punctate body sherd, appear 

to fall within the range of Cape Coastal Pottery (Rudner 1968). 

At Welgeluk a total of 290 potsheras were recovered from units IA and 1 B (Table 7.2). The 

pottery sequence at Welgeluk divides into two components. These are defined on differen

ces in decoration. In the ]ower component 1 B, pottery is decorated with horizontal or 

diagonal incisions on the ne::k and corresponds to typical Cape Coastal Pottery (Rudner 

1968) or the Albany ware of Leslie-Brooker (1987) (Fig. 7.2 nos 3 & 4). Pottery in unit 1 B 

is thin walled compared to IA, and relatively well made. The first sherds of this type occur 

in WFBA which is dated to 1980± 50 BP (Pta-3984). This date was thought to be too early 

for pastoralists and it is p<'ssible that sherds have moved down in the deposit. However, 

reference to the date for the first pottery at Edgehill (l 830 ± 60 BP, Pta-3564) suggests that 

these dates are associated and should not be discarded. 

Although the rar,3e of sherd thickness of unit l B pottery is wide, there is a tendency for 

pottery to be thinner than the pottery from unit 1 A. This general distinction is, however, 

only one distinguishing factor between the assemblages, the others being that the unit IA 

pottery 1s relatively coarse poorly fired, black in colour and, most importantly, is decorated 

with incisions across the lips of the vessels (Fig. 7 .2 nos I & 2) as well as possible moulding 

on the necks. Furthermore, in the uppermost units of IA \BA, GVA), grass temper occurs, 

but does not replace grit temper entirely. Many of the I A sherds retain a thick carbon rind 

on the interior surfaces, presumably residues from food which was cooked in the vessels. 

The appearance of this nm nicked pottery at Wel,.-luk has been dated to 510 ± 50 BP 

(Pta-3934, SBV A). A similarly decorated rim sherd was recovered by Hewitt from 

Uniondale, which is also placed late in the ceramic seque11ce (Leslie-Brooker 1987:223, 

230). An original interpretation of the Welgeluk pottery sequence (Hall, S. 1985) saw this 

upper assemblage as indicative of an increasing mixed farmer presence on the landscape 

based on its repeated association with Bantu speakers (Schofield 1948). There may still be 
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I ZJ ' Figure 7 .1. Edgehill: decorated pottery 
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Figure 7.2. Welgeluk: decorated 1,ottery (No 7 from Adelaide) 
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som~ validity for this viewpoint but a rim nicked vessel from the Winterberg foothills near 

AdP!~iJc (Fig. 7.2 no.7) has unpierced vestigial lugs which may berelictpastoralistfeatures. 

It cannot be ruled out that the upper pottery assemblage reflects the emergence of mixed 

Khoi and Xhosa groups which appear historically as the Gonaqua and Ghunukhwebe (see 

Maingard 1931). 

This two-fold Welgeluk pottery sequence: is correlated with the discrete distributions of rock 

paintings in which sheep and cattle are dl:picted (Hall, S. 1986; Appendix JI Fig. 1 ). Images 

of sheep are found mostly on the coastal foreland to the south of the Winterberg, while 

images of cattle are restricted exclusively to the Winterberg. It is postulated that the lower 

Khoi pottery unit at Welgeluk is chronologically t"quivalent to the sheep paintings (ca I 800 

to 500 BP). Both retlect a pure pastoralist prese.nce on the landscape. The cattle images, 

restricted to the Winterberg, are interpreced as chronologically equivalent to the upper 

pottery unit IA at Welgeluk (ca 500 to 150 BP). The discrete distribution of sheep and cattle 

motifs is therefore chronologically discrete as well. One implication of this interpretation 

is that cattle were only im .. oduced, or alternatively only belame .. umerically important, in 

the area over the last 500 J~ars. Drawing ti'iis ::onclusion is dangerous, however, given that 

cattle painting may reflect their increasing importance to shamanistic status in the :tevelo

ping "shamanistic relation of production•· (Campbell 1987), rather than i,1dicating an 

absolute increase in cattle numbers. 

Logically, the absence of cattle paintings south of the Winterberg indicates that there were 

110 hunter-gatherers in that area left to paint. The discussion above concerning the dep~h of 

the Welgeluk pottery sequence indicates that this was not the case. Hunter-gatherers 

certainly were present. Assuming that the late occupation at Springs Rock Shelter was by 

f•unter-gatherers, then this is more evidence for their cor.unued presence on the landscape. 

Explanations for the lack of cattle painungs on the coastal plateau tind forelands focus on 

two possiblities. 

Firstly, two distinct hunter-gatherer groups which bear some resemblance to pre-contact 

configurations, were present. The group represented by the upper pnttery unit ~t Welgeluk, 

and with the longest interface with food pmducers, could have been enculturated to such a 

rlegree that p,iinting was no longer a part of their cultural expression. Consequently, the 

distribution of cattle paintings in the Winterberg represents hunter-gatherers in a mountain 

refugium situation who opted at times to keep as much distance between themselves and 

food producers as was practically possible. 

. . . . 
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A second interpretation cnn~:ders a much more f.exible situation, in which hunter-gatherers 

perhaps still employed a "t.Jsonal pattern of movement bctw~,en upland and lowland. 

Theoretically, the upper We1,;elu!· µottery sequence and the later deposits at Fairview could 

have been laid down by the s:.ime people. The distribution of cattle paintings in the 

Winterberg is perhaps one expression of summer occupation, during which shaman rain 

makt:rs symbolically laboured at that time for the reproduction of the veld and the group, 

for cattle farming clients and for entrenching their own status and prestige. A difficulty with 

this scenario is that if pre-contact hunter-ga~erer socio-spatial identities (see Chapter Five) 

still existed, these may ~ave fonned social barriers to movement. 

The two pottery components at Welgeluk are interesting for stratigraphically recording the 

increasing influence of firstly, Khoi herders and, seconJly, Xhosa mixed farmers in th~ 

area. I suggest that this archaeological sequence sheds light on the discrete distribuuon of 

sheep and cattle motifs in San 1ock paint;ngs and places them more correctly in~, diachromc 

sequence. 

Artefacts 

Table 7.3 lists artefacts, ornaments and raw materials from uni!s 2, 18 and lA at Welgeluk. 

Data from unit 2 are included in order to provide a comparison over the pre-contact/contact 

boundary. Examination of the densities for waste tools, total formal tools and scrapers, 

shows that change in densities is most marked in unit 1 A. The density of waste artefacts 

slightly increases in 1 B while the densities of scrapers in 18 are down on those in unit 2. 

Formal tools drop in den')ity by about half between units 2 and l B, and this is attributable 

to the other formal tool categories, particularly backed bladelets, falling to almost zero in 

unit 1 B. It appears that the ubiquity of scrapers among formal tools remains in the initial 

contact situation, but that all other formal tools beco'Tie insignificant in the lithic repertoir:!. 

All components of the lithic inventory drop off significantly to very low densities in t:1e 

upper pottery unit 1 A. 

One significant factor in accounting for the stone tool dro;> off, panicularly in unit 1 A, is 

that iron tools could have been substituted in their place. Three pieces of iron were 

recovered, all securely from within the pottery units. One unid,.ntifiable scrap came from 

1 B (BGOA). The other two pieces were recovered from I A and consisted of one small iron 

bead (GBOL) and one iron button of European origin. This was found in H2. The locus of 

smeltin~ activity by mixed farmers ,vould have been to the east of Welgeluk and Edgehill, 

as is s ... 6gested by Sparrman's account (Sparrman 1786:115; see also Feely 1987). Iron 

could therefore have been obtained in exchange for labour in the actual smelting process, 
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or ex.changed in the course uf oti1er interaction. Maggs has posited that an apparent 

oversupply of iron at the Early li0r, Age site of Msuluzi Confluence in the Thukela Basin 

could have been traded with San (Maggs 1980a: 138). 

The pre.:,ence of a European button in secure stratigrnpluc context late in unit I A indicates 

that hunter-gatherers were still on the landscapr within the colonial fromier. Wine bottle 

bases also provided another raw material for 's!oni~ · t.:-ol rnanufacture. Several piece:. from 

Fort DouJle Drift, on rhe lower Fish River, appear to be form:il:!· flaked LSA shapes. An 

unaccessi1.med coll~tion of gla ;stools in the Albany Museum, p~rtirt•larly tlatle, :t cores, 

collected by .l.J. Kissack in 1 c,~ 1 from the vicinit~· of Cradod..:, includes un<loub~edly worked 

pieces. 

The occurrence of -;1,crece over the c0 1tact period is of considerable interest given the 

prominent pos1tic:1 ot .his m l\erial as a social and geographic marker in the ca 5()(X) to 2000 

BP sequence (see Chapter Hv~). The r,•r .:f!nt:li;c: of silcrete wasr.e is low through the contact 

penod (Table 7.3). For fonn:..i to,:-: <;jh,:r~:c cnntrihu;. '> 71 .. 5% of the materia: in unit 1 B, 

compared to 0% in IA. Thi!: is acc:'lt1"1 ~:.J ,,, i,y ihc near l~1al ab!>c11··e of formal tooh in 

unit I A, but it docs suggest that eith\!r acL.:\~ ,, :l rctc was blo~kecJ or e,at the previous 

status of the material in terms of social identity no longer applied. 

Of more interest is the sharp increase in silcretc use for formal tools O\Cr the relatively low 

frequency of 37,9% in the immediately pre-contact unit 2 (Table 7.3). Also in unit 2. local 

homfels makes up 27 ,2% of the formal tools, the highest pcrcentagr fo, the whole site. while 

other local materials, :;uch us chert and sandstone contribute 33% of the tot:!I. In Ch:ipter 

five. the relatively greater 11 -;c of lo,:al materials in unit 2 (ca 2500 Bl') wa:; interpreted as 

evidence of an inc.:reasingly conlin~d 1c~1dcntial focus intcrli!'Kcd w:•h t!1c imensific,Hion 

process. Logically, the resurgenc(' of sikrcte use in the ccrnrnic uni1 18 as well us the 

ap~arance vf Zuurbcrg chalcedonies and the decrease in local shal~s. cherts and sandstones 

indicates a r\!-ex.pansion of the raw material catchments that is somewhat anaiogous ll' ih~ 

ca 5500 BP basal units at Edgehill. A similar diversification in rnw material c\msequcr t 

upon the initial introduction of pottery has ,tlso been noted at Uniondak~ (Lcs:1e-Lrnokc. 

1987). 

Interpretation of this trend in unit 1 Bis difficult and the following is tentative. It has been 

inferred on the basis of tool d~nsiues and frequencies that the pastoralist impact on 

hunter-gatherers in the area was nc• as great as that by t'ie later mixed farmers. The raw 

material expansion might signal the build up of social and ecological stress in hunter-ga-

. . . . . . . ~ 
' . . 
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thcrer groups, who responded by expanding their tics over a wic.Jci area. In so doing, 

opportur.itic~ to relocate in the face of pas:oralist competition may have been facilitated. 

The apparent relative archaeological invisibility of hunter-gatherers in the CFB at this time. 

however, would a1g11c against this. Cn the other hand direct contact or some fonn of 

networkir,~ with the coast is ii1u::itrated through the siight increase in Nassarius kraussianus 

beads in ur1tt 1 B (Table 7 .3 ). 1 he frequencies of these, however, drop markedly in unit 1 A 

and suggest that all regional networks had been seriously disrupted or wer~ no Ion~, 

required. Tt.c,e is no indic:.ition, however, t~at other hwro type tokens, such ns n~m II 

eggshell beads, are emphasised more in unit 1 B, compared io unit 2. O~hre incrcuscs it, 

unit 1 A significantly over 18, and if t11e association between thts material, ritual and 

increased stress is made, then obviously unit l A is the more strcssf ul period. 

The hunter-gatherer system over the course of the initial pastoralist prcs.!ncc remained 

reasonably intact. Exr.mination of the food waste from the pottery units provides fllore 

evidence, however, that economic pressure was exerted. The most economical intcrpreta

tio!l of the artefactual and settlement data relating to the agro-pastoral phase of the contact 

period, is that widespre:.:d hunter-gatherer 111.:tworks appear to have broken down entirely 

and that groups have became increasingly fragmented and socially and economically 

separated from one another. In this light. each hunter-gatherer group had its own spatial 

and temporally variable relationship with food producers, with the emphasis on self in1ere::.1. 

Simi hr conclusions have been c.hawn ahout t11i period from a theoretical consideration of 

contact rock art (Campbell 1987) and this aspect is returned to below. 

Food waste 

In Chapter Fou.-. mention was made of the interpretation that the widcspri'ad incre~1se in 

freshwater mussel exploitation in the later I lolocene was tied 10 the influx of pa toralb 1 

(Deacon & De~con 1963; Deacon. J. 1972:38: Deacon, 11.J. 1976). The evidence fro:n 

1.!dgehill and Wclgcluk indicates that any peak in mussel cxploication is part of a prc:-contact 
1 11 1cnsification process. and that hunter-gatherer mussel exploitation within the contact 

.~.riod actually declines (Table 7 .3 ). I suggc:st•·d that the l'phcrrn:ral nature of the pottery 

~cqucnces at some of these sites has confused 1he picture. 

Explanation uf tlic duwm, ·1rd trend in mussel exploitation in the pottery uni,s at Welgduk 

focuses on two possibilities. F,r:>dy, alternative prot~m sources from p:1stornli. ts may have 

::;]ready been tapped. and the need to maintain mu-;sel cxrloitation decreased. Secondly. as 

noted by others (Hall, M. 1981: A'exandcr 1984). food producers. particularly in pioneer 

"moving frontier" conditions, oflcn also exploit hunter-g·1thercr re!-iources, thereby under-

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
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cutting hunter-gatherer subsistence needs. Large, mussel strewn sites. with pottery si1nilar 

to Sampson ·s 'Klioi' (Sampson 1985), on the banks of the Great Fish River abo\'C Crauv",~. 

certainly demonstrate that pastoralists liberally exploited wild foods (pers. observation). 

Furthermore. much smaller mussel sites with grey, relatively thick, grass tempered pottery 

ascribable to the San (Sampson 198-1) are located on and within the kopjies which stand 

back from and overlook the river. 

These more distant San riverine camps may rcnect similar settlement preferences to 

Smithfield camps in the Seacow Valley, which as a rule arc located I km from spring eyes 

or river banks (Sampson 1985:87), presumably to encourage the presence of game. How

ever, the Smithfield (San) and Khoi (herder) camps are undoubtedly contemporary and while 

Khoi apparently attracted San to their camp~. it is not improbable that access to riverine 

resources became increasingly restricted to hunter-&atherers. coupled with a concomitant 

decline in biomass. It is also possible that Khoi herds were instrumental in floral and river 

bank degradation, which could have upset subtle ecological balances. particularly in tem1s 

of the tolerance of mussels to increased sediment loads. It is not inconceivable that the near 

total absence of this species today in eastern Cape rivers is the end point of a process started 

by herders. 

The downturn noted for freshwater mussel in the pottery sequence at We:geluk applies 

equally to the freshwater fi . h (Table 7 .3 ). Of interest. though. is that riverine resources such 

as crnb and turtle. which may be seen as relatively low on a food prd'crence ranking, become 

more prominent during the pottery sequence. Another significa111 treno is the dramatic 

increase in grysbok/stcenhok sized animals in the upper pottery unit IA (Table 7.3). This 

surge in small bovid fre4ucncics is also a feature of unit 1 at Edgehill. Sheep have also been 

identified from both units at Welgeluk as well as from the pottery unit at Edgehill. 

Together. these trends suggest that herders. and in particular mixed fam1ers, increasingly 

disrupted access to key resources both through their ow:1 exploitation of them as well as the 

presence of their herds. In order to maintain protein i11take, hunter-gatherers compensated 

by intensifying exploitation of species which can sustain exploitation pressure and which 

are even further down the ranJ..ing scale and, thercfo1e, perhaps outside the subsistence focus 

of herders. 

Additions to the plant food list within the contact period have been previously noted in 

hunter-gatherer contexts. Cyperus usitallls is limited ir its distribution to the pottery layers 

at t\.1clkhoutboom (Dear.on, 11.J. 1976:91,164), •1nd has a similar distribution at other Cf·B 

. - . 
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sites (Binneman pcrs. comm.). At Welgeluk unit l A preserves the only plant domesticates 

found (Citrullus la,wtus and Lagenaria siccraria), and lend considerable weight to the 

interpretation of unit 1 A as indicative of an agro-pastoraJ presence. Also, there is a marked 

increase in the amount of plant food waste in the upper pottery unit IA which may not be 

solely a product of better preservation. Intensification of carbohydrate resources may be 

indicated which included domesticates as well. 

As with the artefactual evidence, the food residues at Welgeluk demonstrate that significant 

departures from traditional hunter-gatherer lifeways occur during the later agro-pastoral 

phase. Technological breakdown, reduced mobility, grout-' fragmentation and subs1stenc~ 

stress can all be tentatively inferred. This picture certainly casts a negative light on the lot 

of hunter-gatherers at this time. However, if the mechanisms through which the bits and 

pieces of evidence enter the hunter-gatherer context are in any way analogous to the trade 

and exchange, labour and ritual expertise options highlighted by the ethnography, then this 

picture can be interpreted in a different way. 

Undoubtedly hunter-gatherer lifeways were disrupted by food producers, but in tum, 

hunter-gatherers may have perceived farn11,;.~ as another resource around which solutions 

to their subsistence problems 'NCr1,; based. The archaeological scraps from contact sites 

reflect the active selection of those options. I maintain that the very depth of the Welgeluk 

potlery sequence, placed as the site is within prime agro-pastoral land, reflects one aspect 

of the frontier which is fundamentally cooperative. 

SHAMANS, RAINMAKING, CA TILE AND ROCK ART 

Within this cooperative framework, there arc deeper and more obscure issues for Sau society, 

arising from an increasingly contradictory dialectic between .1spccts of hunter-gatherer 

social relations of production. The early travellers clearly indicate that barter and exchange 

between San and Xhosa took r,lar.e (see Lister I 94~: 118), and yet huntei-gatherers do not 

traditionally b,trter food (Moore 1985: 106-107). It is shared with the knowledge that others 

will share in turn. Furthermore, hunter-gatherers exchange meat with food producers 

thereby reducing the amount available for themselves. This u11dercuts dietary needs and 

removes one medium through which social relationships are embedded. Why is it ex

changed? The archaeology also indicates that alternative domestic sources of plant carbo

hydrate are coming into the hunter-gatherer system (see Maggs & Ward 1980; Mazel 1989), 

and any exchange for domestic carbohydrates also undercuts the productive rle of women. 

This has been noted by Wiessner ( 1984) who records that San women have elaborated 

l 
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persoi .. 1 stylistic expres:iiCln in beadwor~ ::~ a reaction to the negative effects of contact on 

their productive rle. 

To be acceptable to the wider San society these departures from traditional hunter-gatherer 

norms have to be embedded within new social relationships. An analysis of contact rock 

art by Campbell (1987) points out the increased importance of shamanisrr. during the contact 

period for weaving the new economic developments of contact into the everyday fabric of 

San life. A 'shamanistic relauon of production' develops which in essence manages the 

changing risks of the contact period by orientating social relationships towards new 

economic dependencies. As already noted, rock paintings in which cattle are depicted occur 

in the Winterbe,~ and it is argued that they focused San groups on one of these new 

dependencies. Several paintings of cattle from one site are now examined. It is ccncluded 

that these are specifically rainmaking scenes and that they 'functioned' to embed new 

economic and social relationships in the contact period which emphasised the importance 

of cattle and the role of the shaman in bringing them to the group. 

BRAKFONTEIN 

Three panels occur in this western Winterbe1 0 site (Fig. 1.2), two of which d~pict cattle and 

the third a scene with eland. 

Panell 

Figure 7.3 shows a panel composed of a number of running figures between bovids, most 

of which can be clearly identified as cattle. A cursory examination of the panel suggests a 

literal cattle herding scene. A key in unlocking a more complex conceptual content is 

provided by the symax. Closer examination shows that both the cattle and figures are 

juxtaposed and superimposed within and over an older scene composed of at least five eland. 

Nowhere is this better illustrated than by the upper central cow associated with the zigzag 

lme. The 'patch' within the body of this cow is one of the older eland. This superpositioning 

is not random and underpins a conceptual transferral concerning eland, water and San rain 

making beliefs to cattle (Lewis Williams 1981; Hall, S. 1986). "Eland and cattle then 

become closely related, perhaps in some ways equivalent symbols in San thought" (Camp

bell 1987:76). The close association between eland .md cattle is repeated in several other 

Winterbc::rg panels. 

. - . . . -. . -----== ~~--------
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This symbolic and metaphorical continuity is further emphasised through the entry of the 

zigzag line into the cow's b:ick. Close examination of this line, however, shows that its end 

point is on the older eland bad·. but by precise superpositioning, tl.e cow has been given 

the same association. This relationship has significance in terms of ~11 beliefs concerning 

n!ow potency or power and the influence this can have upon the weather (Lewis-Williams 

1983:9). The middle cow in the bottom row has a similar line entering its back, and the area 

around the point of contact has a series of delicately painted fk '<s. The zigzag and straight 

Jines, the flecks and the line of nine semi-cross motifs running al 1 )SS the panel help identify 

the panel further as a trance scene, related to the hallucination.; of shamans in an altered 

state of consciousness. 

Interpretation of these features draws upon universal neuro-psychological phenomena 

which emphasise that altered states of consciou<;ness induce similar aural, somatic and most 

important for the rock art, visual hallucinations (Lewis-Williams & Dowson 1988; Dowson 

1989; Dowson & Holliday 1989) which identify the paintings with altered states of 

consciousness. These entoptics usually take the form of dots, microdots, grids, nested curves 

and zigzags (Dowson 1989:86). These writers suggest that entoptics, such as the zigzag in 

Figure 7.3 represent the released supem~.tural potency from the eland/cow seen only by the 

trancing shaman and harnessed by him to capture rain-animals (Dowson & Holliday 

1989:46). N!ow potency and its possible relationship with the n//au spot (the point on the 

back of the neck from which a shaman can expel sickness) point towards these features as 

being associated with min and rainmaking. 

Furthermore, the uppermost animal with its hind limbs directly on the zigzag line is rather 

amorphous in shape and suggests that it may be the rain bull and that its association with 

the poiency indicate:; shamanistic control and capture. Zigzag lines are a recurring feature 

of Winterberg rock art (see Lewis-Williams 1988a:Fig. 8). A middle panel at Brakfontein 

Shelter {Fig. 7.4) has similar features. It shows two lines of eland associated with zigzags 

as well as the semi-cross motifs which :ilso occur in the cattle panel. Both can be interpreted 

as entoptics emanating from the hallucinations of shamans which possibly represent 

potency. The fleck:; asscciated with •:- e b1ck of the lower cow in Figure 7.3 can also be 

interpreted as the potency S< en by the shan,an, and may also be a~sociated with the n!au 

spot (Dowson 1989:91 ). 

There are other features H, Figure 7.1 ,vh1ch iderwfy d1 e painting as one of rair.-rnaking. 

Although the pa;1el is faded r;~.dlj on the left side: is dear from on-~ite inspection that the 

circular rc'-i li11e does enclose faded .: ·1Jgt--: . it i, probable thut this line represents a further 

. . t • . . 
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depiction of released potency associated with another rain-animal (see Dowson & I lolliday 

1989:Fig. 2). A clearer demonstration of this is evident in a further isolated BrakfontP-in 

painting (Fig. 7 .5 ). The figures running in tandem in the upper left hand part of Figure 7 .3 

have white faces. This kature is relatively common in Drakensberg panels (sec Vinnicombe 

I 976 ). From the ethnography this feature can be associated with rituals, particularly hunting 

ritual, in which the white faces make a clear relationship with the animal (Vinnicombe 

1976:257; Leslie-Brooker I 987:290-295 with refs.). 

Figure 7.3 does demonstrate the trance related and shamanistic character of thi3 contact 

painting. It also very clearly articulates cattle into the general San belief system concerning 

trance, eland, potency and the control Clf rain. This undert>ins the importmce of cattle during 

the later contact period in ensuring renewal of basic environmental conditions of existence. 

The symbolic labour of the shaman-rainmaker in trance both assures cattle payments to the 

camp as well as hampering the pursuit of cattle raiders (Can1pbell 1987:54). Moreover, the 

use of the word "shaman-artist" (Dowson 1989:84) 1s particularly appropriate because the 

paintings were a ritual den•onstration to the camp of their dependency upon his symbolic 

labour, manipulated by the shaman both for the camp's, as well as his own 1'enefit. 

PaneJ2 

Examination of panel I, in which trance related elements are relatively obvious provides 

confidence to approach the second main panel at Ilrakfontein (Fig. 7.6) because there 

appears tote nothing shamanistic about this painting. Again the syntax of the panel laelps 

in this regard. In the central section. the cattle are superimposed over a previously painted 

bovid with an amorphous form similar to the one associated with the zigzag line in Figure 

7 .3. The suggestion again is that similar concepts concerning rain making are being 

expressed but articulated in a dif~erent way. Furthermore, close examination of the snouts 

of several of the cattle, show that short wavy lines have been painted. No doubt in reality 

these depict some form of halter or rein by which the cattle are led and controlled. It is 

possible, however, that these thongs had symbolic meaning to the San painter and viewers. 

San mention the difficulty of capturing a rain-animal and recourse to reins for control, either 

to lead or ride the rain-animal 1s mentioned (Lewis-Williams l 988b:15; Campbell 1987:73). 

It is, therefore, not inconceivable that the thongs in Figure 7.6 represent metaphors forthe 

control of rain-animal . 

Moreover, the snouts of several cattle are embellished with small projections, which again 

may be real attachments associated with the connection of the thongs. Recourse to 

nel!ro-psychological analogy, ho\\-ever, indicates that in altered states of con-sciousness 
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Figure 7.5. Brakfontein rock art panel 3 
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prognathism is sometimes experienced, and the cattle 'tusks' may be metaphors for thi11 

feeling (Dowson 1989:90; Fig. 12). Both snout 'thongs' and 't·1sks' are depicted in other 

Winterberg cattle panels. and one on the farm Austrey closely articulates the cattle within 

an r der panel of eland. 

The panel in Figure 7.6 has enough features to rlispel notions above literal depiction. The 

detail to the left side of the pdnel remains uninterpreted and may add to the general 

conclusion reached. Its presence in a shelter redolent with trance imagery also supports a 

shamanistic interpretation. Just as traditional social and economic roles are embedded and 

emphasised through the symbolic labour of the shaman (Lewis-Williams 1982), so too must 

contradictions to these brought about by new means of production introduced through 

farmers. Evidence for the appropriation by Xhosa farmers "f San rain making prowess is 

particularly abundant (see Macquarrie 1962: 1 '28-130). Payment for rainmaking was made 

predominantly with cattle, as well as allocation of a portion of the harvest (Campbell 

1987 :42) The importance of these new economic elements to the San had to be grafted 

onto existing ritual met.1phors unde.pinning pr.)ductive relations, thereby rationalising these 

relations and providing the basis for economi: and social form in the contact period. As 

mentioned above, this can be seen as managing new forms of economic and social risk. 

Cattle paintings an:: one clear expression of this. 

Most imoortant, however, is that shamans increasingly controlled .1ccess to cattle, and 

thereby the conditions for inequalit} arose through the appropriation of surplus for them

seives. The heightened stature of the shaman during the late contact period is embedded by 

the shaman himself through trance and he communicated to the wider group through rock 

paintings in which cattle are depicted as trance metaphors. These are essentially " ... state

ments about the social power of shamans and provided indelible reminders to the c~p that 

access to attk~ ... depend~d on the symbolic labour of the shamans ... " (Campbell 1987:91 ). 

From this background a final word can now be added about the absence of cattle paintings 

to the south of th!! WinterbenJ anJ in the vicinit.y of Edgehill and Welgeluk. If cattle 

paintings underpin shamanistic control of new productive relations their distribution indi

cates that in those areas hunter-gatherer groups still rctai.1ed a relati,e autonomy over their 

economic and social lives. In contrast. are,1s where such paintings do not occur indicate that 

shamanistic contro1 had broken down completely. 
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SUMMARY DISCUSSION 

This cha!)ter has attempted to show that the impact upon hunter-garherers in the research 

area by food producers was !:>y no means simply one of eradication and dispersal. Even 

while it may have been one aspect of the frontier, it is probable that spatially and temporally 

it was highly variable. The archaeology has suggested certain aspects of economic interac

tion which have been articulated through ethnographic and historic observations which seek 

to emphasise that cultural contact docs not merely create acculturation or similarity on the 

pan of the weaker party. Alternatively, cultural ccntact exerts mutual forces which 

resffucture groups, just as much towards a self serving complementarity which may be 

maintained, or gives way eventually to wholcscale acculturation (Sahlins 1964). Contact 

between people with different lifeways creates stress and consequent alleviating action 

contradicts previous economic and social models of both participants. For the San, new 

economic and social relations were underwritten in the supernatural sphere. The pace and 

intensity of interaction between hunter-gatherers and food producers appears to have been 

variable in time and space. While this must in part relate to different densities of food 

producers in diff ercnt areas, pace and intenslly ,1ay also be tied to the social and economic 

structures of hunter-gatherer groups prior to contact. "Every culture carries the penalty of 

a past within the frame of which .. .it must work out its future" (Sahlins 1964:369). It is 

perhaps in examining the nature of pre-contact hunter-gatherer systems in different , 

rather than differences in the densities of food producers, that variable response<; in tl,c 

conract sitiJatio,1 can be explained. Only son1t very tentative speculations can be offeH,.i rn 

this regard. 

Parkington (Parkington & Poggenpoel 1971; Parkington 1972, 1984a, 1984b) ;,as drawn 

attention to mar:~ed changes in hunter-gatherer seulcment focus consequent upon the influx 

of pastoralists. Numerous small shelters in the pastorally less favourable CFB and rocky 

pediments in the sandveld arc occupied only over the last 2000 years and seldom before and 

d;splacement is indica1ed. Accompanying these settlement shifts, is an increase in painting 

and shamanism a,; well as a marked rrn,dening of the subsistence base. All these suggest 

a context of considerable stress, con,pured to pre-contact times. From the perspective of 

this hunter-g:irherer intensification in the western Cape, P trkington extrapolates and gener

alises this pattern into the LSA of other regions. He states: 

What has often been taken as a Holo:ene pattern of extensive reliance 
on underground plant foods is more likely to rencct a refuge situation 
among residual hunter-gat!->crcr peoples (Parkington 1984a: 123). 

, . . . . _. : ' ' , , . ' , . . , ' , . ' . 
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From the perspective of si.es in the eastern Cape the evidence for extensive use of plant 

foods during the I Iolocene in the eastern Cape is goo.f. The scale of ~ares~ which encouraged 

pre-contact Holocene intensification in the eastt.!rn C.1pe was, therefore. only experienced 

in the western Cape once pastoralism had arrived. The pre-contact social. economic and 

demographic contexts in the two areas are quite different. In the western Cape the 

pre-contact structure emphasises few people, large territories. few sites. large mean food 

parcels and a narrow diet breadth (Parkington 1984a:171, Fig. 6.3). This contrasts in all 

respects with the evidence from the eastern Cape. The scale and type of change iP the contact 

period will be premised on this structure, just as much as upon the den">ity and type of 

incoming food producer. There is no reason why the two should be u1~ same. The 

archaeological facts in both areas appear to be corrccc. but the logical interpretations of chem 

cannot be generalised. 

lt could be expected that hunter-gatherer systems which emphasise a relatively high degree 

of s<>cial exclusion, boundary definition and maintenance, and which consequently have 

relatively high population densities, would react somewhat differently to hunter-gather:;r 

groups who maintain more ncxiblc, wide ranging ar.d open networks for risk reduction. 

Structurally more rigid sy~tcms, pcrh:1ps such as those occurring in the eastern extension of 

the CFB and the southern Cape. may have been charactaisec.J by more competitive 

interactive relationships. Fundamental to this was that hunter-gatherers had nov .. ·here to go 

and a relative spatiJl and social rigidity within hunter-gatherer systems would have seriously 

inhibited relocation options (sec Barth 1956; Pct1:rson 1978 ). furthermore, i11 such cases 

hunter-g·ttherers and pastoralists were competing for the same environment more intensive

ly, using much the same strategies. If a social and perhaps linguistic- pre-contact boundary 

tietwccn the groups in the CFB and those in the Cape t-.tidlands LO the north existed (Deacon. 

ll.J. 1976: 170), this may have further decreased options. 

In contrast, low population densities and relatively open networks in the western Cape gave 

hunter-gatherers the option to relocate into rcfugia outside the food producer sphere. The 

data from Wclgeluk sugpcst that an equally viahk or perhaps only optiof'l was to settle down 

within thL. food producer mosaic. 

A certain degree of ecological/subsistence strc.ss is indicated relatively early by the Welge

luk pottery sequence. Furthermore, if the diachronic interpretation of fat-tailed sheep 

paintings as belonging more to this early contac: - 1--·1sc 1s correct. then a relative degree of 

stress is indicated. It is not nco11ccivable that they represent an earlier establishment of a 

shamanistic relation of production, which was so0n followed by a situation in which 

. . . . ' 
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acculturation via economic compleme;Harity w,.1s the norm and shamanistic control broke 
down, hence the absence of cattle paintings. 

On the other hand, the same degree of slress in the escarpment areas 1s not felt until much 

later, probably only because of the encroachment of the colonial frontier (Campbell 

J 987: 132). More open and flexibit, ounter-gatherer structures coupled with a seasonal 

access to habitats not eAtcnsively exploited by food producers (sourveld uplands), may have 

allowed .m envirnnmental 1:-alance in which refuge, or complementarity and cooperation 
could persist in a longer term stability. 

These genernl rem.irks highlight several other points. No m.mer what the pre-contact 

co.1figuration and Cl)ntact setting, hunter-gatherer contact trajectories are considerably 

different from tho ' which went before. If the archaeology allows us an overaJJ picturt- of 

this kind, it again turns attention towards the danger of generalising the ethnography. 

Moreover.just as it is dangerous to extend the e•hnography into pre-contact settings, so too 

is it dubious lo generalise conclusions from one LSA con1,,,..t into .inother, particularly, as 

the example above shows. from a contact sequence to a pre-cor!t.!ct s· 1 he scale of 

regional generalisation in the case of the western or the ea:-:t<::rn ':upl ue narrowed 

to the specific contexts in which the archaeological 0b~,·, \'a', , 11 :1ave bt..\.11 made. I st,ggest 

lhat the archaeology in the eastern Cape is different fic1 r, •.I~;, .vhcre both in the pre-contact 

and post-contact configurations. General Ling a western (;11 ;oaqua pattern is no different 

from generalising rhe ethnography. Both deny contextual diJ fercncc~. 

I 
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Table 7.1. Edgehill: inventory of pottery 

Decora+P,t Plain Decorated Decorated 
Unit 1 body boay rim rim neck Totals 

Surface du.st 14 1 1 2 2 20 
GAl 8 8 
GA2 1 1 
GA3 2 2 
GA4 2 2 

GA7 1 N 
--.J 

Totals 28 1 1 2 2 34 
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Table 7.2. Welgeluk: inventory of pottery 

ONIT 1A (0,87 eherds/bkt) 

PLUN DKC PLAIN DIC 
LAYIR SHXRDS SHRRD Rltm RlttS TIUfPIR 

BA 1 graes 
BD 3 arit 
BOA 13 grit 
BVA 10 arit 
BWA 7 1 grit 
CA 1 arit roe 3 grit 
fthBB 12 J grit FWAO 1 grit FWAO 2 ,rit 
OVA 8 grit/grass 
OVA2R 4 grit 
HlB 10 grit 
82 3 grit 
820 3 grit 
OA 1 arit SBB 1 grlt 
SBVA 37 3 2 grit SWA 5 1 1 arit SWAB 1 1 grit ro 1 grit VBL 2 grit 
VBL2 12 grit 
YD 2 nl:t SQB--TQTAL 143 2 5 3 

OMIT 1B (1,30 ehorde/bkt) 

LAYIR 

CBA 4 arit 
DCNA 1 arit DtfGA 16 1 arit GMA ? arit LGMA 1 grit lfGA 7 grit lfGAB 9 2 1 arit SBNA 2 1 arit SOVA 10 1 grit TBB 3 grit TBBO 20 1 grit TBOOB 14 grit TBVA 3 grit NBC 3 arit Wl'BA 1 grit NGA 9 1 grit 

lfflA 2 grit YB 24 1 grit YBO 12 2 1 grit YHP 5 1:clt 
SUB::IQIAL uz fl j 3 ?QtAL 290 0 9 8 
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Table 7.3. Welgeluk: summary of lithic, shell and food waste 
remains in units 2, 1 B and 1 A 

UNITS lA 18 

LITHICS 

Waste pieces per bucket 5. 12 45.7 
Foraal tools per bucket 0.01 0.36 
Scrapers 1 31 
Backed bladelets 1 2 
Segaents 0 1 
Adzes 0 0 
SiJ~rete waste 5.0~ 4.1~ 
silcrete forul 0.0~ 72.5, 
Ochre 76.5 g 5.6 g 

SRKLL 

Oes frags per bucket 0.92 1. 90 
Oes beads per bucket 0.06 0. 15 
Oes incompl. beads /bucket 0.24 0. 21 
Onto caffer pendants 0 1 
HaaaA krauaaianua beads 2 41 
Other aariue shell 0 2 

FOOD kASTK 

Ba~hic~rua sp. 11 1 
Mussel 32 278 
Fish 132 123 Crab 122 23 
Turtle 6 5 

2 

,t 2 
t. 62 

1!2 
15 

1 
1 
4.4~ 

37.9, 
38.4 g 

3.68 
0.44 
0.47 
6 

30 
5 

1 
488 
222 

83 
2 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

CONCLUSION 

An ecological framework provides useful interpretations on band/land relationships for a 

large body of data generated by hunter-gatherer studies. A 'regional· orientation to eastern 

Cape hunter-gatherer lifeways can now be pursued by building upon such previous studies 

(i.e. Deacon, H.J. 1976). New interpretations for the eastern Cape Holocene LSA data 

base also arise with an infusion of social factors added to previously employed ecological 

frameworks. 

The data generatLd in this study arc. to a large extent, similar to those recovered from other 

sites in the eastern extension of the CFB. I lowever, to have guided the interpretation through 

an ecological framework may have contributed little that is new about the long range history 

of the regic:1. The investigation of riverine settings does provide new subsistence insights 

which were previously only dimly visible. Yet, within an ecological framework approach, 

these contribute only additional detail on previously recognised patterns and principles of 

hunter-gatherer exploitation. 

Rather than using only an ecological typology of hunter-gatherers which stresses the means 

and forces of production. this study includes an alternative typology which also emphasises 

relations of production. This design became essential with the realisation that functional 

definitions of hunter-gatherers based upon sub-sistcnce alone mask, suppress and fail to 

explain other aspects of variability in the evidence recovered. Furthermore, in ordc, to 

maximise the interpretive potentials of the archaeology, recourse to the wider ethnography 

outside that of the ~an is required. 

I his approach does not call for a complete " ... deconstruction of typological thinking" in 

regard to ~an ethnogr.1phy (Myers 1988:262), or the completr ''de-! Kunging" of archaeo

logy (Parkington 1984 ). I. is !-imply that if arcilaeolog,~ts stuuying the Later Stone Age do 

not venture outside marginal habitat San analogues then we will remain in a poor position 

from which to gain new insights. This regional stud} of Ilol()cene hu1,ter-gathercr-fishcrs 

274 
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in the eastern Cape demonstrates the contributions a social typology of hunter-gatherers ha 

for ethnographic usage and archaeological interpretation. 

Hunter-gatherer and San archetypes moulded in evolutionary and ecological framework 

terw to present people in a timeless and pace less v:icuum. The generalLation of synchronic 

ecologically based, ethnographic-present perspectives into the Stone Age past dcnic history 

and emphasi es sta ·i . Change in ecologkal/ sub istence frame\\ork al o tends to empha

sise external forces. In contrast, a social relations framework allows change to be interpreted 

in tcnns of " ... the purposes anli aspirations of the participants" (Myer 1988:273 ). 

111is '.ictivc player· approach allows. in turn. tlHh th!.! specificity of the local Latc.r Stone 

Age is highlighted and drJwn out in terms of its O\\ n cues, trajectories and outcomes. Thi 

may also encourage the opportunity for critical comparisons between ca e studies which 

focus upon differences in the archaeological sequences rather than searching or generalising 

similarities. Without an historical approach. ,;cneralis:ng between area rs.- :nasking 

difference~ in the same way as docs generalising from the San ethnography .:1•0 the p:u. 

If the use of more social, historically orientated frame\\ orks pinpoints diff crence in regional 

sequences. then this raises questions concerning the methods by which such difference. are 

recognised. Obviously. the cale of ethnographic use becomes critical in thi regard. 

Im: pccrivc of v. hether rhe ethnography is employed within a f unc1ionalis1 framework. or 

one that is more structurali tor marxi tin orientation, the archaeological interpretations will 

mimic the ethnography with analogical use. This is by no mean v. rung. e pecially given 

that many cthnogr.tphic contexts are comparable\\ ith archaeological cenario and a earch 

for differences outside analogical touch:--toncs could. in fact, mislead archaeological inter

pretations. This i also not meant to detract from the signilicance of contributions where 

ethnographic analogy offers insights for pattern extending into the deep past. Clearly, any 

ethnography must be a essed and used "ith c.1::e within eac..h specific research context so 

that the archaeologi~al data arc not stincd. 

In this re ard one of l e strongest uses of ethnography for hunter-gatherer archaeology in 

uthem frica i in lucidaung the 1:.ist two thousand yc..•ars v. hen the historical context of 

the ethnographic an Jrchaeological records arc more comparable. The use of cthnogtaphy 

for pre conta t periods ecms most suitable at the scale of general principles and not specilk 

n t Th JUXlapo it ion of ethnographic testimony on tht.: religious cxpaience of the San 

v. ith approp ate theory, for example. provides a general framework within which much of 
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San rock an can be plausibly interpreted. The specific detail between Sf)CCific rock art 

contexts may change hut the general principles can stiJJ be applied. 

Most importantly, there should be a continuous comparative resonance between the archae

ology and ethnography which systen.atically reveals differences and similarities and which 

allo\.,S the archaeology to speak for itself and perhaps even to inform on the historical status 

of the ethnographic present (Parkington i 984: 171: Price and Brown I 985b:4 ). 

These types of contributions are discussed by Deetz (1988:363, :,., 

Historical Archaeology methods where the documentary and oral recor'-.,, ···•·~graphy) are 
worked against the archaeology of the more recent past: 

assessment of 

In many cases, researchers will use the documentary base (read 
'ethnographic' in this context) as a starting point and aucmpt to find 
rcncctions of aspects of the documentary (ethnograrhic) record in 
the archaeological dat..i. Such an approacll is not prod~crive becau'ie 
it guarantees that nothing significant will be contributed by the 
archaeology and, f urthcrmore, \.\ hat is demonstrated by the archaeo
logy can be more clearly perceived in the documents (ethnography). 
Conversely. it is also common practice to auempt to determine the 
rencction of ·omc artefactual pattern in the historical (ethnographic) 
record, such as a relation between a class of expensive ceramics and 
the value of the estate of the owner. Since the value in question is 
already a known quantity, again, nothing more is provided by the 
archaeology beyond amu~ncc and quality uf possessions. Both 
approaches are unidirectio,ui/ and fall short of the critical step in 
which each body of data is u1;ed to inform the other in such a way as 
to arrive at conclusions that neither set could provide alone. It is only 
through such an approach that one can prevent archaeology from 
being a handmaiden to history (ethnography) or histof) (ethno
graphy) to archaeology (my emphasis). 

The historicism allowed by a social approach assumes change both between present and 

past and between diff ercnt contexts in the past. A unidirectional relationship between 

archaeology and the analogical base, or the other way around, may downplay the chance to 

investigate such differ·.:nce::. While the process des.:ribed by Deetz for constructing an 

interpretation of the p.1st is pref crab le and ideal, if a unidirecuonal approach canr.ot be 

avoided, it seems best to begin with an independent assessment of the archaeology first. 

This approach can highlight pccufo1ritics in the data without having them prematurely biased 
by preconceived cmnographic paccptio11s. 
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Such a progression has characterised, in a general way, the development of this study which 

has advanced through a resonance between the archaeologic~l base. present and past 

environmental parameters, the San cthnograph/ and the wider hunter-gatherer ethnography. 

One must not forget that there is also a resonance between tJ-ic construction of the historical 

interpretation and the context of the researcher. The ·active' role given to the humcr-ga

therer players of these interpretations, is no doubt influencc-d by societal conditions com.lu

cive for the dispelling of misguided and hunf ul perceptions of them as static and 'history less· 

both in thf' past and present. The summary\\ hich follows is the result of a gradual refinement 

of explanation as factor after factor is brought into line providing the best interpretation of 

the data at haud. 

Occupation of the inland margin of the CFB begins ca 5500 BP. Low key and subtle 

mid-P·-lor,ene environment:il changes created an increasing heterogeneity in the inland 

environments, panicularly in tem1s of increased river flow, which encouraged relatively 

high biomass riverine resources. The initial occupation at Edgeh,11 is characterised as 

expedient or pioneer in nature reflecting the fissioning of increasing populations mlo 

available space required by saturation in CFB d.!mographic cores. Low material culture 

diversity suggests periods of intermittent and perh·1ps foc;used seasonal occupations. The 

diversity of the raw material catchments sugges. inclu-;ve social stucture and social and 

economic risk rec11ction facilitated by wider ranging tics and a relative degree of mobility. 

By 5000 BP lithic raw material use shifts almost exclusively tu exoric silcretes and awa1 
from IJcal homf · This is part of a contemporaneous regional shift m the e;i:;t~m exll!nsion 

ot the CF<. This represents the constitution of raw m:.tterial as a socio-sp.itial stylistic 

i'1arker require, , it is suggested, as population densities approar.hed regional saturation 

whil1 fissioning opponunities became increasingly limited. These markers stn.cture both 

inter-and intra-group interaction. 

Welgeluk was:Jccupied afterthisrJw material change (ca4500 BP), and the initial occupants 

used the site a~ ·, ritual buri1l centre. These deposits are also dense with shamanistic and 

hxaro type tokens. This combination is interpreted as facilitating increasing boundary 

definition interi;nled with heightened identities between specific people anti place. It 1s 

alw sugge'ited that intense 1itual and hxaro type aclivity indicates increasir.6 incompatibility 

between maintaining inclusive networks in the face of reduced mobility and scneduling 

opt.ions, and a reso•Jrce scarcity induced by a changing ratio between population density and 

resources 
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By 4000 BP shamanistic and hxaro tokens drof> off in frequency and subsistence intensifi

cation immediately increases. The resources selected indicate an increasing emphasis on 

'aseasonality' an<l. ccupled with seed storage, point lOwards hunter-gatherers increasingly 

confining themselves to smaller areas for longer periods of time. This indicates further 

reduction in mobility as well as little specific habitat and resource scheduling. 

These trends are regional, indicating that economic security can no longer be premised upon 

open access to other areas. Risk reduction, therefore, depends equally upon securing 

suitable subsistence more loc.Jly. Raw mat rial markers define socio-spatial areas provid

ing tlte wider basis for social interaction. Smaller sc1les of marking identity, hawever, are 

also initiated. The appew-ance of kasouga flakes and 'unique' styles of worked bone are 

examples cf signification at these scales. The evenness in the range and abundance of 

artefacts at all sites suggests that aggregation is much reduced in intensity relative to the 

mid-I lolocene. 

The introduction of food producers into the eastern Cape elicits a range of responses by 

hunter-gatherers with varying intensities in differing areas. The distribution of contact rock 

art provides a clear regional picture of the temporal progression while the content of the 

;-,aintings highlights economic and ideological changes made by hunter-gathereis. It is 

suggested that the fabric of hunter-gatherer lifeways in the eastern extension of the CFB 

breaks down relatively rapidly through a process of cooperation leading to acculturation in 

which the pcwer of the shaman for controlling productive relations rapidly diminishes. A 

further factor in t~.is breakdown is the spatial intlP.xibi!ity of these hunter-gatherers, which 

is premised on pre-contact configurations. On the other hand, hunter-gatherers in more 

marginal habitats were buffer~ and flexible, with inclusive, risk reduction strategies 

JJCm1it1ing more stable and self-serving relationships with food producers to develop. In 

such contexts shamanistic control articulated new risks and dependencies into the social 

fabric. 
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LATER STONE AGE BURIAL VARIABILITY IN THE CAPE: 
A SOCIAL INTERPRETATION• 

SIMON HAU. and JOHAN BINNEMAN 
Albany Museum, Grahamstowri, 6U(}. 

ABSTRACT 

B ,,. al complaes from mid• to late Holocene lAler Stone 
A~ occupatiMS at Klasiu River Mouth Cavt 5 and Welgeluk 
Sh titer are descn1Jed and analysed. The daJD indiCllle that the 
~cted relationship bmveen inertasing age, status and 
grrn·e good 'wnlth' dots not always hold and some in~'trsion 
of this ~ctation is visible in that the very young and 
juveniles received mo,y ritual elaboration of burials than 
older people. In addition, the grtater degree of ritual elabora• 
rion in the Klasies burials is interpreted as an explicit social 
display during a period of strtss brought about through higher 
population densities and he consequent strain this placed 
upon inter-group relationships. The less elaborate Welge/ulc 
burials reflect Jo~r population densities within the more 
marginal easum Cape environment. The soci'al institution of 
ltxaro provides the ethnographic basis for these interpreta• 
lions. 

• Received March 1987, revised July 1987 

Introduction 
In 77te Loom of hehistory, Goodwin (1946) described 

the archaeology of the southern Cape as an 'effioresccnce' 
and that the Wilron or the Later Stone Age (LSA}, repre• 
scnted the cul1ural cul:nination or that period (Goodwin 
1946:115). This characterization was btUCd on the richness 
of the deposits encountered in the shelters of th-: coastal 
belt and the adjacent mountains of the Cape Fold Bel• 
(CFB}, as represented through the cavalier excavations of 
Fi17.Simons 1)923, 1926), as well as his own systematic work 
at Oakhurst (Goodwin 1938). Compared to silcs in the 
winter rainfall area or the western c.tpe and in the region 
to the east, where ,ummer rainfall increases, considerably 
more bone tools, as well as bone and shell ornaments had 
been found. Goodwin saw the 'wealth 'of the southern Cape 
LSA archaeology as a reflection of a particularly 'generous' 
environment (Goodwin 1946:106). 

Coupled with this distinctive material culture was the 
discovery that these rock shelters bad been the repositories 
fo, considerable numbers of LSA burials (see Inskeep 
l'.>86:222). At Matjes River, the initial work by Dreyer 
(1933), followed by that of Hoffman (1958), and Louw 
(1960}, had accumulated between them over 100 burials 
(Deacon. J, 1979:78), while Fitz Simons unearthed 51 from 
Wbi1chers Cave (FitzSimons 1926), and records 23 further 
skeletons from one of the Tsitsikama shelters (FitzSimons 
1923). At Oakhurst, Goodwin recovered a mini.mum of 18 
burials (Goodwin 1938; Drennan 1938), while other sites 
such as Coldstream and those on the Robberg Peninsula 
were also the foci of considerable burial activity (Rudncr 
1971}. Although the demi!)' or burials appears to be highest 
in the SO\llhcm Cape, the pattern of rock shelter graves also 
extend., into the western Cape as well as eastwards. At 

~pitzlcop, a small shelter in the Albany District, at least of 
15 graves were found, while further excavations at Mid
dclkop, Vygeboom and Mclkhoulboom all recovered fur
ther waves (Hewitt 1931; Deacon, HJ. 1976; Albany 
Museum Register), some associated with variable amounts 
of grave goods Painted burial stones, while not common, 
were sometimes part of ritual burial inclusions, which fur
ther set the LSA archAcology of the region apart (Rudner 
1971). On present evidence the majority of rock shelter 
burials appear to be found in the Cape ;;.oastal region 
(Deacon, J. 1984a:299). 

The basis of t.b.i:. paper lies in the description of two 
burial complexes, one recovered from l(]asies River Mouth 
Cave 5, (KRM5 J, situated on the south-eastern Cape co?.st, 
anJ the other &om Wclgelult Shelter (WG), locat'!d on the 
Koonap River some 90 km as the aow flies from the 
Bathurst coast (Fig. 1). Both complexes were encountered 
in the course of excavations into LSA deposits dating from 
the mid- Holocene, undertaken as part of wider research 
projects into the LSA archaeology of the respective regions 
(Hall & Binneman 1985; Hall 1986). While the description 
of these complexes is the primary aim of this paper, the dif
ferences in the ar ount of ornamentation between the 
burials are discusscd and placed within the wider ar
chaeological context of the region. 

Klasies River Cave and 
The Havens Cave Burials 

KR.MS is situated approximately 2 km to the cast of the 
well known main site near the mouth of the Xlasies River 
(Fig. 1). The cave is about 90 min length from entrance to 
rear with the mouth of the cave about 18 m a.sJ. and almost 
entirely blocked by a Late Plcisroccne sand dune. The LSA 
sheU midden within which the burials were found caps this 
dune. It was previously suggested by Wymer and Singer 
(1982), that the entire deposit at the mouth of KRM.'.i was 
archaeological. Re-excavation of the cave was carried out 
during January 1984 and again in May and June of that 
same year. These excavations were located at the entrance 
to the cave and adjacent to Wymer and Singer's excava
tions, some 20 m from the cave entrance (Fig. 2). The ex
cavations at the entrance revealed a 1,30 m deep l..SA 
deposit, radiocarbon dated to 4230 ± (i() BP at the base 
(J>ta-3919). rive burials were located within 1 sq m of Ibis 
excavation. while a sixth remains uncxcavated but visible in 
the western section. 

The top of the deposit was extremely disturbed due to 
the burial hollo'WS as well as other disturbances (Figs 3 & 
4). None of the burials have as yet been directly dated but 
the a~encc of p.:>ttery in the burial hollows and in the cx
cavati,,n as a whole indicates a date between 2000 BP and 
the Pt:t 3919 read.in.! of 4230 ± (i() BP. Three shertf.s wcr.:: 
however recoverrd by W ,mer and Singer (1982) &om their 
excavat · om towards the rear of tbe cave. 
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Stone artefact$ and other cuhun,: material ha.-e been 
found in the ei1cavations. The 5tonc 1oolkit con~ists mainly 
or quart1itc nake~ and flakeJ cobbles. The triical 
microli1hic clements found in the dj11t; , i::-o arc ,;rally 
11b$ent. The commonest shcllliih pcoe-. tn t:1e Jcposit arc 
O.n·rttle.ri,it,in.., and Ptma ptm,. Detaiis or the burials arc 
gwcn in Table t while a breakdm.11 or the grave good~ i~ 
rro\id~d in Table 2. All tl:e burials were placed in shallow 
hollows and were lying in a flexed 1.osition uroo their left 
&ides (Fip 5 & 6). Thr exception t, KRM5/3, which w,u 
placed upon its righ! lid~ (Fig.. 5). All burials were £acing 
in a north,cutcrly d1rect1on. In all c cs the burial hollows 
had been back,fil!cd with ~hell mid<lr n material which must 
h.ive been derived from clsc\lhere in the shelter hcca• 1c 
the deposit surrounding the burial~ was relatively shell free. 

KRM5l I. Thi, individual w .. l pt<>hably a yc-uoy female, 
bc1wccn 16aod 18ycars old at death. The base of the burial 
~ollow was lined with a thin layer or plant material, which 
tn turn wa~ covered by:: 1lycr or red ochre. A thick :•v.:r of 
red ochre was found below Lie pelvis. The whole skelcav .. 
w3s covered by a layer or ~nd mui:cd with red ochre. The 
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skeleton was in :1 good condition, except for the nasal, max
illt1ry and r1ootal sections of the s'kuU which showed con• 
siderable damage 10 the form or ~ratch or cut marks and 
splintering that appears not to have resulted post-deposi
tionally. Whatever the c:.au~c, the trauma from.this damage 
rr,ay have resulted in the dc;,th or this indivtdual. Red ochre 
slnined ostrich eggshell (OES) beads were found arour.d 
the neck, chest and pelvis. 't"he way in Nhich OES beads 
were found in the vicinity of the right ulna and radius sug
gests that they had either been embroidered onto a square 
of leather, or had simply been sc,...n together and 
su~rcnded as a decorative square from the neck by another 
string of O1::.S beads. Those OES beads arowid the pelvis 
were laid down in string.s and may have been attached to 
two ~errated and cone.ave Turbo sarmaticu.r pendants 
whicr, would al\O have been worn around the hips. These 
rcndants had been i,ierccd by a single hole. Around tl!e 
~boulders were two serrated oyster pendants and ~trings or 
Nassarius lcra1tssianus beads v.-bich were red ochre stained. 

KRJ.15/2. This burial was that of a young male, between 
18 and 20 years old at death. The skull was not located and 
wu j:~•\ibly disturbed and removed when the burial hol
low for KRMS/6 (unexc.,vated), was dug. The bones were 
in food conditk-'1 except for the right femur, tibia an~ 
fihula, which were white, broken and flaky. There were no 
grave goods with this bi;rial and no indic:.ation that the 
b•irial hollo•v had 1x.cn rrepared in anyway with ochre. The 
ornaments listed in Table 2 were not directly a.\sociated 
with the burial in anywa), having been found in the pit fill . 

KRM5/J. This individual was an infant with a 'rich' as• 
semblage of grave g;JOc.ls ll\ociated with it (Fig. 6). An 
ochre and charcoal Maincd split col>ble had been placed 
dircc1ay on tor of the skeleton. Slrinp of OES bea~ v.-erc 
found around tne ldt rcmur nd pelvis. Around and nC>"' 
to the collarscd ~kull were Turbo sarmaticus 'buttons' an_ 
two Fismrrlla nptrta shell.;, which arc obvious choices for 
orn.tmcnt! bccau~ of the natural apic:.al aperture,. The 
uprcr p3rt of the skelctoo was draped with r,trings of Bu I
lia di[:italis, Tricolia spp. and Nasrarius lcraussianuJ beads. 
A cormorant beak found with these shell beads was 
rrobahly also part or the ornamentation. The skull was 
ligh,ly ochre itaine,I. This burial was rcmO\'Cd ?.> the Al• 
bany t. ·useum ;,, toto. 

KR/t W. This burial was aho that f 1!.11 infant and wa., 
rirhly r .:coratcd with four oyi.ter pcn1,:wt,,., strinp <'. Vas
.rt. iu r.1!mionus beads u, ,ell .some OES and Triwlra 
~pp. bca-h. This hurial was al o removed in toto. 

KRM5JS This i11d vidual was that of an infant b•,t had 
no u,cll grave gCY"..-J~. A thick laj'Cr or yellow r-·n.re was 
found between 1he bones ,nd the coll1p, d skull was red 
ochre stained with lumrs of ochre still attached to it . 

THC/I. The Havens Cave is situated in the Cambria 
Ca,in of the Baviaarl.\kloor Mountai.m at the confluence of 
the Groot ar,J Wit river.., ap(lroximatcly SS km inland from 
KRMS (Fig. I). An infant burial, r<mibly focta~ wu found 
rear 1hc ~urlacc dunng test excavations al the site. A small 
shallow hollow was dug into a thick layer of white uh and 
th.: whole burial was covered hy strings or Na.nan11s lcra11s
sia11us heads as well as ~omc OES bead.•. me car.ip.irc o! 
a small tortoise (Homopu.r artolatu.r) was also found witb 
the burial. 

Allhouiih the ~mplc de~cribed above is bia~d 1ov•ard, 
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Fig. 5. Plan of burial complex al KRM5. 
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infants and sub-adults it is of interest that thc~e individuals 
were buried wilh considerable amounts of grave good~, 
whereas no grave goods were associated with the adult. 

Welge!uk Shelter Burials 
W~lgcluk Shelter is situated upon the coastal plateau of 

the ea.~tern Cape, inte,,ncdiate bctwe~n the ~ccond escaq, 
ment ranges of the Winterberg and the An, atolas to the 
north and the Ca()(! Fold Belt to the south (Fig. 1). The shel
ter has been water cut '.>y the Koonap River through the dif
ferential removal of soft shales and mudstoocs below a 
more resistant sill of sandstone belonging to the Adelaide 
group. Rainfall in the area is relatively low, averaging 
around 400 mm a year and this is much reduced in effec
tiveness through high evaporation and runoff rate;. 
Vegetation is consequently an arid adapted type in whicb 
succulents and thorny creepers dominate h what is 
generally known as the Fish River Scrub (Acock.; 1975). 
This vegetation, as well as the more open thornveld to the 
north of the site is swectveld and provided good grazing for 
pastoralists and mixt:d farmers over the last 1800 years, as 
attested by the meaning of the Khoi word Kooni;p or Caap
na, which translates as 'fine fields' (Skcad pcrs. comm,). 

A trial excavation was initiated at WG in 1982 and work 
was concluded at the &ite in 1984, at which 'ime the burial 
complex was found, comprising sb. iudividuals covered by 
a stone cairn, with the whole complex lying directly on 
bedrock. The deposits at WG have a maxi.mum depth of 
ju t over 2 m and are well stratified with good organic 

I • • \ • '~.. . , .... · . , .· . .. ' 
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preservation, especially in the upper pollery layers l.i\ <1•,J 
1B (Fig. 7). Si.'< radiocarbon dates have been pr<Xessed, of 
which the basal date is relevant here becau.;e ti stratigraphi· 
c;illy lies closest to lhe burial complex. This charcoal 
sample, dated 104560 ± 70 BP (Pta-1947), was 1aken from 
layer St, which is a red ~oil, some 0,10 m off bedrock. No 
suirahle charcoal samples were fo•md below SI. The dale 
therefore only pro..,ides an indication of the time at which 
occupation was initiated at the site. StratigraphicaHv the 
burials pre- date the 45(,0 :t 70 BP dale, as well a.s the first 
huild up of dcposi1, but it is not known by what margin. The 
rib r.1ges from WG/1 and 2 were submitted l'l the CSIR for 
d.1ti,1g but hone ""ll,1~•.cn was ncgligibii: anti 110 age delcr
min;1tions co.ild he ohtain~d. his •houghl, however, that 
the age of thehunals mu,t h;: sr,mcwherc Let ween 1he ba~al 
date at WG ;1nd about (ll(J() ye.1r~ ago. This cstir,1.11r 1.~ 

hascd on the accumulating c"idcnce for the liming of shel
ter use in this region north of the CFH. At Ed~ehill, a ,hcl• 
ter some 7 km upstream from WG, the basal deposits at a 
drpth of 1,70 m arc dated to 5500 :!: 70 BP (Pta-3581), and 
recently discovered shelters at Adams Krantz on the rish 
River, at Charlgrove on the Kat River and at the Kat and 
Fish River jundion itself, all havr deposits of 1 m 01 less 
a , by extrapolation must h;1ve similar or younger hH sal 
dates to those at WG and Edgehill. An assumption is that 
shelter occupation reflects the wider build up or popula
tion in lhe region and it i.s therefore anticipated that open 
sites will also be similarly dated from 5500 rp onwards and 
that the WG burials will fall somewhere betv·cen this date 
and the 4560 BP reading from WG. 

Strictly speaking, the complex at WG cannot be 
referred to as a burial complex, for the hurials have not 
been plar.ed in shafts or hollows dug into older deposits hut, 
as mcntionrd above, lie directly on bedrock. For con
venience sake the term burial will be retained here. The 
complex was first encouotercd in sq K6, in the form of Oat 
waterw,1rn sandstone river slabs which made up the cairn 
(Figs 7 & 8). C<1mpl.!tion of excavation in sq J6 exposed 

TM Sowlt African Arcltaeolog1cal f/111/,·1111 

m<'st of the ram1 From north ·~a~ to south.weM the cairn 
measured some 1,'iO m across, wit, the apex lyingJUSt over 
0,JO m abo,·e hedm_;, at that point. The ea,rn was loc.1ted 
more towards the rear of the shelter. A small,·r ·c:i;rn' was 
exposed immcdial: 'r to the south-west of the. '11,,:!1 cairn 
hut lx:cause it str'lddl~~t!,e :i:ic hctwecnJ and lo ;t remains 
uneitcavateJ This smaller cairn measures 0.(,5 111 acn1ss 
(Fig. o). It is pos..siblc that it also cm·crs a ouriai for the 
ccn:ral stones had slumped dnwnwards over its centre. h 
m,1y mark a h,;arth but this is unlikely l-cc-a1,.se a small 
hcarlh w;,s f1wnc., aJjacenl to this cairn in the wcsrcrn 
rnrncr of Jo, .. ssociJreJ with poorly prescr\'cd charcoJI and 
~"me ,·'·arrcd I-one, bul not m.uked with stones in 1ny w.1) . 

E:.viJ · ,1cc from the d,~rurhancc or some of tli= !Juri.1ls 
1nd 1hc rarhcr jun1hlcd nature of the slabs in the norlh-cast
ern sector c,, the cairn suggcsl' lhJI two and possibly more 
~.uri '1;pisodes ire rcprc\cnrcd, ;inJ thal rhe primary cairn 
hJ• !.~c.r, scmcwl,ll! 'rohbcd' a~ the apex 5hiftccl to 1hc 
suuth-wc~t. 

In section it wa!\ app.1rent th•t <nmc c1rc h:.d been 
t.ikcn ir rh<. -.rk·,tion of suitable sla'l\ J:,J the rl:tcemcnt 
.~f 1hc:,c in the constrnction of tli-: c.irn. On average the 
depth of the rairn •t any on..; ,,..,inl c. ,1pmcd t~rcc •,hbs 
laid one upor, the Nher (Fig. 8) Thrct of th:: ~l.1h, w1:rc 
red ochre stained on the Ujlpcr sur !ace; hur w~rr n,11 

grind\tones. While this ochre m 1y bve been Jc111 .. ~r.ir~1y 
applied it may also have resulted from con:an with ochre 
nodules from the overlying deposits of L.ivcrs 4 .\ ,inti 48 
11,,hich, relative to the layers above, were nrh in ochre as 
well as OES heads and fragments. The soil fill hctween the 
sl.rb~ also had pieces of ochre, OES fragment\ and neck~ 
of charcoal hut probably occurred there throu~h tltc 
downward movement of the overlying deposits. 

Six individuals arc represented in the complcit (Firs 9 
& JO). The basic data concerning the burials is given :n 
Table I, while a breakdown of lhe grave goods is pro\ided 
in Table 2. A brief description of the burials follows 

WG/1 This burial comprised a complete adult in-

I 
I 
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Fig. 7. Plan and 5ection al WG. 

di\idual, proh3b(y a male, of the order or 65 yc:irs old. The 
l.iuri;il was centrally placed he low the ape it of the c ,irn (Fig. 
!l). No grave good.\ were associated with the burial and 
there wa~ no sign of ochre ~taining. 

WG/1. This burial was also an adult which wa, loc.11c<l 
under the north• Cll\lern 5ector of the cairn. The burial was 
afro probably a male, approinmatcly 65 years old at death 
'J he cairn al this point wu not well defined and the feet 
were unC"Ovcred. The lov.-er limbs were e\tremcly fractured 
and it is po~~ihle th11t thi~ resulted from later huri:tl 
cpi~<)(ks and the relocation of 50m-.: oflhc burial slabs. Fur• 
the, di~turbance is also evident in t11e posi,,on or the 
cranium, which has hcen moved lo the muth-wcM of the 
rrn;tcranial ~keleton an,' ~as al-"O been rolntcd a;--d was 
frtunu lying on the paretal bone. Within 1he 'V' formcJ by 
the lumbar vertebra and the Oeited fcmora, lay the cor:,
plete carapac.: of a fresh waler turtle, Pe/omtdusa .mbroft. 
The turtle carapace sligLtly overlapped a Mjuari~h slah or 
~andstone to the south-west which suggests that this ~tone 
was• for ma.I part or tl1c grave rarher than the burial cairn. 
( lustered around the ankles were several large lumps of 
red and ycl!ov. ochre, as~ociated with a large red ochre 

s1,1incd sr,nthtone upper grindstone. In the •ame place ten 
unrctouched ~ilcretc Oakes anti Oakc fragments were found 
a\ wrll as two silcrcle core~. All pieces were cce11my grey 
in colour. Another ochre .-luster wa~ found adjacent to the 
left proximal humerus, also a~sociatcd with a small red 
ochre ~rained dolerite upper gind,lonc. 

WGIJ. This indi~dual was represented only by rhc 
parictai and occipital bones and was about 30 years old at 
death. The cranial remains lie immediate Iv to 1he 5outh of 
the cr.1nium of WC:/ 1 and it i\ probable th;t the rest of the 
~kelctoo is located in the unelCcavared deposit to the north• 
wrst (Fig. 9). As with WG/2, the cranium ha.\ been tlis
turhcd and again indicates that the comp(clC comprises a 
~ r:::s of ~ep:uate burla( episodes. No grave goods can he 
/1\~ociated with th.s mJividuaL 

H'G,'./. This is the first of two infants located. It was rcla
ti\ely intact and positioned ju~t to the north of the feet of 
Wr,/1. A !Iring of ochre stained OES beads wns found 
around •he wai\t as well i1s a single lump or yellow ochre. 

WG/5. This was the second infant aod had been dis• 
turbcti. 11 i!i pos.~ihle that the prolCimity ortw~ infants of like 
age Sl'gge~rs some relationship, possibly tv.i11s. Four 

I 
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Fig. 8. Plan and section of burial cairn at WG. 

Pnlinicies r11mid11s shells were found upon the chest. Thrcr 
were positioned ~o that the anterior ba~es were joined and 
rrcsumably this facilitated threading through the pierced 
whorl\ sn that the shells could be suspended in a cluster. 
Ochre stained ostrich eggshell beads and a palm siled river 
rcbble were also found but their direct 115.\0Ci:'.tion was not 
clear. 

WG/6. Tl,cse arc the re, .dins of a comrlctely disarticu
lated sub-:.dult lying below the cranium of WG/2 and ex• 
tending ir·to the seer ion to the north-west and thcrefC'·c I,!.• 

The South African Ar.:harrilaR1cal llullrrm 

not been completely recovered. Within this complrx of 
bones three marine shells of the 5peeies Polinicits tumidus 
were found and ii is possible that they were grave, goods as
sociated with this individual. According to Kilburn and 
Rippcy{l982), the range of this spccits extends only down 
to the Trallskei coast indicating a source point some 200 
km distant from the site. These shells were in a crumbly 
condition but reference to the four similar shells found with 
WG/5 suggests that they were pierced on the lower whorl 
and suspended around the neck in a cluster. A complete 
metapodial from a steenbok si1.ed bovid was also found 
amongst the human remains. Initially it was thought that 
this was a chance in clusion with the burial but subsequent 
Hudy of grave goods associated with burials from Mid
dclkop Cave in theSuurberg (Fig. l) (Albany Museum H.S. 
198 and 199) suggests that the mctapodial was a formal part 
of the grave goods. With the Middelkop burials seven 
mctapodials were found, five of which had been punctured 
on the proximal articular surfaces that were also ochre 
stained. One of the mctapodials from Middel.kop H.S. 199 
had a number of paired nicks running down the anterior 
surface of the bone. Also found with the WG/6 remains was 
a poorly preserved warthog tusk, (Phacochoerus 
aetlriopicus), and reference to the Middcl.kop material 
again suggests that this too was a formal part of the grave 
goods, four well preserved tusks having been found in as
sociation with !he :.iiddclkop burials. 

These burials appear to represent a minimum of two 
and possibly three separate burial episodes. The distur• 
bancc of WG/2, 3 and 6 may have been caused by the later 
burial cfwr.11, while WG/4 and WG/5 may be associated 
" ith either W< 1/1 or won., or alternatively, may have been 
buried at completely different times. The presence of the 
same species of marine shell with WG/6 and WG/5 may in
dicate interment at the same time. As with the KRM5 
burials and the single burial from THC, the infanti and the 
sub-adult have been given a large portion of the grave 
goods, while the adult WG/1 is associated with none. The 
cairn enclosing the complex may be interpreted solely in 
terms of a protective 'sh=II' around the burials in order to 
keep olT scavengers. 

Discussion 

In this section genera! approaches 10 the interpretation 
of burial re:mains are discussed bric0y, followed by a review 
of the ethnographic liter:iturc on de.1th and burial. What is 
of specific concern is the search for principles which may 
influence the placement of grave good3 with the deceased 
and which may have some utility for explaining the 
variability already described for the KRM5 and WG burial 
complexes. 

rt has long been recognized that burial prnctices can be 
highly variable in all a~peccs, even within the same social 
system, and workers have concentrated on the nature of the 
link between the living and the dead in order lo find ex
planations for this variability (Ucko 1969; Binford 1972; 
Hodder 1982; Pearson 1982). Two general vicwpomts can 
be isolated. The first is presented by Binford {1972) who 
anticipates a logical transference of the living social struc
ture into the realm of the dead and, consequently, mor• 
tuary variability rc0cct~ the individual's living statu~. 
Within hunter-gatherer groups these arc derived from the 
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rig.''· Pl.in of lhc WG burial complex. The circled number~ refer 10 lhc order of the burials as presenled in the text. 

fig. tfl. Burials WG/1, 2 and 3. The cranium ofWG/4 is just showing lo the right of WG/l's 
It t 1ibia. 
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pivotal roles of age and gender. On the basis of this one-to
one correlation hr. tween the the social rersona in life and 
material rcmainr. in death, Binford (op cit:232), propo~es 
that among hunter-gatherers, young people arc involved in 
few duty-status relationships and consequently have low 
rank. Rank accrues with age as an individual participates 
in a broader network of social relationships and this is sym
bolised through the place of the bUTial and the 'wealth' or 
goods placed in the grave. Gender distinctions arc made 
through the types of grave goods. 

A wealth of ethnographic detail presented by Ucko 
(1969), however, indicates that funeral and burial symbols 
can bear little re semblance 10 a person's living stotu. Thi.~ 
contradiction provides a basis for the second approach to 
burial variabilty laid down by Hodder (1982) and Pearson 
(1982). They suggest that attitudes to death are formulated 
within the ritual sphere which tends to present an ideal pic
ture of the society or an individual's secular role within it 
and therefore burial ritual 'relates' to in some way rather 
than 'renects' the living structure (Pearson 1982:101). In 
Hodde.r's words, "In death people often become what they 
have not been in life" (Hodder 1982:201). If such ritual in
version is in operation, the task of interpreting burial 
remains becomes even more difficult. Some indicauoos 
that an ideal picture i., being represented in the burial com 
p)cl(es described here is suggested by the elaboration in the 
graves of the very young as opposed to older individuals. 
Euminatioo of southern African ethnography suggests a 
relevant framework in which this inversion can be placed. 

Schapcra's review (1930:160-172) on funeral and burial 
cuMoms collates several sources but many appear to be 
hearsay or composite rccon~truction,. These data arc 
therefore presented in general terms, whereas the ar• 
chaeological data show considerably more variability than 
Schapera could anticipate from his sources (Deacon, J. 
l?Ma:298). In term.~ of the deceased'~ possessions, it is 
generally stated that all are placed in the grave. Women are 
buried with all their ornaments, while a man's wea;x,ns arc 
al\O interred, or if 100 long for the burial pit, ar'! placed on 
top of the grave or hung upon a nearby bush (Schapcra 
1930:160 ff.; Roos 1931). Within these data, as well as tho~e 
presented by Bicek (1928) for the Naron, there arc incon
sistencies which suggest that the generality concerning the 
placement of all a dead person's belonging.s with him or he• 
in the grave is questionable. Bicek records that all Naron 
women valued their possessions and that as they grew older 
tbc~c were banded on to their daugllters. Furthermore, 
ostrich egg.shell beads were nol buried with the dead (Bleek 
1928:10) Later, howe,·er, it is recorded that all belongings 
arc placed with lhe body at death ( op. cit.:35). for the! Kau, 
a northern Namibian San group, Roos (1931) states that all 
an individul\l's belonE,ings arc placed withi!I the grave, but 
he also noted of the one funeral which he witnessed, that 
all the bone and iron r.rrow heads were removed and passed 
on to the eldest brother (Roos 1931:83). These few ex
amples suggest that not all artefacts we.at to the grave and 
that some at least were inherited because they were valued 
tools or ornaments. 

Examination of recent ethnographies suggests n 
broader social context in which the relationship between 
Jl<l"-~e.,;sions and death can be placed. What is more impor
tant than the inheritance of material goods is the in
heritance of social relationships which may ~till have been 
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current at the time nf death. Among the !Kung, there exists 
the institution of hxaro, which ts a method of social storage 
in which exchange partners are established in other land 
right areas (o!ores), thereby creating reciprocal respon• 
sibilities with a partoer. One reason for operationali7jng a 
hxaro tie is to secure access to the food resources of another 
n!orc when scarcities are present in your own (Wie.ssncr 
1982). Any one individual may have as many as 16 hxaro 
partners, chosen for their location in different areas so that 
risk can be spread as widely as possible. The establishment 
and maintenance of hxaro networks is undertaken through 
the discrete delayed ci.change of non-food gifts, such as 
ostrich egg.shells, ostrich egg.shell bead~. arrows, blankets 
and so on. Among the Kung. 69 % of a person's possessions 
have been accumulated throughhxaro exch~e. The other 
30 % while recently made or boaght, will also eventually 
find their way into the exchange network (op. cit.:70). 

The relationship between death, hxaro tics and the 
material goods which facilitate them may provide a basis 
for e~laining the grave good variability in the burial com
plexes described here. The key point is that an individual's 
possessions are part of a continuous cycle of exchange, even 
after that person has dird. In old age, Kung arc increasing
ly dependent upon their kin for support as their productive 
potential declines. lo order lo aid kin in their support and 
expand sibling hxaro ties, an older person's own hxaro tics 
are gradually shed and as one of Wiessncr's informants put 
it, "We arc too old, we don't want them any more. What 
would we find to give?" (Wiessocr 1982:74). The only new 
lu:aro tics taken up by the elderly would be with tht · 
grandchildren. At death, "Some posscs.~ions arc buried 
~ith him or her, but most arc passed on to remaininghraro 
partners by children with a request for return so that the 
ILtaro network will not be broken" (Wie&sner 1983:4). Ar 
the other end of the age scale great care is taken by im
mediate kin, especially grandparents, to inculcate the lu:aro 
principal in the very young and the first symbolic exchan
ges occur when the child is between six weeks and si.1 
months old. Thereafter, many presents accrue tc the child 
hut no reciprocity is required. These gestures symbolically 
emphasi7e the value of the child and that, "God shouldn't 
take him or her away" (Wiessncr 1982:72), and certainly 
the death of a child is a painful experience, perhaps more 
so than that of an adult (Shostak 1981:317). Children are 
~heltcred from the death of a child because if they sec the 
body they themselves will become ill (Shostak 1981 :203). 

Lewis-Williams (1984), has drawn aucntion to the po~
sible link between painted burial stones, tnince and their 
symbolic placement within graves as a link between the 
living and the dead. The ethnography is not helpful in as
sessing this possibility. Wiessncr (1983), docs point out that 
there is little in common between lhe ritual associated with 
puberty rites, male initiation and trance and a San funeral 
and that the central metaphor of the eland is absent in the 
latter, a funeral being no more than an "elaborate farewell" 
(Wbsner 1983:4). The intensity of trance healing for 
seriously ill people and those near to death varies with the 
standing of the individual in the group and the number of 
close kin nearby but it docs raise the possibility that the 
grave good elaboration within the infant burials i~ related 
to the intensity of trance healing attempted prior to death. 

The relation~hip octwccn hraro, material goods and 
death may explain the grave good variability evident in the 
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cemeteries described here, and perhaps further afield. 
Given this relationship we might expect that individuals 
who die well after their prime hxaro years will no longer 
have the material possessions for grave goods while those 
unfortunate to die at a very young age may have had the 
possessions because the reciprocal side of their exchange 
relationships have not yet been forr.,alized. 

The WG and especially the KRM5 complcxe~ suggest 
that, in contrast to Bidord's (19'n) predictions, material 
grave good t!aboratior, is inverted and that the infant and 
child burials hive been given the most attention. Relative 
to the KRM5 burials, the WG complc,r is poor in grave 
goods and yet those items which may have been most valu
al>lc ir. exchange, such as marine shell and ostrich eggshell 
be~ Js, arc found in the mfant burials :\Jld possibly with the 
•.;,b-aduh as well. Tne adult burial WG/1, bas no grave 
eoods whatsoever, while those with WG/2 arc 
:,•cdomina.ntly ochre and ochre stained grindstones which 
admittedly cross cuts c,:pectations, but may reflect the ob
vious but spe1.:ulative possibility that this individual was a 
medicine man. Within the KRM5 complex the ritual 
elaboration for the infant and child burials is more marked, 
as wen as for THC/1, whereas the adult burial again has no 
grave goods. What this may be signalling is that infants have 
not yet formalw:d exchange tics and can accumulate or
namentation which is not com.milled to partners outside 
the group. Further'llore, and in reference to the theoreti
cal position outlined above, the ritual elaboration for the 
infants suggests that an ideal situation is bci11g portrayed 
and that the 'richness' of these graves symbolises the denied 
potential of a prospective producer and that he or she be· 
comes in death what was not to be in life. This is obviously 
nor to deny that adult bw·ials \llithout grave goods were so
cial and economic 'paupers', and to interpret them as such 
could he misleading. Status may be rcnected in other wa)'!I 
and not •. , rely through grave goods. In this regard the 
central r,vs1tion of WG/1 below the burial cairn contrasts 
\llith the peripheral plac~ment of the two infants and while 
this is purely speculative, the accumulation of mor data in 
the future may highlight such features as signific4nl pat
terns. 

The discus~ion so far has focused upon providing a 
framework for asses.~ing grave good variability which bas 
drawn heavily upon Wiessner's observaticns concerning 
lu.aro, material goods and death (Wiessner 1982, 1983). It 
has been primarily concerned with variability at the within 
complex scale. As is clear from the descriptions of the WG 
and KRMS buiials however, the two complexes contrast 
markedly in their respective 'richness'. The KRM5 com• 
plc:it may be seen a.s a part of Goodwin's LSA 'cultural 
cfnorcsccnce' in the southern-Cape, while the WG com
ple:it faUs outside this range (Goodwin 1948). To interpret 
this 'richness' solely in terms of direct access to the sea, and 
hence suitable raw materials for ornamentation, is simplis
tic. If raw material availability was the dominant factor in 
encouraging ritual elaboration then the absence of grave 
goods within the adult KRM5/2 burial is anomalous. This 
emphasi7es that social considerations intervene in the al
location or ritual resources. Furthermore, the evidence 
from Matjes River indicates that it is only in the burials 
from the Wilton layers that the fuU diver~ity of marine shell, 
ostrich eggshell and bone ornamentation is realized, the 
preceding A lb any burials being treated predominantly with 
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ochre, and yet acct~~ to these materials mu~t have been 
similar (Louw 1960: 133-34). How then t.lII these di~paritics 
in grave E?ood elahoration 10 sp:ice, as represented by the 
WG and KRM5 oomplexcs, and through time, he ex
plained? 

A lcey ro thi~ que~tion l\ suggested by Cb1ldc who noted 
that in ~table sccicries very little, if any, of a person's wealth 
found it, way into the grave (Childe 194S:17). While Childe 
1s referring in part to highly stratified societies, eth
nographic evidence suggests that the same relationship be
t ween stress and stability in southern African 
bunter-gatherer ~ocieties and ritual elaboration also ap• 
plies. Al the ethnographic time scale ritual elaboration is 
known to fluctuate band in hand with seasonal aggregations 
and dL~persals of groups (Lee 1979). One reason for this •~ 
to maintain and emphasize economic and soda! depend
encies when larger group 5izes may give rise to friction 
which can threaten these. Archaeologically, rock painting 
in the Natal Drakensberg has been linked to increased 
trance performance during the wet summer months when 
aggregation of groups may have occurred (Lewis-Williams 
1981:114). Returning to the temporal scale, the relation
ship between ritual intensification and stress has been ad• 
dres.~ed by Johnson who notes, " Intensification of ritual, 
however may signal a system in trouble rather than one 
doing particularly weU. Conversely, absence of rlaborate 
ritual need not be taken as evidence or a benighted popula
tion so occupied with the struggle for subsistence that they 
have no time for more 'intellectual' affairs" (Johnson 
1981:406). This idea is explicitly addressed by Wadley io an 
innovative interpretation of the Wilton, in which the ar
tefactual elaboration of this period is viewed nol as an 
economic and social success story but as a signal o! ~tress, 
during which territories were restricted and resources, 
both natural and human, were at a premium (Wadley 1986). 
Consequently, this intensification during the Wilton is in
tcrp•etcd as the fuel which feeds increased exchange and 
networ~jng between groups in order to overcome these dif
ficulties. lf the descriptions given by Louw {1960), for the 
differences between the Matjes (liver Layer D burials(? Al
bany), and those from Layer C (?Wilton), are correct, tbrn 
the grave good elaboration in the Layer C burials may be 
seen IL~ a further indication of stress during this period and 
an overt 'social advertisement' during a time of relative in
stability {Pearson 1982:112). The 'richness' of the KRM5 
burials relative to those from WG in this scheme suggests 
that the former complex was subject to a context in which 
stress was higher than in the latter. 

In searching for a cause which may have prompted in
stability during the Wilton, the role of environmental 
deterioration is posited (Wadley 1986). The absence of ar
chaeological occupations dating to the early/ mid
Holocene from the regions inland of the Cape Fold Belt 
(Deacon, J. 1974), has been somewhat modified by the 
chronology of Jubilee Shelter in the Transvaal (\\/adley and 
Verhagen 1986), but occupation nevertheless still appears 
to be sparse and patchy relative to the Cape coastal regions 
{Wadley 1986). Clearly a first line response by hunter
gatherers under these conditions was to reduce ab5olute 
population, and certainly social networking in these cir
cumstances may have increased in order to 5CCU!e suitable 
mates. The nOlion, bOWC\-Cr, that populations spilled over 
into the Cape coastal regions is some what mechanistic 
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given the po:.sible disparity between the time scale over 
which environment changed an,t the shorter term response 
to perceived stress through ou, _,igration. While environ
mental stress may have compounded the ritual clat>oration 
evident during the Wilton of the southern and south-east
ern Cape it is f,-Jt tt,at this is unlikely to have done so 
through the movement of more people into the area from 
the interior. 

The model favoured here is one in which the settlement 
and demographic changes evident for the terminal Pleis
tocenc/Holoccnc boundary (lJeacon, H.J. 1976; Deacon, 
J. 1984h) continue to develop, giving rise lo increasioF sub
sistence inte115ificalion within smaller resource ranges. 
Perhaps what was of most importa.1ce for the continuation 
of this trajectory, was the development of ritual per
manence in which places became central in the enactment 
of inter- and inlra• group social and economic relationships 
(Bender 1985). The seeds of ibis development may be seen 
in the early burial of people within caves in the Albany and 
elaborated in the Wilton as increasingly smaller and per
haps socially rtrmer boundaries were established th3t re
quired mor.: intensive social networking in order to cross 
those boundaries. It is possible that the slrongest indic..tor 
for ritual and greater residential permanence in this area 
comes from the placement of burials within caves and rock 
shelters, which were the fo..:1 of daily domestic life as well, 
v. hercas the ethnography indicates a strong avoidance 
prin,•ipal between a rcsido.:ntial camp on the one hand and 
death :\nd burial localities on the other (Schapera 1930; Sil
bcrbauu 1981; Wiessncr 1983). The elaboration in tht' LSA 
burials of the southern Cape may therefore be seen as an 
in situ development related to circumstances specific to the 
region IL remains to d15cuss briefly what these circumstan
ces may have been. 

A~ mentioned above, the elaboration of grave goods 
wi .hin Wilton burials of the southern Cape appears to cor
relate wilh the wider archaeological evidence for greater 
tool and ornament manufacture. While it is suggested that 
this intensification in Lhe manufacture of tools and orna
ments is possibly related in some way to scale dependent 
stress, it may also reflect the gret.ter degree lo which rela
tive organizational comple'tityin the form of subsislencein
tcr5ilir.ation, residential semi-permanence and ritual foci 
could be elaborated within the limits of the local environ
m~nt. In the southern Cape the CFB runs close tot he coast, 
i:,inscqucntly squeezing f 1. coa..:al plain into a relatively 
-:arrow ban,' (Fig. 1), am! .lereby providing a Jivcrsity of 
coast.ii and inlanc! hal,itats within a small l,t.<> ro the cast 
a;,d west 1\.e coastal pl:.in broadc.ns and the :mmediate 
gc~;rnpl,iC<"I complimentarity of hal :1111~ dcCTed•~.s. Al.~o, 
these arr:,s •u:cr.il to ti,c ~ou•hern Cape bea,mc ~,:a.~onal
ly more , :,ccitc m, fo: "AAmtile, rainfall. 

It is ~:1g&e~ted th!lt ti : geographic..! rroxiroity of 
di~cr.;c hah:1ats i :he rn•;thun Cape may h2, been one 
factor in rnc,,:.rar,n '. the SV!riario skctc.hc:,, ~bove Or e in
dicator of t!,i~ h~"ital ::oir.plimentarity ',, s ,t,&ested by the 
radiocarbon profile a'.:i,:~ th~ ·,t • be-fl\ f~pe coast i\Od 

eastwards. At co11='al sif• web as N.:l~on Bay Cave :1,1J 
Matjes River, LSA c,cci,p· u.,n is wet! <"f'. ,bl:.hed by about 
12 000 BP (Dl'dron, .: 1971 19lt4b) and it is probable that 
other sites 2 long this strc.tch o( r he roast, such as 
Coldstream, 11. ,JI J.avc similar ha~al :!ates. M"ving 10 coas
tal site~ to lhe ea~t, the exploitation of marine resources ap-
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pears to gather momentum only from about 6000 years ago 
as represented at KL1sies River (Wymer & Singer 1982; 
Binncman in prep.), Cape St Francis and Kabeljous River 
(De Villiers 1974; Thackeray & Feast 1974; Binneman in 
prep.), and at Cbalumna River (Dcrricourt 1977). While 
the core southern Cape area is the only coastal region with 
terminal Pleistocene LSA occupations, sites all along the 
adjacent CFB are consistently occupied from LS 000 years 
ago onwards (Deacon, H. J. 1976, 1979; Opperman 1978; 
Deacon, J. 1984b). What these chronological profiles sug
gest i~ that the CFB provided a relatively optimum habitat 
for LSA bunter-gatherers which was complimented in the 
southern Cape by the proximity of the coast there. It is per
haps no coincidence that the increased exploitation or 
coastal habitats eastwards of the southern Cape as well as 
the riverine habitats inland of the far eastern extcn.sioo of 
the Cape Fold Belt from about 6000 years ago correlates 
with the ritual elaboration evident in the Wilton burials 
from this same period. What this may signal is that popula
tion packing in the optimal areas of the Cape Fold Belt and 
southern Cape reached an organizational break point 
which could no longer be sustained and consequently, from 
the mid-Holocene onwards, LSA groups had to recon
figure socially and economically. This may have been en
couraged by environmental changes for the better. The 
ritual elaboration evident in the Wilton burials of the 
southern and south- eastern Cape is therefore not so much 
a product of social stress induced by resource failure and 
access to mates because ortow population densities, bul of 
stress imposed on the organizational li.mitr.tions or hunter
gatherer groups attempting to 'stay put' within relatively 
confined areas which consequently decreased the palliative 
role of mobility in dealing with social problems. 

Summary 
This paper has examined the grave good variability of 

the KRM5 and WG burial complexes, using the eth
nographic observations on hxaro exchange as an interpre
tive framewNk. We h:we suggested that thrre is a 
relationship between the amount of grave good elaboration 
and the age of an individual at death and that the number 
orformal exchange relationships that individual bad, forms 
the determining linl<. Contrary, however, to the expectation 
that ritual elaboration as expressed through ornamentation 
increases with age, the KRMS and WG data suggest that 
greater ritual elaboration was given to the juveniles and the 
very young. because exchange for them was a symbolic 
intra-~oup practice with no commitment to reciprocity. 
Consequently, ornamentation was available for placement 
in their graves. 1 he material 'wealth' of older people who 
t.l1cd was, however, 'recycled' so that intact inter-group ex
change commitments could be reallocated and maintained. 

A second conr:-.e::-'l of this paper nas been to discuss the 
r~.~onal and temporal variability in grave 'richness' using 
the KRMS and WG complexes as examples of this 
variability. The KRM5 complex was ritually elaborated to 
a greater extent than the WG complex and we see this as a 
further dimension of Goodwin's cultural 'effioresccnce' in 
the LSA of the southern Cape from the mid-Holocene. This 
is interpreted, however, as signalling a stressed social sys
tem in the southern Cape, :,re· ·.: about through relative
!y higher population densities ~nd the increased demands 
this placed on hx1 "O exch;,,nges for the maintanancc of 
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inrer-group rela1ionshiP5. It i~ suggested that one factor in 
permilling higher population densities :,va~ the close 
proximity of complimentary resource zo~es_ in the ~out~ern 
Cape. Jn this scheme, the WG complex indicates relative.I:,· 
lower population densities and a concomitant decrease in 

exchange intensity. 
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I'rrhmorr, Pa!IMOlum in Soutlttrn A/,.,a 

PASTORAL ADAPTATIONS AND FORAGER REACTIONS IN THE EASTERN 
CAPE 

S. L. HALL 
Alhany M1,••11m, 64()() Grahamstow11 

ABSTRACT 

TI1ir paptr pmtnl! lustorical fVidl""ct forn tlrt rartr. 11 Capt 
"/11~-Ji 111tbetl/tJ tlwt at tht timt of EtAIO{Na/1 Ct'lnlOCI, tlit coartal 
p/t1teau sm,th qf thL Winltrbtrg "n; 1'in.,uttd for stultrntnt by 
pri.rtnra/i.m and apopastoralisu, who,ll· hwittr-gatkrrr ocru 
pallOn war confrnrd for h fTlllSI ,>ar: to Ult ,ort/1 in rhL ,nnunuw, 
rscarprn,'11.tt. Sornt m1irorrnvn1al foct11rs :nflunu:ing 1hi.t distri
b1111n11 arr Jimwtd. AKoit,11 this backdrop, ti~ di.r,"'rtlt dutnh11-
t1nl\, of ,.,., rock ar1 'Mtift (cattfr and fa, .ltd Jh«: , are 
"-<MU11td, and thtsl' arr inJtrpmrd ri.r , q,~tnMg sucass. w 
rla~er '" w as.nmilatio11 and di.rplaamtnt of hwi:er-Karhue,., 
/mm paslllroJ/y /m'Ot.rr!d ha.'>11a1s. Othtr arr:h4ftJlcP,• ,/ ~id,ncr 
/mm an aca1'(Jtrd poacry srqumct ir gll'tn II> boL<rrr llltr 
WrrprtUlllon 

In .. oductlon 
Fmm the l~le 17th century onwards, an lncru<U1g number of 
1· uropcan tm\'Cllcrs penetrated u'ie eastern Cape 1nd des:nbed the 
1nd1gcnous peoples •~Y encountered. Whereas the prcna:up;!tion of 
the cnlonial authonucs and tne Dutch gratiers with the acqwsiooo of 
domc,;tic,tock moy have bla~ the5c tra11Cllcrs' acrou.•11! in favour of 
pa.<toral1~t,, il i5 cir.ii, ,hat cncount,n with hunter gatr~n:~ were 
nu~ f' - '.miliL,L, and agJ'Ofl(lstoralists held sw.iy m-cr m. +. of the 
lando<cape. ~ • don is most arr:i.rcnt for the arc.... 50uJi of the 
cv.arpment hi! 1<!-,, VUKJU.'ly known as ti, . ooa.ruu plateau and 
cuns1al f~bmus. In~ vicinity of the lower Fish River (Fig. I), the 
src:,al lanmcapc wa.< Cairl) romrlex and Owd, with pure pastoralists, 
some: or mi."tcd Y.hoi and XJ',oo;a dcso,nt (Gon:;qoo), strJgglmg to 
m:unlll1n trachuonal granng ranges in the face of XhU5.J eq,:.n~on 
fmm I~ c.i<t :md colon,al movement from the w~t (Giliomce 19i9; 
rm~ )O'IJ). 

Amcmg:si !ht- pa,:w-al, agropastonl and colonial milieu, OCCl'ilOn• 
al rtrc1m"M to 'Bu.,hmcn' an: made. l.c Vrull~nt had t~ ..crvi«aof _,ul BU!Jtmen ~-~who~ himl a1 ;.hcSu.nd.1)'5 R.iYl'T. The-e 
pcf'plc were referred tr; a.s 'good Busnrnen' t,c,cawc they hcnbi a 
few 1:.tnle and I.lid llC't pillnge other pastornlists' herds (Le Vmllant 
l;'IK)\ S1milru-ly, Spamnan (17G6), alsn on the Sundav- River, 
cnro11ntcttd '81~hmcn' who w m· living wtlh Gon.,qua J'3Slora!i."11:; 
and , hu1hc1 to the: e:1.,t, ~•cedman ( I '\36.211!) recorded a grouo of 120 
'8tL4tmcn· who were subs:i,tin~ ofJ elephant. They cxch~ngcd the 
"'my for rom ar • tobacro from ncig/lbounng agropa.stonlists. II is 
only ~,thin the nore rugged cscarpmcnt area!; to the Mrth of L'lc 
Cll."\.<t.il pLitcau tlnt a stronger and better defined forJgu prc.~oo: 
wa< enroun• ~red Barrow ( 1 in'i), for e11ample, foo,,,d t'iat 'Bushmen· 
were lllll numerous m the Snccuberg an<l he also ffl(ntion• that the 
Wintcrbc~ (Fig. I\ ~'ii., urunhabitcd, cxcrpt 'or 'Bushl'lcn' 

TllC h1~oric:al dom1Nn1X of pa.stora!L,ts 1111<1 ngT"Oastorahsls a:011g 
the C:O.'l<lal pl 1teau has long been noted He~,tt COO<.ludtd that, at l/le 
llmc <'f COOL'lCt alnni;t the ~la! forclan<.1, "there is no evidcnoc th.at 
81L•hmen nrcuned thrl'C aoept a.\ almC'III soht'l.,Y ~trnggler,'", a-,d 
Dcmwwt's histoncal rco::,nstructionnhov the: ~c pattern (H~,u 
l<i~ "2; Dcmro1.1.n 1974, 1977). It nppcan ti,n f01agcn had t,.-cn 
I\N>ft7aphlc-.tlly dL,plac«l 11110 regiom that were relatively m~,ible 
10 r,a<tontll-.. Also, ~ p11ucity or rtkrences 10 hunter-gatherers 
heu:tn1e,, even l1lOT1" e.q>licahle Ill lig/lt of the ,:-ontert; m which they 
were obo,(-rvcd, naJT'ely tht liy histoncal times ~\irru!.,tion into 
J',"l.<torali.'11111\d ~<t<.,:alist g:t,lUJ'" wa\ ne..rlycomrlctc Th.it such 
:'l.,~nulati01° -4:~ ,akt i, ,cc IS attcst,:d by the 11iake-up of the Xhosa 
\l"Th,•'t • d,m wlucb, in part trarc1 ru ongjns to a San lla5C (Petre:< 
ti,~U4) reacx- u! in:o!rac:Lon, hc,w~r. 11,-u not univc w and 
whefl('Vt, tht' \'lir,,c:rberg 'Bushmen' met the a.maPha-r!',. be there 
..-a, "a b-.,ttk of ~:ttmrtiont llutl"TIC'Olllllers .,.,th th'! dlll&Ncllambeon 
the otl,cr hr.nd "''t'le paoeful (Wtfuams 191!3: 161). lllcrc arc 50011" 

hi,tonail rr.x,~ that pumt to the pr.x~ liy wtudi '\_\gm1!~tion of 

forag~rs mto pastorali<t and cspccuilly agropastorahst groups came 
abtt11I Some i11<J1 ,e th:it ccononuc mtcrdcpendenocs we-re forged, 
of wtuch the exchange of agr,pa5toralist cattle. com and dagg;, for 
fo,agcr rainmaking prow= is well 1rn....,..,,. The Pondoml5c ctucfs 
kept "the rcmnanis of a Bushmen family" who were lheit "official 
ra:nma.ktn" and the "Bushm.1n" Ill thedistricto1Tsolo "lived ta,y 1v 

o,, th~ stock p;lld to them by the Pondonusc for lmngmg rain to 
ooc.1ntry" (Ma:quarre 1962:~30). These lu.~onc.J records of ba.1<.r 
tnn,;.ictions, c-;pcciruly bctv''!Cll foragers and agropastor.tlim, pro, 
,,de a basu for l!1e inlerp-ttation of 50mc of the changes YI.Sible Ill the 
ar::h.icologi<:al rccortl ol me: aintact period, and may also have 
intlucnced the IIICOl"}'<JT11tiun of cattle into Bushman rock an. One o( 
ti ,e auns of this pap,. r is to cxamme bneOy the hiswncaJ and 
archaeological evidence for van= typcS 'Jf forager. pastor.ilist and 
agTopastoralist ~,teraction. First, however, the cnvuonmental ba.m 
for pa.~oral;sm :llong the coastal &rf'.!lS and the Wmterbcrg rs ~
scribed bec:lUSt lt,is pruvi,t- :m cs.5Cntial background agaimt which 
th~ interactive proces5CS took place. 

Paflurt and Water 
The area under conc.idcratJOn oompmcs It: Winterberg~ of 

the <ca>nd cscan-nient in the nonh and the 001151.\1 plateau so11th of 
th•s rani;c throt. w:uch the lower foh Ri,.:r runs (Fig 1). The 
relief of L'ie coastal platc;,u is gert<'rally undul;,ting, but is broken by 
the us1ern exten~ton of th~ Cape Fold Belt, upon whic:h Grahams
town I located. rllC area be1 ...e.:r, the Cape Fold Belt and ~ ,ea is 
refcm-d to as Ille rnastal fr.reland \8adcnhon1 1970). 

Two hroad cite1,,orics of p.,sturc oa:ur in the region. 11x:'.<C arc the 
wtll known sourveld a..'k.! ~-tveld, with an miermediatc rype c:allcd 
m1•cd-,eld Sou,,,eld, 111 particular, i1m~ qualij' pasture only 
<! . nng swnmcr and this mnue~ sil!Jllli.::intly any free range pas10-
~1i,1 strategy 1l1c importance of lhis disl-"'Ction to prcsc:ll day stodt 
tamic~ is somewhat rcd:iccd bcx:nwc of ~.easorw supplementary 
fce,J;ng The ma11°r so~kl al'Ca tin above the l 220 m contour m 
!he Wtntaberg (fig I). Parts o! these upland pastures have 'lll 
ewclll<'IV high car1yingc;1raoty, w~reonc UlflC ~toclc UratQJl be 
supported m 2 h.1 However, '"Mtt-u !his carrying capacity m.1y 
apprar to provide a prime area for paslrrabsts, the quahty of the 
pasture is rt't.amet! r,nly for a lie .tcd pcnoc of the y.:ar. ~ mttr• 
rclaicd fad on give n.o;c 10 !hi.\, the most Llllpor1Mlt of wtudt is the high 
rainfall thnt is in excess o' 7..JJ mm per year, Thi; prcap!tation 
produ~ rdatiVCI) lcac~d. nutnent poor 50i!s and also encourages 
prr;,ortionatcly greater flower and Sttd production whic:1 --apidly 
deplete., the graM of much of its leaf nutncnt (Otikls' '°"'I' Further 
mo:e, ti ,e n.mhcr and earlier on.1,et of frosts at tl11CSC I ~ r altitudes 
rapid!; lignific,; .in<! envelop$ any rcm,u1UJ1g nut:n< \. The higl, 
C:U l)'llllt rapac,ty or the Winterberg sourvdi:., i.; therefore linutcd only 
to the sllt'1mcr growing scas.m, 1111d any traditional free fllllgc 
pa.;toralist gro 'P'l Wt}uld have. ha.! to move clsewlx.n: onoe the 
pov,in~ ~:1..-... nJ«l bc,;a~, no matter what bulk of grur IS 
available, stock wtll lc,o;c -:oncbtion rapidly and die. The avatlabihry of 
the most tMportast pa.,ntrt: i;nm, "11ttmeda ITiandnJ, is even mon: 
~'l50nally r~tnc1rd to e.u,y .rummer, after whidt it is rqJl&ccd and 
overshadowed by coarser ~c:5. 

Q\llte ooviou.'lly, l~ limitCJi summer nutrient IJc of the sow-veld 
pasture requires that in order to maintain ~rm. al':matiw: !)II.StlllC$ 
n,u..,t 111: fvu,1ll I rum la:esummcr. !he problemc:in bcsol\'CICI Uuough 
the removal •ock to lov.~r l)1ng areas, <\Udi a, lhc v.Jlevs to the 
wuJi, in wlii< the Koc,,1ap ad f"t:h rive~ flow (Fig. 1). ln these 
hablrau the mean tctt'll)';raturc u hight:r, and t.l)erc is ronoocrably 
I~ rainfall (3(X\.400 mm) that is rl.imi.~ 1n c:lfec:tivmr~ through 
I ,igti evaporation rate, Mei .l>f'.\eQUCntly the nutrient natus o( the soil 
L\ lughcr. Overall, the5c factor.-; a>rnblnc to pr ..dt..c: S"teetvcld 111 

wluch t -c lat.! summu/autwMal nutrient drop-off is o::on!ldcrably 
le,;, than in the vnuw.ld. Sween-ck! therefore reti.ins its nuttition.11 
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fig. L A map showing the area under discus&vn and th.: location of knJWT1 rock art p.,ncls ii, which ca tile and fat-tailed sheep arc depicted. 
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\:Uue 1n the winter ,n..,ntm after the p1J\l\1ng ~av,n h.1., ended. lhe 
~,ng c:,paoty of the <wtttvcld 1< oonsnkrat .. y lc•wn than r,,r the 
S(JU!'cld. hut prrhap-1 is of more importance 10 a free range pastoral 
S)s;lcm an •hat, ,f 1115 well managed. the pa.,turc c:i,a mamL'lln ,tock on 
a ,ear-rr,und ba.\15 (Comm, l'lC•2) 

·,1c\ ,ng funhcrto the 'IOU th anto the Cape I old Bell and the CU.'1.11,d 
r,,rebnd, r.unfall anctta~ \lc.1,lal) to a.\ mulh 1u 91ll mm and lhl.'; 
give~ no,c 10 m<irc ~n,h veld llcca11<c or 1/ac m.1nne anflucncc, 
fro~l\ ate rare and the autumn nulnt:nl drop-off t\ ag.11n not a, 
marked a., m the hiplCI gruund of the Wm1crl'Crg. furthermore. the 
rcla11vcl~ deeply ma<e<I nvcr valleys runmn,. ncn.,._, lhe c11:tw1.I 
fa,rcl:ind rclilm a more <Umdcnt and ~w<:t'tcr ,eget.,tion (~hrtan l.· 
fll,...-1 19W). lUl<l •10 a range of granng opportuna11~ a>t·cur 11,uhan 
rcla11vt'ly <tlort dl51.'ll'X'C!I lk potcnual d 1hi\ area :or <tl>Ck famung 
w:u realLU"O rapidly by the e.1rly Ou1ch grancr< 

rl1C ~<cntrnl pa.\lurc ronua.,1 an ll•c region 15 one of ,our<cld.'· 
~ummcr•upland 1trazm11 and <wtetvrlrllall vc:ar round.1™ land p,u• 
ang rhtre Arc "" earlv 1n1,·eller\' rcwrd, th,11 ,pcc1riailly dc,rnho.• 
<ea<onal 1r:m•J1umancc of Kht11 p;istori\li,u hctwren ti~ low l)1ng 
area, and the W1ntc-rhcr11, but e,,rly I umpcan <t0<:k farmc-r< an the 
rcg,<•n 'l(>f11C'Um~ pcl!>~ t,,.,1h ,w,eetvtld nnd <0urvcld r.mm, 
hctw«n wh,ch <tock was moved <ca<1111ally an order to rc1run l,c•th the 
li,nd,11on of the ,tock Md the quahtv of the S\\ut,·c!,l th,11 would he 
rl~lc.t an iummer (OulJ, IQ71) l'0'>.\11-l) thl5 11,11., a p;ancm k.imt 
fn,m Kho, p."l,toralt,~ llov.·ncr, rcirular upland-kJWland SCil'l<.-.0,11 
1ra~111manc,e arre:ir< 1101 10 ha,c littn 11lwlla11cl) ~'ICnta~I \'an 
Recr~n re..mJc-<l that 1n the ,,l,mty of the SIICCUbcrg. the 1nhah,1ani, 
preferred 10 ll<r. th~ Juroo pl.Ian, f,1r iuann 1hc1r sheep "and only 
U.'IC the Snccutx-rg when thty 11re fo=d Ill do ", .. (llk•rnmarrt & 
Wud 19'7 W) 

Rm:nds of ~a.,.,ml lr,'lo'W'IUOWlC'C am:mg the ~, l<IC' 500lC• 

.,. t I more lktml<"d and alth<,ugh the itJcal \IIU31JOO would he 1,1 gI117C 
,10< k all YClll' ruund a, close I> the permAn<:nt homcstcaw as 
~""•ihle, 1h15 could not be: done alwa),. Most of 1hc XhnQ0

) 

permanent hom~rcads were lucntcJ 111 the rr,cdonunantly summer 
rnanr.,11 111CI.\ e~1 or •.he Fl$h Ri,l('r. ll1e Mbalu uuds m,tnllllncd 
thr1r 'ICnlcmcnts an lhc 111amty of lhe 1\hurmc Valky at the bJ..'IC of 
the ,\m.1tola range th.11 W'llS p1cd,1m1nan1lv Ml\11 ,cld nnd th<".- ,. 
rro1111kd summer prwng Dunng .,.,n1er they \\1'rt: ol!.',CfV'(l , • .ns 
1hr,r -irdt <knon 1n 1he J10·cc1,·rld in thc ,,amtyor the m1t1Jlc rc.-".hr 
c,f lhc .:oonap Ra,er (fig I) Snn1farl), thr N~ ambc n - -.1 ll..-11 
\lrxk ht.twttn the ~n\h ,-ekl aloog 1hc oia,1 '" Ute ,,on11• ,,r th, 
t111,l1m:rn< RJ\'u and the w,c:C't\tld of the IM Riw.r ,'llllc) co :hr 
11<•r1h (l'mcs IQlll S-Q) 

Of i1g111ric:mcc abotll b 11h the pattcnu pvcn ab'"c as lll31 the 
\1.lntcr mml wa, into I ma1nr m·er Vl\lk> where p!.'mlntlCnl w.itt'r 
or,ukl 1-r found 1hat woukl be cs.'ICntial fur c111le hen~. In 1hc an•,1 
under l>&ll\ldcrnr,on, then: is a nurthward and el\.'ltwanb ircnd 
tnwaril, ~11nmcr prc,:ip!UUon and the WmtcrbcrR hagiu:mds tta"l\e 
0% of llac a11nu;1J ~,paL1Unn l,clwC('n 0..1ot>er and Mnn:h 

(Oadcnhor,,1 l'nlJ) Dunr,g w.,nter, ,urf,ll'C wa1cr ticcim1<...,, an,:rca,
anglv larmteJ 10 the maJr>r rave11 Vllllh or the C!o:nrpmcnl and although 
1hc1c "11 t,~o/. pmbat,ahty that nvrl' ~uch l!l lhc I\ ,onap will <Ir'[' 
flt""'"t! and rontrnl'1 ant<> d,....,unn<'<1rd rnol, l Rl\'Cr Flow Data 
1'17 \, ... atrr \\1ll alwa~ be found nlong 1U cuurw 'Jhc di) wintc~ 
11re more rn.1r~e1I an the Wintert'Cr,i: where the tm:illcr al\\1 jlN"per 
,tac..,r,I\ 1>,1ll 11<>1 rct.11n much 11,atcr nfacr the summer itp;11~ h.wc 
<T,\Ctl 

"' !he lame .. r Cl . .>nlDCt, ~ hl\l· ,n,:al IC\.Tirtls. l.'llllpled \l.]lh an 
emm,nmcntal a'i.<C1.,mc-n1 of lhc rc11, tlefirac f,11rl) icncr.,J arca.s 
where p.1,torah,t<, 3gro11,1<torall\l< aml forger. were <,('!tied I i,r 
p,l.<tornla,t,, the \Clllcmenl cmpha.,i< w~, pr<'dnmananlly urnn the 
ro.1,1.ll plate,111 and fordand,, w,th the pcnnancnl ll!t"'fl-'l\lorn1"1 
!!<:lllcn,t nL, fluthc, '•,> the c.151 m the ~mmer r~an/all arc,, where their 
Jomc=,tic crop:; rou!a i;:row. ,'\t the t:.'7'.:: cf a:.:>!.:lc'., rlmu:;'1 Xh<~, 
"err 111crea.\ln,t thl'ar 11-.c of ll1c ,area., wc~t of I~ I i•h Rl\-cr On u,c 
other h:ind, fo111gcr J''f'Ulation\ 11,crc "1:11n1a111• I ar the =rrmcnl 
nrea, tlut wcrr le<.\ !ll.aled le, p.t,toral ~1tlcmrn1. It I\ prohahlc th~t 
1hr ruu.csl lcrr:un Md lhc ,.,. re~~,, vulncrahl~ty of atc><:k lo forai;cr 
1,uch "ould Ii.we h(-rn funhcr f1C1nr< 1nfluc11<,ng p.1.,1orah,t• 11gam,1 
M'ttkmcnt tl~n: The rcm:untler [ t Iha\ 1~1per ronwlcr< the nature of 
the an1cract1on l,ctwccn for ,:er Md pa.,1nmll'.l\, ~all~ rrnm tht 
\'l<.'WJllllnl of I.ht: I ,r,,!?"r< 

r,,lrmm,r l'a11wa/11m ,n Sorirltrm Af,1ro 

R11<k A.rt 
Rnc• p;unun~ c•f bn1h fol ,ailc,I !,he.:p ~11<1 C'lltlle arc f,,und an the 

arcaund<:r <X>:'l'll1lcra11on Hu .... a: ~urned that foragr~wcrc ~
~le fllr 11,csc r:11nunp and nN the p.l.\lorali~ts them'oCI~. they 
111<lrc:.11c an a general y.-;iy 1h31 pa,tor.ihvn mat.le some impact upirn 
for.1gcl) , A~ f ll 11.\ 1, kno\\11, then: an: oo hDtoncal rcwrds from 1:1e 
ca.,tcm C1rc whith mention that Jlll!,lotalt,ts or a~torala<t, ~•er 
paamcd their ,k,mesuc sir..k m pumr uron ruck walb St.1r,/ord 
( M,a<·quamc 1962 'Ill\ ... u told hy a 'Bu.\hm:in' in Trall'lkea th, I her 
hu,tw1<l had t>ccn a f'),Untcr and 11 as rnon: th3n l,~cly th.ti the 
p.unung,. \\ hi<h StanfonJ '1.1W of Europeiln~, horo and yoked n~cn 
were p:unted hy San Pcrhars the ~I ro11V1oong evidence for the 
ro, ,11,,,cr aUlhon.h11t of c.11llc raantmi, '-''111~ from their ~tnbullOn 1n 
the =i11mtent an:a y.,hach, a.\ 11 ha.rnln:ady been art~••xl on enwon• 
menial ground,,, were ~\ fa\lOUrahlc 10 fl(!.\ltlfalil.ts . This oorrelauon 
t>ctwcen a rcfu)?ium away from wrttt lmn Age mOu= and the 
prr«nct of c:irtlc p,unting1 hM already hccn nolcd by Mazrl (19112) 
for the NM.1I l)r,1~ cn,txrg It m~t he a<lm1ncd :hat the forager 
au1hor.,l11p of !Jiccp paantani, rcm:uns only a rcason.1hlc :mum;,oon, 
,1mpl~· hccau.\>C they arc found an contert, un.uut.able ror fW-!ol"IJl)t 
O<'C\JP,lll(ln 

In hght of the informallon ..tmJ by the dt.\lnbution of cattle irn:itcs 
on the rontact between for.igcr.. and Iron Ar,c agrorastorallits an 
fll,ttal, all known reronl, c,f pamring:1111 which canlc and sheep are 
dcptcted were collected for the part of the c.utem (:ape under 
ron,1tlcr.11>on here, 1~ rro,rd\ ,1rt: rre<entcd in Fig. I Aithough 
the •:urple we of l.1'\11"'11 ~acer anJ c::mlc moc,.fs •~!>mall, they ~rrc.:u 
1u llc~play dc\Ocle ,hstnhuhon., I mag~ of ~cp arc fr".and Jl'cdomi· 
n,,nllv v.11hin rock sheller., \IUi;ate<! on tlac c:uMtaJ pLliltau and co:istal 
forcland, where.a, noc:irtlecre found m thi.\arca and arc kllCJWll only 
frrm the rrg1on of the =d ~nl 

nic 1nrerprt1.111on or tJ1C5C dt',O'CIC d111nhution\ 15 spc..wu,-e at 
th" ~:age. but the an1cn-ela1cJ rn111runmcnU11 and historical ~Jenoe 
ntn:aJy prc-,cntcd prmilb .._,me f,,.,mcwork fOf analj'\L\ ~ hoes 
of cnq\llry indicate 1tm1 hy tl,e um.· 0:- the colonial ad\'ana:. fClrl'f_,-c~ 
were ffl(.ITC frequently cn~wn1ercd ,n the c:scupmcr• areas, ""ht:rc:is 
p.,,wrat.a,ts hcltf 5"".IY C'\'Cr Ilic m.nLll rrpons to the ,01.1th 111~ may 
be rnthcr II st.,IJC J)!Clurc r • 'P,;cd th,11 the addillon of the 
m:l p:unttng distnbutiom ,tcrmcd.aatc rJamr,seof toracer 
r •,p,,n\C 10 the p: ~tornhq I I l\ propcl'Scd lt,)1 lhc d&rctc 
dl tnhuhom o! c.,nlc and slaecp imll£tS rcprt:SCnt prog:rcwvc ~ 
., ti,~ !Cl -grapluc:il lfupl11cxmr:n1 and or 1mm11btJon of foraten frnrn 
,~ co:utal rt:pons by pastom!nl'\ ancl ~tornlisl'\ Tiac <U'Ur• 
rt''l\'C of !>hccr paanlanp m the o.~llll a= may rqirc:icnl II fir..t 
Mar,c an 1h1, I"'"= nnd •u~t\lh;it 111 thasc.ul) lime of aJntaa, the 
laml.'lape .. -a, stiU oc,ng ,hared by p:t,toralt.\13 anJ foragcn 11,,:rc 15 
~nc c,,tlcnce 101,how that forager !'>Clllcmen1 ,,anems did chanr,c as 
n , o~ucncc or p.lSlnrab= 11 1h15 tame, hut lhc<,c "'-ere loc:aJ 
:tilJ1L\lmc111~ nnd W'l'rl' not on lhc <eale ()f rcgJOnal di,<;placrm,. nt 1hc 
~)(la!, later pha'(' an thas rrogr~w,n L" rcJl'=retl by the discrete 
J1<1nbu1><1ns of c11llc p;untmp w11hin the pa-;torally more 111actt:..'II• 

hie l"oCtrpmcnl area, and th,~ may dcmomtratc regional ~
mcm 11t1d amfincment or fpmr,cr< 10 tJus area /l 'Jt.:iugll the ~IY..cno: 
of c:;mlc Jl('•nting.s 10 the ,outh or 1he Winterhcr~ anilioltcs th.11 there 
nmy ha,,: been no fo~~ tdt 10 paint an that area at the f'l"C)l'l(.scd 
lat~r dare, p M:u>nd 1~:b;.l11y Clll>I,. 11u.\ a.m'ildcn lh.,t forar,cr 
1~•p1al;111011~ IT\.I~ snit h,wc t.ccn l'ClJdcnt dunng this later phasc, IM 
h 11 hc(n !l(laal!y .ind CL1mnm1a:,lty changc:J to s\Kh 2n c~e'll th.It 
J"31nhn no longer figured 11.'i pnn of their rullural rq.,n:won 

( unfim13110n of thi, twc,.,ugc p.1m1ed r,n,gre:<si(ll1 ob\iolaly rest, 
upon prrc,f 1ha1 sn.-.:r pmn11ng5 rue older than till~ of c:anle TiJ 
l)('i;in Y.1th 1lac rattle paannn~. 1lic:,e '10m<:ll.111CS rorm part of pon..:.S an 
"'t111 h ho"CS al.-..:, 0<.--rur 1111d lhL\ intlacalo an even mofe recent ,i11e 
1i:ig. 2) lunhcrmorc. tltc-re as htlle Jouhl that lhe',e •~ an the 
Wanterh(•rg rcprc-.cnl Nguru hrcc.ls wh1d1 arc mul11~loured, p.11chy 
llc'1Lm·,h tl·r- •~an 1cn1 l r•·aP 11 /\llhoullh 1115 mofe dafftCUII to a-.sa, 
the horn mnfigura11ons ol lllc:-.c p.'llnled ca1lle, tJus fcal\lre aho rend~ 
lo confirm the Nguni identity 'The htStori<al c,1dc111.'C (Pcarcs 19!!1) 
511FJ?c,t• 1h31 Xhl-..a e1p..1nS1on anto ll,c arr.u lf'M1t:d,.11rl> to the 
r,,,urh Md ca.st of the- \lr1n1crl'Crg tonk place dunng the 17th a-ntury 
M<l th.11 the cittle p.11ntint' nrc ll.WlOJIC'd duKtly with llu\ c.,p.10• 
"un Srvrrnl urlv 1r.1,-eUcn and mNionancs noted th.11 tht ~ 
"'rre r,cas·d c,clu-.i,ely tuwani, cinlc and a f~ goats, but th11 thcv 
f"'r..~<cd no •hccp whal'OC\Cr (W~leyan Mc~ M.a.ssionar) 
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Society n . 1.). Thu SUS,l{ests that the fat tailed sheep p:untmgs 50uth u( 
the Wu:tcrbcrg were painted before a171opa51ora4,L< had penetrated 
the area. One difficulty With thlS partm,lar a.~•-nmll IS 111"1 many 
sources show 1h.1t at the time of contact v.,th Europeans mO',I 
Khotkhom al,;o owned large herds of cattle U both <Ji~cp aml cattle 
armed simultanrou.\ly in the Cape, ti IS anomalous that forttgcr. 
pau,lcd only \hcep. II i.~ ~hie that our h1Stom:al picture 1s 
~lc.1dmg and u not rcprcscnt,1t1vc n( the earlier pha...es of ru,11ir,J
i.,m m the Cape. If the e.irLier date of the <hccp images .lln11g the 
ooa.stal ar~ is oorrect, then we can ~,umc only that at that lune 
<~p were numencally uorrunanl O\Cr t..1tlle, or even that can le v,..-re 
entirely absent. 

'The explanation for the docrcte cli.<tnhutions of iheep am! ulltlc 
pai,1ung1 m the l\fC3 under ron.-.idcrdtJon has emph:t\W"<l a ,ba• 
chrorut: sequence m which for3J!er. were dt,pla<" ' ,r.,grc,sivcly from 
and disrupted witlun the coa<lal plateau nnd fnrelan<l\. C.cntml to this 
sch(mc are environmental factor, <uch a.s the aval1.1bthty of ~w,atile 
pa<•un: and water a, wcU as the su11ah1hty of the L1mlscapc which 
combine to define &re't:i more f.1vournblc tu pa,to1alL,ts, anJ where 
forager di.'11\JpUu:i would have l,ccn L'Onsiucrahle Arca.-. Mlch a< the 
Winterberg, however. r,rovidcd rcCugia for forager<. The emlencc 
rued so far ,end., to empha.w.c gcogr:,phiL-=il displaa,ment l>ul when 
other data arc oonsidercd tlus mod,!I would ..ccm to be Mher 
~1mpll.\UC and other ~ rorucrv.illve mtcractnc prna.-:..-,;es betwc.-cn 
forage~ and pa.stora!L,t took pl.:ia:. l:wkncc for tllloC p=~~ 1s 
cons1dcrcd in the final scctJon. 

Fig. 2 Ror;-k art p u,el from r.>donl m the Winterberg. The panel 
mca.<ures 0.70 m acrO!!..~. 

Potwry~Uffl('a 
If dL,placcment o( f<>ra~ri by p,Nornhsts and agrup~toruh~IS 

from t~ coastal plateau amt foreland took place, one of the M.hac
ol,,gi ... 'll Clf't'<."tal•oru. mi~t be th.u pottery <cqucnccs v,11h,n the ro.: k 
\helter; ,n th~ lltc.u would be thin ~nd C'phcmeral Al Wilton ;i.n.J 
Mclkhwthoom thi~ c~p«t.111on ocrt.1mly ~m, lo llC met (J. Dc,1• 
con 1972; II J. Deacon 1976), Md ,u tx,th i.itcs pn1trryocn1r. mcr,tlv 
... ,,tun the ,urti<ial dcin,it\ ·111« \llll lhOII. nuv,c\·er, IS o:>mpucll~d 
by the oll'lcrv11tlon that the l.ut 2 tUl yctu\ in the ea.stem cxtensmn or 
!lie Capt Fold Bell ~ 1111..lrncologically better rep1e1o1:ntcd in •mall 
rock \heller., rather than larger !,hclre~ ~uLh ,,s Wilton a11d Mclk• 
houtbtom, and :hat~ ch.ulge evidcn..-n Rite red for,1g~r !>t"!tlemenl 
f>,!llem~ .u,d/or :,mailer group ,i,e ron..cqucnt upon the mtmdurt.11•n 
of l~lorah\lTl (II. J Deacon 1976:157). Allho<1gh mu.:h worl. \t1U 
nee<h 10 be done m ortlcr to c:,1.1bl1Sh tht, tn.11<1 more fully. ti;.: 
unphcab<lfl i, that forager ,u,pla~-emcnt wa, irutfally on a l<lC.tl s.::ile 
and not on the rcg,onal !Gile evident from the 17th oc:ntury onwards 

Tiic c:q,cctation for pot:ety seque~ on the roa.,1.11 plateau 1md 
fnrcland ,, funher o:,mpuc:11td by e~c.ivnt1,Jns at two Later Stone 
Age , , (Edgehill and WelRcluJ.) on the ti.m~ of the Kr••nar 
River(,·~ I) Doth 511C'i arc IL-.'lltl"<I ... ,1hm SWCCIH·ld and ruurkd 
with the i\11 )Car round ava,lah1li1y of Willer. "'u11ld ha,r been pnmc 
1uus for pastoralJMs Md agmpa,tornfots. Pottery I\ well c:.1/lbhshcd 
m thr 'IC<jUC.IC"C :ti Wel~cluk b~ I 360 :t ',O Bl' (!>tu Nr,l} ,Uld pr:,...,t,I~ 
e\cn earhc1 :11 Fdgelltll hy llllO ± 60 Ill' (f'ta-W,4) Althouu th:.-

latter date falls within the: l.nown age range (or pottery ar the Cape, 11 
arrears Iha! mor.t of the Edgehill portcry laycl"l, have been rem<'ved 
and \0 the date mu<t be 115Cd w1th caution. Dcmc urt's v,wk on the 
open !lite a.o.h mound, at Mn:kllcdnft 5,0111c 40 km ea.,1 of Edgch1ll .111d 
\\lelgduk mll,cale!i a ~tmng pa\loral pn:~11<.-e by lllll BP (Dem· 
et>urt l<J77) 

Contrary to the cxpccwoon of ihon pottery Sl'."<jUenO?:!i ,n th,s 
region, pnttcry at W lgcluk. and al,o p<,._-.ihly at r:<lgcluU. ••:um 
,..,tJun v,cll 1kvelopcd deposit<. rc,1,.hing II d~pl!1 at Welf..oelul. of Jl~l 

umler 0.11' m. A~mml( tliat foragen were stiU the ocn,p.ants of 
the-,c sheik IS dunn~ the a'fllilct period. the extent of tht' Wdgeluk 
pottery o;cquenoe m par'X-ula.· implies amsideraoly more amtact and 
interaction w,th pa.\Wral groups along the Kuon.ip River than th.! 
m111 .. I cxpectallon anlJ(lpnlr,d . A mntr£t lo the Welgclult p<.1nery 
\C<JU<"na: t~ that from Fa1Mcw (Robcrt.\h:lw 19R4) located within the 
sourveld of the Wintcrlicrg. 11 would have been le~ fa\·uurahle to 
fr,:e r.u1ge p&loralist S)"\tCITl.'i, ru1d !lie pottery soquenoc IS poorly 
de,cloped and, :is the au!P<>r wgg~L,, the ,mp.1ct o[ pa.<,torali<,m 
upon the forager c-a,nomy \lo,b nummaJ 

n,c Welgcluk JlOllery sc4uencc IS of funher mlerc:st m th.II II 
~p,1r,1tcs into two oomp<mcnts . T : fir\t, older cocn(-"1ocnt runt.un'i 
,tcror,1tcd \11crds and ,hapc:1 l)p,otl of Kho, C1pc coa~t.11 p.>ltcry 
Ilic .,t:"C01ki, you.'lgcr <-umpoll<'nt MS ruan.elv mad(, nm rud,cd 
p.,flcrv wluch L\ fir..t found Within a layer d.itc\J to 510 ± 50 B" (!'ta· 
:N34) Although !Iii:. rim nKkc.d ware LS k.no'¥!l from only live 
IOL·ali11es 1t is relatively \lo11Je,;prcad, rangu1g from the footlull.s of the 
Wmtcrbcri,: 10 a aiastal ~htll m,ddcn near the F~ River mouth The 

m;enoc of tlus nm ruckcd pc ·ery 1mpbcs either an l.!cm Age 
1 ,rcscnoc in lite area or the appcatalY.lC of mi,,:cd Khoi/Xho<a RJO••~ 
(Go11,1qua). Schnfil'ld d=Til•·~ Thcmt>u pottery,., h3v,ng notdlC-J 
nm\ (Schofield t•~:1115). If the l\loo portery components at Wdge
luk do represent o pure pa.,tora.lL\I protna: at fir~,. foUo" cd l>v a 
lt1c r m1~ed agrorm1uraJ1,t cxp:ins,011 11110 tht region. !11r11 ,1 1S 
p<~l>lc that they al.<;jl correl!ponJ ro the two painrt:d ;,h= (-.h,~p 
then cattle) nuthnc,I ~i...wc. 1 he r. 1d10Cu hon date for the appear anoc 
of the nm ruckcd i.,Jttel)' LS roughly eqw•·alcnt to the we: tcrty 
uparl!.ion nf the Xho.a ,0cmcourt 19'n 1&5) Tnken together, aU 
tines nf e\111.!nce prm,dc a more lialan,;eJ but .11 the same ume m,ur 
mmpkx picture of for.1gc1 r<:!>pon<e 10 p.'l~to1,li ts and .tgn,'J"'-\IOr:i
lt\15, The expe,.-utlon (or thm ruck shelter poltery se<ju.cnccs ,~ not 
met, and rather than demonstmtmz v,hol~ regional forager 
.I,,pl.JCCment. ~u~:~L'i smalkr 50,lc <.cttlcm:nt :idiu,tmcnts, wirh !lie 
P,.l\.~1h1hty that Cowger 0C\.,1pa11nr, of h,1bltal5 favuurahle to pru.tor:il• 
1\l\ actually m1cru.1fied 

faam1n:.110n or some of the con1cn1 of the Wdgdul. p.>nery 
!IC<jUCOCC, C!>pct.1.tlly the uppc:rron,pooent. pro\1dcssome idea of the 
na•ure of thi.\ forager occupauon Fu~t. w-1lhin the pi.1ttery l.11cr., 
there L\ a d«Tea.<c m lhe frcqucl1C) nf fonn.LI '°''" nnd, m the upper 
p-Jttcry component, lonn,11 tools w-e cnnrcly -•~nt .)<TJ(JO:, v, •rvn 
ha,c been reco\ercd from th~ levels and 11 is prnbablt- that 1tw. new 
material ,11k111utod for Mone tool\, It can he spccul,1tcd that iron mav 
h,t'C been bartered between agropa..stora!IS~ and forager,,, ,tnd 
for.,gc" m.1y ,1I~• have forrncd part of "It.II I larinck (1%'I It.I) ha, 
tcm1cd "the Xho-,;i-Kho1 trade chffusion nctw11rk ," Ol rurthc, inter• 
e~I L\ that \1kn·tc, the dorrunant raw matenal out of wlud, ,tune hloL, 
were m;adc. al~1 dl'Cfc:t,;c, withir! rhc pi.111ery L1ycrs and. wlulc Uu, 
m:iv al'° he hc:d to the raw ma1,·n3l wJ-r..trtuuon, ti L\ 1o1gr11fiain1 !11at 
thc llo..ot 111 11n, tjjcretc dep<lSlt, arc locatod ~,mc 35 un "'uth or 
Wclgduk on the Gratiarn~tuwn penepl.tin (Mouni;un l!ll-1:)) 111c 
de< rl',L\C in \llnclc mav !11crdorr provide an mw ... uor of d1,rup1cd 
f,in,gcr ~nlemem pJttem< dn< ~ dccrea.,;c m 1r.1Ji11onal moo,hty 
r.111;:c,, ,.,,h the ad<hue nal ,mpli~boo !IMI forage:~ ,.ere te.;x1mmt1 
tnCTC,L'>lnrJ} <,c.-.knt.ary 1'1'S.\lt,lc rea.som fur tlu., would he 10 the 
17calcr 001nplc,01y of Inc ,;o,_,aJ l.1n,1'.cape that w1,uld have ,~~scned 
th•· clf~ctiven~~ ,if 11a,htk>nal mob,uty ~tr.11ciuc:s In order to utl,,ct 
11,e rumg ~"U)~ of ~UCQ:lll>ful ~ttkmcnt, new CQ>t,.>mk oppot1W1Jllo 
n.1d tn be ~tabh~cd. hoth within the traJ1bOnal fo1.1~~1 framc,.,irk 
~nd 11lsn by entcnng into exchange WT.11\llerr..:nt, with their nc:,.. 
nc1etit...iur1. ~pc,.,.Llty agropa.,torah,t, (Moore 19il\) 'Inc llcpth of 
the Wclgcluk pt1trer,• '.l('t•uell(;(' may lll<hCIIC that f.)ra¥,ef\ ,.ere Ln 

fa.-i scttiuig d<1wn 'Within the: ~torah!.t fmmc\A.ork. 
One rc~urce d~velvpmcnt that may indicate the rroce-..~ men• 

11,>nctl atiovc 1, a ~h.1rp mllea.-.e 1n lht! c~l,>11 .. uon or pt.111 f1••h, 
c~pn1ally !,<-ed.\, ,..,,h,n the pl'ltery l.1yer.. ,\Lo. the rCL~""I) uf 
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Fig. J. Rock art J\,lne'I from Drillontc111 an tt-.c We5tcm W111tcrbng The panel mr.i.surcs 1,-44 m IICTOS3, 
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rumrk,n ~ctl,, C,mJlu.r Nsta, in the urr<r rc•ttery component tun!\ 
at the ""''luoon of new ~V)\Jra: l'>J'portumtJ6 t.cmg forge.I ticrv.ccn 
fnragcr< nm.I ~P'Of',L'toraii<ls, mcntmn ha., l•:cn m.11Jc alrea.ty of 
tron I l,,torKal rco:ml\ provrdc m•t.= of further c~<han!:e ,term 
nd Steedman·, OO'>CMlbon (IR35 2M) of forager< Cl[ch:in10ng the 

M•rv fnim their ekphant and hippo ~ill, for rom nnd iobal'CO from 
the fpondc•ml'C h~ lllready hccn mcntt<XlCd 1111, an:haeolo"'3l 
.ind h1\lon..J CYld<'n<'C' pomt, to mtcrotmg dcpartur~ from the 
forager<" traditK•nal wncm c,f mutual rmprnoty v.,thin &rOUfllo an<I 
rc10,1nal c,chanllc:5 hc!Wt'cn groups :ind the rcmlom,1g cffet."1~ this 
ha, c-n m.t:nt.umng the l'('r'lll<•m,c and !IOC!al ~\/\!cm, r or c.,3111ple, 
~t. ... ,,e ( 1~5) 11,k., .,.hy for.,gc~ ma fmn11cr ~tu.1t,on .,.,th farmc-r; 
"-Olltd h.1rtrt fur dotnC'<hc. ,cgctahlc -.ll,1ot", thcrchv undernt1tmg 
the tra<lit••nal role of f,-,,agcr "-Umrn in the prntlucti,c l"f<!c.'C\.\ 'Jhc 
,m,..,cr 1•11a•n he\ ,n the decay of trad1t10oal ~ttkmcnl ,tr~tcpcs anJ 
the nerd to m.1mta,n energy le,ek Moore also p,11nt, out ~t lhe 
d1,rup1tnn nf the f,,r~~cr;' pruduL11Vt' t'fforl ,l.,.il) from rmpromy 
,,,...wuc. hartt'r and c,,hnngc mll\t a~'IOl:npm e ur-m airour·~ ahchty 
to m:unt~in <.c,,aJ ord<'r and S(llk d,~tc:5 Cunsequcntly, a111nict 
rC',Olu11nn 1, tran,km:,1 to the agrop.:r,to~list, v.hidl may he :mother 
lilctOr 1n r,romo1mg foragcn towanh 1ncrca.W13 M"dcnllsm 

The W'<O\'CI')' r,f pl:u,t dome!>h,-:itcs m supf'O'(·d forngrr contc ,t, 
r •lsa lhc fl<""\lbih~ !hat c"ha.ngc IY.1wccn fonigcrs and agrop;n•or• 
.ah,u wa, raised lO the lc,·d of whAt Pctt'rson (1978 .\44)c:ilt, 'tandem 
<perrnh1.1tions· The:,,' reb11onsh1ps C\"fflmnnl) 10110hc the: exchange 
of mc,11 na1u11c.l by forager; for 1kN11t">bc ,rgc-1:iblc fon,l<; from 
farmer; It "of trllcrot th.1t "a w1111Jcnm: tn'l,c" ol'><.c.-rvcd 11\ Brun 
l l~•tcr 19-IQ 118) "'111 suh\isuntt entirely b) nununii cleph.,nt and 
h1pro, hut m tht, 111~tanc-c no mention of eteh~nginll tht< meal ll> 

maJc One well knnwn ,pcciab1.1oon v.,th v.hid1 forager,, prm1Jcd 
• ,pnru.,toral,m 1n the ca.,tcm Care ,. ru. the 1, rammalung pro.,.~, 
nnd lhc t',IIIT'plc of tht- Pon\.klrTU$C ancl 'Bu•hm:in' rr~l\",.ICl1orn h.1,e 
already hc:cn mcntio'lcd (Macquanic 1%2 IM-130) For lhctr dforts 
t! :.sc 'Bu.,hmcn' Y.t'rc r,11c.l ,.,th roth c.11tlc and rnm I C'-''ls•Williams 
( I r,1111 I I lrnW5 attrnnon to the Stm1lant) S,VI ~"' h(:rv.un dall<l nnd 
c.ittlc nntl thcrcfort' I') ct1cnS1on 111,;,o lhc p_is.siblc rcl,111on,h1p 
hctwet'n cattle and ramrrul1ng CC'n&nlY m the tmtoncal n:conh 
11,wlablc, rK>I onl) dt:I forai;i:T'\ rCC't'tvc aittk M fl(lVITICnt from 
ngrop.1,tornh,ts, llul c:ittlc "-CIC al,;o nnialh '1au1?111ercd n, part of 1hc 
r:unm.u.,ng prtX.1:M Lichtc~tt'lll (19".Ji 316-117) n:rorm 1ha1 "In 
long "'"tUnuc,I dmughl\, they have reco11= 10 m.1 c ln pmnnc 
mm A I fottcntot commonly, very -.clJom one uf their O"-TI ~c, i.\ 
made u~ of for lhL\ flUl"f'O!<C A ccrt.,m numhcr c•f c:inlc ;,re hm11gh1 
to h,m, o(\•hllh hcc~ooc, "'hen It 1ubm,arnl he t.h~a roJ m 
the blnc><I, wuh v.hich he spnnkles thc ground all ~hout ... " TI1l'i 
.irranr.ement oi.iuld ht: dcvck,rcd tn sud,,, dcttrcc th:it ttn.un forager 
l!fOltp!I wcrt' amtJnu:ill) contractt'd to and ..-ere #kt'pt" by ccrum 
•'!O'Pp.1..,torah,t\ a, lhcir "offt0al r.unmakcr<" 1Maa1uamt· 11ln2:2A
lll). Ir L' pmtiahlc that fornf!C"- "'ho "'t're more ,m tilt' r< nrhc" or 
ngropa,toral so,,cty al\O UlCd c11tlc for thc1r O"-TI r:unmakmg nruals 
nnd tht~ w,,ul,J ha,c hcC'n ~l"(JUlrcd either thmtt!?Jt c,changc Pr ti) 
r,11dmg (lcv.u,W1lh;um 19111:IIVI). S:in r.u,ltng of !\ho, he~ w.t\ 
p.1rt1C11l,uly dcva,taung and 111 mJy 1n,t,111<"t, Khorli.hoin ,;cnl their 
,,.,.-Ii. to the Xh~ for pmtn:tt0n (I lannck l'lffl lf,7j, 

Ilic Win!erhcrg may have r,ru,idcd the h.t,;c fmm ,. lucn raids 
were mouolNI :ind cattle returned for t'llher ~ut:,:,istcncc or ntt~il 
J'UrJ'lll!,('~ I l"", .. \\.1ll1:un, rc~nl\ OIi! 1h31 s.,n ~,,., 111,,ny ~IITtll.lllhCS 
1-ci...ccn d.:md anc.l cnttlc 11nd this rmphcs that the cl.ind', mctapl1nn
r.1I quah•1e5 wen: tr.tn<fcrrcd to attic. Thl'i _,crntion " pcrh.11" 
rcpre<,C'ntccl tn the rock pamtmg ,h<,v.n in F,g, 4 !'his p;,.ncl from 
Jlmkfon'.ctn m tilt' wC'Stem Wintcrhcrg <,/1(,ws a nwnhcr of c,ttlc 
Ju'<la~d ,.,thin M oklcr cl~r.J rand l'fot only nrc th~ rattk 
111,1.,rosetl, hut the ccntr,11 a.,,m,ll h.1.• 1:iccn •upcnmpo,;,nl dim.1ly 
l"~r , n okk• cl:1nd, :1111I the v.holc a.~.-ibon hl't.,.<"Cn cl.,n.t wt 
aittlc af'r('ar. to ha•c hccn don.: qtutc c.lchhtratcly Of further 
mrerot I\ that Ill<' "'l"'l'f1'0'ltKm of the r,,v. nn eland nlso tal.~ 
n,:, ,1ntigt, r,f the Mxk rig mg line a,;~~tc.l "',th thc tmk of the 
eland anJ hy rupcriu..hon the b:ick of th<'. row L\ v.TII "!111\ 

.l~'l<.Utl n t-<·tv.ecn lhi\ hlack hnc n~ well a, lhc ,tr.ugh! ml hnc 
•l'<"c the hJcl. r•f the cc,w in the nght l"wcr cumcr nf the p.wl m.,y 
h.i,c 11gn1flCUlCe III term, of San licbd, oonccmmg the n 1au f"lWCl'S 

f,,rusro M thl\ parbrular point, and the effect.I thl'i can lme rn 
tnOttMl<.ing th,. weather (l.t'v.1!,-Wilhams 1?83 'J). If this"' c:,m:,c1, ll 
rllu.<.lnlle- a mcraph<>rK.il a>nllnu,I)' hctv.'t'<"n eland and car1lc and the 
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tmp•runoc of the lancr in cmpha~izmg and maint.allllng ll'adlbon.il 
«lClal value, :md eccnomic norm\, It is ~111;ri1ficant, therefore, lhit 
pamt111~ of eittlc are found in the ¼'intcrbcrg tn an area v.hcrc ,r'lfTIC 
forager f1C.UJ'5 managed to rctam t~'C valua and norms, wherus to 
the \Outh the archacologjcal an,I hNuncal rcamh ,ugcsr that other 
altcm~11,-cs, such as 'C!tltng 1n ,.,lh agropastorali$t.s, v.nc Li.ken up. 

Condusk,n 
llic h1,1<,rteal nnd cnvm.mmc la! c,,dcnoe fumt,hed here rr,:Mdcs 

a rrnmc"'ork for tit<. tJc,,cnptioo of pztoral adap<at>Ons, lhc impact 
the ~tN,ll pr<"scnoe had upon the forager bf~lcs. and the 1mJQC1 
nf avop.1,wral1,1, upr.n both of these !?)"Ollps. Whereas~ of the 
ctplan:1t1on~ arc prchminary, the an.haeologjcal dJLll lt'ail:iblc mcli• 
cait the ::omplctity of lhc <;()Cl:\: land,,cipc over lhc 1.151 I SO>= 
nus complc:uty ts not 'IO t'Yldcnt pcrhaf" m the lustoric:al recnrds that 
"'ere :-nadc v.hen the a.wnulabvc and dt,;plaa:mcnt tr.lJCC1oncs had 
hc<!n larg. Iv u,mplctcd Moch ar~h:u:e>logic.:l v.1,rlc w,U be required 
to un<k~t:tnd OIL"<.c: tra1rooncs "',th any amfidcncc. 
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